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Economic and social growth cannot be
accomplished by governments alone. The
effective participation of an enlightened
United States businessman, especially in
partnership with private interests in the
developing country, brings not only his
investment but his technological and
management skills into the process of
development. His successful participation in
turn helps create that climate of confidence
which is so critical in attracting and holding
vital external and internal capital.

John F. Kennedy
April 2,1963
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Bankers who have stepped up their cross-border lending in response to
urgent financing needs in the developing countries and a decidedly soft
loan market at home are being roundly lambasted for excessive risk-taking.
At best, this lending is thought to demonstrate imprudence; at worst, it is
supposed to precipitate a domino series of defaults and bring down the
world financial structure.

Neither the facts, nor the data, support the rhetoric of crisis. The Ameri-
can banking system has not been endangered by its loans to developing
countries.

Citibank, for one, has strengthened both its earnings and equity positions
from overseas lending to Third World countries. We have done this by
developing, applying and continuously reviewing our credit standards for
each borrower, as well as by reassessing the country risk involved in each
loan. We diversify our lending so as to limit exposure in any one country,
while spreading the largest portion among those higher-income countries
with well-managed economies.

We share our forty years of experience in overseas lending and country-
risk assessment with the member banks in our syndicated loans and with
correspondent banks. We must assume that other major American banks
apply the same standards of risk assessment.

Loans from the world's private banks to developing countries, as a group,
are substantial-now close to $70 billion'according to the most inclusive
definitions. However, the U.S. private banks' portion of this lending probably
amounts to less than 5% of all U.S. bank loans. Moreover, the bulk of these
loans is from major international banks with the greatest experience in
overseas lending and the strongest capital and reserve positions. Obviously,
no one can rule out the possibility of a new and unexpected adversity. Most

72 developing countries, however, have demonstrated their ability1o adjust to
o an extraordinary combination of adversities over recent years-huge oil-

price increases, worldwide recession, persistent inflation.
Favorable generalities about the developing countries are no more reli-

o able than unfavorable ones. Still, there is certainly a measure of reassur-
ance for all their creditors in the realization that commodity prices have held



up-nearly all are above 1972 levels; export earnings for non-oil-producing
countries have increased more than 50% in the past three years; interna-
tional monetary reserves are now steadily rebuilding (up $11.6 billion in
1976); and no developing country has defaulted on its debt or servicing of
debt to private lenders.

Despite some problem areas, the developing countries have come
through the three most difficult years in post-World War I history with no
major sacrifice of their economic development momentum.

This record of steady and determined growth does not support theories
of imprudent lending by private banks or impending default by developing
countries. This is said not out of industry bias, but because these are the
facts.

They are fully developed, documented and interpreted by Dr. Irving S.
Friedman in this study of The Emerging Role of Private Banks in the Devel-
oping World. Dr. Friedman draws upon his personal experience in the U.S.
Treasury Department, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and,
most recently, Citibank, N.A.

We are pleased to make his study available to both students and practi-
tioners of international banking and development economics. We hope that
it will serve to enhance the public discussion of these important matters.

G.A. Costanzo
Vice Chairman
Citicorp/Citibank
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from Development Assistance Committee (DAC) countries' and the rest from
non-DAC countries, such as OPEC lenders, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) oil facility and the centrally planned economies. During 1976, the total
net flow probably reached $68 billion, of which close to $58 billion was
provided by DAC countries and $10 billion came from other sources.

Table 2 provides a breakdown of the net flow of funds from DAC countries
to developing countries and multilateral agencies, by type of donor (official or
private), character of flow (bilateral flows or contributions to multilateral
institutions), and use of funds (technical assistance, export credits, portfolio
investments, etc.).

According to DAC statistics, net flows from private sources accounted for
Private banks have become a major source of external finance for a consid- 40% of the total during the years 1964-66 and 44% in 1970; it increased to
erable number of developing countries. The expanding role of private inter- 55% in 1975. Private flows amounted to about $4 billion in the mid-1 960s,
national banks in the external finance of developing countries and the but they exceeded $23 billion in 1975. Flows from private banks are reported
responsibilities, opportunities and risks being assumed by them have prompt- in appendix table 2 under "bilateral portfolio investment and other," and
ed questions from many concerned observers in both public and private under "private export credits." Eurocurrency net borrowings by developing
sectors. How important is this role? Will it endure? Will it expand or contract? countries come in addition to the flows reported in table 2.
What are the implications for the viability of the private banking system? Are Developing countries are those whose relatively low income and output
the international private banks that have lent money in jeopardy? and rates of economic growth over time have for many years required net

At the same time, other urgent questions are being raised by concerned inflows of resources from abroad to supplement domestic savings and to add
observers regarding the new position of the developing countries. What are to the foreign exchange available from export and other hard currency
the implications of the new borrowing for the developing countries? Can the earnings. Many of these countries are also having to further supplement their
developing countries repay their debt? Are the developing countries inherent- domestic savings and foreign exchange to enable them to make adjustments
ly weak borrowers? How does the new borrowing from private sources relate to, among other events, the fivefold increase in the price of oil, the worldwide
to other sources of financing? Do we now have sufficient defenses in case of recession, inflation and food shortages. The longer-run development needs
new shocks to the world economy? And how do we build better defenses, so and immediate adjustment needs often merge when the countries perceive
that the developing countries can withstand not only the short-term effects of that the way to cope with the lasting changes in the world economy is by
another major shock but also the longer-run adverse impacts? major alterations in their development strategies with consequent changes in

Today's world economy is the product of both long-term evolutionary the levels and composition of private and public savings, investment and
processes and recent events that have brought about some fundamental and consumption.
lasting transformations. It has become commonplace to refer to the many The traditional official sources of external capital for the developing world-
economic shocks of these past few years-from the very large oil price both the donor countries' "Official Development Assistance" and the finan-
increase to the ravages of world inflation and world recession-and to the cial flows stemming from the multilateral financial institutions such as the IMF,
growing interdependence and interactions among national economies. Less World Bank and regional development banks-have long been inadequate to
attention is usually paid to the longer-run trends that have been transforming meet the external capital requirements of the developing countries. Private
individual national economies and the world economy. The expanding role of sources of financing had filled these gaps for many years, with private banks
international lending by private commercial banks to developing countries is becoming an increasingly important constituent source. Moreover, despite
a consequence of trends that have existed for many years. These trends did the creation of significant new official sources of financing, e.g., the IMF oil
not begin in 1973-74 but, rather, were accelerated by the events of facility in 1974-75, these were nowhere near adequate to deal with the much
1973-76. larger current-account balance of payments deficits of the non-oil-prodcing

Table 1 in the Statistical Appendix shows the estimated net flow of all types developing countries that followed the OPEC (Organization of Petroleum
of funds into developing countries from all types of sources. According to 1The Development Assistance Commiteee (DAC) countries are Australia, Austria, Belgium,these estimates, about $58 billion was transmitted to developing countries Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany (Federal Republic of), Italy, Japan, Netherlands,
during 1975, up 35% from 1974. Of the total net flow, about $49 billion came New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and United States.
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Exporting Countries) price increases and other adverse events of 1973
and after.

Nor could the developing countries simply impose domestic "adjustment"
policies and measures to close their external payments gaps without serious-
ly slowing down economic growth and threatening their development pro-
grams. For most of these countries, there was no significant alternative to
official sources of financing because they were not creditworthy for large-
scale private bank borrowing.

A number of developing countries had, however, by 1974 achieved the
status of creditworthiness for substantial borrowing from private banks. The
countries that had the required creditworthiness to do so tapped the private
bank markets for much of the financing they required. Together with the
expansion of certain existing official facilities, as well as the emergence of A different perspective leading to concern about private lending to devel-
new official donor countries among the oil exporters, these private flows oping countries is that commercial loans weaken the economies of the

helped cushion the creditworthy developing economies to a significant extent developing countries because of their commercial (nonconcessional) terms.

from severe adjustment to unfavorable external events. Moreover, it is argued that such private bank lending can have a harmful

Views have been expressed that U.S. banks, confronted by reduced impact in permitting unwise delays in the adjustment process within a

earnings in the United States, have "reached" for loans to the developing developing country. Closely related is the assertion that private banks cannot

countries, lowering their risk-taking standards. This view implies that the attach macroeconomic conditions to their loans or monitor such conditions

increased importance of the private banks in the external financing of as would the public institutions such as the IMF. They see in this assertion the

developing countries is, essentially, extraordinary and temporary-until do- basis for the conclusion that private banks should feel more comfortable with

mestic loan demand revives. borrowers operating under the conditions attached to use of the IMF re-

Closely related is the view that loans to public entities in the developing sources, particularly in the higher credit tranches. Conversely, it is argued

countries are inherently riskier because of the country environment than that the developing countries approach private banks precisely to avoid th

loans to similar entities in the developed countries. Given this viewpoint, discipline of the macroeconomic conditions they know the IMF would

lending to governments in developing countries is often the special target of impose.
criticism, particularly lending for non-project purposes, often referred to as These are the kinds of questions raised by observers in the creditor

balance-of-payments lending. Can a loan to a government in a developing countries. In the developing countries, questions are often similar, such as

country regarded as weak be anything but a poor loan? commercial versus concessional terms of lending. The borrowing countries,

The charge has also been made that the lending banks do not have however, also have additional questions. Will the private banks continue to be

sufficiently rigorous banking standards in making these loans and are there- a large source of international finance, or will their present importance prove

fore overexposed to excessive risk. A very different charge, though it tends to to be a temporary phenomenon? What conditions must be found in a

sound the same, is that the private banks do not have sufficient knowledge of developing country if it is to be regarded as creditworthy by private banks for

or experience in the countries to whose public and private entities they are significant and continuing amounts of borrowing? Will the creditor countries

lending and therefore cannot judge the country risks involved. limit lending to developing countries for reasons not related to safeguarding
In commenting on the fact that the private banks lend to only a relatively the financial viability of the private banks? For example, will reasons of foreign

few developing countries, it is at times said that this may be in violation of the policy or social philosophy guide private bank lending? Will the private,

true actuarial principle. Often, the commentator goes on to note that if all or foreign-owned banks be willing to help national entities within the developing

most of these borrowing countries were to suffer great adversities simultane- countries including governments, or will they concentrate on lending to
ously, the private banks would suffer severe consequences-what may be multinational enterprises? Will protectionist or regulatory sentiment in industri-

called the global "holocaust" scenario. Such commentators then refer to the alized creditor countries seek to limit private lending to developing countries?

availability of capital and reserves to meet losses from such simultaneous Will the creditor countries manage their domestic economies (be-

defaults or delays in payments and question their adequacy. Similarly, such cause of their fears of persistent inflation) so as to avoid pr6longed and

commentators point with concern to the increasing level of loans into devel- deep recessions, or must the developing countries assume that severe

oping countries relative to the total assets or loans of private banks. recessions can recur-a major factor in the export-earnings expecta-

These perceptions lead some to the conclusion that the private banks are tions of the borrowing countries and the ease with which they can hope

losing their freedom of action in making prudent lending decisions. These to service debt
banks, it is argued, are compelled to roll over or renew loans made to - -padLtay of manufactures,_find acce ptnce on a competitive basis in

borrowers in weak countries because they cannot risk the consequences of the markets of the creditor countries? ill concern about their own

serious declines or cessations of lending. balance of payments cause governments of creditor countries to limit
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tries have met their debt-servicing obligations and can continue to do
so. The private lending entities are not running excessive risk in lending
to such developing countries. Indeed, if they choose their borrowers and
countries prudently and professionally, they can strengthen their port-
folio of risk assets.

The problems of the LDC adjustment process are viewed differently in
different quarters, depending upon the observers' particular concerns.
These may be summarized in the following three perspectives:
1/First, there is the viewpoint of some of those charged with responsibil-
ity for the international monetary system. This viewpoint emphasizes that
the large deficits of the developing countries are likely to continue as a

private bank lending overseas? Will the creditor governments be willing counterpart to the surpluses of the oil-exporting countries with small
to negotiate rescheduling of official credits, particularly those from na- populations, e.g., Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, with virtually no likelihood
tional official aid agencies, as a means of assisting developing that such surpluses will drop or be greatly reduced in the foreseeable
countries? future. Given the longer-term character of the corresponding deficits,

How large will official aid programs be-on what terms and to which short- and medium-term international borrowing is often viewed as
countries? Will national aid institutions or the regional and international inappropriate because of the fear that it may create unmanageable
development institutions shift markedly away from concessional lending balance-of-payments problems in the near or medium term. It is argued
to developing countries that are creditworthy for private bank borrow- from this point of view that countries should finance their deficits from
ing? At what stage or under what conditions can borrowing countries sources that are long term or long term in effect because the borrower is
hope to get longer maturity periods from the private banks and eventual- virtually assured of renewal of the deficit-financing credits. Financing via
ly access to the long-term U.S. or Eurobond market? Do the private the IMF is, at times, cited as an example of such preferred financing. It is
banks have the loan capacity to raise the amounts needed on accept- also argued that these countries should adjust their domestic economies
able terms? Will the multilateral agencies encourage or discourage the without large-scale recourse to medium- or short-term private bank
use of private banks by the developing countries? financing. This would, it is said, avoid the need for intensifying restric-

These are the kinds of concerns that do exist-however poorly or well tions in international payments and/or for trade-reduction policies later
founded-about substantial private bank lending to developing coun- on-a primary objective of the international monetary system-to service
tries. To give positive answers to the question whether private banks debt.
should continue to lend substantial amounts to private and public enti- 2/Another quarter sees the same problems in the context of the mount-
ties in the developing countriesand, conversely, whether the credit- ing external debt of the developing countries and the possible threat this
worthy developing countries should look to the private banks as a major might pose for the creditor private banking system. They raise the kinds
continuing source of financing, it is necessary to answer the questions of questions mentioned earlier.
raised and to allay the expressed fears and concerns. Many of the fears 3/Finally, there are those who view these problems primarily from the
expressed in these questions are simply unfounded. Many, however, are perspective of the economic and social development of the poorer
based on developments and trends that require exploration and evalua- nations seeking solutions that avoid an excessive and unnecessary
tion. To keep the focal point on developing countries, this study does not slowing of needed economic growth and a crippling of development
attempt to describe the credit developments in industrial countries, programs.
particularly the United States, which, generally speaking, have been Whatever the concern, the expanding role of private banks in the
characterized during the past few years by bank liquidity and relatively developing world must be seen in its historical perspective and not
weak loan demand. simply as a product of the OPEC oil-price increase and other shocks of

In terms of the developing countries that have borrowed substantially the past three years.
from private banks, there are real potential problems. In brief, however, Developing countries are characterized by a desire to accelerate their
whether seen from the view of the borrowing country or the private growth because of low living standards and an inability to generate
lending banks, these problems are manageable. The borrowing coun- sufficient savings to produce accelerated growth.
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Closely related, the developing country often depends on one or a
very few primary products for export earnings, which fluctuate widely
and unpredictably with changes in world business conditions. There is a
chronic incentive or pressure to acquire capital from abroad.

In addition, major time lags are involved in turning increased savings,
whether from domestic income or capital flows, into increased produc-
tive capacity and increased diversified exports-especially manufac-
tures. These involve structural transformations in the developing coun-
tries-a painful and time-consuming process at best. The diversification
of exports and, more particularly, building of export capability in man-
ufacture is the key element in this process of change. If this process is to
be maintained or further accelerated, the demand for foreign capital will
continue to be strong.

In addition, the demand is enhanced by the need for very large
additional expenditures to adapt their economies to the lasting changes
in the world economy, e.g., energy and food shortages, environmental
controls and persistent inflation. These were not part of the original
decisions on costs, composition, sequence and financing of any devel-
opment programs, but they cannot be ignored by those dealing with
current realities within countries. From a developmental viewpoint, an
urgent need is evident for additional sources of external finance, capa-
ble of expanding and contracting as conditions change and within a time
period needed by the developing countries.

Since, in essence, the external debt of developing countries to the
private banks arises because there is first a demand for funds from
entities within these countries and then a supply response from foreign
lending institutions, including the private banks, this paper goes on to
discuss in more detail, first, the needs of the developing countries and,
then, the role of the private banks. It should be noted that the analysis of
the indebtedness of the developing countries is dominated by debt-ser-
vicing issues on the borrowing countries' side and creditworthiness
concerns by the lenders. Considered together, the analysis given herein
aims to answer the questions outlined earlier concerning the wisdom of
the increased borrowing by developing countries and the capacity of
private banks to play a regular and continuing major role in the external
financing of creditworthy developing countries.
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The 30-country sample (see exhibit 1) includes countries with large
populations, such as India (almost 600 million), Indonesia (136 million)
and Brazil (107 million) as well as countries with small populations, such
as Uruguay (3.1 million), Senegal (4.1 million) and Zambia (4.9 million).
The population density varies widely, for example: Bangladesh, where

40 an average of 530 persons are crowded onto a square kilometer; and
Bolivia, which counts 5 persons per square kilometer. The annual popu-
lation growth rate is lowest in Uruguay (1.2% per year) and highest in
Kenya, Zambia and Mexico (3.5% per year). About 9 countries out of the

Developing countries, often referred to as less developed countries sample of 30 have population growth rates of 3% or more per year. The
(LDCs), represent a great variety of countries differing in natural re- average life expectancy at birth ranges from a low of 38 years insources, output capacity in agriculture and industry, available skills, Q Afghanistan to a high of 69 years in Uruguay. In many of the African
export growth and diversification, ability to absorb capital into produc- 2 countries, average life expectancy still remains below 50 years.
tive activities, savings capability, degree of urbanization, institutional C In the majority of countries, more than 50% of the labor force isstructures, governmental organization, national unity, historical back- CC engaged in agriculture, and in many African countries more than 80%.

0 ground and duration of independence, international relations, ideologi- Urbanization has been slow in those areas. For example, in TanzaniaQ cal commitments, prevalent value systems, private business and govern- Q less than 7% of the population live in cities, in the Sudan 11 %, Thailand
ment practices, social mobility, business environment, attitude towards and Indonesia 13% and 17%. By contrast, in Argentina and Uruguay theforeigners and so forth. The large majority of developing countries have E

had nlyshot hstoiesas atins. he eveopig cuntiesin heD urban population accounts for 82% and 78% of the total.had only short histories as nations. The developing countries in the 00 Obviously, literacy rates and school enrollments depend on the provi-o Western Hemisphere account for most of the exceptions to this last w sion of educational opportunities and are lowest in the predominantly
generalization. agricultural countries. Often, professional skills and training can beThe diversity of the developing countries is illustrated in the following 0i aracquired by only a small part of the population. The literacy situationsections and in the tables, which cover a sample of 30 countries in five varies considerably from one country to another; whereas in some areasdifferent geographic regions. This sample represents about 30% of the a relatively high level of literacy has been achieved (for example in Latin
total number of developing countries, but a higher percentage of total America), in others the existing low percentage of literates is not rising

0~ population. This sample includes countries that have not been able to fast because of the rapid increase in population. In many African and
gain access to private banks for loans in substantial amounts, as well as some Asian countries, the number of literate adults (adults are definedthose that have. In later chapters, attention will be focused on the p
developing countries that have been able to satisfy the country-credit- (0 quarter of the population. Progress in education must necessarily beworthiness criteria of private banks. They tend to be the countries that, slow in those regions of the developing world where, as yet, more thanas shown in exhibits 1 -5, are more advanced in many aspects of their L half the total population have never been to school, only about 30% of0 economic and social development than those in the total universe of 0 the young people are enrolled in schools, and less than 5% go on todeveloping countries. . higher education.
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Demographic and Social Indicators:
Demographic Characteristics of Some
Major Non-Oil-Exporting Developing Countries, 1975* In many developing countries, the long-term rate of growth of food

Life Labor production has failed to match the growth of domestic demand or even

Population Expect- Force Adult Urban of population. Two-thirds of the countries in our sample do not have

Annual Density/ ancy at in Agri- Liter- Popu- sufficient food availability to meet the daily minimum nutritional require-

Total Growth** Sq. Km. Birth culture acy lation ments of the population, as indicated in exhibit 2. Data for Bangladesh

(% of are not available, but countries such as Tanzania, Bolivia and Afghani-

Country (millions) (%) (years) (%) (%) total) stan can barely provide 80% of the population's daily dietary energy

Argentina 25.4 1.5 9 67 15 93 82 (calorie) requirements. In contrast to the calorie situation, average pro-

Bolivia 5.6 2.6 5 50 58 40 35 tein supplies seem to exceed calculated requirements in most countries,

Brazil 107.1 2.8 13 61 44 66 7' if recently revised United Nations estimates are accepted. However,

Colombia 23.5 2.8 21 61 38 73 63 these figures conceal large inequalities in levels of food consumption

Mexico 60.2 3.5 30 62 41 74 61 among various social and income groups of a country, as well as within

Peru 15.9 3.1 13 54 40 61 55 individual families. Protein deficiency in the diet of the low-income

Uruguay 3.1 1.2 17 69 17 90 78 groups and the poor is a serious problem, since proteins-especially of

Ghana 9.9 2.7 41 48 55 25 33 animal origin-are usually more costly. The extent and degree of malnu-

Ivory Coast 4.9 2.5 15 44 81 20 24 trition and of hunger are, therefore, much higher than indicated by the
Kenya 13.4 3.5 22 51 80 20-25 11avrgfgus hwinxibt2
Senegal 4.1 2.5 23 44 76 5-10 average figures shown in exhibit 2.
Sudan 17.8 2.5 7 50 80 10-15 11 Although statistics on housing and urbanization in the developing

Tanzania 15.2 2.7 16 45 86 15-20 7 world are rather incomplete, it seems clear that during the past decade

Zaire 24.9 2.8 11 44 78 15-20 25 the existing housing shortage worsened. Most governments of develop-

Zambia 4.9 3.5 6 46 69 15-20 34 ing countries were unprepared to cope with the problems created by the

Afghanistan 19.3 2.3 29 38 81 8 15 large-scale movement of peoples to the capital cities in their search for

Egypt 37.2 2.2 37 53 55 26 43 employment and social improvement. A large part of urban housing is
Morocco 17.3 3.0 39 54 50 21 therefore substandard, improvised and generally lacking adequate ser-

Koea, Rep. of 34.7 1 2.7 345 62 46 88 41 vices and utilities. Although so far most improvement efforts have been

Malaysia 11.9 3.1 37 na na na na centered in urban areas, there is a growing realization that rural housing

Philippines 42.5 3.0 141 51 55 83 32 must be included in overall human settlements policies. Yet, many

Singapore 2.3 1.7 3,890 68 2 69 81 governments of developing countries do not include housing as a sepa-

Thailand 41.9 3.2 81 56 72 79 13 rate sector in national development plans.

Bangladesh 76.8 2.3 531 50 70 22 10 Per capita consumption of electricity is an indication of living condi-

Pakistan 70.3 3.0 87 50 57 16 26 tions, as well as the degree of industrialization of a country. In the

Sri Lanka 14.0 1.9 214 66 41 81 23 developing world annual rates of per capita power consumption vary

Indonesiat 136.0 2.6 88 48 62 60 17 sharply from about 20 kwh in Indonesia, Afghanistan and the Sudan to

over 900 kwh in Argentina and Singapore. The comparatively high

electricity consumption of 900 kwh in Zambia is explained by the large

energy-intensive mining operations in that country. By comparison, per

capita power consumption in the United States is over 8,000 kwh, and in

(I) the developed world, on average, about 4,000 kwh a year.

Other indicators of advancement and prosperity are ownership of

.2 radio receivers and passenger cars. While there are only 3 radio re-

W" 
ceivers per 1,000 inhabitants in Zaire, and only 6 in Bangladesh, there

are 370 in Argentina, and about 1,500 in the United States, and about

0 400, on average, in industrial countries.

C. In about half of the countries there are fewer than 5 passenger cars

1975 or latest data available. ~ per 1,000 of population-but as many as 42 in Uruguay, 62 in Argentina

Avg. annual growth 1970-75. C and 64 in Singapore. (See exhibit 2.) By comparison, there are about

tOi-exporting country. 435 cars per 1,000 inhabitants in the United States, and about 230, on

SOURCE World Bank Group and United Nations. average, in the industrial countries.
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Demographic and Social Indicators:
Living Conditions in Some Major
Non-Oil Developing Countries, 1975*

Access Annual
Calris Potin to Elec- PowerCalories Protein tricity Con-

Daily per Capita % of sumption Radio Passenger
Supplies _ Total per Capita Receivers Cars

Country % of Requirements Dwellings kwh Per 1000 Population
Argentina 119 262 na 938 370 62
Bolivia 77 122 na 148 288 4
Brazil 109 169 47 477 60 25
Chile 101 188 85 772 143 18
Colombia 97 135 na 414 105 7
Mexico 110 172 59 586 276 25
Peru 98 164 na 392 134 17
Uruguay 107 255 na 762 346 42
Ghana 96 11 na 324 78 4
Ivory Coast 108 14 na The structure of economic activity also varies widely from country to
Senegal 97 154 na 84 69 11 country. More than half of the countries are depending on agriculture as
Sudan 91 152 26 25 80 2 the major economic activity, especially those in Africa, on the Asian
Tanzania 73 104 na 29 15 2 subcontinent and in Southeast Asia. Among the countries that derive
Zaire 92 79 2 140 3 4 more than one-third of total domestic production from farming areZambia 88 154 na 932 18 14 Bangladesh (56%), Indonesia (46%), Ghana (44%), Tanzania (38%),
Afghanistan 80 127 na 20 16 2 India (36%) and Pakistan (34%). (See exhibit 3.)
Morocco 99 154 82 125 60 15 While during the second half of the 1 960s food and agricultural
China, Rep. of 111 186 94 823 103 3 production in large parts of the developing world began to accelerate
Korea, Rep. of 103 178 50 308 126 2 (the term "green revolution" became well known worldwide), this en-
Malaysia 94 134 43 366 57 25 couraging trend was reversed during the first half of the 1 970s largely
Philippines 85 123 23 229 45 8 because of widespread unfavorable weather in 1971 and 1972. The
Singapore 103 172 87 1,063 134 64 D effects on the world food supply situation (shortages and sharply rising
Thailand 105 142 17 106 78 prices) have been felt ever since. Food and agricultural production haveBangladesh na na na 11 6 na
India 93 145 na 111 21 1 not only been disappointing in recent years but the longer-term pros-
Pakistan 99 130 na 108 22 2 0 pects also appear to be unfavorable. In many developing countries, the
Sri Lanka 107 137 9 65 39 7 long-term growth of agricultural production has failed to match the
Indonesia** 89 117 na 19 114 2 growth of domestic demand or even of population. Per capita gross

national product has therefore declined in the 1970-75 period in coun-
tries such as Bangladesh and India, and remained practically level in
Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

A much better growth performance was achieved by those developing
countries that have succeeded in diversifying their economies and in
creating a broader industrial base. A number of countries are at present
deriving close to 20% or more of total output from manufacturing activi-

0) ties. Among those that have been able to achieve high economic growth
rates are Brazil, where the manufacturing sector accounts for 19% of
total domestic production, Mexico (25.5%) and Peru (20.2%). The Re-

E public of China derives 19.5% of total production from manufacturing
r0 and Korea 18.6%. Both of these countries have been able to sustain

1975 or latest data available. 0 high economic growth rates, total and per capita. It may be noted that in
X Oil-exporting country.

na Not available. r discussing the countries that have borrowed significantly from private
SOURCE: world Bank Group and United Nations banks, these countries will be among the most significant.
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Economic Indicators: Growth and Structural Relationships,
Some Major Non-Oil Developing Countries,
Growth Rates 1970-1975; Percentage Shares 1975*

Percentage Shares The levels of domestic output (of goods and services) and of per capita

Avg. Growth output also vary widely from country to country. In 1975, per capita gross
Rates" % Int'l domestic product (GDP) in the poorest of the poor countries, such as
Real GNP Agric. Mining Manuf. Exports Exports sere Bangladesh, Afghanistan, and some sub-Saharan African countries, was still

Per + + + i- + Im- only about the equivalent of U.S. $100 per year or even less. India had per
Country Total Capita GDP GDP GDP GDP ports ports capita production of $120, Pakistan $160 and Tanzania $150. Among the
Argentina 3.7 2.1 11.7 1.4 30.8 9.2 73.6 27.0 most prosperous developing countries we include Mexico, Brazil, Argentina
Bolivia 5.9 3.3 21.4 15.2 11.8 24.8 75.8 27.4 and Uruguay with per capita production in excess of $1,000. The Republic of
Brazil 9.9 7.1 14.2 0.2 19.2 9.0 59.3 31.8 China in 1975 reached a level of almost $900, Malaysia $780 and KoreaChile -1.0 -2.7 6.8 6.5 26.1 24 74.8 43 $550 (see exhibit 4). Again, these are the developing countries that have had
Mexico 5.8 2.3 11.5 1.2 25.5 7.9 59.9 13.4 the financial standing to borrow substantially from the private banks.
Peru 5.7 2.6 17.9 8.2 20.2 14.4 52.5 28.5 Nearly all developing countries should be potentially capable of sustained
Uruguay 0.2 -1.0 13.4 - 20.7 14.2 69.9 30.3 development progress largely on the basis of their own resources, but over
Ghana 2.6 -0.1 44.4 2.1 11.0 21.0 91.8 10.2 time all require a net inflow of resources from abroad. Whether the inflow of
Ivory Coast 5.6 3.1 29.4 0.3 13.8 47.3 85.9 4.8 external funds will assist development progress will depend upon the use

Sene al .1 .5 30 0 11.2 3.5 8.4 1. ow made of the inflow of funds. Thus, the rate of growth of a developing country
Sudan 17.9 15.4 34.2 0.3 7.1 na 52.1 12.7 depends primarily upon decisions relating to internal economic policies. For
Tuania 3.3 0.6 38.1 1.6 8.9 22.3 60.4 6.1 example, shifts in the investment and savings ratios (which are highly in-
Zaire 3.9 1.1 15.4 12.3 7.8 42.8 75.2 na E terdependent) can be achieved over time by means of governmental policy
Zambia 2.3 -1.2 7.0 27.2 9.1 39.5 64.4 12.6 measures. The share of domestic production devoted to consumption, on the
Afghanistan 4.8 2.5 na na na na na na one side, and to investment, on the other, again varies widely from country to

Eytna na 25.9 - 18.9 23.8 51.7 7.0
Morocco 5.4 2.4 2 5 12 4 66 136 country. The national savings rate was lowest in Chile (4.5%) and Uruguay
Mrch a eo f 7.9 5.1 15.5 1.1 19.5 43.5 92.0 17.5 (6.6%) and highest in the Republic of China (26%) and the Philippines (22%).

Koa ep. of 1 8 In Mexico it reached 18.5% in 1975. An important function of external funds
Korea Rep.1 .4 2 .8 .2 1 .6 .8 7 6 3 .2 4is to supplement the resources of countries that have adopted adequateMalaysia 7.5 4.4 26.6 5.2 11.0 45.1 96.9 37.4

Philippines 6.6 3.6 29.3 1.7 15.7 20.3 71.9 34.1 . policy measures to maintain satisfactory economic growth. External supple-
Singapore 9.1 7.4 3.0 - 19.6 10.4f 91.9 32.3 ments for maintaining a higher rate of investment, and filling the so-called
Thailand 6.6 3.4 31.1 1.7 12.6 20.9 81.3 50.6 savings-investment gap, may be obtained by a developing country either
Bangladesh -0.4 -2.7 56.0 0.0 6.6 7.3 28.8 10.0 . continuously or intermittently. More important is to be able to obtain the

a .9 -0.2 36.5 0.7 9.7 5.0 80.6 na external resources in adequate and timely amounts and to pursue economic

Sri Lanka 2.8 0.9 31.1 0.6 11.4 18.6 77.1 9.5 Cu policies that make this possible.
Indonesiat 6.3 3.7 46.0 5.9 8.8 23.9 86.1 18.3 Several empirical studies carried out in recent years seem to indicate,

however, that there is a negative correlation between the amount of foreign
aid received by the developing countries and domestic savings. Two hypoth-
eses have been advanced to explain this phenomenon: According to the first,
the net inflow of foreign aid leads to less vigorous governmental policies of
fostering domestic savings. According to the second explanation, the amount
of domestic savings in a less developed country depends, among other
variables, on the number of investment opportunities. The inflows of foreign
capital are used to finance the most attractive projects and decrease the

E amount of domestic savings necessary for financing the remaining
o investments.

These hypotheses are, however, not conclusively demonstrated to be
1975 or latest data available. U) accurate. The essential question is usage of foreign aid or other capital

**:Avg. annual growth 1970-75. U
toi-exporting country. o-inflows. The hypotheses merely indicate that poor economic policies may be
$Net exports. . made even worse by net inflows of capital, but in any case, cannot offset
na = Not available.
SOURCE: World Bank Group and International Monetary Fund. such poor economic management.
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Economic Indicators:
GDP and Savings-investment Gap,
Some Major Non-Oil Developing Countries, Current Market Prices, 1975

(U.S. $ millions)

Gross Gross Savings-Domestic Product Domestic Gross Invest-
Per Consumption Invest- National ment

Country Total Capita Private Public ment Savings Gap A satisfactory rate of export growth, in most cases at least equal to the rate of
Argentina** 40,704 1,650 27,035 4,620 7,775 8,480 -705 growth of GDP, is an indispensable condition for successful development. A
Bolivia 2,154 385 1,624 320 329 170 159 high ratio of export to GDP growth has been achieved by Morocco (1.7),Brazil 109,203 1,020 53,3807540:: 17,640' 15,881 1,759 Singapore (1.5) and Korea (1.45), whereas in Tanzania, for example, theChile 7,124 690 5,820 '887 900 323 577
Colombia 13,574 580 10,110 975 2,435 2,326 109 growth of exports falls far short of the growth in domestic output. (See exhibit
Mexico 79,016 1,310 55,344 8,800 18;680 14,624 4,056 5.) A current-account deficit represents a net resource inflow and is equal to
Peru 12,371 780 9,560 1,425 2,580 1,011 1,569 the so-called foreign exchange gap. In many of the poorer African countries
Uruguay 3,528 1,140 2,830 425 435 232 203 the foreign exchange gap in 1975 amounted to a multiple of the country's
Ghanat 2,154 235 1,613 270 186 295 -109 international reserve holdings, whereas in several of the rapidly growing
Ivory Coast* 2,6 625 1,27 47 59 209 320 countries the foreign exchange gap remained comparatively small in propor-
Senegal* 1,163 295 na na na na 66 tion to international reserve holdings and domestic output (exhibit 5).
Tanzania* 2,190 150 1,695 345 418 145 273 Developing countries usually experience a shortage of domestic savings
Zaire* 3,534 145 1,760 956 805 310 495 compared with total investment, private and public investment. The basic
Zambia 2,231 455 1,057 638 770 159 611 reason is not their low level of output and income alone-whether it be $100
Egypt* 9,995 275 6,615 2,803 1,635 1,308 327 per capita per year or $500 or even $1,000. It is rather the relatively strong
Morocco 7,376 425 5,246 1,230 1,903 1,368 535 investment demand extending over the entire range of economic and social
China, Rep. of 14,421 895 8,363 2,390 4,283 3,746 537 activities designed to accelerate growth, combined with an eagerness to
Korea, 19,089 550 13,273 2,108 4,818 2,930 1,888 raise consumption standards in general. Stagnating poor societies are un-

Malaysia 9,284 780 5,018 1,976 2,153 1,967 186 0 concerned with the living standards of most people and do not have capital
Philippines 15,605 365 10,615 1,430 4,370 3,447 923 shortages; indeed, they may be net-surplus economies accumulating pre-
Singapore 5,769 2,510 3,493 626 2,053 1,301 752 cious metals, jewels, or palaces.
Thailand 14,318 340 9,637 1,535 3,330 2,722 608 0 Modern developing countries are committed to accelerating economic
India" 67,851 120 55,620 6,536 11,308 10,779 529 3 growth and structural transformation, e.g., expanding modern manufacturing

PS ksan 13,01 240 2,6 1,22 1,547 35 1,022 and agriculture and monetarizing traditional barter societies. In addition, they
have other closely related social objectives, like improving the quality of life

Indonesiat 29,373 215 19,400 3,718 5,957 4,848 1,109 a which also requires capital expenditures for such things as schools, hospi-
tals, and recreational facilities. Moreover, many are committed to consump-

C tion programs, even subsidizing food and housing, which reduces available
-~ savings for investment. Leaving aside the merits of these attitudes and
C policies, they create economies that are usually in deficit and often charac-

terized by chronic inflation-even in countries making strong efforts to in-
U) crease domestic savings.

These deficits can be expressed in real terms such as gaps in goods,
0 services and technology or in money terms such as saving-investment gaps
X.. and balance-of-payments deficits. However expressed, such gaps can be

filled in the short run only by inflows of goods and services or foreign funds.
0 At any given moment, the developing economy can do only what available

194 resources permit. "Gaps" exist in the future; actuality eliminates these gaps,
1.0 1974. 0 but how this is done is a prime mover in the development process. Too often,

*1972. L inflation is the adjusting mechanism, but the inflation often itself creates
iI-exporting country. E serious problems of discouraging savings and encouraging nonproductive

SOURCE: International Monetary Fund. abi use of such savings, as well as inequities in income distribution and in
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consumption. Devaluation of the national currency can help such countries
Economic Indicators: Imports, reduce the need for external financing but by itself cannot bring the needed

Exports and Net Resource Flow, additional resources nor assure their efficient productive use. This depends
Some Major Non-Oil Developing Countries, Current Market Prices, 1975 on the entire package of government policies.

Chronic balance-of-payments deficits can only be financed by inflows of
(U.S. $ millions) (U.S. $ millions) debt or equity capital or grants (gifts) from external donors; alternatively such

Imports Exports Ratio of Inter- deficits can be eliminated by combinations of monetary, fiscal and exchange-
of Goods of Goods Export Net national rate policies with or without external restrictions on trade or payments. In any

and and Growth to Resource Reserve case, an eliminated balance-of-payments deficit means the elimination of a
Country GDP Services Services GDP Growth Flow** Position net inflow of savings or goods and services, and a corresponding marked
Argentina na 4,878 3,591 na 1,287 452 reduction in domestic investment or consumption. Balance-of-payments defi-
Bolivia 2,154 706 535 1 .42 171 156 cits are normal and by themselves are not signs of domestic or balance-of-
BrCil 107,203 16,51 1,8 1 .48 653 409 payments mismangement. They do mean, however, that for developing
Colombia 13,574 2,372 2,220 1.26 152 521 countries, the interrelation between domestic development and balance-of-
Mexico 79,016 10,434 6,252 0.76 4,182 1,533 payment developments is particularly important, as is the impact of interna-
Peru 12,371 3,398 1,785 0.95 1,613 467 tional developments on the national balance of payments.
Uruguay 3,528 717 501 0.71 216 166 Experience has indicated that governments of developing countries must
Ghana na 920 845 na 75 150 be continuously concerned with their domestic and external problems, even
Ivory Coast 3,073' 1 ,42* 1,454 1.19 -32 669 1 under ordinary circumstances. They rarely can afford relaxed attitudes.
Kenya 2,666 1,313* 974 1.53 339* 193 Continuous vigilance must be normal. Unexpected adversities, like the OPECSenegal 1, 163' 7 49'" 620* na 129* 6:
Sudan na 973 507 na 466 36 price increases, greatly inflate their import bills while unexpected declines in
Tanzania 2,190 806* 488* 0.67 318* 50 export earnings resulting from general world recession, or strong protection-
Zaire 3,534* 2,013 1,514 na 499 140:, ism in market countries, create additional strains on domestic margins for
Zambia 2,231 1,370 882 na 488 149 adjustment which are already relatively small in the beginning. Prior commit-
Egypt 9,995" 3,743* 2,380* na 1,363* 356 ments to particular levels and composition of consumption and investment
Morocco 7,376 3,068 2,024 1.70 1,044 377 limit the freedom of action of such governments to deal with adversity. Often,

Korea, Rep. of 19,089 7,996 5,884 1.4 2,112 1,55 sustained austerity is the only practical or available alternative.

Malaysia 9,284 4,325 4,191 1.37 134 1,524 The use of past savings in the form of international monetary reserves can
Philippines 15,605 4,411 3,170 1.27 1,241 1,360 ameliorate problems. They can finance a net inflow of resources from
Singapore 5,769 8,709 8,003 1.52 706 3,007 abroad, but it is a rare developing country whose monetary reserves are
Thailand 14,318 3,675 2,988 1.16 687 1,775 large enough to substitute for new inflows of capital for any substantial period
Bangladesh na 1,380 397 na 983 148 of time. Normally, we would not expect developing countries to have large
Pakistan 11,151 2,822 1,387 0.94 1,435 406 monetary reserves, because deficit countries do not tend to have savings
Sri Lanka 3,407 824 635 1,70 189 58 surpluses, and reserves are a form of saving surpluses. Windfalls from
Indonesiat 29,373 8,161 7,025 1.56 1,136 586 unexpectedly large export earnings, such as occurred widely during 1971-

1973, or inflows of capital may cause a temporary increase in reserves, since
the economy needs some time to adjust to higher foreign exchange availabil-
ity. But, as recent experience with oil-exporting countries with significant
populations has again demonstrated, such periods are relatively short, unless
the increases in foreign exchange earnings are huge compared with popula-
tion size and potential growth-even leaving aside "special" expenditures like
modern armaments. Developing countries have greatly expanded their ca-
pacity to absorb savings into productive uses in orders of magnitude that
greatly exceed those of earlier years. These countries will be capital-hungry
for decades.

Borrowing externally to increase reserves, as in Brazil and Turkey, is quite
different. The increased debt is in a sense a charge against reserves, and in a

*Trade deficit represents net resource inflow and trade surplus is net resource outflow. The trade deficit sense the net international position of the country is not fundamentally
equals the foreign exchange gap. improved. These are not savings from past surpluses to meet future contin-
na Not ail entry. gencies. There may, however, be other benefits from such borrowing poli-
SOURCE: International Monetary Fund. cies, like helping to improve creditworthiness. The point here is that it does
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not reflect a surplus economy as does international monetary reserve ac-
cumulation in Germany or Saudi Arabia.

These basic characteristics explain why the developing countries have
been continuously large borrowers from foreign sources as well as recipients
of large grants and inflows of equity capital. Since the end of World War 11, the
developing countries have been assisted in their efforts to accelerate growth
and, more generally, to restructure their economies by large transfers of
resources from the industrialized countries. Initially, grant aid was the princi-
pal form of transfer, particularly to former British, French and Dutch colonies
emerging into independent nationhood. Such grant assistance continues to
be large. The major aid donors, e.g., the United States and Germany, Borrowings at these "cheap" interest rates have been done mostly in the
however, have preferred loans to grants, though loans on less-costly-than- more productive developing economies which have expanding and diversify-
commercial terms and, therefore, concessional. These loans have been ing modern sectors strengthening their exports-especially in manufactures.
extended by national institutions like the U.S. aid program or multinational For countries that continue to rely on one or two primary products for the
development banks like the World Bank, the Inter-American Development bulk of export earnings, reflecting a less diversified economy, deterioration in
Bank and the Asian Bank. the so-called "terms of trade" resulting from sharp falls in primary-product

At the same time, an increasing number of developing countries were export prices can offset the advantages of "cheap" foreign capital. Develop-
creating the conditions to borrow commercially, first through supplier credits ing countries like Brazil with diversified exports can expect that their export
often guaranteed by official agencies in the industrialized countries, and then prices on average will behave like import prices. For such countries, the
directly from banks and other financial institutions. Indeed, by 1969 private benefits of "cheap" foreign capital are likely to be the greatest over time.
debt owed by developing countries was already growing more rapidly than Thus, the external debt of developing countries has come to include a
official debt. large variety of components that greatly vary proportionately from country to

Commercial interest rates are determined in the money markets of the country. An important lesson has been learned from this rich experience:
industrialized countries. Short- and medium-term interest rates in these Financial and economic returns from a particular project are of key impor-
countries have sharply fluctuated, and rates paid by borrowers in developing tance in judging the creditworthiness of a particular loan. They indicate the
countries for foreign-currency loans have also widely fluctuated. The rates project's ability to contribute to the long-term, overall growth of an economy
paid by such entities are usually 1 %-2 1 /4% more than the so-called that has to generate the foreign exchange payments that have to be made to
London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBO) in the Eurocurrency market. Examina- service the loan.
tion of comparative rates paid by different borrowers indicates only relatively Taking the long view of past experience, and judging by such factors as
small differences between borrowers in developed and developing countries. growth in gross national product (GNP) or growth and diversification of
These small differences indicate that the differences in risk considered exports, it can be concluded that most of the developing countries have
inherent in lending to entities in developing countries compared with entities made good use of their net inflow of capital, including debt capital.
in developed countries is not large and not as important as other determin- Poor national economic management can, however, frustrate this end. If
ants of interest rates, such as domestic money-market conditions or the all savings are not carefully screened and used, external loans, which are
general demand for loans and availability of loan funds. There is no consis- carefully screened by the lender and borrower, can merely release other
tency in the so-called spread differences between lending to entities in savings or borrowings for purposes with much less, if any, benefits for-or
developed countries compared with entities in developing countries. At times, even with negative effects on-the economy. Thus, whether borrowing is
borrowing by developing-country entities is done virtually at the same rates justified and contributes both to growth and debt-servicing capacity depends
as borrowing by developed countries. At times, borrowers in developed on the entire economic framework within which the borrowing takes place.
countries pay even higher spreads than simultaneous borrowers in develop- This relation of individual borrowing to general economic management is the
ing countries. key to understanding the great differences found in the ability of developing

More important, developing countries able to borrow foreign currencies countries to find access to private credit markets. A well-managed develop-
have typically found rates in the creditor countries "cheap" compared with ing country will make efficient use of borrowed funds whether they be related
the cost and return on capital domestically in the developing country or when directly to projects, as most of them are, or indirectly by increasing the
deflated for price rises in the creditor countries-particularly in the past two or available foreign exchange to the country and thus enabling productive
three years. activities to be pursued that would otherwise have to be foregone.
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decades. The capacity to service debt, as emphasized earlier, is related to its

specific usage and general economic management. Social expenditures

may be regarded as indispensable in a particular developing country, but

they will increase the need for external financing even if they seem to be of a

purely domestic character. Failure to anticipate the external consequences

can be most costly to the economy. Estimates of future requirements of

external financing should assess realistically the impact of all domestic

activities, consumption and investment.
Thus, as noted earlier, a key to creating and maintaining debt-servicing

capacity is the productive use of capital inflows through satisfactory econom-

ic management. If external debt is so employed, virtually every developing
country is in a position to service its external debt. Well-used debt creates

more than the capacity needed to service it. In countries with high debt-

servicing requirements compared with foreign exchange availability the need
Balance-of-payments analysis is useful in determining the ability of a devel- is increasingly for productive use of the borrowed capital and export earn-

oping country to service its debt because it reflects the outcome of domestic ings. Experience has repeatedly indicated that countries with good economic
U economic management as well as the effect of external factors. Thus, an management are able to borrow much in excess of any current debt-service

analysis of factors that determine the ability of a country to service debt can requirement.
be organized within the framework of the elements constituting the balance In general, net inflows of debt capital account for the financing of only a

0. of payments and determinants of major changes in these elements. It should small portion of import payments. Export receipts of developing countries
o be emphasized, however, that the balance of payments is an end product of may ordinarily be expected to cover 80%-90% of imports and other foreign

causes in the domestic and external economy; it mirrors events happening exchange expenditures, and for a number of developing countries even a

) Telsewhere. higher percentage. The margins of increased imports financed by external
The ability to service debt cannot be judged by balance-of-payments capital is often, however, of major importance in determining a country's

behavior alone; it can be judged only by analyses of the domestic and modernization progress.
external determinants of the elements that are conventionally recorded and For example, a very large proportion of foreign exchange availability may

o labeled as the balance of payments. Relationships among different elements be earmarked for consumption necessities like food and medicine; social
in the balance of payments are not fixed or unchanging; historical or past capital expenditures like water supply, dams and energy; and, in addition,
relationships cannot guide judgments on the future unless examination of the debt servicing. The amounts left for other productive purposes such as
causes indicates that past relationships are likely to prevail in the future. agricultural machinery, fertilizer, pesticides, transportation equipment and

Continuing calls on the foreign exchange earnings of a developing country industrial imports may be small.The net inflow of capital may finance a large
are the servicing of external debt (whatever the sources of such debt may portion of such critical expenditures, though they amount to a small portion of
have been), remittances of dividends and royalties, as well as repatriation of, total imports. It is because of the "stickiness" of so many foreign exchange
foreign invested capital. Repatriation may result from the nationalization of expenditures that developing countries faced by foreign exchange shortages
private foreign holdings, resulting in compensation payments, as well as and/or inability to obtain credits from private banks often meet these adversi-
changed business conditions. Additional external debt implies additional ties by reducing the very expenditures needed to maintain an employed and
S claims on the foreign exchange available to economies that are already growing economy and to strengthen their e xport capacity. The ret inflow of
normally in current-account deficit. This is why the usage made of external capital, though seemingly small in proportion, breaks a vicious circle that

debt inflows is so important. greatly handicaps development.
For reasons often comprehensible or even desirable, inflows of capital In a developing country, even one with large external debts and therefore

have gone at times to increase consumption directly or indirectly. In the short relatively large amortization outflows, the net flows of capital are inward,,not
or medium term, however, increased consumption decreases exports and/ outward. This has been the continuous story for the last 25 years in virtually
or increases imports, thus widening the balance-of-payments deficit. Net all developing countries. It needs to be emphasized that this does not mean
capital inflows may finance social investments like education and health, that past debts are automatically renewed. Insofar as private creditors are
where the balance-of-payments gains are only realized after many years or concerned, the ability of developing countries to obtain new debt is not
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automatic; rather it is based on the maintenance of a good debt-servicing
record and on the economic and financial prospects for the country. The
renewal of a past private bank loan is a new credit decision, as is the opening
of a new line of credit.

Borrowings from commercial banks finance an immediate inflow of goods
and services, but must be repaid by exports of goods and services and/or
inflows of capital. It is their usage to increase output and export capacity and
the side effects they often have in encouraging additional inflows of private the severity of the domestic measures required to do so-can result from
capital from other sources that make them net contributors, over time as well factors outside the control of the developing countries, e.g., the large OPEC
as immediately, to the developing economy. Borrowing on commercial bank price increase, world recession, persistent inflation, closure of foreign mar-
terms means, however, higher rates of interest and shorter maturities than kets, restraints on capital exports by creditor countries. In such cases, official
can be obtained from concessional sources. Such terms "harden" the debt creditors may be more willing to negotiate debt relief as a form of assistance.
profile (schedule of repayments). This makes it doubly important to ensure For private banks, however, neither this distinction in causes of external debt
that funds borrowed from private banks are productively used, first to service increases, nor even difficulties in servicing, can be a reason for rescheduling.
the original debt and, second to help create the conditions necessary to But if the country is well managed, it may be able to continue to borrow and
procure new credits in the future. thus ease the burden of repayment. This gives the developing countries

In economic terms "harder terms" mean financing a smaller net inflow of strong incentives to pursue policies that maintain their creditworthiness with
resources than the same magnitudes on "softer" or more concessional private banks.
terms. In practice, much depends on whether the commercial credits, on If developing countries were to see no alternative to asking private banks to
maturity, are replaced by other commercial credits because the country reschedule their debts because of the countries' inability to pursue domestic
continues to be creditworthy. In such cases, the net inflow of resources policies that would keep them creditworthy, the adjustment process is eased
financed by private capital will be much larger, because the servicing of past in the short run to the extent that they reduce.debt-service payments. In the
debt is not a call on available real resources, but is offset by new inflows of world of today, however, this relief is likely to be much less than the loss of
credit. If this second stage is reached and sustained, the distinction between new credits that would have been available if the countries had maintained
hard and concessional lending is greatly reduced. their creditworthiness. As the recent experience of India indicates, even

Since the mix of various kinds of borrowing differs among developing countries with a past history of sluggishness in economic growth and in
countries, debt-servicing profiles vary by terms and conditions of past bor- export of manufactures are now able through appropriate policy measures to
rowings. Thus, various ratios of debt servicing-e.g., debt servicing (interest achieve rapid increases in exports and debt-servicing capacity and to lay the
or principal) to foreign exchange earnings emanating from the export of basis for enhancing their creditworthiness with private banks.
goods and nonfactor services, GNP, budgetary expenditures, budgetary The marked differences found among developing countries in the mix of
deficits, domestic savings, gross capital flows, imports-vary greatly by coun- their external debts reflects how this mix varies with the level of industrializa-
tries. These ratios are helpful, but only if used to judge national economic tion, export capacity and diversification of their economies.
management and outlook, including the impact of and response to anticipat- Some developing countries like Mexico and Brazil have a large portion of
ed international developments. private-bank-source debt relative to their total external obligations. India has

At times external debt servicing proves to be very onerous because the little. Yet, even in the latter type of country, creditworthiness with private
past borrowings have not been well used for productive economic purposes, banks is highly prized and defended, because it is needed for day-to-day
and the loss of confidence in the country leads to a sharp decline in the financing of international trade and is a potential cushion in case of adversity.
inflow of new debt and equity capital. In cases where this debt is mostly or This is why the efficient functioning of international money and capital
largely due to official creditor entities-the usual case for most developing markets is of great importance to all developing countries, though more so to
countries-the borrowing country may well wish to negotiate with its official the countries whose net inflow of capital consists largely of borrowings from
creditors for some relief from the debt-servicing burden. If the official credi- foreign private banks.
tors agree, it gives the borrowing country time to correct the adverse effects As emphasized repeatedly herein, the key element in handling external
of past poor economic management without imposing unfeasible and/or debt is sound economic management. Economic management does not,
severe domestic austerity measures or disruption of its investment programs. however, take place in a vacuum. Even when countries are headed by
Private creditors continue to be serviced as contracted, unless official authoritarian regimes supported by an able technocratic team, there are
guarantor agencies (e.g., Export/Import Bank) in the lending countries are important limits to their freedom of action. Such governments are not only
willing to regard loans that are extended by private banks but guaranteed by limited by the inherent characteristics of their countries, such as low output or
the agencies as equivalent to official loans. Most of U.S. private bank lending poor natural resources, but are often victims of their own past actions-e.g.,
to developing countries is not covered by such guarantees. excessive nationalism discouraging foreign capital inflows, technology and

Large external debt and difficulties in servicing such debt-in the sense of technicians; disturbed political and social conditions encouraging capital
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flight; emigration of skilled people; inheritance of weak or inadequate entre-
preneurial skills; and earlier promises creating unrealistic expectations of
consumption, employment and income distribution. Not only may these
expectations remain unrealized to the degree expected, but deflating such C
expectations to more realistic levels becomes increasingly difficult for most
developing countries. But at times it must be, and has been, done.

These caveats do not diminish the importance of current economic man- C
agement, but they alert us to what can be realistically expected. There are no
uniform rules by which countries live. Acceptable food consumption levels in
one developing country may be much too low for others; educational facili-
ties acceptable in some are not acceptable in others; social constraints
regarded as normal in some are regarded as repressive in others; a govern-
mental role in activities such as manufacturing is anathema in some coun-
tries, but is taken for granted in others. Ethnic relations regarded as accept-
able in some cause violent uprisings in others. These kinds of constraints 0
must be taken into account in judging what countries can do in managing
their economies and their balance of payments.

Countries with governments that demonstrate ability to manage their
societies and economies well will attract new net inflows of capital and
thereby heighten their ability to service past and newly acquired debt even
during periods of adverse external developments. The alternative for a U
country cannot be to eliminate or ignore those adverse developments. It has
no choice but to adjust to them. The adjustment process will, however, be
less burdensome if the country manages its economy in such a fashion as to
enable it to have access to private capital markets and to increase net capital
inflows. Whether this net inflow strengthens its ability to service the newly
acquired debt will again depend on its productive uses.
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public of China, Hong Kong, Iran, Algeria, Zaire, the Ivory Coast and Zambia.
They have made important use of nonguaranteed private bank credit rather
than relying more heavily on official sources. The universe of countries that
are important users of private banks comprises at most thirty and, in impor-
tance, more like twenty, countries. It is considerably smaller than the universe
of all developing countries-over one hundred-most of whom have not had
the needed private bank confidence in them when they are judged bythe
necessarily stringent criteria of private banksin evaluating credit-
worthiness. Thus, the issues arising from borrowing by major developing
countries like India and Pakistan are not regarded as in need of special
attention in this study because these countries have relied almost entirely on
official sources of financing. The countries that have borrowed substantially
from private banks are, however, economically important in the developing
world-much beyond their relative number.

Closely related is another qualification. Export-credit-guarantee agencies
are found in all industrialized countries. The principal U.S. agency is the
Export/Import Bank.3 In assessing the risks to private banks of lending to
developing countries, it is an entirely different matter if the bank can look to a

This section deals with the supply side, i.e., the role of private banks in creditor-government guarantee in case of difficulties. Thus, the comments
providing e xternal finance to developing countries. It does not attempt to made herein deal with private bank lending not buttressed by recourse to
analyze in depth all sources of external capital, but concentrates on private official creditor agencies. The private bank is on its own, deciding country risk
banks and, more especially, private banks acting on their own responsibility and taking full responsibility for it, and fully aware that errors in judgment
and risk without the benefit of guarantees by official creditor institutions. could adversely affect the bank's earnings stream and beyond that its

Thus, it deals with the supply side of the demand for external capital by roservesel aaptm
developing countries, but not with the entire spectrum of supplying institu- reserves and capital.
tions. The most important omissions are the official national and multinational These comments necessitate still another. As used here, "private banks'
development-assistance institutions and programs and direct equity invest- are mainly commercial banks, but do include institutions that in other coun-

ment. As mentioned earlier, the total financial net flow from all sources to the tries are government owned, particularly in France, Germany, Italy and
developincount nined eite tobe$n5nballnitnfinwfr7m and spureoably Japan, where, in varying degrees, major commercial banks are government
developing countries was estimated to be $58 billion in 1975 and probably owned. They are, however, run on private management lines and are nor-
reached close to $68 billion in 1 9762 (See appendix tables 1 and 2.) mlygvre ypiaebn rtrai hi edn ciiis o hs

This study concentrates on private banks because these institutions have mally governed by private bank criteria in their lending activities. For these
emered nlyin ecen yers s mjor oures f eternl fnaningforreasons, they are regarded as "private banks" in the following analysis, but

emerged only in recent years as major sources of external financing for the fact that banks are government owned cannot be ignored in judging their
certain developing countries acting on their own behalf and without official vulnerability or the implications of loan losses by individual banks to the
creditor-agency guarantees. This major role is regarded as novel and has not national and international banking system. Governments are not likely to
yet been accepted as part of the routine activities of banks. The reaction to allow the banking institutions they own to fail. Governments are also con-
this novelty is reminiscent of the early years of the formation of the Eurocur- cerned with avoiding failures by privately-owned banks, but regulatory super-
rency market. In the United States particularly, questions have been raised as vision is strictly maintained to protect the banking system and not explicitly or
to the appropriateness of such lending activities from the viewpoint of the implicitly to rescue individual banks. In all cases, however, the management
financial vulnerability of private banks to losses from lending. From a general of the banks will be judged by its ability to avoid such failures.
viewpoint, there is an obvious need to ensure the financial soundness of By the same token, it is analytically important to recognize that in the
private banks because of the essential role they play in a modern economy, United States many banks are geographically limited in their activities within
and more particularly because of what it means for holders of bank deposits, the country. On the other hand, many banks are importantly engaged in
investors in bank shares and individuals and firms who rely on the banks to overseas business, though a recent study done for the Reserve City Bankers

C finance their activities. Association indicated that most of its membership does not engage signifi-
Attention is focused here on the role of private banks from the lenders cantly in foreign lending. Most of this business in the United States is done by

viewpoint. Thus, the issues raised about bank lending to developing countries relatively few banks; but at least fifteen to twenty major banks are involved
center on the creditworthiness of the kinds of countries that have borrowed and competing.
most from private banks-countries like Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Peru,

Jamaica, Venezuela, the Philippines, Indonesia, South Korea, Malaysia, Re- aSome equivalent agencies in other major creditor countries are "Hermes" (Hermes
Kreditversicherungs Aktiengesellschaft) in Germany; ECGD (Export Credits GuaranteeLM Department) in the United Kingdom, and COFACE (Compagnie Francaise d'Assurance pour le

2-There is no precise way to determine the private banks' share of these financial flows to the Commerce Exterieur) in France.
___ developing countries. it is estimated to have been $15-$20 billion in 1976.
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These facts are important in judging the vulnerability of the U.S. banking
system arising from lending into foreign countries as compared with the
vulnerability of any individual bank. The total amount of U.S. bank lending to
all developing countries taken together probably amounts to less than 5% of
the loans of U.S. banks. Even this risk is spread among many countries.
Thus, the total of loans to developing countries is less than one year's
earnings of the banking system. This gives assurance that the U.S. banking
system is not threatened by its foreign lending. Individual banks, however,
have much higher proportions and, theoretically, large losses by these banks
could adversely affect them and, with the most pessimistic assumptions,
other banks that maintain important commercial relationships with these
major banks.

Therefore, the concentration of concern about U.S. private bank lending to Because the local-currency asset acquired in this activity matches the
developing countries has been on these major banks. It is the major banks, local-currency liability, there is, however, no foreign-currency risk taken.
however, that have the longest experience in international lending, as well as Adversity usually affects both assets and liabilities, which can be offset
the largest resources of capital and reserves to protect against losses. against each other without incurring foreign-currency losses. A by-product of

The discussion of the role of private banks in lending to the developing ocal-currency lending for international banks is that it decreases the risk in
countries focuses on foreign-currency lending (i.e., usually in U.S. dollars) to lending overseas, because it helps these banks obtain the adequate firsthand
resident entities within the developing countries. These entities can be private knowledge and experience that is a major ingredient of country risk analysis.
or governmental. They borrow foreign currencies either to make payments ounedgs an lysis is a nari of sysntty risk analysis.
overseas or because these enterprises can convert the foreign exchange Country risk analysis is a recent area of systematic risk analysis. It deals
into needed local currency. They are attracted by the high rates of return in with risk elements that are not involved when loans are made and funded
local currency that more than offset any foreseen likely devaluation of the within a country, but do arise when a private bank lends, places or invests

funs aros a ounry ordr. heras oca-currency lending overseas is
currency, which automatically increases the local currency costs of servicing fundamentally the same as U.S. dollar lending domestically, foreign-currency
the foreign-currency obligations. fnaetlytesm sUS olrlnigdmsialfrincrec

We are focusing on foreign-currency loans, but local national-currency lending (lending in a currency other than the borrower's local currency, i.e.,
end r uing fundedfrom lora gn-urcesnis yn imo tan t partof ntheoale- fri cross-border lending) typically involves country risk. A notable example of a

lending funded from local sources is an important part of the ank of private country risk is the possibility that the borrower may be creditworthy in terms
foreign banks in a developing country where such private banks also operate of the local currency, but the country's foreign exchange availability may not
as domestic banks. Local national-currency lending not only can strengthen be sufficient to enable the borrower to obtain the foreign currency to service
the institutional structure for increasing domestic savings, but also can help in its debt. To anticipate somewhat, the cross-border exposure can be moni-
the allocation of savings-particularly into productive enterprises. In additiorf tored by a proper country-exposure reporting process and managed in such
these local banking activities provide the borrowing entities in the developing a manner as to avoid exposures beyondlimits regarded by the private bank
countries with more links to, and sophistication about, offshore lenders. They as acceptable for the country. These processes and procedures involve,
also provide the foreign-owned lending entities the opportunity to know their aawee f trg co mnt Th cnrrs an as invoprer
customers and their countries in much greater depth. however, a strong commitment to country risk evaluation as the prerequisite

The risk factors associated with lending within a developing country in the for sound business judgments in lending overseas including, of course,
local currency and funded from local sources are identical to those associat- developing countries.
ed with domestic lending anywhere else. The fundamental credit criteria are Against this background, the following sections attempt to analyze and

dwth dametcendiwortings andr finanls trfnenta hed rrera e evaluate the evolution of private banks as major lenders to a number of
the same: the creditworthiness and financial strength of the borrower, the developing countries. It may be useful to begin with a brief description of
terms and purposes of the credit, and-where appropriate-the degree of official as well as private sources of external capital for the developing
security afforded by collateral or guarantees. Credit analyses of this kind are countries, since the role of the private sources is greatly affected by the
a long practice of modern banking, subject to supervision by in-house presnce the ol.
auditors, outside certified accountants and official regulatory authorities. presence of the official.
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At year-end 1967, disbursed medium- and long-term external public debt
outstanding in 71 non-oil-exporting developing countries totaled $26 billion.
By the end of 1975, this debt amounted to approximately $88 billion, based
on World Bank debt statistics, and probably exceeded $100 billion by the end
of 1976 on this basis.4 (See tables 4 and 5.) In 1967, an estimated $18.6
billion of this outstanding external debt, or approximately 71 %, was account-
ed for by official sources, compared with an estimated $7.8 billion, or
approximately 29%, by private sources. By the end of 1975, this proportion
had changed to an estimated $50 billion, or approximately 57%, for official preliminary estimates indicate that in constant price terms the rate of growth
sources, as compared with an estimated $38 billion, or approximately 43%, of the external public indebtedness of the developing countries in the past ten
for private sources. Preliminary estimates of external public borrowing for this years was only half the rates of growth of the 1950s and 1960s. External debt
group of developing countries in 1976 indicate that the percentage of in money terms in the years from 1973 to 1976 about doubled, but when

(L) borrowing from private sources compared with official sources increased deflated for changes in prices, the volume of debt increased by less than
further. one-third. Further, preliminary estimates also indicate that in the years that

The role of private banks, however, has changed even more markedly over the currently outstanding debt grew most rapidly, between 1974 and 1976,
L. the past several years: For years, supplier credits were the most important real interest rates were negative, so in terms of repayment burdens such
0L component of "private sources." At year-end 1967, "financial markets" borrowing was highly favorable to the developing countries.

comprised largely of private banks provided the funds for an estimated $3.2 The need to use private bank credit to finance a net inflow of capital will be
billion, or approximately 12%, of external public debt while 14% consisted of affected importantly by the presence of alternative governmental or public

L. supplier credits. By comparison, at year-end 1975-based on World Bank sources of funds for countries with limited private creditworthiness. The
(D statistics-an estimated $27.3 billion, or approximately 30%, of external availability of well-used, large-scale public funds could heighten the likelihood

2 public debt was provided by these "financial markets" comprised almost of orderly progress in structural transformation. On the other hand, in those
M~ entirely of private banks. Preliminary estimates of external public borrowing cases where official sources of finance have been relatively large, a paucity
Q for this group of developing countries on a medium- and long-term basis in of official funds could have opposite effects, increasing the difficulties of the

1976 indicate that the percentage of this borrowing from private banks as domestic management to the point where international private creditors
o compared with all other sources increased further. become even more cautious about the overall outlook of the country. Such

In addition, the role of private banks is shown even more dramatically if decisions could affect the ability of these countries to borrow from private
C other statistical sources are used in addition to those of the World Bank. banks short-term for trade-related purposes. This situation could arise be-

These other sources, which try to measure the total external debt of a cause the developing countries would then have few alternatives to major0. country, include inter alia private bank credits of one year or less as well as reductions in consumption and investment, irrespective of the domestic
interbank placements and borrowings by private entities in developing coun- repercussions on standards of living, employment, and even the ability of

- tries that are not supported by local public-sector guarantees. With these governments to govern.
M inclusions, the portion of private banks in the external public debt of develop- It is to be expected that official institutions will be guided by the purposes

ing countries is much higher than indicated by the proportion of private bank for which they exist and will have their own policy criteria and judgments.
debt shown in the World Bank debt statistics. Such judgments can be useful to private banks, but cannot substitute for their

A substantial portion of the external public debt of the developing countries own because private banks differ not only in ownership and sources of funds,
(D currently outstanding has resulted from borrowing since 1973. The relatively but also in objectives and, therefore, in management criteria and mecha-

rapid growth of this debt in nominal terms, particularly the private portion of nisms. Private banks aim to make profits and avoid losses. They also aim to
the debt which generally has shorter maturities and "harder" terms than have continuing relationships with creditworthy borrowers; their maturity0 official debt, has been a source of concern to some observers. However, periods are short, but their time horizons are long. They emphasize protec-

4 tionia ofbt cap tal asset an revenue str a m ande r abiit tom m eetvrs pro m p lyean
S4Some estimates put the developing countries' total external debt outstanding at year-end tion of capital, assets and revenue streams and ability to meet promptly and

1976 at $180 billion. These estimates are not directly comparable with World Bank statistics, as fully all outstanding liabilities, or in other words, to be adequately liquid. Thisthey include substantial short-term liabilities, private-sector external debt that is not guaranteed usually involves growth in assets and profitability to ensure new capital0 by a public entity in the borrowing country, and possibly also the external debt of some
additional smaller developing countries. acquisition and capital adequacy.
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the International Development Association. The total demand of the develop-
ing countries for such concessional funds greatly exceeds their availability.
Strict rationing and allocation inevitably follow. The characteristics that allow
a country to achieve access to private capital markets in substantial
amounts-higher levels of output, more modernized and diversified econ-
omies, strong export capability, realistic exchange rates, etc.-will make it
difficult for them to obtain such scarce concessional funds. Thus, the very
accessibility to private sources of funds may well be a strong reason for the
official institution to reduce its lending to such countries.

Funds from private sources are not tied to particular countries of pro-
curement. Private banks do not require prior formal agreement on public
policies as conditions for lending, though private banks will probably take
strict views of such public policies when assessing the creditworthiness of a
given foreign country, indeed, perhaps even stricter views than those taken
by an official agency. Another major factor is that official lending-be it

Private banks must take full responsibility for their own judgments on national or multinational-has a political aspect that can in some circum-
countries, and these judgments are based on country assessments that stances influence a country to decide in favor of private-source debt. Finally,
cover many major aspects of an economy only of minor interest to an official as noted earlier, even private commercial sources of funding may be rela-
agency. Private banks should welcome international mechanisms that sup- tively cheap when compared with the return on capital in developing coun-
port countries against unexpected external adverse shocks because they tries or the costs when deflated for price changes in the creditor countries.
facilitate orderly successful adjustments. It should be clear, however, that This is evidenced by the large amount of foreign funds that entities in
these mechanisms are not designed to bail out private banks, which must developing countries borrow even when domestic currency is needed and is
take full responsibility and full risk for what they do in lending outside national readily available.
boundaries. From the borrowing entity's viewpoint, the principal constraint in borrowing

For developing countries that have access to private capital markets for from private banks is the relatively short maturities--usually one to five years.
large amounts-absolutely and in proportion to total capital inflows-the However, borrowing entities within well-managed countries can hope that
choice between private and official sources becomes more complicated. The their creditworthiness will continue and even increase as their continuous
gap between absorptive capacity for effective use of external capital and good performance records enhance their attractiveness as borrowers. Debt-
availability of capital is growing, not diminishing. Official sources are likely to service requirements on outstanding debt are more than matched by inflow
offer longer maturity periods and lower rates of interest. Loans from develop- of new debt because of this strengthened creditworthiness. In effect, from an
ment banks like the World Bank, being related to cost of funds in creditor economic viewpoint, the short- or medium-term funds can then perform a
countries, may, however, not be significantly cheaper in interest costs than function similar to long-term funds and enable countries to achieve higher
borrowing from private banks. The financial attraction is mainly in longer sustained levels of output and growth than otherwise feasible. Countries
maturities. adopting such growth and financing strategies have strong incentives to

On the other hand, loans from official sources may be restricted to specific pursue economic policies that are perceived by the international financial
purposes with the agreement and even supervision of the official lending community as warranting confidence in their ability to service bank-extended
institution or even tied to procurement in the creditor countries and/or for debt. Brazil and Korea are examples of this.
specific goods and services. In some cases, the official lending agency may There are many, varying estimates of the external capital requirements or
insist on the pursuit of specified economic, financial and social policies absorptive capacity of the developing countries and the extent to (and the
before it makes funds available to the developing countries. In many cases, sources from) which they are likely to be met. Clearly, meaningful answers
these conditional requirements may be regarded by the borrower as a cannot be given in global terms or figures if the focal point of concern is the
benefit ensuring proper use of the borrowed funds. Others may find the amount that the private banks will be willing and able to lend. Even for an
acceptance of economic and social policy conditions politically very difficult. individual developing country, the answer to the questions of whether and

Some developing countries find official institutions are increasingly regard- how the anticipated magnitudes of future current-account deficits will be
ing them as ineligible for use of highly concessional sources of funds such as financed is not an exercise in simple arithmetic, of finding the amount of
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unfinanced deficit, adding up "available" official sources, and then asking
whether private banks will finance the difference. Many factors also affect
even the official "available" sources. For example, the IMF applies conditions
to the use of its resources within the credit tranches.

From one point of view, the developing countries could use a sufficiently
enlarged Fund exclusively if private lenders were not in the picture. Fund consumption and to strengthen internal resource mobilization. The borrow-
conditions for such use would, however, have to be drastic to assure ings of certain of these countries from private banks can be expected to
repurchase, which in Fund terms is equivalent to repayment to a bank. continue to grow rapidly. The needs of these countries have to be sharply
Otherwise, the Fund itself could be largely "loaned up" after a few years of differentiated from the demand for external capital coming from countries
operation. Without access to private banks by countries, the Fund would in that have not yet adjusted their internal price structures and trade balances to
practice have had to reduce its lending activities or face future illiquidity. In changes in international markets, which are not at this time highly competitive
this sense, private lending helps maintain the liquidity of the Fund. The internationally, and that therefore would probably have difficulties in obtaining
alternative is an IMF very much larger than anyone has contemplated and private bank credit.
with functions broader than that of financing temporary balance-of-payments The limited expansion of official capital means that this flow must be
deficits: The oil facility in 1974 and 1975 and the so-called General increasingly directed to the less creditworthy, poorest nations. In real terms,
Agreement to borrow were useful, but very small compared with a Fund large this would mean a reversal of recent trends. Preliminary estimates of
enough to substitute for private bank lending. In practice, there is a clear changes in the external debt position of the low-income developing countries
need for both. in the past several years indicate that the rate of growth of disbursements, as

The outlook for any rapid expansion of official capital flows to the non-oil- well as net transfers, has been less than the general rate of inflation. In other
exporting developing countries in the near future is uncertain, especially on words, the flow of external resources to most of the less creditworthy, poorest
the scale required to meet the economic and social development targets or nations has probably declined in real terms in recent years. Thus, if econom-
aspirations of the developing countries. On the assumption of modest growth ic and social development is to continue, the role of private capital is likely to
rates in the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop- become more and more important to the "high income" and "middle
ment) countries and a constant proportion of GNP allocated to development income" developing countries who can meet private standards of credit-
in the major developed countries, there would be some expansion in official worthiness and are increasingly less able to use official sources of external
assistance over the next several years. In addition, the oil-surplus countries financing.
can be expected to be important sources of external finance. In the poorest countries, private bank lending is likely to be relatively

A number of related issues of national policy in the developed countries- limited. The use of outside guarantees such as official creditor agencies and
such as the possibility of increasing the proportion of aid to GNP, use of the headquarter companies of multinational firms could, however, expand the
bilateral versus regional versus multilateral institutions-remain to be re- private bank role in these poorer and poorest countries. The official sources
solved. However, any increase in official assistance is likely to fall far short of of funding will, however, be of greater importance.
the demand for capital by the developing countries. The private banks will be Even in the poorer nations, the role of private banks will becom4 increas-
a major source unless other potential private financial intermediaries like ingly important as their foreign trade expands. The foreign private banks will
pension funds and insurance companies were to emerge as major suppliers probably participate in financing with major outside official institutions like the
of finance to the developing countries-an unlikely prospect at present. World Bank Group, other development banks and large corporate entities.

The World Bank estimates that by 1980 long-term net capital flows to the The crucial significance of private bank financing in the developing coun-
poor and middle-income developing countries (excluding oil-exporting coun- tries and the current concerns over the country risks involved in this trend
tries) will still have to reach close to $40 billion, even if this large and diverse, both require that we examine the evolving new role of private banks in more
group of countries were to act to restrain the growth of their domestic depth.
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In approaching the problem of assessing the outlook for the developing
countries from the viewpoint of the private bank lenders and more particular-
ly, their ability to service debt, it is useful to ask the question on two levels:

1/The Aggregate Approach. The general outlook of the international finan-
cial system, its ability and willingness to generate the funds needed to finance The phrase "guaranteed private bank credits" as used in this study,
the deficits of developing countries taken as a whole, and the ability and however, refers to bank loans made to both public and private borrowers

willingness of developing countries (again taken as a whole) to use the resident in a given country that are fully and unconditionally guaranteed by
private institutions within the international financial system, and private firms and/or government agencies located in an industrialized

country. Thus, World Bank data do not distinguish between guaranteed and

2/The Disaggregate Approach. The ability and willingness of individual nonguaranteed bank loans seen from the lenders' viewpoint.

countries, taken separately, to use sources of international capital and, more In addition, the World Bank data do not include any loans with a maturity of

particularly, private banks. To assess country risk, it is necessary to disag- one year or less whether or not guaranteed by debtor governments. This is

gregate conditions within countries, since country risk is not homogeneous. less of a difficulty when evaluating the risk associated with private bank

The particular borrower, maturity periods and purpose of the loans may be lending because the less than one year credit usually involves such credit

significantly different from the viewpoint of country risk. For example, is the activities as self-liquidating trade financing and interbank placements, which

loan guaranteed by the central bank? Is the loan to be used for purposes that are inherently less risky from a country risk viewpoint. Nevertheless, private

all in the country regard as productive? How vulnerable is the borrower's banks-even when lending for one year or less-also must and do carefully

exchange-rate policy, and so forth? assess the country risk involved in such financial activities. Attempts are now

The role of private banks also needs to be looked at separately, although being made-involving the aforementioned international organizations and

the two levels are interrelated. A general lack of confidence in international others, especially the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)-to improve
lending to developing countries could, for example, have serious adverse the data from the lending viewpoint. Central banks from 13 industrialized

effects on the ability of individual countries, or entities within countries, countries are cooperating in this endeavor, but the task is formidable, given
otherwise creditworthy, to gain access to private sources of finance. Losses the astronomic number of transactions by the international banking system
suffered by a major bank could greatly influence the willingness, if not the each day, which often appear, are completed and disappear within any
ability, of the banks to lend. reasonable reporting period.

Private direct investment has long been important in financing resource The debt referred to in this study is primarily debt of more than one year
transfers into the developing countries. In addition, there is a long history of< and is based essentially on World Bank data. During the 1950s and 1960s

C international banking in providing trade financing as a kind of "oil in the private bank lending was rising steadily and reached important magnitudes,

machinery" of the international exchange of goods and services. What is but by the end of 1975 the total disbursed debt of the developing countries

new is the major role for nonguaranteed private bank lending in providing a was still more than half to official creditors. The explanation is simple. Despite

E major continuous net inflow of resources into the developing countries. the much discussed "stagnation" of foreign aid (measured by internationally

M In commenting on the growth of nonguaranteed bank lending to the agreed-upon U.N. targets), debt disbursed by official creditors to developing
developing countries, two seemingly contradictory points need to be made countries about doubled between 1967 and 1973 (before the oil crisis) and
after a simple but fundamental statistical fact has been emphasized. The data more than tripled by the end of 1976. (See appendix tables 4 and 5 for a

on the external debt of developing countries are derived basically from the detailed breakdown.)
World Bank debt reporting system, which is checked and refined with the Debt owed to private creditors showed a similar pattern for many years,

help of the International Monetary Fund and the OECD. The World Bank but started at a lower base in 1967, estimated at about one-half of the debt

reports the debts incurred and/or guaranteed by public entities within the owed to official creditors or one-third of the total debt of developing countries.

developing countries. More recently, the share of lending by private creditors in the total external
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In the meantime, the Eurodollar market in the 1960s was developing in

magnitude, flexibility, variety of activities, institutions and so forth. Very briefly,

the resources of the Euromoney market were in the form of deposits, mainly

denominated in U.S. dollars maintained by governments as part of the official

foreign exchange reserves or by private depositors who had funds in excess

of their immediate needs. Deposits in London or elsewhere were highly liquid

and could readily be exchanged for other currencies. The U.S. banks,

because they were dollar-based American institutions, and because of their

reputations, financial strength, and international sophistication, became the

most attractive entities to the various depositors. The center of the market

public debt of developing countries has tended to rise more rapidly, and by was in London, but other centers, including the Bahamas, Panama and

the end of 1976 may well have been 40%-45%. Singapore were also important.

Whether this trend of more rapid use of private debt than official debt will When the oil-surplus situation was created at the end of 1973, an eft
continue cannot be predicted with any certainty, especially because of the mechanism existed to absorb these surplus funds, in addition to the national

uncertainty regarding official sources of financing. Other uncertain factors money and capital markets of which the United States is the largest. The

are the magnitude of direct investments, which reflect a combination of the largest international transfers of funds by far in history were consummated
with little friction and disturbance. Huge deposits were readily accepted at an

attractiveness of opportunities in one country when compared with others; s otebnsbcuetebn fdpsthdo adpoial
the demand for other external capital, which in turn is greatly affected by the interest cost to the banks because the bank of deposit had on hand profitable

growth strategies of a country; and the willingness and ability of the private uses for such deposits. Banks had long become accustomed to lending on

banks to lend. Given the strong continuing needs of the developing countries the basis of borrowed funds-not demand deposits. Banking had become an

for external capital, the increasing number of developing countries that are interest-differential business. The oil-surplus deposits were absorbed into

creating the conditions needed for private creditworthiness and the ability of much larger streams of world savings and credit. The credit demand contin-

private banks to respond to this demand flexibly and relatively quickly, it is ued to be most important in the industrialized countries, but certain develop-

judged that the past trend will continue and that lending by private lenders will ing countries also became significant sources of demand for credit. The

become an increasingly larger proportion of the total debt of the developing demand for funds was not met or made possible by the oil surpluses. The

countries. funds were made available by the entire savings-credit mechanism of the

The process began in the 1950s when creditor countries initiated or Western World.

enlarged the application of their programs of official and officially-guarante ed The oil surpluses were large: $35-$50 billion a year is large even in the

export credits to developing countries. By the 1960s this form of financing modern world. The Euromoney market was, however, much larger, probably

became an important part of the external financing of the developing coun- approaching $300 billion (depending on how it is measured).

tries. It reflected both the export-promotion aims of the creditor countries for Similarly, the developed and developing countries, faced with the need to

commercial and/or balance-of-payments reasons and the political eager- finance large balance-of-payments deficits had available a worldwide net-

ness of the creditor countries to be helpful to the borrowing countries. In the work of international financial institutions to which to turn for loan's. Again, the

meantime, foreign firms as investors and traders became increasingly impor- technical or financial capability of this system to expand lending was much

tant in the developing countries, increasing the business opportunities for beyond the size of these deficits. The constraints came instea rom the
foreign banks. So-called "supplier credits" continued to be important that borrowers had to meet the criteria of creditworthiness imposed the

throughout the 1 960s, more important to the developing countries than private banks, unless ironclad guarantees issued by entities residing in

private bank credit. With increased experience with direct private lending, a industralized countries were otherwise available-the exceptional case.

marked shift in preference by borrowing entities from supplier-source debt to The Eurocurrency market has expanded steadily during the last 20 years.

private bank debt became apparent by 1970. Its future size will be importantly influenced by the demand for credit to pay
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for more expensive oil imports. Other sources of demand for funds from the
Eurocurrency market are likely, however, to prove larger than the decline in
demand to finance oil imports as developing countries complete their adjust-
ment to the oil price increase. It is my expectation that lending to creditworthy
entities in developing countries with acceptable country risk will increase in
future years. Whether it is done through the Eurodollar market or more
directly from the United States and other national credit centers will depend
largely on the action of the national financial and monetary authorities.

The official national and multinational sources of credit will also be needed
in larger amounts to meet the financial needs of the noncreditworthy. They
will also be needed to supplement the needs of the creditworthy as the On the other hand, there are countries that have a very large total external
private banks limit their lending activities for reasons such as adherence to de oh and, there ae ountri vare bal extrnal
the actuarial principle of diversifying and spreading risk, even though they World Bank data show that India had only $19 million of debts to private
continue to have large margins for further asset acquisition. Bank data ow that bia had only $n9-mllio of dnt privat.

The consequence of these historical developments is that the private banks out of a total of $19.9 billion-or only one-tenth of one percent.
banks today are major lenders to developing countries (see appendix table Bangladesh had $15 million in private bank debt at the end of 1975 and Sri
10). Precise figures on private bank lending on the World Bank basis are not Lanka, practically none.
available; however, using figures on disbursed amounts, the general order of Figures for the end of 1976 are not yet available, but partial data indicate
magnitude is about $35 billion at year-end 1976. This estimate does not that the figures for disbursed private bank loans on the whole are consider-
include bank loans made into the European Mediterranean countries like ably higher, though the pattern ot distribution among coun

Yugoslavia, Spain and Turkey, which are sometimes included in the category essentially the same.
of developing countries. The proportion of private bank debt to total external d 1976 are art explained by the fact that these cou ntries ined to
public debt of developing countries based on World Bank figures probably an 1976 arer expainedy he faorie wnted t
exceeded 30% at the end of 1976. (Other estimates that include private loans replenish their foreign-reserve holdings at relatively favorable interest rates.

and short-term loans not captured by the World Bank reporting system are These reserves had been drawn down during the worldwide recession and
clos herm 0 blion.) nt athe quadrupling of oil import costs. Brazil has added more than $2 billlion to

closer to $70 billion.) - international reserve holdings from the end of 1975 to the end of 1976, which
More important for this study arte figures for countries, the hethen stood at about $6 billion. Korea increased reserve holdings from roughly

principal borrowers from the private banks. For these countries, the share of $16blina a-n 95t 3blinb eebr17,and the
private banks in total disbursed external debt outstanding as reported by the $1.6 billion at year-end 1975 to $3 billion by December 1976, nd t f

Worl Bak isver lage; n sme asesit xceds 5%, ompred ith30%Philippines, during the same period, added about $200 million for a total ofWorld Bank is very large; in some cases it exceeds 50%, compared with 30%$16blinaya-nd17.nfawhntehngsninrntna
for he eveopin contres a a hol. (hesefigresinclde lager$1 .6 billion at year-end 1976. In tact, when the changes in international

for the developing countries as a whole. (These figures include a larger reevsaeeaiei eoe lear that virtually all of the non-oil
portion of private bank loans guaranteed by such institutions as the Export/ reserves are amied t become ce tat virrlyrs f the n-oil
Import Bank; ECGD of the United Kingdom; COFACE of France; Hermes of developing countries among the twelve largest borrowers from the private

Germany.) 
banks increased their reserves in this period. Total reserves of the non-oil

For example, as seen in table 10, Brazil reported at year-end 1975 an developing countries increased by more than $1 1 billion in 1976.
amount of U.S. $7.0 billion in debt to private banks from a total of U.S. $11.5 As far as total indebtedness is concerned, it is roughly estimated that

billion-the former source's share approximating 60%. Mexico had $6.6 Brazil's external public or publicly guaranteed debt at year-end 1976
billion in debts to private banks from a total of $11.2 billion-almost 60% due amounted to something like U.S. $15 billion; in addition, there was an amount
to foreign banks. Peru's debts to private banks at the end of 1975 accounted Braz for a combined total of about $26 billion. Mexico's external public or
for 50% of the country's external debt of $2.7 billion. Zaire's debt to private Bil foranbed ta of about $26 billion, and r

bank atyea-en 195 alo eceeed 0%.publicly guaranteed debt at year-end 1976 was about $14 billion, and private
There arther-ountries in wichdebts to prborrowings added another $4 billion for a combined total of $18 billion
There are other countes in which debts to pivate banks account for more outstanding debt. Korea had at year-end 1976 external public debt of $6.2

than one-third of total utrl debt, such as Malaysia, the Sudan and billion and in addition private borrowings of $0.5 billion for a combined tota of
Zambia. In several countees, prvate banks hold about one quarter of total close to $7 billion. The Philippines, another large debtor country, had at
public debt. Among these countrines are the Ivory Coast, the Republic of year-end 1976 about $1.8 billion of public debt and an additional $1 billion of
China, the Philippines and Morocco. In Korea, private debt for a combined total of U.S. $2.8 billion.
20%of total public debt.
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supply, external debt, debt profile, international monetary reserves,

exchange rates, savings and investment, wages, productivity, employment

and unemployment, foreign investments, reliance on domestic savings, politi-

cal stability, and so forth-taken by themselves, or in combination, form the

basis for judging creditworthiness for private bank lending into a particular

The selective process by which certain developing countries have become All these factors and more must be known, understood and assessed.

major areas for foreign-currency lending by international private banks raises Most important, the dynamic interrelationships among these economic, 0s -

the question of what criteria guide this selection process. cial and political factors must be encompassed in reaching a country deci-

The principal point is that the process is demand driven. Borrowing entities, sion, and their connection with a bank's global and country lending programs

be they private or official, create the demand. The lenders have to determine clearly perceived and evaluated. General country evaluations not related to
the magnitude and terms on which they will supply. The creditworthiness of private banking are likely to be of only partial use, because they do not

the individual borrower is decided on the basis of the normal credit criteria. address many of the key issues faced by a private bank.
The decision has also to be made whether the total increased foreign-cur- The temptation is to rely on a few such indicators as debt-service ratios,

rency exposure in a country is acceptable to the private lending institution in fiscal and monetary performance, or balance of payments and reserve

light of country conditions and outlook. changes. Data inadequacies and difficulties of analyses make it tempting to

Lending institutions vary greatly in the process used to judge what is rationalize such oversimplifications. Oversimplifications can, however, lead to

increasingly being referred to as country risk. The process used will be grievous errors that private banks cannot afford to make. They are custodi-

affected by the magnitude of risk assets in foreign currencies, the existence ans of private funds. Precise judgments cannot be made, but in assessing a

of branches and other similar entities in the borrowing countries, the length country, precise judgments are not needed. It is important that major error be

and breadth of experience in international lending, the decision-making avoided, and it can be avoided if countries are carefully and continuously

"" Trg a to n a ine d u l in d vertham onitored. The principal needs are reliable inform ation, firsthand experience
cThe 

factors examined should include everything necessary and available in the borrowing countries, objectivity, divorcing of the country evaluation

to judge the economic conditions and outlook for the country. Particular from loan marketing, making country-evaluation officers responsible for their

attention is usually paid to balance-of-payments behavior and management. evaluations, and insisting on strict tests of accuracy and relevancy.
Available statistical data and forecasting techniques are added to firsthand Banks can take advantage of the existence of outside expert sources of

experience and qualitative analysis. The degree of detailed country analysis information and judgment--the various national official agencies dealing with
reflects the corporate interest and sophistication. Topflight professional ex- foreign countries and the multinational agencies like the IMF, World Bank,

pertise is needed as the overseas foreign-currency loans become important regional development banks, U.N. agencies, OeD, the European Economic

in the bank's total lending to any one country, and the country portfolio needs Community (EEC) agencies, and so forth. There are often sensitive areas of

W to be changed as conditions and outlook change. Portfolios must and can be confidentiality in using these sources, but these sources are willing and even

carefully scrutinized from the viewpoint of country risk. eager to be helpful within the limits of their constraints. None of these

Experience indicates there is no collection of a relatively few quantitative sources, however, can be used effectively unless the private bank has its own

indicators, of which the most common is the debt-service ratio, that by capability to make judgment assessments. Moreover, in many cases banks

themselves are reliable guides for lenders. Export performance is of key will have concerns that fall outside the purview of any other source, as well as

importance, but even this criterion can be misleading if taken by itself, their own better sources of information on many aspects of the economy of a

especially if examined only over a relatively short period, country. In any case, no bank can delegate to an outside body the responsi-

General economic management and external debt management are of bility for judging a country from the viewpoint of the bank's activities and risks

critical importance. General economic management consists, however, of within a country.
the totality of government policies and their effects on the economy. Fiscal, Country assessment involves a high-level professional capability, which

o monetary, savings, investment and exchange-rate policies, exchange con- any private bank can acquire, but only if it recognizes realistically what is

trols, foreign trade policy, public versus private ownership, the treatment of involved. This is expensive in manpower and technology, but it must be

foreign investment, the role of the central bank-all exemplify, but not ex- brought into the management process of a bank wishing to take advantage

bpolicy that determine country risk, of the profit-making opportunities in developing countries or wishing to take a

Critical for this analysis is the point that none of the major characteristics lead role in relation to other banks with similar objectives but smaller business

of an economy's behavior-GNP, exports, imports, inflation, money interests.
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Adequate knowledge of a country in which a private bank has, or plans to
have, substantial foreign-currency exposure is the principal safeguard
against the risks involved in lending to entities outside national borders, as
well as a necessary background for reaching decisions on acceptable
borrowers, magnitudes, maturities, grace periods, other loan conditions and
characteristics of a loan portfolio in a country. In addition, there are other
safeguards, none of which, however, can free the private bank from the
responsibility for soundness in its individual lending judgments. The following
summarizes a number of the safeguards:

1 /Guarantees by Governmental Entities in the Lender's Own Country.
These are fairly obvious and need little comment. If the lending private bank
finds an export/import bank or other official agency in its own country willing
to assume the country risk without ambiguity and delay (and at an accept-
able cost), then the country risk can effectively be eliminated. Ambiguities
can, however, arise from the dual character of the transaction-private
lending combined with comprehensive official guarantee. In case of difficul-
ties in debt servicing, it must be clear that the guarantor agency is taking all
the country risks for the guaranteed portion of the loan. In case of govern-
mental rescheduling, which includes the officially guaranteed debt, then the
private bank must be serviced by the guarantor as originally agreed.

2/Private Guarantee. Since part of overseas lending by private banks is to
overseas branches, subsidiaries or affiliates of multinational firms, it is also
possible in "gray" cases to request the headquarters company to guarantee
fully the debt incurred by its branch, subsidiary or affiliate. This is already a
significant practice which may grow in importance. It is often a feasible way
to meet concern about the country risk in any particular developing country.
Care needs to be taken that the company headquarters concerned meet the
normal criteria of creditworthiness with no ambiguity as to its responsibilities
and no delays in meeting its guarantee obligations. The headquarters com-
pany must also be located in a country that is judged to be an acceptable
country risk.

3/Guarantees by Official Debtor Agencies. Guarantees of loans to private-
sector entities in developing countries are often underwritten by the govern-

"C ments or central banks of such countries. This usually reduces the country
risk. Whether it reduces the country risk depends on the judgment of whether
the government of the developing country concerned will give a higher
priority to providing the foreign exchange necessary to service private-sector
debt that it has guaranteed than to debt it has not guaranteed. Generally
speaking, it usually does. Thus, country risk is usually reduced. Central bank

(A guarantees can be especially useful because the central bank normally
10 administers the foreign-currency income of the country. This is particularly "u

important where there is a tradition of the central bank's giving the highest Country risk can, of course, be reduced by provision of collateral (e.g., gold
priority to safeguarding its own creditworthiness with foreign lenders. It or foreign-currency deposits) of such character, magnitude, location and
cannot be forgotten, however, that central banks are official agencies of the 3 legal protections as to reduce or even eliminate country risk. This is more
government and subject to government instruction and domination. Thus Q likely to occur when a country is beginning to establish its creditworthiness
government guarantees may be as useful in reducing country risk as central with private banks.
bank guarantees and, in certain cases, even more so.
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monitoring the country's performance with respect to the agreed conditions.
Thus, in relation to the financial ability to service debt and increasing con-
fidence in the economic management of the country, two vital factors in

judging country risk, the IMF can and does play an important role in specific
cases.

The Fund, however, may not be able to include in its conditions factors that
decisively affect a country's creditworthiness for private bank lending, such
as the treatment of foreign investment. Thus, the Fund can be helpful, but it
cannot substitute for a lending bank's responsibility for making its own
evaluations and judgments on country risk. Much of the value of the Fund for
the private banks depends on the practicability of its informing the private
banks of its current judgments on countries which raises obvious sensitive

CO) issues.
The private banks do not establish economic conditions for countries, but

Another form of defense arises from the existence of various public multina- must examine whether actual and likely economic policies, conditions and
J tional agencies whose activities can directly and deliberately influence outlook will meet their criteria of country creditworthiness. Thus, private

country risk for private banks. banks, particularly in cases where unfavorable events have damaged a
country's creditworthiness with them, may well wish to wait to see whether a

1/international Monetary Fund. The International Monetary Fund affects Fund-agreed program is implemented and whether other conditions are
country risk for developing countries as well as others in a number of ways. It created by government and private sector actions before making their own
is for some countries a source of liquidity through the creation of Special decisions on lending commitments. In this sense, private bank criteria must
Drawing Rights. It can in addition be part of the international monetary be more stringent and comprehensive than the Fund's and, of course, must
reserves of a country if the so-called "gold tranche" has not been fully used. apply to the many countries for which the Fund may not have established
It can also be a source of foreign currency on terms more favorable than specific conditions in standbys. Until now, at any given time, only a small

.i.l commercial bank terms. The amounts are, however, limited by the Fund's fraction of members of the Fund have had standby agreements with the
3 quotas and Fund policies on use of its resources. Fund.
E More important than the actual provision of foreign exchange is the

certification of economic performance by the Fund. As an increasing amouyt 2/World Bank and Regional Development Agencies. The World Bank and
of the Fund's resources are used by a country, it faces stricter conditions for regional development agencies, e.g., The Inter-American Development Bank
using them. This can involve agreement ("conditionality") on a wide range of and the Asian Development Bank, can play a parallel, though different, role to
economic policies including fiscal, monetary, exchange-rate and exchange- that of the IMF. In the first instance, they are important sources of external

CL restriction policies. Conditions set forth by the Fund may also cover other financing, usually for specific projects. In addition, from time to time, sucho areas such as external debt management and treatment of foreign invest- loans can be made for general import-financing purposes and not 1lmited to
ment. These conditions are often outlined in so-called "standby" agree- special projects. This can be particularly helpful in case of extraordinaryments, which assure a country an agreed amount of access to the Fund crises like severe drought or the recent very large oil price increases. This

C resources during a specified period, usually one year, provided conditions makes more external finance available to the developing country more
therein are adhered to by the country. quickly than usual.

It is often not expected that the Fund resources will actually be used, but As in the case of the IMF, the aim of the financial activities of these
&W.. rather that the principal benefit results from the certification. The certification multinational institutions is not related to servicing external private debt.
C. not only indicates the intention of the government, but also lays the basis for However, since most financial resources are fungible, anything that increases
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All private banks are acutely aware of the possibility of losses. Special
reserves as well as capital are available for such purposes. Judgments
regarding acceptable ratios of risk assets to equity constrain asset-acquisition
activities in foreign countries as well as at home. Banks in the United States,
as well as those in other industrialized countries, still live in the shadow of the
bank failures of the 1930s.

U.S. commercial banks are privately owned. They are not able to assume
any support by the monetary authorities if they get into financial difficulties
because of losses overseas. Bank managers are well aware that their
careers are at stake in making decisions about country risk. They are profit
seekers, but equally loss avoiders. Losses in U.S. banks' overseas operations
in recent years have been less, both in absolute terms and as a proportion of
total risk assets, than losses in U.S. operations.

Country risk raises the spectre of widespread delays in servicing cross-
border loans because of government restrictions or undisguised defaults by
individual borrowers arising from the impact of such government actions as
domestic price and wage controls or the impact of currency devaluation on
borrowers. In such cases, the call on capital and reserves would be limited
and manageable, though profits in a single year could be significantly
impaired.

net availability of foreign exchange facilitates the sericing of debt. In this A worst case approach is one that simply assumes that a government
sn e , a abrrowing f o mgn a xriv ge b ak stre tens the bii t of he b o rrnoh i n repudiates all of the outstanding external financial obligations of all entitiessense, borrowing from a private bank strengthens the ability of the borrowing within its country. From the viewpoint of the foreign lender, the countrycountry to meet its obligations to the IMF, the World Bank and other similar disappears beneath the waves with no prospects for salvage! In any country

Tithe probability of this happening is extremely small. Wars can, at leastThe World Bank and the regional development banks, like the Fund, also temporarily, create such situations. However unlikely such events may be,help to improve the economic management of a country. By assisting prudent bank lenders are ever on the alert. If signs appear that such ancountries to formulate development programs and policies and carefully eventuality may occur, or a minor disturbance is expanding, the banks canidentifying, evaluating and supervising investment projects to which it has take defensive measures as they would in other cases of anticipated countrycontributed some portion of the financing, the entire economic management deterioration. If anticipated, because of the large proportion of short-termof the developing country can be improved. In many cases, it will attach debt, exposure can be run down quickly, while loans with maturities of overconditions to its project lending, such as realistic pricing policies for the one year decline through amortization.products or services produced by the project. Often the technical assistance Good private bank management is the counterpart to good economicconnected with the project may be more important than the finance management by the country. It is only a worldwide "holocaust" scenario withThe World Bank and the regional development agencies have employed worldwide losses and write-offs that produces loss numbers that threaten theways and means of collaborating with private bank lending through various financial viability of the private banking system.schemes. These have employed selling participations in their loans to inter- f Within the system, it is conceivable that an individual bank could soested investors and provided financing simultaneous with private banks forWihntestmtisccivbehaanndiulbnkoldo
an agreed project. The most recent technique is described as bcnksifarc-Q) manage its affairs as to cause it serious financial difficulties, but these are
ing an abbreviation fo c lementananscco-financ- C unlikely to arise simply because it was lending to developing countries. The

In these rt a e cause would be in the private bank management, not in the location of theIntese co-financing approaches, these multinational institutions assume boreIt borrower.that developing countries are not going to default on loans to them. There- _ Thus, in this aspect of evaluating country risk and defending against it, asfore, any private bank loan related to one of the official loans which invokes C in so many others, disaggregation is required. The U.S. banking system is notcross-default clauses, covering both the private bank and official lenders, is vulnerable to disruption because of the overseas lending by a number of
regarded as less likely to be subject to default or delay in servicing.These C private banks. Individual banks must be examined for their financial strength.approaches are still exploratory, but a few arrangements are in effect. It is too CC Consolidated corporate balance sheets indicate available capital and re-early to assess how important they will be, but they can diminish country risk C serves, as well as cash on hand, money market and risk assets. Risk assets

These development institutions can also be so n must be carefully scrutinized on a one-by-one basis to determine chances of
nT n.Mu d loe stiimportant sources of country (0 loss, as will be discussed in the next section. Risk assets include those

to internal use, but much information they ierate s confien al and limited E acquired internationally, including developing countries. In this context, pro-information available to private banks that being dnto mhe se fessional judgments can be made, and are being made continuously, on
countries. C whether a particular bank is being prudent in the management of its assets

and loans in relation to capital and reserves.
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In evaluating country risk in lending to developing countries, a critical ele-
ment is the quality of auditing procedures within a bank. These procedures
can assure that the actuarial principles are being applied, that country risk
evaluations are part of the decision making on individual credits, and that the
other well-known auditing functions are carried out. Overseas lending, in-
cluding lending to developing countries, can and often does involve seven or
more separate layers of independent auditing:

1/The auditing of all overseas credits by the banks' internal auditors at
headquarters

2/Separate auditing of creditworthiness in any borrowing country by resident
auditors of the private bank

Thus, good bank management is a key element in defending against country 3/Review of accounts at headquarters by independent certified accounting
risk. The main elements of good management--from the viewpoint of country f
risk-are as follows: 4/Review of accounts within branches in borrowing countries by resident
1/Knowledge of the country in which risk assets are acquired. internal auditors

2/Avoidance of magnitudes of acquisition of risk assets in any one country 5/Inspection by official regulatory authorities in the headquarters country
that are in violation of the actuarial principles of balance and dispersion. 6/Inspection in the borrowing countries by official regulatory authorities from
3/Careful and current monitoring of acquisition of risk assets to stay within the headquarters country of loans booked in overseas branches/subsidiaries
limits deemed acceptable in light of country evaluations. Portfolio composi- 7/Inspection by host country official regulatory authorities of loans booked inCO tion should also reflect Possible adverse impact of country environment or U) the overseas branch/ subsidiary.
governmental policies on the individual borrower's continued ability to gerier- ry
ate the necessary cash flow to meet its commitments. Loan classifications employed by the listed groups are designed to ensure
4/Refusal to invest in risk assets that have attractive inc advance warning of difficulties and possible losses to the banks. A cautious
not in accord with country ces dit ate byrctry come returns but are attitude to possible losses means that they are anticipated by way of loan-loss

) r n d u dprovisions and/or offsets against current earnings or reserves, though there
5/Perception that country risk is a line function, not a marketing function, may be reasons to believe that such declared "losses" will ultimalely proveE and preferably is separate from other management control processes, e.g., Ah collectible.

4 credit evaluation. All these mechanisms are operated by people. Fallibility is alays possible.
) 6/Adequate auditin p A number of very large banks must make major errors simultaneously,

of loan contracts. Suchprocedures, loan documentation and legal Structuring so" however, for the international or any national banking system to be jeopar-
s dized by imprudent lending to developing countries.systems applicable in case of dispute are important elements in defending Confidence is a fragile plant of slow growth. Private banks must enjoy thisE against country risk. M confidence to prosper, and their managers are keenly aware of this.
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Furthermore, loan demand from these developing countries is normally W
strong enough to offer the banks a wide range of attractive borrowers from
which to select. The developing world is replete with islands of modernity in
finance, industry, trade and agriculture (be it privately or government owned
or mixed) that are growing efficiently and rapidly. These are the origins of
most of the demand for private bank loans. Their governments are also in the
market for loans from private banks. Governments' ability to service these
loans is based on the strength and outlook of their economies, as well as the
special position of a government in being able to obtain access to the foreign
exchange income of the country as well as its access to local currency by s
public borrowings or use of the central bank.

It is precisely because the private banks can effectively and safely manage
their lending into developing countries that this borrowing from such sources
is likely to become increasingly important for the developing countries and
remain so. Developing countries cannot gear their own economic activity to
uncertain and too limited sources of finance. For a considerable and growing
number of developing countries, borrowing from foreign private banks is
likely to be the largest single source of external finance for the foreseeable
future. For the majority of developing countries, however, despite their credit- U)
able record of repaying debt to private banks, the bulk of their external
financing is likely to come from official sources. Their economic conditions
and outlook cannot meet the strict criteria of private lending.

Private bank lending must be done by strict criteria. In the last analysis,
however, what is a good loan for the private lender is a good loan for the
borrower in the developing country.
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The answer to the first question is Yes. The developing countries want private

banks to play a significant role in their economic development process for

several reasons. There has been evolving for some years-well before the
OPEC crisis years-a new awareness of what private banks are capable of,

an awareness that goes far beyond the identification of a source of quick

emergency help in time of need as well as normal trade-related financing.
Private banks are seen as part of an extensive, expanding, efficient nonpoliti-

cal international system providing a great variety of services and technical
assistance as part of their banking activities. They are seen as providing a
major additional source of external finance to countries whose chronic

problem over time is how to find adequate external finance.
The developing countries seek to accelerate the growth of their econ-

omies. The processes involved can be facilitated by the activities of interna-
tional private banks. Private banks can help finance, for example, the expan-
sion of a modernizing sector. As modernization of agriculture proceeds, this

creates the agricultural surpluses needed for the cities, as well as possibly for
export. With this foundation, economies can provide increases in real income

in rural and urban areas. This permits, in turn, the growth of productive

C capacity in diversified manufacturing, for both export and domestic use in

consumption and investment. In all these processes, the private international
bank is already playing an important role in many developing countries
together with domestically-owned banks.

Furthermore, private institutions are perceived as not being motivated or

a constrained by political considerations. At the same time, they offer advan-

C tages because of their diversities, competitiveness, international connections,

o magnitudes of lending capability (not limited by official budgetary restraints or
Tu ineed for intergovernmental agreements), flexibility, reasonable terms and

Though it retraces some of the ground set forth earlier, it may be well to speed of response. At times the availability of finance on a nonpolitical basis

C is seen as a way to reinforce the adoption or implementation of adjustment
measures without the appearance of outside political interference or

1/Do the developing countries want foreign-owned banks to play a signifi- a involvement.
cant role in their development process? And if so, for what reasons? The private banks are also chosen by the developing countries as a source

of external finance because of the previously cited limitations on the availabili-
2/0f Yes, then what are these countries prepared to do to enable this to take ty of capital flows to the developing countries. For many years there has been
place, and to continue in the future? resistance among the industrial countries, the aid donors, to increasing their

0 aid flows to levels the developing countries have felt could be effectively
3/Will the banks be willing and able to play this role? used, though total official aid from all sources has risen over the years. The
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U.S. banking system alone added nearly $50 billion of assets to its stock of

assets in 1976, while other savings created another $200 billion in the form of

financial instruments in the United States.

The unused surpluses of the oil-exporting countries went into the world

savings stream, savings that were mostly earned from consumers in the

industrial countries. These oil-surplus savings were only a part of the total

surplus-oil-exporting countries have made substantial contributions, but world savings available for investment. It was the large totality of the supply of

mostly to countries with which they felt special ties, for example: Kuwait and world savings in relation to world demand for bank credit-not just the

Saudi Arabia to Egypt, Pakistan and the Sudan; and Venezuela to Jamaica demand to finance the external deficits of developing countries-that helps

and some Central American countries. There are recent indications that explain the seeming paradox of a sharp decline in bank interest rates during

considerable assistance is planned for African countries from Middle East the very period when the demand for private bank credit by the developing

surplus countries. countries was greatest and, by historical standards, very large.

The entire world savings stream is tapped by the major banks which, taken In general, the types of international financial intermediation required for

together, constitute the so-called international banking system. The world the developing countries to tap into the world savings stream cannot yet be

savings stream is huge, amounting to increments of probably over $500 accomplished by the domestic banks within the developing countries. Some

billion per year. The banks intermediate a substantial portion of savings within developing countries have entities that can and do borrow foreincurecy

their own economies as well as the international flow of savings, seeking funds on a competitive basis in world financial markets le nie

secure depositories at market rates of return. The banks play an important and the Eurocurrency markets, but most domestic entities in developing a

part in enabling creditworthy borrowers to compete for the use of world countries need the international financial institutions to provide the links. As

indicated before, the banks are perceived as operating for profit, not for

The attempt to identify and segregate in analysis any particular source of political aims. Foreign-owned banks, then, are compatible with different types

savings as the particular source of financing to final borrowers runs into the of socioeconomic systems, operating in one form or another in countries of

hopeless confusion caused by the fungibility of all money. Amounts of widely varying political and economic structures.
borrowing by developing countries in the Eurocurrency market are often A further reason many developing countries are interested in having

compared with amounts of deposits made by surplus countries in such foreign-owned banks in their countries is that they have learned that such

markets. Such comparisons are interesting and may even be useful for some private banks, though foreign-owned, can play a useful role in encouraging

purposes, but they do not answer the question of which source financed the and collecting domestic savings, as well as providing a distribution mecha-
borrowings by the developing countries or whether there was any relation nism to channel them into various private and publicly-owned industries an

between the magnitude of oil surpluses deposited in the Eurocurrency productive facilities, including the creation and improvement of long-term

market and the magnitude of borrowings by developing countries. plant and equipment. Furthermore, they understand that even branches of

This point is important because of the frequent interpretation that the foreign-owned private banks can coexist with domestic government-owned

borrowings by developing countries are the counterpart of the oil-export and privately-owned banks. There are many places where this is so-Brazil,

surpluses. These surpluses reflect high export earnings from oil compared to Mexico and India, as well as industrialized countries like France, Japan and

their uses, i.e., the extent to which they are used by OPEC countries to Germany.

purchase goods and services from other countries. The balance-of- For developing countries that are creditworthy for private bank borrowing,

peyments deficits of many-not all-developing countries are largely due to the private banks help create a wider variety of options than they previously

the high prices for oil. had in selecting their development strategy. This has become more meaning-

In theory, the response to such high oil prices need not have resulted in ful as these nations have also developed increasing self-assurance and

deficits for developing countries. An alternative result might have been greatly confidence, overcoming earlier anxieties that they somehow did not know

reduced and even negative growth rates, with the consequent loss of sunkerf how to deal with foreign investment in their countries and that the presence

capital in incompleted investment projects; even higher levels of unemploy- of foreign banking entities brought with it the concomitant danger of foreign

ment; lower living standards; and greater social and political tensions. The domination. Fears of "dollar diplomacy" were part of the heritage of many

borrowing developing countries turned to the official world to help avoid this developing countries. This growth of self-confidence on the part of develop-
kind of adjustment and obtained considerable official aid from new as well as ing nations helps explain their increasing use of pinvate borrowing-as well as

established donor or creditor governments and multinational institutions. The their interest (with some exceptions) in having foreign-owned banks operate

countries that had the financial standing to do so also tapped the world within their borders.
savings stream to the extent feasible by borrowing from private banks around The impression is growing in developing countries that the foreign-owned

the world, but mainly U.S. banks because of the preeminence of the U.S. banks in their countries offer a kind of extra security for future problem

economy and the efficiency of the U.S. banking system. Whatever immediate periods-something more than fair-weather friends. On the other hand, in a

sources of funds are used to make a loan to a developing country by an few developing countries, domestic banks have already reached sufficient

American bank, the loan's ultimate strength derives from its U.S. roots. The strength to cause them to pressure their governments to limit the actual
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and/or potential role of foreign banks in their domestic markets. They see
themselves as able to perform efficiently and adequately the role of domestic
and even foreign intermediation. Thus, the resistance to foreign-owned
banks found in some developing countries is a form of protectionism rather
than a fear of political domination or interference. Nevertheless, it exists and
may become more important in the future as these developing countries
modernize their societies. Protectionism is an old phenomenon and still
significantly influences the international exchange of goods and services two
hundred years after Adam Smith!

This international exchange, nevertheless, continues to expand because of c high-priority investment projects. it is often seen as a way of
the common interest of countries in this expansion and their common interest prrying excessive foreign-currency borrowing.
in finding ways and means of dealing with particularly troublesome cases. It preventingmake international
may be expected that international banking will have a similar experience in In any case, thegovernment's funds are used to mayentonal

notbee cofind t th weltherr ovned ofivthe dek tvelping payments. Governments m-ay borrow to make their own payments; frequent-
developing countries. The growth of foreign-owned private bank activity hasto other foreign
not been confined to the wealthier or more advanced of the developing ly, however, the borrowed foreign-currency und re eto er

growng warnes tha poentall eve th porerexchange availabilities and allocated to public and private sector users
countries. There is a growing awareness that potentially even the poorer exhn h eg xhnebde diitrdby the central bank. That

countries can establish creditworthiness and have access to this greater through the foreign exchange budget administered enta bn Tat
flexibility in their financing-though not for the large amounts involved in the lending by private foreign-owned banks to governments has been increasing
more advanced and creditworthy developing countries. may also have accelerated private lending to the economy at large. The

Thus, in greatly varying proportions, private bank lending runs the entire acceptance by the government of the usefulness of private international
income spectrum among the developing countries, reflecting the great vari- banks becomes an example for other public and private entities.

ety of activities and functions they perform. Even in countries not credit- It might be assumed that the traditional banker's policy to lend at short or

worthy for substantial amounts of foreign-currency term lending, the interna- medium term would have dampened the interest of developing countries in

tional private bank can safely finance foreign trade in self-liquidating trans- private bank financing It is evident tat eopint o al and human
actions. Similarly, such banks in those countries can do a local-currency ment is long-term investment in plant, equipment, technologica and han

private banks re active in sme of the poorst developingcapability. In addition to other explaaoyfcosarad etoei abusiness without incurring foreign-currency risk. In this sense, international bepnincry.si realized that with good performance the level of inflows of

private banks are active in some of the poorest developing countries, which been increasingy d a e ancee
are largely dependent upon official concessional aid, but in relatively and short- or medium-term funds can aintis streaed Maturies

absolutely small amounts in foreign-currency exposure for purposes other may well lengthen as confidence in a country is strengthened by experience.
than short-term trade financing, but importantly in foreign-trade financing. Also, whe prtcredit at maturity, history indicates, as earlier noted, that

The diversification of the economies of the developing countries has been renew an existing crd ds man, is ndmic sense, become available
another factor in the growth of the role of private capital. Diversification short- and medium-term funds can, in an econo ic perfor-
means expanded modernization. This diversification and modernization have for the longer term it the borrower's and the country's econom
created more creditworthy borrowers eager to have available more means of mance is consistently perceived tong hen the maturities f their
financing, particularly in foreign currencies. Many developing countries are eager to lengtial bank practices. Mexican

Lending to governments and central banks has grown partly because borrowings, even beyd the agy o c c

governments see themselves as strong borrowers, having primary access to entities have achieved the ability to gain access to the U.S. and Eurobond
both local currency and foreign exchange and able to borrow on better terms markets, but for other developing countries this remains a target still to be

than domestic entities, even with government guarantees. Government bor- achieved. In the 1970s and 1980s we may expect to see that other develop-

rowing is also often part of the mechanism of external debt management, ing coun w shvetrm sius deceasinanhin rlding

fund foractvitis a defneddependence on other, shorter-term sources of external financing, including
trying to ensure usage of borrowed funds for high-priority activities as defined dpnec no r

by the government, e.g., avoidance of reductions in the rates of growth or private banks.
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The capacity of the international banking system is so large in relationship to

the demands of the developing countries, even taken collectively, that there is

0 
no question of the banking system's ability to handle the capital flows

involved. There is, however, the question of whether public opinion in the

industrialized countries, particularly the United States, could become a major

constraint on the expansion of such activity because lending to developing

countries is perceived by many as intrinsically too risky. Much will depend

0.
0 The benefits of becoming-and remaining-creditworthy in the private bank 0. upon the public and official perception of the private banks' capability in

markets are now seen in most developing countries to be of major propor- ystevaluating countries in which they have significant assets.
makt r o eni otdvlpigcutist eo ao rpr As noted earlier, in this world of increasing bank debt, the private banking

tions. In these countries, it is seen that policies needed to maintain external system has to have the capability to judge countries and their performance.

creditworthiness with private banks are also needed to meet national devel- T The international institutions of global and regional character can be particu-
opment objectives. It is the maintenance of the country's economic develop- larly helpful within the restraints of their own responsibilities. No private

ment that is the prime purpose of policy measures, but if it also accomplishes C institution can, however, be relieved of the responsibility for its own decision

availability of private credits, the process of development is greatly facilitated. Nevertheless, the decisions can be wiser if there is a freer exchange of

Recent examples of countries making major changes in their economic Nrtnee the in ions n the re banks nf

programs and major improvements in balance-of-payments management to information between the multinational institutions and the private banks. In

get their economies back to a satisfactory growth pattern (or to sustain the
existing pattern) and also thereby to strengthen their creditworthiness in the Conference of the IMF and World Bank Boards of Governors in October

o private markets are Argentina, Indonesia, Brazil, Korea, Mexico, Peru and 1976, to provide more World Bank information on the developing countries to
Zaire. In the case of Peru, the economic program was one proposed by .h siuin uha h M n h ne-mrcnadAinDvlp
Peru. In the case of Zaire, the program was formulated together with the IMF b 

te anks. Similar cooperation on information is also being offered byo Peu. n te cse f Zire th prgra wa fomultedtogthe wih te IF 0 other institutions such as the IMF and the I nter-American and Asian Develop-

as part of the conditionality for higher IMF tranche eligibility. These cases mentWBans While such hae o bnorane eing wraener

exemplify the importance that developing countries are increasingly attach- C problems of confidentiality will have to be handled delicately, whatever

I ing to maintaining or regaining access to the private capital market as a -i sensitive policy matters or bank-customer relations are involved.

CI permanent feature of their external financial management. It is essential that the private banks' credit standards not be lowered in the

CL There are, of course, areas of uncertainty. There can be no certainty that ,C grot of sledi ng o be g e b the atuanks

b. because of the great advantage to developing countries of pursuing policies must maintain selectivity among borrowers and be guided by the actuarial

C. designed, among other purposes, to keep them creditworthy that such ncot ri sk an vodae ofatoncenon dre op
policies will be pursued. No government or other domestic or external entity f in cotriean er larg poanu ltis consation crieto

ca2urne h uuebhvo fgvrmnsadeoois hs0 borrowers for large magnitudes of term loans. This condition is likely to
can guarantee the future behavio r of governm ents and eco nom ies. T his eMr y Th v:be o f c a a d f n s a ei c e s n

*a underlines the need for continuous assessments and monitoring of countries. persist for many This is why the available official aid funds are increasingly

C Some countries, such as Brazil and Mexico, whose private debts are being focused on these poorer nations and the amounts already available are

2 already large, prompt further questions as to whether they will continue to 0 regarded as inadequate.
0 

4
pursue the policies necessary to remaining creditworthy. The answer thus far 0 In addition, if domestic savings are insufficient, socialextr es -

seems to be in the affirmative. Only by having growing economies and long pay-out periods are best financed with very long-term external conces-
thriving export sectors can countries keep a proper balance between the size xrsional funds, even in the more advanced developing countries. Similarly,

of their external debt and the need to have foreign exchange for other external grants, if available, are appropriate where the usage of external

0 d e e e rnal dreb .
funds is for consumption shortfalls like food shortages or to offset the

The extraordinary ability to adapt shown by developing countries during C immediately expansionary programs of increased investment. External bor-
The exrodnrMblt oaatsonb eeoigcutisdrn rowing from commercial sources to finance consumption even indirectly is ill1

the recent, very severe and prolonged crisis indicates the importance devel- u r n from comme souces tdjusane consumptinevn ines i
0D oping countries attach to maintaining their external creditworthiness. When used and will cause enhanced adjustment problems, including change in

confronted by the ultimate need, they have reduced-temporarily, it is a x
S onfoed ythe ltimafrot nd temlymenrdcdteprrlytti exchange rates, loss of reserves, growth decline, inflation and loss of

hoped-their rates of growth and employment. This response of developing ( creditworthiness.
coutris i prdictedon n asumtio ths fr pove tobe ealstia. The ability of private banks to play a major role in the external financing of

countries is predicated on an assumption thus far proven to be realistic, t h eeoigcunre i1b moratyafce y o orwr n

namely that private banks will respond positively to demand for credit from the developing countries will be importantly affected by how borrowers and

creditworthy countries. Therefore, the light at the end of the tunnel for a o lenders act to create confidence in the prudence of lending to developing
creditworthy developing country going through a difficult adjustment period is ep countries. However strongmay be the objective arguments that lending to

the availability of the external credit needed to maintain a growing economy.
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States or of any industrialized country, there is still the question of con-
fidence-for many a subjective evaluation.

The developing countries are poorer than the industrial countries. For
years, arguments have been made that they must have large-scale official aid
on concessional terms and in assured magnitudes. Dire predictions have Private banks must approach the question of a developing country's debt-

been made of the consequences of not doing this. Political instability has o service problems on the basis of (1) the fundamental distinction between the

often given way to military or dictatorial rule. Assassinations, kidnappings, b developing country's debt to official creditors (governments and official
coups d'etat, strident ideological rhetoric by political leaders-all are given international financial institutions) and debt to private creditors; (2) the assign-

much attention. Vulnerability to world economic adversities has been empha- ment of the highest priority to servicing the private debt; and (3) the fun-

sized by the developing countries themselves and by their well-wishers in the damental assumption that debts to private banks must be serviced as

industrialized countries. This is evidenced by proposals to stabilize sharply scheduled.
fluctuating commodity prices, to end discrimination against theirlexports, to The above distinctions and priorities stem from one basic characteristic of
increase external assistance, etc. Memories of the 1930s are often inaccu- private capital: that its future availability will be heavily dependent upon past
rate, but the uneasiness is real. The substantial and often much-more-than- debt-servicing performance and not on the kinds of political and other

deemed-possible progress made by many developing countries is over- considerations that govern official credits. The rescheduling of debt due to

shadowed and forgotten. private banks will seriously damage a country's creditworthiness with private

Under such circumstances, the question repeatedly arises whether devel- lenders, and will therefore impair future access to needed private capital.

oping countries service their debts to private banks and will do so in the This is not generally true of debt owed to official creditors (or guaranteed

future. Surprise is often expressed at the fact that the record of debt servicing by them). Indeed, it is such debt that has most often been rescheduled, by
to private banks is excellent. To make the point is not enough, however, to e governments acting either alone or in concert through such forums as the

allay fears. What happens if the debt servicing mounts, grace periods come M Paris Club. The rescheduling of official debt by governments is viewed by
to an end, banks feel overextended or external defaults are still predicted to .C many as a substitute for economic aid.
be large? 0 Such renegotiations have basically taken two forms: Either (1) contractual

Much of this paper has tried to help provide answers to such questions. terms have been changed, lengthening maturities and/or grace periods
One major unanswered question is: What will the private banks do if the (rescheduling), or (2) new credits were extended to the debtor-to substitute

borrowers ask to reschedule their external debts? Closely related is the .0 for the outstanding debt (refinancing). Often, the agreements reached have
popular misconception that servicing of such debts is already being resched- included elements of both rescheduling and refinancing.
uled; press accounts of reported major rescheduling operations of develop- The recent growth in private bank lending to developing countries has,
ing countries often fail to specify that such operations do not include un- however, produced situations in which ability to service private debt was

guaranteed private debt, but only cover intergovernmental debt (and other *C being seriously eroded and the countries were consequently losing their
debt-carrying creditor-government guarantees). 0. much-needed creditworthiness, as well as one case in which a country fell

Because of the good record of servicing of private bank credit, there is VO into arrears in servicing its private debt. How the private banks and thadebtor

very little historical experience on which to base a definite answer to the 5 countries themselves responded to these crises illustrates several key points

questions on possible rescheduling by private banks. Certain basic principles O concerning the nature of private credit and how to deal with debt-service
can, however, be identified. They are being applied in the case of Zaire, the .C difficulties in a manner serving the long-term interest of creditor and debtor

only developing country that fell seriously behind in the last three years in alike.
servicing debt to private banks abroad. The following section describes some Most recently two specific countries-Peru and Zaire-have exemplified
of the basic considerations determining the private banks' approach to such 0 some of the key points considered by banks in coping with developing
problems when they arise. 'C countries faced with difficulties in covering their foreign exchange needs.
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The case of Zaire differs from that of Peru in that Zaire had already lost its

creditworthiness by falling into arrears before negotiations began with Zaire's

creditors. The first phase of those negotiations was with governments under

the auspices of the Paris Club, the forum in which many past renegotiations

of intergovernmental debt have been conducted. In June 1976 agreement

In the case of Peru, as of early 1976 the nation's creditworthiness was being was reached, rescheduling Zaire's official debt over longer time periods, but

eroded rapidly through excessive public sector deficits, unrealistic exchange- leaving further specific terms to be worked out in bilateral talks with each

rate policies and falling international reserves, although Peru did not fall into creditor government. This agreement left large amounts of private unguaran-

arrears on its external debt servicing. (Zaire had fallen into arrears on teed loans to be discussed directly with the banks.

external debt payments beginning in late 1975, and had requested, early in It appeared to be assumed initially by many observers that the private

1976, that its whole external debt-official as well as private-be rescheduled, banks' outstanding loans to Zaire would have to be rescheduled along lines

since it appeared impossible for the country to earn sufficient foreign ex- similar to the "stretch out" of official debt just accomplished at Paris.

change to meet these obligations.) However, as talks with the banks progressed, it became clear to all con-

Peru began approaching the major private banks early in 1976 requesting cerned that the basis of agreement on the unguaranteed private debt must

a substantial balance-of-payments loan. While there had been no instance of be different from that covering the official debt. The reason was that both the

formal default on debt, it was clear that the country's economic outlook was Government of Zaire and the central bank recognized the importance of

poor in the absence of a major new program. The banks indicated that the future access to private capital for the country's economic development, and

country outlook was too unfavorable to warrant new credits. In July, Peru the need to avoid actions that would prevent Zaire from regaining access to

approached the banks again, this time with the details of a newly-imposed such private bank financing.
program of tighter economic management incorporating needed changes in Zaire decided that it was therefore essential to refrain from any reschedul-

exchange-rate policy and measures both to increase government revenues ing of its private bank debt, and to attempt to restore its creditworthiness by
and to bring public-sector expenditures under tighter control. As the banks (1) meeting all arrears on servicing of private debt, (2) being perceived in the

were determined to lend only under conditions of creditworthiness, their private market as again meeting its private debt-servicing obligations prompt-

eventual agreement to lend, reached in December 1976, phased the avail- ly and (3) creating a new economic outlook for Zaire that would give reason

ability of the new funds in two "tranches" with the actual drawdown of the to expect that Zaire could service both the old and any new debt in the future.

second portion of the credit conditional upon the country's having satisfied , Zaire altered its economic policies and management to ensure that the

the banks that its new program was being effectively implemented. problem of arrears would not arise again. The Central Bank and Government

Reports on the implementation of the new program were regularly provid- agreed not only to bring Zaire's private debt servicing back into conformity

ed by the Peruvian central bank to the creditor institutions. In addition, the with the original repayment schedules, but also to implement, with IMF advice

IMF prepared a consultation report on the Peruvian economy in February and approval, a responsible economic program that would meet the stan-

1977. The banks eventually agreed in February 1977 to the drawdown of the dards required by the IMF for meeting higher credit tranche standbycondi-

second and final phase of the 1976 balance-of-payments loan, but only tionality-in other words, the highest standards the IMF imposes. In addition,

when they were satisfied that they were now lending to a country with a Zaire established a new external debt-management agency at a senior level

visible performance record over a period of several months in the implemen- in the government. It is Zaire's aim, through these measures, to restore its

tation of a difficult economic program. They did not lend to enable a country g creditworthiness and thus regain the flexibility in financing afforded her by
in dire straits to pay its past debts. If the program continues to be implement- access to the international private capital markets. By year-end, interest

ed properly, it will have played a key role in reversing the erosion of the arrears had been paid up in full, and steps were under way to achieve the

nation's creditworthiness. remaining objectives.
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These two current examples illustrate both the significance that developing
countries correctly attach to their continuing access to private external
capital, as a basis for their continued growth, and their attitudes toward
private debt-service obligations. Our historical experience with these prob-
lems has been diverse, reflecting the variety of debts, debtors and creditors. It
is unlikely that the continued growth of private lending for development will
reduce the complexity of this picture, nor are there signs of the emergence of
any standardized remedy-nor even of any single forum for dealing with
these problems.

On balance, this would appear to reflect an awareness of the diversity
among the developing countries themselves, and of the wisdom of dealing
with their problems on an individual basis, in a manner suited to the unique
characteristics of each. The one common thread is the recognition of the
basic principle that private debt must be repaid in accordance with contrac-
tual agreements if creditworthiness for future private borrowings is to be
maintained. The key borrowers among the developing countries have them-
selves shown by their behavior that they endorse this approach.

Furthermore, those leaders of developing countries who earlier had called
for a general moratorium on the external debt of developing countries have,
upon further reflection, recognized the importance of differentiating carefully
among types of creditors involved as well as borrowers. Emphasis is now
placed on the needs of the poorest developing countries whose debts are

C almost entirely to official institutions, not to unguaranteed private banks. This E
reflects the developing countries' continuing need for private bank lending in

" the future, and their recognition of the conditions upon which such lending
will largely depend. I
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1/Borrow from private banks only for productive purposes.

2/Maximize the use of borrowings from private banks for export-oriented

activities.

3/If debt service burden is already high, give highest priority to use of private

bank funds for relatively quick-yielding export-oriented production and

investment.

4/Assume from outset of borrowing that future servicing schedules will need

to be met promptly and fully.

5/Assume that servicing of external debt will require continuous access to

private credit markets and therefore ability to meet criteria of creditworthiness

of private banks.

Against the background and perspective provided in earlier sections, the o private banks

following guidelines, or canons, are suggested for borrowing by developing 6/Do not borrow from private banks unless there is a reasonable degree of

countries from private banks, and, similarly, canons are suggested for lending confidence that good economic management is likely to prevail in the

by private banks to such countries. The following guidelines are not intended C foreseeable future.

to cover short-term borrowings of less than one year for trade-related and C 7/Avoid substantial use of available monetary reserves and, where neces-

inventory financing, as these do not constitute an important problem from the CO sary and available, draw on other official sources like the IMF to finance

viewpoint of either the borrower or the lender. U general balance-of-payments needs.
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8/Avoid large-scale accumulation of private bank debt unless basic develop-
ment strategy is to expand the economy efficiently through modernization
and expansion of agriculture and industry led by growth and diversification of
exports. Assume that economy and exports must grow over time at least as
rapidly as the debt-servicing obligation and, in the longer run, grow more
rapidly.

9/Regard as the key to successful management of the economy, balance of
payments and external debt the achievement of high and, at the margin,
rising levels of domestic saving with corresponding high levels of productive
investment.

10/Do not regard borrowings from private banks as a substitute for domestic
savings. Instead, recognize that borrowings for new investment frequently
require increased domestic savings to offset the inflationary impact of higher
levels of investment.

11/Create in the monetary authority the needed technical capability, policy 16/In the case of eroding creditworthiness, highest priority should be given

autonomy and management continuity to manage effectively the balance of to discovering the causes of this erosion of confidence and taking remedial

payments and to help integrate the fiscal and other policies of government measures.
with domestic monetary and balance-of-payments policies and behavior. be part of along-range strategy of defending

12/Usebalane-of-aymens suport fom th intenatioal comunit as a17/Use of private banks shouldbeprofaln-ngsttgyfdfnig12/Use balance-of-payments support from the international community as a the country's development program and managing its balance of payments

mechanism to strengthen domestic economic management as well as a in a more orderly and efficient manner. The magnitudes of borrowing from
source of financing. Be prepared to meet criteria for such support- private banks should fluctuate with need and available alternatives, but the

13/Recognize that creditworthiness for borrowing from private banks will use of private banks by creditworthy developing countries should be regard-
result from confidence in the country's economic management rather than ed as likely to be a permanent major element in financing domestic growth

availability of external assistance. This external support can be an important and external deficits.

factor in achieving or maintaining creditworthiness, if available within the 18/Borrowers should insist that lending banks know their countries, and they

framework of programs and policies of domestic and balance-of-payments should expect to supply private banks with data needed to make correct

management which give confidence that adjustments to any adverse devel- . sholuaexpns o uptriv
opments will be done in a way which will enable the country to maintain the earnstfcnis
elements of economic strength-such as expanding exports needed to 19/ Borrowers should use windfalls in earnings to strengthen international

service past debt and to obtain new credits if needed. monetary reserves and to repurchase from the IMF.

14/Borrowers will be more creditworthy if they are perceived as not requiring 20/Borrowing countries must not expect to be able to eliminate current-ac-

outside monitoring to ensure good economic management. Monitoring de- count deficits in the balance of payments in the foreseeable future and

vices are better used when doubts already exist about a country's should normally avoid commitments to do so. Consequently, ensuring
creditworthiness. access to external financing is a must for orderly development.

15/Borrowers must expect private banks to be the most cautious of all In the last analysis, as outlined above, what is a good loan for the borrower in

sources of external financing. New borrowers must expect even more than the developing country is also a good loan for the private lender in such

usual caution. Guarantees by the central bank or government will strengthen countries. Consequently, the following guidelines, or canons, are suggested

creditworthiness in most cases of borrowing from private banks. for private bank lending to developing countries:
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7/Give special attention to management of domestic economy and the
balance of payments, including external debt management, in judging the
country's creditworthiness. Regard domestic growth, expansion of the mod-
ern sectors of the economy in agriculture and industry, institutional capability
to encourage and allocate available savings efficiently, and export perfor-
mance in diversification and expansion-especially in manufactures-as pri-
mary indicators.

8/Do not be guided, however, by any few quantitative indicators, but rely on
in-depth knowledge of the country, preferably based on firsthand experience.
Be aware of the danger of applying generalizations and approaches derived
from the experience of different societies and economies to judging specific
countries.

9/Do not forget that past measures of ability to use capital efficiently, as well
as need for capital, have become completely anachronistic; do not assume
that the historical experience of a country foretells its future.

10/Be guided by the principle that private banks must be regarded by
borrower and lender as the most cautious source of international lending and
that continued reliance on this source can only be assumed if countries are
able to manage their economies in such a manner as to command the
confidence of private international lenders.1/Do not expect developing countries to be in balance-of-payments surplus

on current account over time; assume that current-account deficits are 11/No lending should be undertaken by private banks based on the assump-
normal for such countries. tion of rescheduling or refinancing as a way out of future difficulties.

2/Do not view the developing countries as a homogeneous group for 12/Remember that the international environment must be continuously mon-
business decision-making purposes. Recognize their differences and judge itored to assess possible impacts on borrowing countries.
the risks of doing business in these countries on a country-by-country basis. 13/Recognize that a good credit to an individual borrower may be trans-
3/Do not view any single developing country as a homogenous entity within -formed into a bad credit with potential losses by adverse economic, social

(A itself. Disaggregate the country into its major sectors and components to and political developments within a country subsequent to the original credit
4) judge country risk. decision. Thus, countries must be continuously monitored to assess the

impact of actual and potential country developments on a bank's portfolio of4/Evaluate most carefully the creditworthiness of the individual borrower-be loans outstanding, as well as loans in prospect.it a private or official entity.
14/The size of a developing country's outstanding debt, or the size of its5/Avoid lending into developing countries that are regarded as not credit- GNP, or its natural resources do not determine its creditworthiness. Rather,worthy for private bank lending, irrespective of potential earnings, and avoid dynamic criteria like rates of growth and progress in diversification in nationalnew lending to developing countries whose outlooks for maintaining their product, domestic savings and exports are more indicative.

C creditworthiness are unfavorable.
0 /s15/Private bank lending should be made for productive purposes directly, orC Pay special attention to the actuarial principle both in subdividing global to the governments that are demonstrating their management capability andprograms by countries and in lending into any one developing country, for therefore are pursuing policies that cause domestic savings and foreignany particular purpose or to any one entity. inflows of capital to go into productive purposes.
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If guided by these canons for lending to developing countries, the private
banks can continue to be important lenders to a number of developing
countries for essentially the following reasons:

1/Cautious selectivity can be exercised by the private banks in choosing
which developing countries are regarded as creditworthy.

2/The economic management performance by the developing countries
needed to qualify for private bank lending will enable the borrowers and
lenders to be more confident of the productive use of the borrowed funds.

6 /Consider that lending abroad on a nonguaranteed basis cannot be 3/The careful, productive use of the borrowed private bank funds, togetherriskless." Potential country risk must be scrutinized and evaluated. Banks with sound monetary, fiscal and exchange-rate policies will result in sufficientcannot avoid the full responsibility for their decisions on countries. gains in output in the borrowing countries and enough improvements in their
17/Avoid simplistic modeling of countries to anticipate or judge country risks export earnings and attractiveness for further private capital inflows to more
There is great danger in spurious precision. than offset the increased debt-servicing burden.

18/Banks should not impose policy conditions relating to government eco- 4/Completely unexpected adverse contingencies, like the past very high
nomic management as part of loan contracts, but should judge economic oil-price increase, are likely to bring into play international action to protect
performance and outlook carefully before making loan commitments. These the international monetary system and the world economy. A collapse of the
judgments should be made known to the borrowing country, if requested. world economy (as in the 1930s) affecting a large number of countries

19/Banks should not make significant investments in countries without an simultaneously, is, therefore, most unlikely.
adequate knowledge of the country obtained directly by its own efforts or Past experience indicates that unlike the 1930s, the international community
indirectly by its business relations with other banks. can create the needed national and international supports and such "safety
20/The kind of mechanisms used to set country ceilings (if any), implement nets" as the IMF oil facility, the U.N. Special Assistance Program and the
ceilings, report exposure, evaluate countries, assess country risk, etc., must increased national assistance by old and new surplus countries to the
be tailormade to suit the individual bank. The mn co nt re., mdeveloping countries most seriously affected by the oil price increase, etc.
a/Sie ote main components are The world has learned that the catastrophic conditions of the 1930s can
a/Size Of operations abroad readily be avoided and the national and international institutions are in place
b/Geographical spread to take emergency steps if required. Serious consideration is being given to
c/Business-segment spread strengthening these institutions and creating additional ones, if needed.

I believe that the industrialized countries should continue and strengthend/Field-driven U.S. head-office management style-i.e., degree of decen- their efforts in the fields of trade and finance to assist the developing
countries. More can be done through the multilateral approach via institu-

e/Extent of physical presence abroad tions like the IMF, the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank and
f/Kind of presence-branches, subsidiaries, consortia, representative offices, U) the Asian Development Bank.
visits, etc.

sC The IMF can play a major role in assisting developing countries by giving
g /Professional capability in evaluating countries and international more attention to the special problems of balance-of-payments management
development of developing countries as distinguished from developed countries. The
h/Head-office manaees- maintenance of development progress, like avoidance of unemployment and
marketing, credit evalua styn a degree of differentiation of functions- " inflation, should be seen as primary objectives. This means that the IMF must
treasu , g, reign exchange operation, funding or have even closer links with developmental institutions like the World Bank
head oiceperations, personnel policy, e.g., use of local talent abroad and at 0 and regional development banks, and be more cognizant of the role that

hed oprivate institutions play in the development effort.
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The IMF needs much greater resources to fully meet its responsibilities.
With much larger resources it can be a primary major source of financing
instead of only a lender of last resort. Its technical advice and influence would
be greatly strengthened. It also needs a new definition of its responsibilities,
which can then point to the amount of additional resources the IMF will
require.

The IMF can play a major role in assisting the private banks in their lending
to developing countries as a certifier of country behavior. Private institutions
will still have to make their own judgments since they cannot abdicate their
responsibilities. The standards and criteria by which private banks evaluate
country conditions, outlook, performance and risk must be most cautious
and strict; in most cases, stricter than the IMF. The private banks will,
however, be greatly helped by knowing that the IMF judgments on use of its These approaches are worthy of further exploration as efforts are made to
resources reflect a favorable judgment on country performance and outlook support the development effort of developing countries more effectively and
made by an expert nonpolitical group. make the optimum use of existing official and private institutions.

A suggestion for further exploration is the creation of large, continuing It is essential to distinguish between the 'safety net" placed under a
standby facilities in the IMF, World Bank or elsewhere to enable developing country and one placed under private banks. Countries may well need
countries to cope with unexpected shocks that adversely affect their balance standby facilities from official sources to meet large, unexpected and poten-
of payments: some short-lived, like droughts and frosts; others more endur- < tially dangerous contingencies. Banks, as the past three years have evi-
ing, like the oil-price rise. The purpose of such "safety nets" would be to denced, can handle huge flows of credit within existing mechanisms. The
prevent needed adjustment from threatening the development momentum of financial flows to and from developing countries are very small in comparison
the affected developing countries. The IMF's oil facility was fine, but too small with the size of the total banking system. The private banks do not need and
and temporary. The IMF's compensatory financing is helpful, but relatively should not have "safety nets" to shield them from their own management
small and not related to conditions by which other lenders can be guided. decisions. They are risk-taking institutions and have demonstrated their ability
The World Bank's staff study on supplementary finance made in the late to assess country risk without any major losses from lending to developing
1960s at the request of the U.N. Commission on Tariff and Trade (UNCTAD) countries.
and endorsed by many developing and developed countries tried to deal with The prerequisite for any successful approach is the productive use of the
one major area, namely unexpected export shortfalls, in a manner that funds borrowed from private banks. This results from a combination of
assured adequate and prompt financial support on appropriate terms for the vigorous analysis of both credit and country risks. This is the essence of
threatened country, but only for sound development programs and policies ensuring both the sound development of the borrower and the capability of
that had been internationally reviewed. the country to service the borrowed funds.
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Net Flow of Resources Net Flow of Financial Resources from DAC* Countries
to All Developing Countries,* to Developing Countries and Multilateral Agencies,
1974-1975, 1976 Selected Years

(U.S. $ millions)
1974/75

% In- 1964-66
Source 1974 1975 crease 1976 Net Disbursements*" Average 1970 1973 1974 1975t 1976t
All Sources 42.8 58.0 35.5 68.0 Total 10,075 15,662 24,628 27,983 39,913 45,900
DAC resources, total 36.0 48.9 35.8 57.9 As % df GNPt 0.75 0.78 0.79 0.81 1.05

Net flows 28.0 39.9 42.5 45.9 Official, total 6,147 7,929 11,814 13,500 16,609 19,600
ODA 11.3 13.6 20.3 16.3 Official Development
Other official 2.2 3.0 36.4 3.3 Assistance (ODA) 5,913 6,790 9,351 11,317 13,585 16,300
Private 14.5 23.3 60.7 26.3 Bilateral grants 3,733 3,309 4,462 5,336 6,268

Eurocurrency borrowings 8.0 9.0 12.5 12.0 Bilateral loans 1,817 2,357 2,621 2,921 3,547
Non-DAC resources,t total 6.8 9.1 33.8 10.1 Contributions to

OPEC countries 4.6 5.6 21.7 6.4 multilateral institutions 363 1,124 2,268 3,060 3,770
IMF oil facility 1.1 2.5 27.3 2.6 Other official flows 234 1,139 2,463 2,183 3,024 3,300
Other 1.1 1.0 - 1.1 Bilateral 217 868 2,073 2,199 2,945 -

Multilateral 17 271 390 -16 79
Private, total 3,928 7,733 12,814 14,483 23,304 26,300

Direct investment 2,068 3,543 6,711 7,060 10,200
Bilateral portfolio 654 716 3,286 3,795 5,417
Multilateral portfolio 295 474 257 -69 2,278
Export credits 911 2,142 1,196 2,481 4,067
Grants by private

voluntary agencies - 858 1,364 1,217 1,342

DAC countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany (Federal
Republic of), Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and
United States.

'Includes all countries and territories in Africa except South Africa; the Americas, except Canada and the Excluding Eurocurrency borrowings on markets in DAC countries,
United States; Asia, except Japan and the People's Republic of China; and Oceania, except Australia and tPreliminary.
New Zealand. Mdditerranean countries, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Greece, Malta, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, and tTotal GNP of all DAC countries.
Yugoslavia are also included. Definitions:

Financial resources from Development Assistance Committee (DAC) countries consist of net flows in Official Development Assistance (ODA)-all flows to less developed countries and multilateral institutions
form of Official Development Assistance (ODA), other official funds and private flows. In addition, that are provided by official agencies, including state and local governments, or by their executive agencies,
Eurocurrency borrowings by developing countries on markets in DAC countries account for a fairly large and that meet the following tests:

o share of available DAC resources. a. They are administered with the promotion of the economic development and welfare of developing
tUntil 1973, DAC countries were the main source of financial funds for developing countries. Beginning in countries as their main objective;
1974, the oil-exporting countries used surplus funds to provide ODA and nonconcessional resource flows b. Their financial terms are intended to be concessional in character.
to LDCs. Another part was placed on Eurocurrency deposit in DAC countries ($22 billion in 1974 and $7 NMI Disbursement is the actual provision of funds. Figures are generally shown net of capital repayments on

.0 billion in 1975), aiding the increased volume of Eurocurrency lendings to developing countries. .0 earlier loans.
tPreliminary. Part of Bank Lending is included in Bilateral portfolio.

mime SOURCE: IMF, World Bank, and Development Assistance Committee of the OECD. SOURCE: OECD, Development Cooperation, 1976 Review, Paris, Nov. 1976.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: Net Flow* of Funds into 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: External Public or
Developing Countries, According to World Bank Publicly Guaranteed Debt* Outstanding by Type of Creditor,
"Debt Reporting System," 1969-1974 1967-1975 at Year-End

(U.S. $ millions) (U.S. $ billions)

Sources 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 197. Amounts Disbursed 1967 1972 1973 1974 1975t
Official & private, total 3,814 3,852 4,492 5,579 7,839 12,208 Official & private, total 26.34 49.68 58.82 72.00 88.00
Official total 2,406 2,615 2,989 3,112 4,117 5,646 Official total 18.57 33.45 38.60 44.47 50.16

Bilateral 1,779 1,855 2,031 1,960 2,503 3,373 Bilateral 14.17 24.69 28.13 31.72 36.08
Multilateral 627 760 958 1,152 1,614 2,173 Multilateral 4.40 8.75 10.47 12.75 14.08

Private total 1,408 1,237 1,503 2,467 3,732 6,66 Private total 7.77 16.23 20.22 27.49 37.84
Suppliers 781 677 114 189 272 799 Suppliers 3.77 6.12 6.51 7.33 8.80
Financial markets*" 730 632 1,461 2,357 3,746 6,039 Financial markets"" 3.18 9.19 13.08 19.20 27.28
Other -103 -72 -72 -79 -296 -17 Other 0.82 0.92 0.63 0.96 1.76

Percentage Breakdown by Type of Creditort Percentage Breakdown by Type of Creditor

Official & private, total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100 Official & private, total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Official total 63.1 67.9 66.5 55.8 52.5 45 Official total 70.5 67.3 65.6 61.8 57.0

Bilateral 46.6 48.2 45.2 35.1 31.9 27.6 Bilateral 53.8 49.7 47.8 44.1 41.0
Multilateral 16.4 19.7 21.3 20.6 20.6 17. Multilateral 16.7 17.6 17.8 17.7 16.0

Private total 36.9 32.1 33.5 44.2 47.5 54. Private total 29.5 32.7 34.4 38.2 43.0
Suppliers 20.5 17.6 2.5 3.4 3.5 6. Suppliers 14.3 12.3 11.1 10.2 10.0
Financial Markets*- 19.1 16.4 32.5 42.2 47.8 49.5 Financial markets"' 12.1 18.5 22.2 26.7 31.0

Other 3.1 1.9 1.1 1.3 2.0

*Net Flow equals the difference between disbursements and principal repayments (amortization) on
external public debt reported by the World Bank's "Debt Reporting System." External public debt is defined
as debt repayable to external creditors in foreign currency, goods, or services, with an original or extended
maturity of more than one year, which is a direct obligation of, or has repayment guaranteed by, a public *Extemalpublic debt is defined as debt repayable to external creditors in foreign currency, goods, or
body in the borrowing country. Most military debts are not reported although a few countries have included services, with an original or extended maturity of more than one year, which is a direct obligation of, or has
such obligations in their data. repayment guaranteed by, a public body in the borrowing country. Most military debts are not reported

Credits from financial markets consist of loans from private banks and other private financial institutions, although a few countries have included such obligations in their data.
bonds (both publicly issued and privately placed), and credits from government-owned banks, if these ' "Credits from financial markets consist of loans from private banks and other private financial institutions,
banks function as commercial banks. 'ow bonds (both publicly issued and privately placed), and credits from government-owned banks it these
tFigures do not add up to totals because of rounding. .0 banks function as commercial banks.
SOURCE: World Bank, AnnualReport, 1976, and World Debt Tables, EC-167/76, Oct. 1976, Vol 1, Table ( t ICitibank estimate.
B, p. 29 and Vol. 11. SOURCE: World Bank, Annual Report, 1976, and World Debt Tables, EC-167/76, Oct. 1976.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: External Public or Publicly Guaranteed 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: External Public or PubliclyDebt* Outstanding (including Undisbursed) by Type of Creditor, Guaranteed Debt* Outstanding, by Region,1967-1975 at Year-End 1967-1975 at Year-End

A unsDbusdU.$bilns(U.S. $ billions)
and Undisbursed 1967 1972 1973 1974- 1975 Disbursed Only 1967 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
Official& private, total 36.76 68.92 82.35 105.36 128.00 71 countries, total 26.33 43.72 49.68 58.82 72.00 88.00*Official total 26.92 48.63 56.81 69.26 80.64 Latin America &Bilateral 20.23 33.14 37.90 45.61 53.76 Caribbean 10.61 17.13 20.14 25.06 32.81 39.00Multilateral 6.68 15.49 18.90 23.65 26.88 Africa South ofPrivate total 9.84 20.30 25.54 36.10 47.36 Atne Sh 2.7 47of2 6.5 81 00Suppliers 5.32 8.41 8.76 10.25 11.52 theSahara 2.97 4.77 5.42 6.65 8.13 10.00

Financial markets** 3.70 10.95 16.16 24.88 32.00 North Africa &
Ote 08 .9 .6 .7 .4Mid-East 3.04 4.09 4.20 4.71 5.31 7.00

South Asia 7.98 13.06 14.22 15.73 17.47 22.00
Percentage Breakdown East Asia &
by Type of Creditor Pacific 1.74 4.67 5.70 6.66 8.25 10.00
Official & private, total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%Dibrean dsusdOfficial total 73.2 70.6 69.0 65.7 63.0 Disbursed and Undisbursed

Bilateral 55.0 48.1 46.0 43.3 42.0 71 countries, total 36.76 59.51 68.92 82.35 105.36 128.00*
Multilateral 18.2 22.5 23.0 22.4 21.0 Latin America &

Private total 26.8 29.4 31.0 34.3 37.0 Caribbean 14.32 23.17 27.83 34.01 43.00 51.00
Suppliers 14.5 12.2 10.6 9.7 9.0 Africa South ofFinancialmarkets* 10.1 15.9 19.6 23.6 25.0 theSahara 3.94 7.31 8.32 11.13 14.44 17.00Other 2.2 1.3 O.8 0.9 3.0 North Africa &

Mid-East 4.07 5.41 6.09 6.88 9.48 11.00
South Asia 11.41 16.55 17.82 19.99 23.38 32.00
East Asia &
Pacific 3.01 7.06 8.85 10.34 15.07 17.00

Externalpublic debt is defined as debt repayable to external creditors in foreign currency, goods, orservices, with an oiginal or extended maturity of more than one year, which is a direct oblig ation of, or hasrepayment guaranteed by, a public body in the borrowing country. Most military debts are not reported Eit galthough a few ountries have included such obligations in their data. ( Externalpublic debt is defined as debt repayable to external creditors in foreign currency, goods, orCredits trom financial markets consist of loans from private banks and other private financial institutions, services, with an original or extended maturity of more than one year which is a direct obligation of, or hasbonds (both publicly issued and privately placed), and credits from government-owned banks, if these repayment guaranteed by, a public body in the borrowing country. Most military debts are not reported,
t Citibank estimate although a few countries have included such obligations in their data.(~ t~itibastestimafe
SOURCE: World Bank, Annual Report, 1976, and World Debt Tables, EC-167/ 76, Oct. 1976. U aorld Bank, World Debt Tables, EC-167/76, Oct. 197
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: Growth in Disbursed External Public 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: Growth in Total (Including Undisbursed)
or Publicly Guaranteed Debt* by Major Debtor Country, External Public or Publicly Guaranteed Debt* by Major Debtor Country,
1967-1975 Year-End Debt Outstanding 1967-1975 Year-End Debt Outstanding

(U.S. $ millions) (U.S. S millions)
Country 1967 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Country 1967 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
Disbursed External Total OutstandingPublic Debt Total 26,337 43,724 49,686 58,820 72,000 88,00 (incl. undisbursed) 36,760 59,512 68,923 82,353 105,363 128,000**
Argentina 1,830 2,174 2,390 2,889 3,345 3,1 Argentina 2,062 3,040 3,526 3,688 4,834 4,925
Bolvia 206 525 619 634 694 779 Bolivia 284 623 745 771 892 1,214Brazilt 2,566 4,439 5,473 6,917 9,303 11,500- Brazilt 3,533 6,370 8,151 9,633 na naChilet 1,216 2,211 2,632 3,036 3,729 na Chilet 1,941 2,782 3,322 3,613 4,460 na
Colombia 812 1,386 1,650 1,936 2,117 2,356 Colombia 1,190 2,121 2,381 2,744 2,766 2,975
Mexico na 3,523 3,942 5,416 8,075 11,251 Mexico na 4,206 4,785 7,259 10,237 13,476
Peru 635 963 1,109 1,442 2,073 2,670 Peru 1,049 1,309 1,606 2,155 3,008 3,466
Uruguay 239 291 324 344 516 614 Uruguay 277 359 398 466 730 1,023
Ghana na 531 557 613 606 616 Ghana na 623 610 664 684 792
Ivory Coast na 352 400 579 737 969 Ivory Coast na 539 703 923 1,200 1,529
Kenya na 307 348 405 475 520 Kenya na 449 513 608 770 1,071
Senegal na 126 139 202 242 288 Senegal na 174 218 363 422 499
Sudan 204 281 305 354 765 980 Sudan 272 383 437 610 1,299 1,578
Tanzania na 285 360 460 611 787 Tanzania na 653 697 829 1,117 1,189
Zaire na 352 577 894 1,310 1,684 Zaire na 632 761 1,678 2,561 2,737
Zambia na 532 572 567 678 952 Zambia na 809 831 986 1,167 1,462
Afghanistant na 599 679 712 769 787 Afghanistant na 736 941 953 1,597 1,538
Egypt na na na na 3,890 6,311 Egypt na na na na na 9,244
Morocco na 872 922 997 1,145 1,592 Morocco na 1,091 1,189 1,342 1,898 2,462
China, Rep. of na 709 798 956 1,160 1,694 China, Rep. of na 1,194 1,609 1,820 2,634 3,126
Korea, Rep. of na 2,234 2,691 3,199 3,982 5,227 Korea, Rep. of na 3,193 3,719 4,556 6,178 6,991
Malaysia na 493 615 653 774 1,220 Malaysia na 786 963 1,106 2,189 2,964Philippines na 634 779 807 1,033 1,281 Philippines na 882 1,214 1,267 2,003 2,568
Singapore na 199 292 400 479 521 Singapore na 351 500 528 642 782
Thailand na 360 389 443 513 615 Thailand na 535 653 721 1,122 1,293
Bangladesh na na 50 351 1,013 1,622 Bangladesh na na 320 838 1,852 2,582
Indiat na 8,895 9,764 10,398 11,242 11,883 Indiat na 11,122 12,007 13,076 14,405 15,552
Pakistan$ na 3,438 3,826 4,303 4,523 4,887 Pakistan$ na 4,614 4,667 5,082 6,029 6,296
Sri Lanka na 387 415 477 579 597 Sri Lanka na 575 608 670 865 991
Indonesia na 3,362 4,109 5,001 5,878 7,875 Indonesia na 4,430 5,273 6,865 8,675 11,280

External public debt is defined as debt repayable to external creditors in foreign currency, goods, or
rservices, with an original or extended maturity of more than one year which is a direct obligation of, or has Externalpublic debt is defined as debt repayable to external creditors in foreign currency, goods, or

repayment guaranteed by, a public body in the borrowing country. Most military debts are not reported, services, with an original or extended maturity of more than one year which is a direct obligation of, or has
S although a few countries have included such obligations in their data. ' 

serice wiaa rgnlo xeddmtrt fmr hnoeya hcsadre oto ofporhasgCitibank estimate. n dsrepayment guaranteed by, a public body in the borrowing country. Most military debts are not reported,
* s -n b B s although a few countries have included such obligations in their data.Based on published Brazilian sources. ' Citibank estimate.tPreliminary; subject to revision. t Preliminary; subject to revision.Fiscal year ending March 31 of the following year. Pakistan: June 30. .wn fFiscal year ending March 31 of the following year. Pakistan: June 30.S Oil-exporting country. . Oil-exporting country.na-=Not available. na- Not available.

SOURCE: World Bank Group. S SOURCE: World Bank Group.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: Growth in Value of 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: Comparison of Individual Country Debt
External Public or Publicly Guaranteed Debt with Totals of Debt Outstanding (Disbursed Debt)*
Compared with Volume of Debt and Volume of World Trade, 1967-1976 by Major Debtor Country, 1974 and 1975

Debt Year-to-Year (U.S. $ millions)
Disbursed Inter- 1975 % Change in

External national Prices Volume of Year-End 1974 Year-End 1975
Public Debt" Price (U.S. r Private PrivateYear (U.S. $ millions) Index* $ millions) Debt Trad Country Total % Banks Total % Banks

1967 26,337 47.9 54,980
1968 29,785 47.6 62,570 13.8 1 Outstanding
1969 33,706 49.4 68,230 9.0 11 Disbursed Debt1970 38,233 52.8 72,410 6.1 Only 72,000 100% 18,000*" 88,000 100% 25,000197 43,724 56.1 77,940 7.6 Argentina 3,345 4.6 634 3,160 3.6 5221972 49,686 61.0 81,450 4.5 Bolivia 694 0.9 66 779 0.9 1151974 58,820 72.3 81,355 -0.1 1 Brazil 9,303t 12.9 4,650t 11,500f 13.1 7,0001974 72,000 88.5 81356 0.0 Chile 3,730t 5.2 550t na na na197 88,000 100.0 88,000 8.2 - Colombia 2,117 2.9 255 2,356 2.7 365
Avrg Mexico 8,075 11.2 4,239 11,251 12.8 6,663
Annuage Peru 2,073 2.9 948 2,670 3.0 1,344
Ann7-7 15.9 Uruguay 516 0.7 100 614 0.7 93

Ghana 606 0.8 - 616 0.7 -
Ivory Coast 737 1.0 151 969 1.1 271
Kenya 475 0.6 19 520 0.6 18
Senegal 242 0.3 73 288 0.3 90
Sudan 765 1.1 287 980 1.1 375
Tanzania 611 0.8 16 787 0.9 12
Zaire 1,310 1.8 655 1,684 1.9 887
Zambia 678 0.9 212 952 1.1 346
Afghanistan 769 1.1 - 787 0.9 -
Egypt 3,890 5.4 1,080 6,311 7.2 1,209
Morocco 1,145 1.6 107 1,592 1.8 402
China, Rep. of 1,160 1.6 135 1,694 1.9 424
Korea, Rep. of 3,982 5.5 641 5,227 5.9 1,004
Malaysia 774 1.1 188 1,220 1.4 540
Philippines 1,033 1.4 279 1,281 1.4 319
Singapore 479 0.6 33 521 0.6 30
Thailand 513 0.7 23 615 0.7 46
Bangladesh 1,013 1.4 14 1,622 1.8 15
India 11,242 15.6 14 11,883 13.5 19
Pakistan 4,523 6.3 84 4,887 5.5 107
Sri Lanka 579 0.8 0 598 0.7 -
Total (28
countries
excl. Chile) 62,649 15,453 77,365 22,216
Indonesia 5,878 410 7,875 1,458

Debt repayable to external creditors in foreign currency, goods, or services, with an original or extended
World Bank Group, World Debt Tables, 1976. maturity of more than one year which is a direct obligation of, or has repayment guaranteed by, a public

The international price index is based on U.S. dollar prices for exports of manufactures from body in the borrowing country. Most military debts are not reported, although a few countries have included
DAC-member countries (SITC, categories 5-8) to all destinations. A further adjustment in debt could be * such obligations in their data.
made for changes in exchange rates based on the currency components of the debt outstanding. As the reCitibank estimate.majority of outstanding debt is dollar denominated, the exchange rate adjustment might add about one half tPrelminary; subject to revision.of a percentage point to the average rate of growth in volume of debt. tBased on published Brazilian sources.t~ased on international Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, 1976. Oil-exporting country.(~ f~itibank estimate. M na =Not available.
SOURCE: Citibank. 0 SOURCE: World Bank Group.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: Comparison of Individual Country Debt 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: Growth in Disbursed External Public
with Totals of Debt* Outstanding, (Including or Publicly Guaranteed Debt* to Private Banks, by Major Debtor Country,
Undisbursed) by Major Debtor Country, 1974 and 1975 1967-1975 Year-End Debt Outstanding

(U.S. $ millions)

Year-End 1974 Year-End 1975 (U.S. $ millions)
Private PrivatCountry Total % Banks Total % Banks Country 1967 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Tota OustaningDisbursed External
Public Debt Total 26,337 43,724 49,686 58,820 72,000 88,000*Undibured 105,363 100% 128,000" 100%Argetina 4,83 4.6Private Bank DebtB ia 4892 0.8 1,032 4,925 3.9 919 Argentina 199.8 218.8 394.6 659.0 633.5 521.9

87 1,214 0.9 164 Bolivia 2.4 10.1 22.5 27.8 65.9 114.8
na na na na na na Brazilt na na na na 4,650.0 7,000.0

Col4,766 2.6 23 29 23 46 Chilet na 284.3 454.2 504.9 550.0 naColombia 2,766 2.6 283 2,975 2.3 416 Colombia 38.5 38.0 146.1 215.5 254.8 365.0Mexico 10,237 9.7 5,019 13,476 10.5 7,450 Mexico na 997.1 1292.0 2,361.1 4,239.5 6,663.4eru 3,008 2.9 1,136 3,466 2.7 1,554 Merc na4.9 71 1902,361.1 9.5 6,34
73guay 0 0.7 101 1,02Peru 114.9 221.4 330.2 560.1 948.1 1,3442Uruguay 68.8 69.5 67.7 49.0 100.0 92.8Ivryast 684 0.6 - 792 0.6 -Ghn----

ory Coast 1,200 1.1 310 1,529 1.2 373 Ivory Coast na 44.3 56.4 135.5 150.5 271.3enya 770 0.7 20 1,071 0.8 27 Kenya na 3.6 18.2 20.6 19.5 18.3Senegal 422 0.4 82 499 0.4 103 Senegal na 0.3 - 63.9 72.7 90.0Sudan 1,299 1.2 427 1,578 1.2 486 Sudan 22.4 37.7 45.1 73.4 287.5 375.0Tanzania 1,117 1.1 16 1,189 0.9 12 Tanzania na 21.0 22.1 20.4 16.5 12.3Zaire 2,561 2.4 1,278 2,737 2.1 1,274 Zaire na 89.3 194.7 409.9 654.9 887.0Zambia 1,167 1.1 216 1,462 1.1 407 Zambia na 47.3 85.1 233.6 211.9 346.0
fghanistan 1,597 1,5 - 1,538 1.2 - Afghanistan$ na 1.9 0.8 - - -
gyp na na na 9,244 7.2 2,615 Egypt na na na na 1,080.5 1,209.5Morocco 1,898 1.8 202 2,462 1.9 539 Morocco na 61.9 69.2 63.8 107.2 401.7

China, Rep. of 2,634 2.5 456 3,126 2.4 713 China,Rep.of na 24.8 37.6 45.3 135.3 423.6Korea, Rep. of 6,178 5.9 1,270 6,991 5.5 1,376 Korea, Rep. of na 223.4 239.2 313.3 640.8 1,004.2Malaysia 2,189 2.1 968 2,964 2.3 1,542 Malaysia na 100.2 169.8 169.7 187.7 539.9Philippines 2,003 1.9 394 2,568 2.0 572 Philippines na 252.2 269.9 215.2 279.2 319.4
Tnapore 642 0.6 34 782 0.6 31 Singapore na 0.5 3.8 32.8 32.8 30.0

1,122 1.1 34 1,293 1.0 46 Thailand na 2.7 7.5 8.7 23.4 45.6
Bangladesh 1,852 1.8 14 2,582 2.0 15 Bangladesh na - - 13.1 14.5 15.3
Paista 14,405 13.7 66 15,552 12.1 99 India$ na 55.3 47.6 29.6 13.8 19.5Prisan 6,2 5.7 104 6,296 4.9 110 Pakistant na 64.2 67.8 61.8 84.1 107.0a865 0.8 0 991 0.8 - Sri Lanka na 2.5 1.6 0.7 0.2 -

countries excl. Indonesia na 0.7 172.5 346.2 410.1 1,458.2
Brazil, Chile,
Egypt) 73,101 13,549 85,081 18,447
Indonesia$ 8,675 477 11,8 234

External public debt is defined as debt repayable to external creditors in foreign currency, goods, or*Debt repayable to external creditors in foreign currency, goods, or services, with an original or extended services, with an original or extended maturity of more than one year which is a direct obligation of, or hasmaturity of more than one year which is a direct obligation of, or has repayment guaranteed by, a public repayment guaranteed by, a public body in the borrowing country. Most military debts are not reported,
4 body in the borrowing country. Most military debts are not reported, although a few countries have included although a few countries have included such obligations in their data.such obligations in their data, '':Citibank estimate,

Citibank estimate. tPreliminary; subject to revision.t Preliminary; subject to revision. f Fiscal year ending March 31 of the following year. Pakistan: June 30.n 4i-exporting country. . 'Oil-exporting country.
4" SOURCE: World Bank Group. SOURCE: World Bank Group.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: Growth in External Public or Publicly 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries:
Guaranteed Debt* to Private Banks (Disbursed and Undisbursed) Debt-Service Payments during Year
by Major Debtor Country, 1967-1975 Year-End Debt Outstanding by Major Debtor Country, 1971-1975

(U.S. millions) (U.S. $ millions)
Country 1967 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Country 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
Dibus d Argentina 431.3 476.7 679.0 784.1 831.2

Bolivia 24.2 39.9 46.1 67.9 79.8External Publc Brazil* 540.1 703.2 857.5 1,292.4 1,419.636,760 59,512 68,923 82,353 105,363 128,000 Chile* 238.9 116.0 160.3 253.1 na
Colombia 141.2 153.8 210.4 315.1 246.7

Argentina 203.8 33 710.8 853.2 1,031.8 9 Mexico 723.3 851.2 1,151.6 1,193.0 1,589.3Bgia 2.4 16.9 29.4 35.9 87.4 1 18,8 Peru 208.9 213.2 433.9 448.8 402.4B1a nA na na n. r 164.2 Uruguay 56.6 107.2 93.8 156.1 227.9
Chilef na 401.5 535.0 569.6 625.0 na Ghana* 27.5 14.2 14.0 17.5 na
Colombia 62.1 84.3 163.9 328.5 283.0 415.7 Ivory Coast 44.7 57.9 72.2 114.9 138.6
Clmiana 1,230.7 1,503.3 29580 5018.9 74496 Kenya 20.0 24.9 28.7 30.6 31.4
eric174.8 291.7 412.6 765.3 1,135.7 1,5539.6 Senegal 12.2 13.0 29.6 33.0 37.9

Urugy68.8 69.5 67.7 59.0 113. 218.9 Sudan 42.2 44.5 50.2 82.8 93.8
Ghu a y Tanzania 18.5 35.7 24.7 22.7 26.2
IvoryCoast na 48.9 1002 205.0 310 Zaire* 39.6 60.6 95.9 175.1 naKvoya na 3.9 20.2 20 310.0 373.0 Zambia 71.8 85.3 346.4 74.7 70.7Kenyana 3.6 20.1 20.9 19.6 26.7 Afghanistan 27.2 23.3 32.1 39.0 23.127.2ga 23. 32.1 39. 23.1. 13.Sudan 22.4 41.7 51.8 90.0 427.5 486.3 Egypt* 195.3 314.4 453.5 309.8 na
Tanzania na 21.0 23.3 20.4 16.5 12.3 Morocco* 85.7 100.2 128.9 136.4 na
Zaire na 123.9 231.7 749.9 1,277.9 1,273.7 China, Rep. of 104.8 135.3 181.1 169.0 247.5na 47.9 91.6 235.0 216.5 407.1 Korea, Rep. of 363.2 408.2 484.6 592.6 657.8

Afhnsafn . . . ... Malaysia 46.1 49.1 64.3 103.1 131.4
na na na na na 2,614.8 Philippines 91.0 128.3 211.0 171.4 228.975.5 72.8 9 202.1 3 S Singapore 14.1 32.4 27.7 40.6 47.9

China, Rep. Of na 45.5 80.6 182.5 456.4 713.0 Thailand 40.5 43.6 54.9 60.3 73.4
Korea, Rep. of na 323.7 353.1 551.7 1,269.7 1,3761 Bangladesh - - 9.1 24.8 81.6
Malaysia na 104.8 191.0 202.2 968.0 1,542.2 India 547.9 615.5 650.7 731.6 na
Philippines na 257.8 277.7 231.4 394.5 5725 Pakistan 188.3 124.1 198.6 184.8 221.7
Singapore na 0.9 25.9 34.9 33.7 308 Sri Lanka 40.1 49.8 54.8 69.1 127.3
Thailand 8.4 8.4 24.4 34.0 45.8 Indonesia** 99.0 117.9 289.6 355.3 471.9
Bangladesh na - - 13.1 14.5 15.3Indiat na 68.3 53.8 42.4 66.4 98.6Pakistant na 74.7 68.4 62.4 103.2 110.5Sri Lanka na 2.5 1.6 0.7 0.2 .
Indonesia na 1.8 203.0 444.3 477.4 2,373.8

0 External public debt is defined as debt repayable to external creditors in foreign currency, goods, orservices, with an original or extended maturity of more than one year which is a direct obligation of, or hasrepayment guaranteed by, a public body in the borrowing country. Most military debts are not reported,although a tew countries have included such obligations in their data."Citibank estimate.
tPreliminary; subject to revision,

- tFiscal year ending March 31 of the following year. Pakistan: June 30. Preliminary; subject to revision.S Oil-exporting country. .0 Oil-exporting country.na = Not available. na = Not available.
SOURCE: World Bank Group. SOURCE: World Bank Group.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries:
Interest Payments during Year Gross Domestic Product (GDP)/by Major Debtor Country,
by Major Debtor Country, 1971-1975 1969-1975 (Current Prices)

(U.S. $ rnillions) (U.S. $ millions)
Country 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Country 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
Argentina 134.2 157.4 206.0 225.7 248.8 Argentina 23,231 25,016 28,887 28,149 40,704 na na
Bolivia 7.3 11.5 15.8 17.2 23.4 Bolivia 930 1,017 1,106 1,154 1,073 1,866 2,154
Brazil* 158.8 223.9 296.8 524.8 655.2 Brazil 39,096 45,972 51,716 60,252 77,872 98,363 109,203
Chile* 75.4 32.1 34.2 81.4 na Chile 7,444 8,818 10,750 11,381 16,806 15,960X 7,124
Colombia 49.2 57.9 78.5 103.7 112.3 Colombia 6,440 7,103 7,583 8,452 10,215 12,142 13,574
Mexico 227.3 260.7 357.2 569.4 828.0 Mexico 30,000 33,496 36,192 40,984 49,568 65,096 79,016
Peru 57.1 54.3 95.5 113.9 178.2 Peru 5,400 6,220 6,832 7,615 9,282 11,563 12,371
Uruguay 15.4 18.7 21.6 30.8 46.1 Uruguay 2,024 2,448 2,830 2,200 2,900 3,667 3,528
Ivory Coast 15.6 19.3 27.9 38.3 56.1 Ghana 1,960 2,214 2,432 2,154 na na na
Kenya 12.2 14.4 16.3 18.0 19.4 Ivory Coast 1,400 1,494 1,588 1,871 2,542 3,073 na
Senegal 4.4 4.6 7.2 13.6 17.6 Kenya 1,458 1,604 1,778 1,993 2,282 2,666 na
Sudan 11.7 11.3 14.3 27.5 55.8 Senegal 839 852 871 1,156 1,035 1,163 na
Tanzania 6.5 6.6 8.2 8.6 11.2 Sudan 1,732 1,832 2,160 na na na na
Zaire 9.4 17.3 33.6 77.4 90.7 Tanzania 1,158 1,284 1,372 1,578 1,878 2,190 na
Zambia 30.0 30.1 85.8 40.1 39.4 Zaire 1,758 1,904 2,026 2,194 2,972 3,534 na
Afghanistan 9.4 8.2 9.6 10.5 5.2 Zambia 1,840 1,761 1,649 1,837 2,467 2,802 2,231
Egypt* 25.1 42.0 53.7 47.9 na Egypt 6,200 6,833 7,235 7,859 9,255 9,995 na
Morocco* 28.0 33.3 41.2 42.1 na Morocco 3,146 3,351 3,679 4,384 5,189 6,112 7,376
China, Rep. of 29.8 39.3 49.7 61.0 106.9 China, Rep. of 4,895 5,671 6,539 7,682 10,160 13,807 14,421
Korea, Rep. of 88.6 119.5 150.3 201.4 290.2 Korea, Rep. of 7,130 8,303 9,009 9,836 12,392 16,780 19,089
Malaysia 22.4 29.3 40.0 50.6 56.6 Malaysia 3,676 4,087 4,214 4,972 7,409 9,071 9,284
Philippines 35.8 33.5 31.3 41.7 76.0 Philippines 8,667 6,800 7,771 8,547 10,526 14,702 15,605
Singapore 7.2 10.4 14.6 23.7 26.7 Singapore 1,640 1,896 2,239 2,903 4,191 5,160 5,769
Thailand 18.6 19.9 25.1 27.9 34.7 Thailand 6,181 6,541 6,952 7,915 10,502 13,201 14,318
Bangladesh na na 4.1 8.0 11.3 India 49,619 54,047 57,660 61,878 67,851 na na
India 189.0 219.8 241.5 249.9 249.5 Pakistan 14,981 10,027 10,582X 6,022 6,636 8,619 11,151
Pakistan 48.8 84.4 80.4 92.4 na Sri Lanka 1,970 2,213 2,240 2,423 2,698 3,232 3,407
SriLanka 11.0 13.7 15.5 16.5 2 .6 Indonesia* 8,337 9,151 9,333 10,998 16,272 25,947 29,373
Indonesia** 28.8 47.0 80.3 108.4 2 3

Preliminary, subject to revision. ) Oilexporting country.
.0 *Oil-exporting country. na Not available.

na = Not available. X = Break in series.
Elms SOURCE: World Bank Group. *no SOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: 71 NonrOil Developing Countries:
Exports of Goods and Services, by Major Debtor Country, 1969-1975 Imports of Goods and Services, by Major Debtor Country, 1969-1975
(Balance-of-Payments Basis) (Balance-of-Payments Basis)

Average
Annual Annual
SRate of Rate of

Change Change
(U.S. $ millions) (%)(U.S. $ millions) (%)

1972- 1972-
Conry16 17 17 97 97 94 95 95Country 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1975

Argentina 1,955 2,152 2,134 2,321 3,751 4,754 3,591 16.7 Argentina 2,177 2,308 2,519 2,541 3,047 4,647 4,878 26.8
Bolivia 192 211 202 224 303 597 535 38.9 Bolivia 247 238 249 283 339 536 706 37.7
Brazil 2,601 3,117 3,334 4,508 7,059 9,367 9,838 30.1 Brazil 2,968 3,699 4,644 6,003 8,846 16,547 16,589 44.5
Chile 1,316 1,314 1,154 1,008 1,382 2,202 1,758 23.8 Chile 1,231 1,340 1,344 1,466 1,851 2,589 2,351 19.1
Colombia 880 1,019 997 1,229 1,587 1,948 2,220 21.9 Colombia 1,093 1,348 1,486 1,454 1,677 2,349 2,372 19.8
Mexico 2,944 2,935 3,171 3,817 4,840 6,375 6,252 19.2 Mexico 3,557 4,066 4,075 4,797 6,329 9,365 10,434 31.3
Peru 1,058 1,239 1,087 1,166 1,369 1,880 1,785 17.3 Peru 1,088 1,119 1,159 1,237 1,673 2,653 3,398 41.8
Uruguay 263 291 253 352 415 480 501 12.8 Uruguay 290 346 325 305 397 634 717 35.4

Ghana 392 476 389 447 654 746 845 22.6 Ghana 441 542 535 351 540 939 920 41.1
Ivory Coast 596 634 652 772 1,004 1,454 1,188 18.1 Ivory Coast 555 649 713 821 1,130 1,422 1,383 19.6
Kenya 456 510 532 587 711 974 990 20.7 Kenya 486 585 703 685 866 1,313 1,216 23.8
Senegal 206 247 244 349 371 620 na na Senegal 280 296 318 403 530 749 na na
Sudan 288 325 354 371 483 446 507 9.0 Sudan 316 367 394 430 460 742 973 34.0
Tanzania 305 322 350 412 456 488 494 6.3 Tanzania 291 370 455 473 568 806 819 22.1
Zaire 727 841 757 758 1,131 1,514 na na Zaire 659 845 988 1,117 1,361 2,013 na na
Zambia 779 999 727 829 1,203 1,480 882 4.0 Zambia 686 745 824 904 935 1,277 1,370 16.9

Egypt 890 991 1,033 1,121 1,421 2,380 2,645 36.2 Egypt 1,194 1,453 1,517 1,587 1,985 3,743 5,119 51.4
Morocco 673 705 745 946 1,302 2,131 2,024 32.0 Morocco 755 902 914 1,036 1,449 2,232 3,068 44.6

China, Rep. of 1,326 1,733 2,386 3,387 5,154 6,499 6,274 23.1 China, Rep. of 1,368 1,746 2,225 2,892 4,588 7,623 6,817 36.1
Korea, Rep. of 1,150 1,379 1,616 2,226 4,136 5,352 5,884 37.3 Korea, Rep. of 1,943 2,180 2,632 2,767 4,633 7,601 7,996 44.5
Malaysia 1,803 1,830 1,794 1,877 3,270 4,571 4,191 31.6 Malaysia 1,505 1,763 1,856 2,068 3,103 4,784 4,325 30.0
Philippines 1,104 1,322 1,402 1,480 2,455 3,527 3,170 30.3 Philippines 1,512 1,489 1,539 1,662 2,210 4,011 4,411 42.2
Singapore 1,945 2,003 2,267 3,119 4,972 7,758 8,003 38.7 Singapore 2,123 2,567 2,979 3,651 5,573 8,839 8,709 35.9
Thailand 1,137 1,171 1,277 1,590 2,133 3,172 2,988 25.7 Thailand 1,394 1,470 1,496 1,701 2,324 3,501 3,675 31.3

Bangladesh na na na na 423 426 397 -3.2; Bangladesh na na na na 932 1,168 1,380 21.7
India 2,209 2,255 2,324 2,739 3,322 na na na India 2,672 2,880 3,238 3,174 4,120 na na na
Pakistan 779 805 770 742 1,129 1,268 1,387 22.0 Pakistan 1,303 1,591 1,432 1,157 1,388 2,436 2,822 38.2
Sri Lanka 363 378 378 368 427 576 635 21.4 Sri Lanka 504 449 429 413 465 754 824 29.1

Indonesia* 1,006 1,189 1,339 1,802 3,044 6,956 7,025 63.4 Indonesia* 1,389 1,565 1,758 2,222 3,836 6,915 8,161 56.7

Oil-exporting country. .. Oil-exporting country.
.0 "Average 1973-1975. . " Average 1973-75.

na = Not available. na = Not available.
SOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977. ." SOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries:
Current-Account Balances, Including Net Transfers, International Reserve Position of Major Debtor Countries,
by Major Debtor Country, 1969-1975 and 1976 Preliminary 1969-1976 at Year-End

(U.S. $ millions) (U.S. $ millions) Latest
Available

Country 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976": Country 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Argentina -226 -156 -384 -219 705 107 -1,282 -100 Argentina 538 673 290 465 1,318 1,314 452 805 (Nov.)
Bolivia -48 -22 -40 -45 -21 72 -159 -215 Bolivia 43 46 54 60 72 194 156 197 (Nov.)
Brazil -336 -561 -1,317 -1,490 -1,759 -7,180 -6,749 -6,000 Brazil 656 1,187 1,746 4,183 6,415 5,272 4,034 6,000 (Dec.)
Chile 89 -26 -191 -452 -464 -384 -577 -425 Chile 343 388 221 148 180 102 109 453 (Dec.)
Colombia -175 -293 -454 -190 -55 -350 -109 200 Colombia 221 206 203 325 534 449 521 1,158 (Dec.)
Mexico -596 -1,076 -846 -916 -1,415 -2,877 -4,056 -3,024 Mexico 662 744 952 1,164 1,355 1,395 1,533 1,411 (Dec.)*
Peru 2 202 -34 -31 -261 -725 -1,569 -1,350 Peru 167X 336 424 484 568 968 467 329 (Aug.)
Uruguay -19 -45 -63 59 37 -133 -203 -125 Uruguay 184 175 181 198 232 217 166 231 (Nov.)
Ghana -60 -68 -146 109 127 -169 -34 50 Ghana 76 58 48 107 189 94 150 104(Dec.)
Ivory Coast 20 -34 -86 -78 -196 -61 -307 -100 Ivory Coast 74 119 89 87 88 66 103 77 (Dec.)
Kenya -8 -49 -112 -71 -133 -320 -189 -90 Kenya 170 220 171 202 233 193 173 276(Dec.)
Senegal -48 -16 -25 11 -101 -66 na -100 Senegal 6 22 29 38 12 6 31 25(Dec.)
Sudan -30 -42 -42 -52 25 -296 -469 -425 Sudan 36 22 28 36 61 124 36 24 (Dec.)
Tanzania 25 -36 -100 -66 -107 -273 -236 -150 Tanzania 80 65 60 120 145 50 65 112 (Dec.)
Zaire 47 -24 -111 -353 -204 -495 na -200 Zaire 199 186 146 178 235 140 59 145 (Nov.)
Zambia 474 108 -248 -208 143 77 -611 -400 Zambia 369 514 283 165 193 172 149 86 (Nov.)
Egypt -8 -154 -207 -170 77 -327 -1,397 -1,100 Afghanistan 41 47 62 56 61 67 115 155 (Dec.)
Morocco -13 -124 -59 48 97 229 -535 -850 Egypt 145 167 149 139 363 356 294 347 (Nov.)
China, Rep. of -34 1 172 512 565 -1,115 -537 93 Morocco 114 140 174 237 266 417 377 491 (Dec.)
Korea, Rep. of -549 -623 -848 -370 -307 -2,027 -1,888 -950 China, Rep. of 443 622 704 1,039 1,123 1,191 1,169 1,607 (Dec.)
Malaysia 239 8 -108 -248 105 -273 -186 260 Korea, Rep. of 553 610 571 740 1,094 1,056 1,550 2,960 (Dec.)
Philippines -253 -48 -2 7 474 -207 -923 -730 Malaysia 620 664 818 981 1,342 1,618 1,524 2,420 (Nov.)
Singapore -191 -572 -724 -530 -606 -1,121 -752 -650 Philippines 121 251 382 551 1,038 1,504 1,360 1,640 (Dec.)
Thailand -200 -250 -175 -51 -46 -87 -608 -505 Singapore 827 1,012 1,452 1,748 2,286 2,812 3,007 3,345 (Oct.)
Bangladesh na na na na -235 -475 -571 -515 Thailand 985 906 877 1,052 1,306 1,858 1,775 1,893 (Dec.)
India -230 -392 -643 -153 -529 na na -550 Bangladesh na na na na 144 138 148 289 (Dec.)
Pakistan -348 -667 -482 -241 -71 -920 -1,022 -1,150 India 962 1,006 1,206 1,180 1,142 1,325 1,373 3,074 (Dec.)
Sri Lanka -134 -59 -36 -33 -25 -136 -109 -130 Pakistan 322 190 189 281 480 461 406 532 (Dec.)
Indonesia* -336 -310 -372 -370 -738 91 -1,109 -1,400 Sri Lanka 40 43 50 60 87 78 58 92 (Dec.)

Indonesia* 122 160X 187 574 807 1,492 586 1,499 (Dec.)

C

- Oi-exortig cuntr. 0 oil-exporting country.) *Oi-exporting country. .:'Based on published Mexican sources.
' Preliminary. Estimated by Citibank, Economics Dept. na Not available.

na = Not available. X Break in series.
4." SOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977. .a..s SOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries:
Exports/GDP by Major Debtor Country, Imports/GDP by Major Debtor Country,
1969-1975 1969-1975

(percent) (percent)

Country 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Country 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Argentina 8.4 8.6 7.4 8.2 9.2 na na Argentina 9.4 9.2 8.7 9.0 7.5 na na
Bolivia 20.6 20.7 18.3 19.4 28.2 32.0 24.8 Bolivia 30.1 23.4 22.5 24.5 31.6 28.7 32.8

6.7 6.8 6.4 7.5 9.0 9.5 9.0 Brazil 7.6 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.3 16.8 15.2
Chile 17.7 14.9 10.7 8.9 8.2 13.8 24.7 Chile 16.5 15.2 12.5 12.9 11.0 16.2X 33.0
Colombia 13.7 14.3 13.1 14.5 15.5 16.1 16.3 Colombia 17.0 19.0 19.6 17.2 16.4 19.3 17.5
Mexico 9.8 8.8 8.8 9.3 9.8 9.8 7.9 Mexico 11.9 12.1 11.3 11.7 12.8 14.4 13.2
Peru 19.6 19.9 15.9 15.3 14.9 16.3 14.4 Peru 20.1 18.0 17.0 16.2 18.0 22.9 27.4
Uruguay 13.0 11.9 8.9 16.0 14.3 13.1 14.2 Uruguay 14.3 14.1 11.5 13.9 13.7 17.3 20.3

Ghana 20.0 21.5 16.0 20.7 na na na Ghana 22.5 24.5 22.0 16.3 na na na
Ivory Coast 42.5 42.5 41.1 41.3 39.6 47.3 na Ivory Coast 39.6 43.4 44.9 43.9 44.5 46.3 na
Kenya 31.3 31.8 29.9 29.4 31.2 36.5 na Kenya 33.3 36.5 39.5 34.4 37.9 49.2 na
Senegal 24.5 29.0 28.0 30.2 35.8 53.3 na Senegal 33.4 34.7 36.6 34.9 51.2 64.4 na
Sudan 16.6 17.7 16.4 na na na na Sudan 18.2 20.0 18.2 na na na na
Tanzania 26.4 25.1 25.5 26.1 24.4 22.3 na Tanzania 25.1 28.8 33.2 30.0 30.2 36.8 na
Zaire 41.3 44.2 37.4 34.5 38.1 42.8 na Zaire 37.5 44.4 48.8 50.9 45.8 57.0 na
Zambia 42.3 56.7 44.1 45.1 48.8 52.8 39.5 Zambia 37.3 42.3 50.0 49.2 37.9 45.6 61.4
Egypt 14.3 14.5 14.3 14.3 15.3 23.8 na Egypt 19.3 21.3 21.0 20.2 21.4 37.4 na
Morocco 21.4 21.0 20.2 21.6 25.1 34.9 27.4 Morocco 24.0 26.9 24.8 23.6 27.9 36.5 41.6

China, Rep. of 27.1 30.6 36.5 44.1 50.7 47.1 43.5 China, Rep. of 27.9 30.8 34.0 37.6 45.2 55.2 47.3
Korea, Rep. of 16.1 16.6 17.9 22.6 33.4 31.9 30.8 Korea, Rep. of 27.3 26.3 29.2 28.1 37.4 45.3 41.9
Malaysia 49.0 44.8 42.6 37.7 44.1 50.4 45.1 Malaysia 40.9 43.1 44.0 41.6 41.9 52.7 46.6
Philippines 12.7 19.3 18.0 17.4 23.5 24.0 20.3 Philippines 17.4 21.9 19.8 19.4 21.0 27.3 28.3
Thailand 18.4 17.9 18.4 20.1 20.3 24.0 20.9 Thailand 22.6 22.5 21.5 21.5 22.1 26.5 25.7
India 4.5 4.2 4.0 4.4 5.0 na na India 5.4 5.3 5.6 5.1 6.1 na na
Pakistan 5.2 8.0 7.3X 12.3 17.0 14.7 12.4 Pakistan 8.7 15.9 13.5X 19.2 20.9 28.3 25.3
Sri Lanka 18.4 17.1 16.9 15.0 15.8 17.8 18.6 Sri Lanka 25.6 20.3 19.2 17.0 17.2 23.3 24.2

Indonesia* 12.1 13.0 14.3 16.4 18.7 26.8 23.9 Indonesia* 16.7 17.1 18.8 20.2 23.6 26.6 27.8

C

00

Oil-exporting country. = OiI-exporting country.
. na = Not available. .0 na - Not available.

X Break in series. X Break in series.
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977. .w Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries:
Exports/Imports* by Major Debtor Country, Debt Service Payments/GDP, by Major Debtor Country,
1969-1975 1971-1975

(percent) (percent)

Country 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Country 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
Argentina 89.8 93.2 84.7 91.4 123.0 102.3 73.6 Argentina 1.5 1.7 1.7 na na
Bolivia 77.7 88.9 81.1 79.2 89.3 111.3 75.8 Bolivia 2.2 3.5 4.3 3.6 3.7
Brazil 87.6 84.3 71.5 75.1 79.7 56.6 59.3 Brazil* 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.3
Chile 106.9 98.0 85.9 68.7 74.7 85.0 74.8 Chile* 2.2 1.0 0.9 1.6 na
Colombia 80.5 75,6 67.1 84.5 94.6 82.9 93.6 Colombia 1.9 1.8 2.1 2.6 1.8
Mexico 82.8 72.2 77.8 79.6 76.5 68.1 59.9 Mexico 2.0 2.1 2.3 1.8 2.0
Peru 97.2 110.7 93.8 94.3 81.8 70.9 52.5 Peru 3.1 2.8 4.7 3.9 3.2
Uruguay 90.7 84.1 77.8 115.4 104.5 75.7 69.9 Uruguay 2.0 4.9 3.2 4.2 6.5
Ghana 88.9 87.8 72.7 127.3 121.2 79.4 91.8 Ghana* 1.1 0.7 na na na
Ivory Coast 107.4 97.7 91.5 94.0 88.8 102.2 85.9 Ivory Coast 2.8 3.1 2.8 3.7 na
Kenya 93.8 87.2 75.7 85.7 82.1 74.2 81.4 Kenya 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.1 na
Senegal 73.6 83.4 76.7 86.7 70.1 82.8 na Senegal 1.4 1.1 2.9 2.8 na
Sudan 91.1 88.5 89.9 86.3 105.0 60.1 52.1 Sudan 2.0 na na na na
Tanzania 104.8 86.9 76.8 87.0 80.2 60.6 60.4 Tanzania 1.3 2.3 1.3 1.0 na
Zaire 110.3 99.5 76.6 67.9 83.1 75.2 na Zaire* 2.0 2.8 3.2 4.9 na
Zambia 113.6 134.1 88.2 91.7 128.7 115.9 64.4 Zambia 4.4 4.6 14.0 2.7 3.2
Egypt 74.5 68.2 68.1 70.6 71.6 63.6 51.7 Egypt* 2.7 4.0 4.9 3.1 na
Morocco 89.1 78.2 81.5 91.3 89.9 95.5 66.0 Morocco* 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.2 na
China, Rep. of 96.9 99.2 107.2 117.1 112.3 85.2 92.0 China, Rep. of 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.2 1.7
Korea, Rep. of 59.2 63.3 61.4 80.4 89.3 70.4 73.6 Korea, Rep. of 4.0 4.1 3.9 3.5 3.4
Malaysia 119.8 103.8 96.7 90.8 105.4 95.6 96.9 Malaysia 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.1 1.4
Philippines 73.0 88.8 91.1 89.0 111.1 88.0 71.9 Philippines 1.2 1.5 2.0 1.2 1.5
Singapore 91.6 78.0 76.1 85.4 89.2 87.8 91.9 Singapore 0.6 1.1 0.7 0.8 0.8
Thailand 81.6 79.7 85.4 93.5 91.8 90.6 81.3 Thailand 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5
Bangladesh na na na na 45.4 36.5 28.8 India 0.9 0.9 0.9 na na
India 82.7 78.3 71.8 86.4 80.6 na na Pakistan 1.8 2.1 3.0 2.1 2.0
Pakistan 59.8 51.1 53.8 63.9 81.1 51.0 49.1 Sri Lanka 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.1 3.7
Sri Lanka 72.0 84.3 88.2 89.1 91.8 76.4 77.1 Indonesia** 1.1 1.1 1.8 1.4 1.6
Indonesia0 72.4 76.0 76.2 81.1 79.4 100.6 86.1

Q)Q

. Exports and imports of goods and services (balance-of-payments basis). 0 Preliminary; subject to revision.
*Oil-exporting country. . *Oil-exporting country.

na = Not available. na = Not available.
SOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977. *no SOURCE: World Bank Group.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries:

Interest Payments/GDP, by Major Debtor Country, international Reserves/Disbursed External Public Debt Outstanding,
1971-1975 by Major Debtor Country, 1971-1975

(percent) (percent)

Country 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Country 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Argentina 0.5 0.6 0.5 na na Argentina 13.3 19.5 45.6 39.3 14.3
Bolivia 0.7 1.0 1.5 0.9 1.1 Bolivia 10.3 9.6 11.4 27.9 20.1
Brazil* 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 Brazil 39.3 76.4 92.7 56.7 35.1
Chile* 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.5 na Chile 10.0 5.6 5.9 2.7 na
Colombia 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.8 Colombia 14.7 19.7 27.6 21.2 22.1
Mexico 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.0 Mexico 27.0 29.5 25.0 17.2 13.6
Peru 0.8 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.4 Peru 44.0 43.6 39.4 46.7 17.5

Uruguay 0.5 0.9 0.7 0.8 1.3 Uruguay 62.2 61.0 67.4 42.1 27.0

Ghana* 0.6 0.3 na na na Ghana 9.0 19.3 30.8 15.5 24.3

Ivory Coast 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 na Ivory Coast 25.3 21.8 15.2 8.9 10.6

Kenya 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 na Kenya 55.6 58.0 57.6 40.6 33.3

Senegal 0.5 0.4 0.7 1.2 na Senegal 23.3 27.3 5.9 2.5 10.8
Sudan 0.5 na na na na Sudan 9.6 11.8 17.2 16.2 3.7

Tanzania 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 na Tanzania 21.0 33.3 31.5 8.2 8.3
Zaire* 0.5 0.8 1.1 2.2 na Zaire 41.5 30.9 26.3 10.7 3.5

Zambia 1.8 1.6 3.5 1.4 1.8 Zambia 53.2 28.9 34.1 25.4 15.7

Egypt* 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.5 na Afghanistan 10.4 8.2 8.6 8.7 14.6

Morocco* 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.6 na Egypt na na na 9.2 4.7

China, Rep. of 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.7 Morocco 20.1 26.0 27.0 36.4 23.7

Korea, Rep. of 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.5 China, Rep. of 99.2 130.2 117.4 102.7 69.0

Malaysia 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 Korea, Rep. of 25.6 27.5 34.2 26.5 29.7
Philippines 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.5 Malaysia 166.0 159.5 205.5 209.0 124.9

Singapore 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 Philippines 60.2 70.7 128.6 145.5 106.2

Thailand 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 Singapore 727.8 599.5 571.2 586.6 577.5
0.3 0.3 0.2 0 gThailand 243.9 270.7 295.0 362.4 288.5

nda0.3 0.4 0.4 na na Taln
Pakistan 0.5 1.4 1.2 1.1 na Bangladesh na na 41.0 13.6 9.1
Sri Lanka 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6 India 13.6 12.1 11.0 11.8 11.6

Indonesia"* 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.8 Pakistan 5.5 7.3 11.2 10.2 8.3
Sri Lanka 12.9 14.5 18.2 13.5 9.7

Indonesia* 5.6 14.0 16.1 25.4 7.4

Preliminary; subject to revision.
.0 Oil-exporting country. Oii-exporting country

na = Not available. na = Not available.
.w SOURCE: World Bank Group. SOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977 and World Bank Group.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries:
Ratios of International Reserves (at End of Preceding Period) Debt-Service Ratios,* by Major Debtor Country,
to Imports, by Major Debtor Country, 1969-1975 1971-1975

(percent) (percent)
Country 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Country 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
Argentina 34.9 23.3 26.7 11.4 15.3 28.4 27.0 Argentina 20.2 20.5 18.1 16.5 23.1Bolivia 16.0 17.9 18.3 19.2 17.7 13.4 27.4 Bolivia 12.0 17.8 15.2 11.4 14.9Brazil 8.7 17.7 25.4 29.1 47.5 38.8 31.8 Brazil** 16.2 15.6 12.2 13.8 14.4Chile 16.9 25.6 28.9 151 8.0 7.0 4.3 Chile** 20.7 11.5 11.6 11.5 naColombia 15.8 16.4 13.9 14.0 19.4 22.7 18.9 Colombia 14.2 12.5 13.2 16.1 11.1Mexico 18.5 16.3 18.3 19.8 18.4 14.5 13.4 Mexico 22.8 22.3 23.8 18.7 25.4Peru 10.2 14.9 29.0 34.3 28.9 21.4 28.5 Peru 19.2 18.3 31.7 23.9 22.5Uruguay 57.5 53.2 53.9 59.3 49.9 36.6 30.3 Uruguay 22.4 30.4 22.6 32.5 45.5
Ghana 22.9 14.0 10.8 13.7 19.8 20.1 10.2 Ghana** 7.1 3.2 2.1 2.3 naIvory Coast 14.5 11.4 16.7 10.8 7.7 6.2 4.8 Ivory Coast 6.9 7.5 7.2 7.9 11.7Kenya 20.6 29.0 31.3 25.0 23.3 17.7 15.9 Kenya 3.8 4.2 4.0 3.1 3.2Senegal 5.7 2.1 6.9 7.3 7.2 1.0 na Senegal 5.0 3.7 8.0 5.3 naSudan 15.1 9.8 5.6 6.5 7.8 8.2 12.7 Sudan 11.9 12.0 10.4 18.6 18.5Tanzania 26.7 21.6 14.3 12.7 21.1 18.0 6.1 Tanzania 5.3 8.7 5.4 4.6 5.3Zaire 20.3 23.6 18.8 13.1 13.1 11.7 na Zaire 5.3 8.0 8.5 11.5 naZambia 29.1 49.5 62.4 31.3 17.6 15.1 12.6 Zambia 9.9 10.3 28.8 5.0 8.0
Egypt 14.1 10.0 11.0 9.4 7.0 9.7 7.0 Egypt** 18.9 28.0 31.9 13.0 naMoroco 11.3 12.6 15.3 16.8 16.4 11.9 13.6 Morocco* 11.5 10.6 9.9 6.4 na
China, Rep. of 28.0 25.4 28.0 24.3 22.6 14.7 17.5 China, Rep. of 4.5 4.1 3.6 2.7 4.0Korea, Rep. of 20.1 25.4 23.2 20.6 16.0 14.4 13.2 Korea, Rep. of 22.5 18.3 11.7 11.1 11.2Malaysia 34.3 35.2 35.8 39.6 31.6 28.1 37.4 Malaysia 2.6 2.6 2.0 2.3 3.1Philippines 10.6 8.1 16.3 23.0 24.9 25.9 34.1 Philippines 6.5 8.7 8.6 0.5 7.2Singapore 33.7 32.2 34.0 39.8 31.4 25.9 32.3 Singapore 0.6 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.6Thailand 73.2 67.0 60.6 51.6 45.3 37.3 50.6 Thailand 3.2 2.7 2.6 1.9 2.5
Bangladesh na na na na na 12.3 10.0 Bangladesh na na 2.3 5.8 20.6India 25.5 32.2 31.1 36.0 28.6 na na India 23.6 22.5 19.6 na naPakistan 19.0 20.2 13.3 16.3 20.2 19.7 16.3 Pakistan 24.3 16.7 17.5 14.5 16.0Sri Lanka 10.3 8.9 10.0 12.1 12.9 11.5 9.5 Sri Lanka 10.6 13.5 12.8 12.0 20.0
indonesia* 6.3 7.8 9.1 8.4 15.0 11.7 18.3 Indonesiat 7.4 6.5 9.5 5.1 6.7

Debt service payments as a percent of exports of goods and nonfactor services.
~ External public debt is defined as debt that is repayable to external creditors in foreign currency, goods or

services, with an original or extended maturity of more than one year and that is a direct obligation of, or has

repayment guaranteed by, a public body in the borrowing country. Most military debts are not reported,
although a few countries have included such obligations in their data.

.D Oil-exporting country . Preliminary; subject to revision.
na = Not available toil-exporting country.
SOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977. na.S.OURCES Dt a ta-World Bank Group; export data-IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries: 71 Non-Oil Developing Countries:
Amortization/Disbursed External Public Debt Outstanding at End of Debt-Service Payments/Disbursements, by Major Debtor Country,
Preceding Period, by Major Debtor Country, 1971-1975 1971-1975

(percent) (percent)

Country 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Country 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
Argentina 15.8 14.7 19.8 19.3 17.4 Argentina 80.3 91.0 74.3 79.7 171.8
Bolivia 3.5 5.4 4.9 8.0 8.1 Bolivia 37.9 32.6 122.3 63.9 52.4
Brazil* 10.3 10.8 10.2 11.1 8.2 Brazil* 54.6 45.1 43.8 39.9 na
Chile* 7.4 3.8 4.8 5.7 na Chile* 103.7 28.1 40.8 31.3 na
Colombia 7.4 6.9 8.0 10.9 6.3 Colombia 63.3 43.8 50.7 84.9 69.7
Mexico 15.4 16.8 20.1 11.5 9.4 Mexico 90.5 70.1 53.5 40.4 58.5
Peru 16.9 16.5 30.5 23.2 10.8 Peru 107.6 70.6 67.0 47.4 47.2
Uruguay na 30.4 22.3 36.4 35.2 Uruguay 92.5 87.9 112.7 54.0 80.6
Ghana 2.6 2.7 2.5 2.8 na Ghana* 74.1 34.6 41.9 140.0 na
Ivory Coast 11.4 11.0 11.1 13.2 11.1 Ivory Coast 41.7 70.0 31.7 52.6 41.1
Kenya 2.7 3.4 3.6 3.1 2.5 Kenya 41.6 36.3 44.8 42.9 32.9
Senegal 7.6 6.7 16.1 9.6 8.4 Senegal 52.6 70.3 29.8 69.8 52.9
Sudan 10.8 11.4 11.7 15.6 5.0 Sudan 166.8 92.5 70.6 18.3 34.4
Tanzania 5.4 10.2 4.6 3.1 2.5 Tanzania 37.6 34.2 23.2 14.9 10.0
Zaire na 12.3 10.8 10.9 na Zaire 21.0 22.7 25.9 35.4 na
Zambia 7.6 10.4 45.6 6.1 4.6 Zambia 208.1 81.0 138.1 53.9 21.2
Afghanistan na 2.5 3.3 4.0 2.3 Afghanistan 49.6 51.2 53.9 86.5 29.8
Egypt* na na na 6.7 na Egypt* 63.9 179.2 96.7 105.3 na
Morocco* 8.1 7.7 9.7 9.5 na Morocco* 50.1 83.3 136.4 73.2 na
China, Rep. of na 13.5 16.5 11.3 12.1 China, Rep. of 65.0 67.4 67.6 53.2 36.1
Korea, Rep. of 15.0 12.9 12.4 12.2 9.2 Korea, Rep. of 58.1 55.6 64.0 51.3 39.0
Malaysia 6.5 4.0 4.0 8.0 9.7 Malaysia 32.4 28.0 80.4 56.5 23.8
Philippines 9.9 14.9 23.0 16.1 14.8 Philippines 76.0 54.3 106.0 46.7 53.8
Singapore na 11.0 4.5 4.2 4.4 Singapore 23.4 30.7 22.5 45.3 55.3
Thailand 6.8 6.6 7.7 7.3 7.5 Thailand 84.6 86.5 79.6 63.4 49.3
Bangladesh na na 9.9 4.8 6.9 Bangladesh na na 3.6 7.7 11.5
India 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.6 na India 58.1 72.7 67.4 60.1 na
Pakistan 3.8 1.2 3.0 2.1 na Pakistan 30.0 33.2 63.3 41.2 44.3
Sri Lanka 9.4 9.3 9.5 11.0 18.4 Sri Lanka 46.7 67.4 65.4 47.3 80.8
Indonesia** 2.4 2.1 5.1 4.9 4.2 Indonesia" 32.3 15.3 35.4 33.5 19.8

Prelirminary; subject to revision. Preliminary; subject to revision..0 *Oil-exporting country noilaexporting country.
na = Not available. na = Not available.

.s-s SOURCE: World Bank Group. *0 SOURCE: World Bank Group.
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71 Non-Oil Developing Countries:
Disbursements/imports, by Major Debtor Country,
1971-1975

(percent)

Country 1971 1972 1973 1974, 1975

Argentina 21.3 20.6 30.0 21.2 9.9
Bolivia 25.6 43.3 11.1 19.8 23.2
Brazil* 20.9 25.9 22.2 18.7 19.9
Chile* 17.2 28.1 21.2 31.3 na
Colombia 15.0 24.2 24.7 15.5 15.2
Mexico 19.6 25.3 34.3 32.2 26.6
Peru 16.8 24.4 38.7 35.7 26.1
Uruguay 18.9 40.0 21.0 45.6 39.5
Ghana 6.9 11.7 6.2 1.3 4.2
Ivory Coast 15.0 10.1 20.2 15.3 24.3
Kenya 6.8 10.0 74 5.4 7.8
Senegal 7.3 4.6 18.7 6.3 na
Sudan 6.4 11.2 15.5 61.0 28.1
Tanzania 10.8 21.4 16.9 17.0 28.3
Zaire 19.1 23.9 27.2 24.6 na
Zambia 4.2 10.9 26.8 10.9 24.4
Egypt* 20.2 11.2 23.6 7.8 na
Morocco* 18.7 11.6 6.5 8.3 na
China, Rep. of 7.2 6.9 5.8 4.2 10.1
Korea, Rep. of 23.8 26.6 16.3 15.2 21.1
Malaysia 7.7 8.5 2.6 3.8 12.7
Philippines 7.8 14.2 9.0 9.2 9.6
Singapore 2.0 2.9 2.2 1.0 1.0
Thailand 3.2 3.0 3.0 2.7 4.1
Bangladesh na na 26.9 27.5 51.4
India 29.1 25.3 23.4 na -na
Pakistan 43.5 32.1 22.5 17.9 20.3
Sri Lanka 20.0 17.9 18.0 19.4 19.1
Indonesia** 17.4 34.8 21.3 15.3 29.3

.. *Prelimninary; subject to revision.
.O *Oil-exporing country.

na = Not available.
merSOURCE: IMF, International Financial Statistics, March 1977, and World Bank Group.
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INTRODUCTION

1. At the first part of its first session, held at Geneva from 6 to 22 December

1965; the Committee adopted an agenda (TD/B/C.3/13)1' which contained, among others,

item 8 entitled "Consideration of the report of the International Bank for Aeconstruction

and Development on its study of a scheme for supplementary financing".

2. As explained in the report on the first part of its first session (TD/B/42 -

TD/B/C.3/15, para. 53), the Committee decided "to consider the problem of this item

at a resumed first session in 1966, to be called for this purpose ... ".

3. At the third session of the Trade and Development Board, the Chairman of the

Committee in his statement on the Committee's work in the field of financing related

to trade (TD/B/58) referred to this matter, and The Economic Adviser to the President

of the Bank summarized the main features of the study (TD/B/59). In the course of

the discussion on the subjecty a large number of delegations welcomed the report but

wished to withhold comment Qn the substance until the resumption of the Committee's

first session in April 1966.

V/ 6se the Committee's report (TD/b/42 - TD/B/C.3/15) para. 104.

2/ The Bank's report on its study, which was prepared by the Bank staff in response
to a request made by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,
1964, was circulated as document TD/B/43.

See the Board's report on its third session (TD/B/66), paras. 40 and 55.
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Chapter I

CONSIDERATION OF THE REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT ON ITS STUDY OF A SCHEhE FOR

SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCING (item 8 of the agenda)
(resumed from the first part of the session)

4. In accordance with the recommendation in annex A.IV.18, part A, to the Final Act

of the United Ndations Conference on Trade and Development, 1964 ,Y the staff of the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development prepared a study entitled

"Supplementary Financial Measures" (TD/B/43). The study proposes a scheme for the

provision of supplementary financial assistance to developing countries to prevent the

disruption of their development programmes in consequence of persistent shortfalls of

export proceeds from reasonable expectations. The scheue is based on a close and

continuing relationship between the administering agency and the countries concerned,

and an understanding regarding the broad content of development plans and policies,

including export forecasts.

5. The scheme assumes that adequate amounts of basic development finance (external

and domestic) would be available. The need for supplementary finance would arise

should export proceeds fail to provide the expected amount of foreign exchange for

reasons beyond the control of the developing country concerned. The Scheme aims at

making supplementary assistance speedily available in the light of the economic and

financial situation of the country, its performance in carrying out development

progranmes and policies and the availability of finance from other sources.

6. In his opening statement the Secretary-General of UNCTAD said that the Bank staff

study constituted an outstanding contribution towards solving the serious problems

which fluctuations in the external sector pose for developing countries. In his view

the Committee's examination of a practical solution to one of these problems marked

a transition of UNCTAD from a forum of discussion co an instrument for action. He

felt that the scheme was perfectly compatible with and, indeed, complementary to

international primary commodity arrangements, i.e. to the organization of markets.

He emphasized that supplementary finance should be additional to basic development

finance. Stressing the importance of export projections in the proposed scheme,

he noted that there were various ways of making such projections and of interpreting

deviations from projected trends. He questioned whether supplementary finance

f/ Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, vol.I,
Final Act and Report (United Nations publication, Sales No. 64.II.B.11), p.52 .
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should be made available on terns similar to those of basic development finance,

suggedting that they be more liberal, and asked whether the Agency should not take

account of changes in the terns of trade in considering the need for supplementary

finance. 'He also emphasised the need to draw a distinction between the technical

and the political aspects of a development plan. He felt that the latter were a

matter for determination by developing countries thenselves. Without prejudice to

the evaluation of development progranes by the international financial institutions,

he pointed to experience in Latin America of evaluation made by a group of independent

impartial experts.v

7. Most Committee members supported the proposed schene in principle or as a basis

for further discussion. They regarded it as a means of solving the problems arising

from adverse movements in export proceeds which are of such duration or nature that

they could not be adequately dealt with by short-term balance of paynents support.

Certain qualifications ad less favourable opinions were, however, expressed by a

number of representatives.

8. One representative stated that the scheme might inhibit an effective organization

of markets by means of commodity agreements because it would compete for the

financial resources required. He also pointed out that the scheme might make it

possible for developing countries to avoid the adjustaents in the structure of

their production which would be required for market organizations to be effective.

Several representatives stressed the importance of stabilizing the prices of raw

materials. Most representatives considered that commodity agreements and supplementary

financial measures would be entirely compatible.

9. The representatives of some socialist countries of Eastern Europe stated that

the scheme submitted by the Bank staff did not in substance propose radical means

which would assist the developing countries to solve the problem under discussion;

in their view the scheme did not explain the causes for the emergence of shortfalls

in export proceeds of developing countries and was limited simply to the examination

of certain consequences of those causes. The opinion that the scheme was designed

not so much to influence the causes of the adverse movements in export proceeds from

which developing countries suffered as to offset certain consequences of these

movements, was likewise expressed by other representati.ves.

}/ For the full text of the statement by the Secretary-General of UNCTAD see
annex B to this report.
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10. The representati-es of some socialist countries of Eastern Europe were of the

opinion that tne provision of assistance according to the scheme would depend upon a

subjective evaluation of the development of the economy and on the implementation

of certain economic policies by the developing country concerned. This as wall

ao the terms and conditions proposed by the Bank staff in its study would conflict

with the recommenaation in anrnox A.IV.3 to thle Final Act of the 1964 Conference.

11. They stated that they did not bear any reapo-sibiliiy for the difficult

economic situation of dev1elopiig countries which resulted from the deterioration

of their terms of trade on capitai't markjts. Thesc countries adhered to the

point of view which they hnd cexprcssEs at the first sdssion of UNCTAD when the

recommendation in annex A.IV.18 had been voted upon; during the vote on this

recommendation they had abstained.

12. They added that the shortfall of export pioceeds of developing countries had

resulted from tho anairclc ituation in the market and the domination of that market

by restern monopolies.

i3. In their nosdi hc mOb effective means to ensure the stabilization of the

export proceeds of devclopin! countries would b, international commodity stabilization

agrcoments which would e.tabli h economically justified price levels and provide for

the steady growth of trade in thos;e ccmmdities, having regard to the interests of

all nnries concerned, and also the conclusion of bilateral Jong term trade

ag'x'mrnt-.

14. The repre tati a soci list country stressed that the financing should

proceed on the bals cf strict re3pcct for the national economic policy of -the

counury concrerd. He stat-d that the principles and conditions which were to

aOppy to the supplfltary 2i ance should be suci as to make the financing advantageous

a;.Cd operative, and h1at; the.i-e shoulJ1 be no under:!rab1e interference in the internal

ecc-noiny oi: the beneficiary countries.

-15. Of the many reprmj entati-vej who supported thi proposed scheme as a basis for

further study, several 9-ressed the opinion that funds provided under any supplementary

financing scheme should be in add3tion to basic dcvelopment finance. In this regard,

it wac said that contributi ona to the supplementary financing scheme should not be

rmadc at the excenFs of ths resour-eo made avai:'ablo to the International Development

Lssocia.tion and the Unitsd Nations Developziont Programme. One representative

stressed the va.Luo and importance of cont:ibutions to multilateral lending institutions,
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particularly the IDA. Some representatives expressed reservations about the

adequacy of the figures of $300 - j403 million estimated to be the annual requirements

of the scheme.

16. Some representatives expressed the view that, in the determination of shortfalls,

the question of changes in the terms of trade should be taken into account. In

the same context, attention was also drawn to changes in the import content of

exports, when estimating the extent of a shortfall or overage. Recalling the need

to consider supplementary finance as such, and not as residual financing, in the

context of overall financial assistance for purposes of fostering economic development

programmes, they raised questions about the method of calculation and proposed use

of overages to cover deficits occurring before or after such overages, especially

with regard to the effect of the use of overagas on the servicing of short-term

debt.

17. With regard to the terms and conditions of supplementary assistance, some

representatives considered that the Agency should have flexible policies. One

rep; esentative pointed out the need to give further consideration 'o the question

of the rotation period of the loans.- Some representatives questioned the proposal

that the Agency should have the right in certain circumstances to request repayment

from participating countries earlier than originally stipulated. Several representa-

ti-os felt that the terms of supplementary assistance should be concessional in view

of the overall indebtedness of developing countries. The debt position of

individual countries and their capacity to incur additional indebtedness on

conventional terms were cited by several representatives as the primary considerations

that should govern the terms of supplementary finance. This view was shared by

the representative of the World Bank, who stressed the necessity of maintaining the

Agency's flexibility in setting terms suitable to development and adapted to the

overall economic and financial situation of the countries concerned. This would

be done through a process of continuous consultation between the Agency and governments.

18. Members of the Committee considered that the extent of the discretion of the

Agency in determining whether or not supplementary finance was to be provided in

particular cases should receive careful study. It was recognized that the Agency's

policies and practices would be a central question in the final elaboration of the

scheme. The relations of he Agency with existing international financial
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institutions were felt to be a particularly important matter. Many representatives

referred to the need for a close relationship between the International Monetary

Fund's compensatory financing facility and the proposed supplementary financial

measures.

19. The representative of the Fund, in his discussion of the Fund's compensatory

financing fhcility, stressed its short-term character, which distinguished it from

the Bank staff's proposal. He also reported to the Committee that the measures

proposed in the recommendation in annex A.IV.17 to the Final Act of the 1964

Confa3nce and at the meetings of the Governors of the Bank and Fend in 1965 for

improving the fund's compensatory financing facility were undar the active con-

sideration of its Board. Those proposals concerned methods of computing shortfalls,

the amount and character of the compensation provided, and the possibility of re-

financing compensatory credit obligations.

20. L4ith regard to the pre-condition laid down in the Bank staff's proposal that

to qualify for supplementary finance a country would have to make feasibla domiestib

adjustments, it was emphasized by many representatives that such adjustments should

not in any event involve reduction of the scale of development programmes.

21. It was rurther emphasized that the scheme should promptly meet the urgent

needs caused by shortfalls. Many representatives e.phasized the necessity of

avoiding delays which might result from treating the Agency as a lander of last

resort. One representative, however, expressed the apprehension that participants

in the scheme might resort to it too soon, before attempting to utilize other sources

of finance.

22. Although it was considered that export projections represented a useful approach

to the quantification of "reasonable expectations", general questions and some doubts

were expressed about the methodology and reliability of export projections.

Recognizing that the quality of projections could be improved the representative

of the World Bank cited the Bank's experience in stating that reasonable expectations

could be based on export projections.

23. Considerable attention was devoted during the '3iscussion to the question of the

performance requirements for assistance under the supplementary finance soheme.

Some representatives said that this was a particularly important and valuable

feature of the scheme.
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24. The idea of economic development as a joint enterprise involving close inter-

national co-operation was generally welcomed, but the need to define the form of the

understa nding between the Agency and member countries was emphasized. There was

widespread recognition that performance criteria should be as flexible and general

as possible and should be adapted to the circumstances of the particular countries

concerned.

25. Some representatives felt that there was a risk of a country being placed

under the permanent control of the agency administering the scheme - a control that

might imply a detailed examination of the mobilization or a country's domestic

resources, its capacity to absorb foreign capital, distribution of invusLments and

balance of payments policies. They questioned the need for the examqiniation of an

entire plan in order to establish the existence of export shortfails.

26. A number of suggestions were made regarding the principles according to which

performance criteria should be formulated. In this respect many representatives

supported the view of the Secretary-General of UNCTAD that an attempt could and

should be made to separate technical from political considerations. It was

further suggested that the Agency should only indicate a choice of alternatives, J

leaving to the authorities of the countries concerned the responsibility for

selecting appropriate targets and policy measures.

27. It was also suggested that there should be an examination of the possibility

of modifying a plan in certain respects without seeking the consent of the Agency.

The hope was also expressed that a country without a development plan would be

eligible for assistance under the scheme and that arrangements consistent with this

situation would be devised. It was suggested further that provisions regarding

supplementary finance should be more liberal than those applicable to basic finance.

28. Several representatives felt that the scheme for supplementary financing need

not involve interference with the sovereignty of the country being assisted, while

recognizing that there was a great deal of truth in the contention that the scheme

placed quite severe demands on economic planning and performance by developing

countries. It was suggested that in the modern world all countries - and not least

the highly industrialized ones - had reached such a degree of economic interdependence

that absolute economic sovereignty had become a fiction. These representatives felt

the scheme to be an evolution and extension of existing practices of international

consultation affecting not only developing countries but developed countries as well.
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29. In the course of his remarks on points raised during the debate, the representa-

tive of the Bank observed that the scheme did not imply any "control" of national

policies by the Agency. The understanding between the Agency and the country

concerned would be reached through constant consultations and frequent interchange

of knowledge 'and views. This, he said, was the normal practice of the Bank in

its relations with member countries. The approach of the scheme was pragmatic and

did not purport to apply rigid standards universally in a uniform manner. The

Agency would be an international institution, with international responsibilities,

solely guided by the common interest in development.

30. After the completion of the formal debate an informal meeting of the Committee

was held to provide an opportunity for representatives to put forther questions to

the representative of the Bank concerning some specific features of the proposed

scheme. It was generally felt that the exchange of views which followed had

served a useful purpose.

31. At the end of the Committee's deliberations, a draft resolution was submitted

jointly by the representatives of Brazil, Ecuador, El Salvador, India, Peru, Sweden,

Uganda, United Arab Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

and Yugoslavia (TD/B/C.3/L.32 and Add.1) providing for the establishment, subject

to the approval of the Board, of a small group of government representatives, with

the requisite expertise, to study the proposed scheme for supplementary finance and

to report to the Committee's next session; an annex to the draft resolution

contained the terms of reference of this group of government representatives.

32. In conformity with rule 31 of the Committee's rules of procedure, the secretariat

made a statement (TD/B/C.3/L.33) concerning the financial implications of the action

proposed in the draft resolution.

33. At the Committee's 35th meeting on 20 April 1966 the draft resolution with its

annex was adopted, with certain modifications and additions, by 33 votes to none,

with 5 abstentions.

For the text of the draft resolution and terms of reference as adopted
see annex A to this report.
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34. The representatives of Australia, Belgium, China, Federal Republic of Germany,

France, Ghana, Poland, Spain and The United States of America made statements in

explanation of their votes. The 'statements are recorded in the summary record of

the Gommittee's 35th meeting (TD/B/C.3/SR.35).

35. In response to a ouestion, the secretariat ixpressed the view, in the light

of- advice and information received, that the Group established by the resolution

just adopted would need four to six months to prepara its report and that at least

a further two months would be needed to have that rport circulated and considered

by Governments.

36. The Committee decided that members of INCTAD would be invited to send

observers to the meetings of the group under rule 76 of the Conmittee's rules

of procedure, and that the documentation and other relevant data would be sent to

all members of UNCTAD.
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Chapter II

ORGANIZATIONAL HATTERS

ka) Opening of the session

37. The resumed first session of the Committee was opened by the Chairman,

Mr. J. Everts (Netherlands) at the 28th meeting held on 13 April 19667/.

38. At tnat meeting the Secretary-General of UNCTAD made an opening statementv.

(b) Membership and attendance

39. The session was attended by representatives of the following States members of

the Committee: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Czechoslovakia,

Ecuador, El Salvador, Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, France, Ghana, India,

Israel, Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Plexico, Morocco, Netherlands, Peru, Poland, Republic of

Korea, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerlana, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey,

Uganda, Uxrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

United Arab Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United

States rf AmAri-a, Yugoslavia.

40. The following States members of UNCTAD were represented by observers: Austria,

Cambodia, Ceylon, Chile, Denmark, Hungary, Irrn, Iraq, Jamaica, New Zeoland, Nicaragua,

Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Portugal, South ifrica, Uruguay, Venezuela.

41. The following specialized agencies were represented at the session: Food and

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development, International Mrnetary kuind. The General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade (GATT) was also. representea.

42. The following inter-governmental organizations were represented at the session:

European Lconomic Community, Inter-American Development Bank, International Tin Council,

International Union for the Protection 7f Industrial Property, League of Arab States,

Organization for zconomic Co-operation and Development.

7/ For technical reasons the session, originally scheduled for 4 to 13 April
(according to the Calendar of Meetings adopted by the Board in its resolution
28(111) of 15 February 1966), was postponed until 13 April.

8_/ For the text of the statement see annex B to this report.
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43. The following non-governmental organizations were represented at the session:

International Bar Association, International Chamber of Commerce, International

Federation of Christian Trade Unions, International Organization of Employers, World

Federation of United Nations Associations.

(c) Credentials

44. At its 36th meeting on 20 April 1966 the Committee considered and noted the

Bureau's report on credentials (TD/B/C.3/21).

(d) Other business

45.- With reference to arrangements for its second regular session, the Committee noted

that, according to the Board's resolution 28(111) concerning the calendar of UNCTAD

meetings for 1966, its second session was scheduled to be held at Geneva from

21 November to 2 December 1966. In the light of the consideration given at the first

part of the Committee's first session to the draft provisional agenda for the second

session , the Secretary-General of UNCTAD submitted a revision of the draft provisional

agenda (TD/B/C.3/L.25/Rev.1). At its 36th meeting on 20 April 1966 the Committee

considered and noted this r'vised version of the provisional agenda for its second

regular session.i'

46. The Chairman referred to tne uommittee ,s earlier decision to continue at a later

date the discussion on item 9 of the af-enda for its first session ("Consideration of

the report of the group of experts on internaticnal monetary issues"); it had been

stated at the Committee's sptecial subsion (Naw Yurk, 27 January to 4 February 1966)

that members of the Committee might wish to consult informally among themselves on the

occasion of the resumed first session for the purpose of deciding when the discussion

might be resumed (TD/B/57, paragraph 20). The Chairman said that the results of such

Q/ See report (TD/B/42 - TD/B/C.3/15), para.113 and the summary record of the
Committee's 20th meeting (TD/B/C3/SR.20).

1Q/ For the text of the provisional agenda see annex A to this report.
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informal consultations as had been brought to his notice indicated that, for the

mcment, there seemed to be, no need for any immediate reconsideration of the item by

the Committee, since no important new developments had occurred in the meantime. If

new developments should occur which, in the opinion of members of the Committee, would

justify a reconsideration of the item, it would be for those members to inform the

secretariat accordingly, in order that further consultations might take place

regarding the procedure to be followed. It had been pointed out, furthermore, that

an opportunity for any consultations desired would be afforded at the fourth session

of the Trade and Development Board, which was due to open at the end of August.

(e) Adoption of the report

47. At its 36th meeting on 20 Apr] 1 1966 the Committee adopted this report.

(f) Closure of the session.

4S. At the 36th meeting on 20 April 1966, the Chairman declared the Committee's

first session closed.
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ANNEXL A (i)

DECISIONS TAKEN JY THE CGI\ lMTTE-L AT ITS RESU.ED FIRST SESSION

(i) STPPLEKENTARY FINANCIAL T1EASURES

Resolution adopted by the Coriittee at its
.35th ecting on 20th April 1966

The Comittee on, Invisibles and Financing Xalated to Trade:

TAKING NOTE of recomiendation A.IV.13 of the first UNCTAD and having regard uu

the discussions of te Committee during its resumed first session,

EXPRESSING its considerable appreciation for the study prepared by the staff of

the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, in response to the

invitation of the first UNCTAD under part A of that recorrrendation.

NOTING that the e4sting international financial machinery does not include a

mechanism designed to deal with probleris arising from adverse movements in export

proceeds which prove to he of such a natur 3 or duration that they cannot adequately

be dealt with by short-torn balance of puym nts support, an d to provide longer term

assistance to developing countries which would help then to avoid disruption of their

development programmes and that, accordingly, appropriate measures should be

introduced,

Without prejudice to current and future work towards agreement on individual

commodities in international trade and other practical measures to achieve a stabili-

zation of commodity markets, including thj process of organization of markets,

expresses the hope that the relationship of any measures taken under the recommendation

in question with this other work will be studied in the Committee on Commodities and

in other competent organs of tha UNCTAD;

NOTING the considerable measure of support in the Cormittee for the concept of

supplementary financial measures elaborated in the Bank staff study;

AGREES that the scheme of supplementary financial measures set out in the study

prepared by the staff of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

in accordance with that recommendation should bu further studied and elaborated in

the light of the discussions of this Comittoe, as a means of dealing with this

question, and therefore
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DECIDES for this purpose, subject to the approval of the Board, to establish

under rule 63 of the rules of procedure of the Committee a small group of

representatives of governments, with the requisite expertise, consisting of 13 to 15

members, to study and report on this matter to the second session of the Committee,

with the terms of reference set out in the annex to this resolution;

INVITES representatives of the staff of the Bank and the International Honetary

Fund as well as representatives of such other bodies as the Group may consider

appropriate to assist in the work of the intergovernmental group and in particular to

prepare such factual material as may be required to enable the group to accomplish

its task.

1/ Argentina, Brazil, Ceylon, Federal Republic of Germany, france, Ghana,
India, Japan, Sweden, United Arab Republic, United Kingdom of Great
Britain end Northern Ireland, United States of America, Yugoslavia.
If one or two members of Group D wish to join, their countries would
be added to the list of mepbers.
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Terms of ruference for intergovernmental group

1. The Group should oxamine the study presented to the Secretary-General by the

staff of the Bank, in the light of the discussion of it in the Committee. The

Group should submit a report an ., study (with ;uuh modifications to the schone

as it ray consider appropriate) as a moans of achieving the objective set out in

part A of r.ecommendation A.IV.18 of the first Conference. Having regard to the

timetable for tha next Conferance, the Group should eideavour to submit the report

jn good time for consideration by the Committoo at its socond session, in November,

1966.

2. The Group should pay special attention to the following points:

(i) Questions affecting the scope of the schema, including the treatment of

overages and the regard to be paid to import prices.

(ii) The form, terms and conditions for the provision of financial assistance

to countries participating in the schome.

(iii) Measures for establishing a relationship between the resources available

and the resources requirod; in this connexion the Group should exai-ine

the implications for the schnme of tho hyrpotheF-is that resources on the

scale suggested in tno Bank staf? study (taking account of any modifi-

cations which the Group i.oy suggest) would be available.

(iv) The need to establish ? boundary between problems of an economic nature

and those which CL-l vithin the politicel sphere in the administration

of any schone.

(v) Questions relat: ng to -he nethodology to be applied in the formulation

of the pro~juctions and tha tohnical1. assessment of the policies on which

the developnent plan3 of individual countries are based, the circumstances

which 1iiay give rise to a claim on the scheMe, and the considerations which

the Agency should take into account in dealing with such a claim.

(vi) The appropriate period of tino for which the relevant projections of

exports should be established and the concomitant obligations of the Agency

and the developing country concerned respectively should be assumed.

(vii) The relationship between supplementary financial measures and other types

of economic assistanco, ooth multilateral and bilateral, with particular

regard to the need to ensure compatibility between them as regards the terms,

conditions and criteria on which they are to be provided.
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(viii) The comparative effects on econonic development of the scheme proposed and

of other possible method which might be employed for the same purpose but

with due regard to the primary task laid down in the fifth and sixth

paragraphs of the resolution to which these terms of reference are annexed.

(ix) The status, rembership and function of the Agency and its relations with

other international bodies, having regcrd to paragraphs 7 and 8 of part A

of reconrendation A.IV.18.

3. The Group may also put forward suggestions, for further consideration by

governments, of ways in which the schcie might be financed.
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ANNEX. A (ii)

(ii) PROVISIONAL AGENDA, DATE AND PLACE OF THE SECOND
SESSION OFTHE COMMITTEEI/

Provisional agendL .or tle second session of the Committee

(Submitted by the Secretary-General of UNCTAD in conformity
with rule 8 of the rules of procedure)

1. Opening of the session

2. Election of officers

3. Adoption of the agenda

4. Consideration of the adequacy of the rates of growth achieved by the developing

countries:

(a) Mobilization of internal resources and the flow of external assistance

(b) Problems of measuring the net flow of resources to developing countries

(c) The terns, co-ordination, and effectiveness of aid

(d) Problems of debt servicing

(e) Suppliers' credit

(f) Stimulation of the flow of private capital

(g) Financing and Regional Developnent: Aspects of the expert group report

entitled "Trade Expansion and Economic Co-operation among Developing

Countries" (TD/3/68)

5. The Horowitz proposal: Consideration of the report of the group of experts.

6. Further consideration of the report of the expert group on international

monetary issues (TD/B/32)

7. Report of the group of experts on payments arrangements among developing countries

8. Supplementary financial measures

1/ According to resolution 28(111) adopted by the Trade and Development Board on
15 February 1966, the second session of the Cotzaittee on Invisibles and
Financing related to Trade is scheduled to be held at Geneva from 21 November
to 2 December 1966.
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9. Progress reports on the programme of work on invisibles.?./

(a) Insurance and reinsurance

(i) Report of the Expert Group on Reinsurance

(ii) Other -activities

(b) Tourism

10. Provisional agenda, date and place of the third session of the Committee

11. Adoption of the report of the Cormittee to the Trade and Development Board

12. Any other business

2/ It is expected tnat the Committee may wish, as at its first session, to consider
this item in a separate sessional sub-committee of the whole. It is hoped in
this connexion that the delegations to the session will include experts in the
field of insurance, reinsurance and tourism respectively.
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ANNEX B

statenent by Dr. Raul Prebisch,
Secretary-General of UNCTAD, at the Coadittee's

28th neeting on 13 April 1966

r. Chairnan,

I thank you for giving Le the floor to speak on the Study by the Inturnational

Bank for Reconstruction and Development on Supplementary Financial Measures, the

importance of which you have rightly stressed. This report, which the Committee

is going to consider at its present neeting, is of great significance, not only

because of the subject matter itself, but also because this is the first opportunity

UNCTAD has had since the 1964 Conference of engaging in a discussion which will no

doubt be very fruitful.

It will be recalled that, at the Geneva Conference the developing countries

stressed the need for neasures against the continual fluctuations in the external,

sector of their economy. It was in response to that concern that the United

Kingdom and Swedish delegations subriitted a draft resolution which led to the

report we are now about to exanine. The discussion therefore has a concrete

proposal as its starting point.

It is a matter for satisfaction that UNCTAD is thus entering a new field of

activity. It has been repeatedly stressee that UUCTAD should not be merely a

forum for the discussion of problens, but also an adequate instruient for solving

then in practice. Hence the great significance of this meeting of the Comnittee,

which is called upon to study a progranme and a practical solution presented to

us with all the authority of the International Bank.

I should like to deal with three aspects of the report. First, an

exaination of the proposal itself. Second, its nature and characteristics.

Third, the relationship between this scheme for supplementary financing and the

basic financing of economic davelopment plans.
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On the first point, we should consider whether the idea of supplenentary

financing which energed from the 1564 Conference proviles the best -eans of

counteracting the effects of fluctuations in the external sector of the developing

countries. I have no hesitation in saying that it is an adequate solution

and perfectly compatible with other methods of reducing the extent of these

fluctuations. I refer, in particular, to the arrangements or agreements relating

to prinary comnodities, in other words to the organization of markets. I

do not believe that these agreements offor an alternative to supplenantary

financing, but norely another conv- rgent ieans of solving the probleui of

external fluctuations. I say this for two reasons. First, becauso not all

primary coimodities can be the subject of stabilization agrcoaents and secondly,

because those agroeents are not generally intended to establish a fixed price,

but rather a naxiun and miniumn between which )rkot pricjs can continuo to

fluctuate. This is tre of the cocoa agreenent which UNCTAD is now considoring

with, I am sure, very good prospects of overcoming the differences which still

divide the countries interosted in that comodity.

Accordingly, even where, satisfactory commodity agre;.ents are arrived at,

there will still be a margin cf fluctuation which will require supplementary

financing to obviate the effects of such fluctuation on the econo7W of developing

countries.

The Study submitted by the Bank has the unquestionable merit of frankly

recognizing that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to fomulate a

systematic econo-ic developnent policy and apply it in a development plan, if

all the fundamental calculations for the plan are upset by external fluctuations.

This constitutes a very positivo contribution to the solution of one of the most

serious problens facing the duveloping countries.

I should now like to exaine briefly so-io of the main characteristics

or nodalities, of the Bank's study. It is essentially based on a projection

of a country's exports. The idea that the projection of exports constitutes
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an essential element of any economic development plan is fully accepted, so that

there is no need to discuss it, although from the technical point of view, there

may be differences of opinion regarding the methods used (or which should be

used) in mgaking the projections or the criterion on which this work should

be based.

The Bank has used the projection nothod to determine the magnitude of the

supplementary financing. At the sane time, it has used it to introduce the

closely related concept of exports which at a given moment are larger than those

forecast in the projection. The Bank uses the term "overagos" - i.e. excesses

- to describe this and considers that the excess of exports over the projected

figures must subsequently be taken into account in detormining the auount of

supplementary financing which a country should receive when there is a shortfall.

This means that there would be some off-setting between a present deficit and

a past surplus with respect to the projected figures. This point should be

examinod in detail. Uhat will a country do when its exports exceed the

projected figures? Will it accuuulate additional nonetary reserves if its

roserves are already at a satisfactory level? Jill it increase its reserves

and await a fall in exports to bring them into play? Will it invest the

reserves if they appear excossive in the light of the country's experience, or

will it use thom to import capital goods?

In the thirties, when I had play.d sone part in my country's Central

Bank, I had occasion to recormend an anti-cyclical policy based on the formation

of additional nonetary reserves during the upward phase of the cycle, when

exports are increasing so as to have resources available to face the downward

phase. To this end, the Central Bank put notes or bonds on the riarket so

as to withdraw the excess money created by abundant exports and at the same tine

accumulated reserves. Thus the anti-cyclical policy was combined with an

anti-inflationary policy, by withdrawing excess purchasing power from the market.
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A policy of that type was quito understandable at the time, for two main

reasons. First, because we were then living under the tremendous impression

created by the world depression; and considerations of stability prevailed over

considerations of devolopment in the central banks of the developing countries,

the aim being to avoid any further serious contraction of the cconony. Another

basic consideration was that tho world then had no international credit

nachinery to cover a deficit in the balance of paynents, whether it was cyclical

or not. Today, Mr. Chairman, I would not advocate a policy of that nature.

I believe that now, when considerations of economic development prevail,

reserves in excess of what prudence requires a contral bank to maintain should

be used to acquire capital goods. We should considor this point and explore

the possibility that, in the event of a cyclical recession, the oxternal

resources thus used in boom pjriods can be recovered through the agency of

international crodit organizations. I would like to submit this idea for

the consideration of 1fr. Friedman and, of courso, of the group of experts which

will be set up to consider this problem if the suggestion nade a nonent ago by

the Chairman is adopted by this Committee and by the Trade and Development

Board.

A point of considerable interest with regard to supplementary financing

is that it would be granted on tnis similar to thoso of basic financing.

On this point I should like to ask the distinguished representativo of the

Bank a few questions. If the basic financing of a plan has been granted on

certain specific terms as to interest rates and duration, and a contraction

of oxternal origin then occurs which reduces a country's capacity for saving,

will supplemontary financing be granted on the sano turns as the basic

financing although the country's capacity for saving has altered? Or, will

supplomentary financing be adjusted to take account of the worsened conditions

which have arisen for reasons beyond the country's control? Will it not be

necessary in some cases to consider loans for longer periods or at lower rates

of interest, so as not to place the country in difficulties with regard to the

fulfilment of its obligations?
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This whole concept is based on the need to face the consequences of an

unexpected fall in exports. Projections are made on the basis of certain conditions,

and when these conditions change supplementary financing cones into play. It is

conceivable that, in certain specific cases, projections should be made bearing in

mind a tendency for the terms of trade to deteriorate. It is not my intention to give,

at this stage, any interpretation of the Bank's report or of the inte-esting paper

recently read at Chathain House by Mr. Frieduan; but I would like to ask this question:

what would happen if a tendency for the terms of trade to deteriorate, which had not

been observed at the time when a development plan was formulated, were to appear during

its impLenentation? The Bank's study only mentions the case of a fall in exports,

which may be due to a decrease in their physical volueia or to a fall in prices and

rightly offers supplenentgry financing as a means of dealing with the consequences.

But I wonder what would happen if the fall in export prices were to coincide with a

substantial increase in the price of imports, resulting in a decrease in the external

purchasing power of a country. Could a country obtain supplementary financing in

those circumstances? I take the liberty of putting these questions to Mr. Friedman,

because. I believe they will nake it easier to understand the problem.

Lastly, without making an exhaustive analysis of the nodalities of the scheme,

I think it is important to examine the magnitude of the resources which the Bank

recomraends should be nobilized for supplementary financing. The study mentions an

amount of $300 to j400 million a year, on tho basis of previous experience and of a

detailed analysis of export trends for a large group of countries. It also arrives

at the conclusion that the average size of past fluctuations is about $1,600 million,

and rightly *aintains that part of this amount could be provided from :onetary

reserves, 111F drawings, other types of credit and, lastly, by restricting some imports.

It is no doubt of the greatest importance to study this aspect of the question, but

I believe that only when the scheme is put into operation will it be possible accurately

to define the nature and magnitude of the resources that will have to be brought into

play. I have the fullest confidence that th, scheme is feasible and, what is more,
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that it can be effectively inplemented. In this connexion, I should like merely to

refer to import restrictions. In his recent work, Mr. Friedman speaks of the

possibility of placing restrictions on certain superfluous or luxury imports.

This is a point of great interest. Supplementary financing should be accompanied

by a rational anti-cyclical policy to be pursued by the developing countries, which

would use every means in their power to nitigate the consequences of external

fluctuations and to avoid excessive indebtedness.

Everything possible must be done to ensure that international financial

resources are used to cover the savings deficit or the difference between the

investments a country wishes to make under its plan and the amount of internal

resources it mobilizes. In any case, except in exceptional circuiastances, these

external resources must not be used to meet consuner needs, for sooner or later they

will have to be repaid to the lending agencies; it is of the greatest importance

that they should be used for investment, not for financing external payments deficits,

although certain circunstantes iaiy nake this inevitable. It is true that some

countries have carried the policy of import substitutes to a point where no margin

is left for restricting inports when an adverse movement of the cycle occurs. Other

countries, however, still have a margin of imports which, although not necessarily

luxury goods, could be reduced or deferred, because they are not indispensable for

economic development. On the other hand, it would be difficult to curtail, for

example, imports of sei-finished articles, essential consuner goods, or certain

capital goods. Consideration should be given to this aspect, with a view to reducing

the need for supplementary financing as much as possible. The criterion I aza

putting forward is not that of financial institutions, but the one which should guide

the developing countries, because their investment needs are so great that it would

be truly deplorable if resources of this kind were not used for investment.
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The third aspect of the study to which I wish to refer is the connexion between

supplementary financing and the basic or regular financing of a development plan.

As I have said before, one of the nain features of the Bank's proposals is the fact

that the whole systen is based on the idea of planning. We are well aware that the

technique of good planning includes the projection not only of exports, but also of

the internal savings which ? country must mobilize to deionstrate its own effort

under the development policy and Iso a projection of the external resources available

for executing the plan. Jl these projections will, of course, be carefully

scrutinized by the agencies concerned aith the financing of a progranne.

In addition to its technical character, this analysis has a very important

implication. So far, save in a few exceptional cases, the policy has been to

f-inance isolated projects without having any overall idea of the external contributions

a country requires to carry out its plan. The fact that the projection of th,

external resources required for financing an economic development plan is accepted;

means, if I am not mistaken, acceptance in principle of the idea that international

lending agencies, when studying a plan as a whole, recognize the need to settle on a

certain volume of external resources beforehand; in other words, while the essential

ides of financing specific projects has not beon abandoned, the need to decide

beforehand the total amount of external aid which a programme or plan of five, six

or seven years may require, now appears to be recognized. This seems to me to be

of the greatest importance from the point of view not only of basic, but also of

supplementary financing.

What does "supplementary" Dean? It means that outside financial resources are

added to those previously provided for under a plan. The determination of these

basic resources is of special importance, since, if this fundamental principle is not

accepted, supplementary financing may well be provided at the expense of the basic

financing when, on the contrary, what is desired is the addition of supplamentary Uo

basic financing, in order to enable a country to carry on its development plan

without any serious disruption. It is an accepted principle, which seems to me to
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be self-evident, that if a group of international institutions recognizes, in some

form, the need to provide ,resources during the lifetime of a plan, it should make a

thorodgh study of that plan, of its soundness as regards the objectives in view, of the

resources required to carry it out and of its other characteristics.

I have previously referred to the need for a projection of the internal savings

required for a plan. How far can the international lending agencies go in analysing

purely domestic measureo taken by a country? To what extent will countries submitting

a plan be required to adopt a certain type of measure? These are matters which have

long been under discussion.

Let us take the case of the obilization of savings. It is obvious that in

order to determine the amount of external resources, lending agencies must know the

amount of internal resources, and the country in question must undertake to make its

own efforts to obtain these resources. This is a matter entirely distinct from

corgideration of the domestic policy measures which a country will apply in order to

fulfil its undertaking to mobilize its own savings.

Is a specific financial, credit, monetary or fiscal policy going to be demanded?

Is it going to be decided how a country shouldmanipulate its fiscal and monetary

machinery in order to meet the savings projection, or is the country's undertaking

to raise this predeternined amount sufficient? This is a matter of such importance

that a dividing line must be drawn between the technical requirements of a plan and

what may be called its political requirements. Since this is a point of the greatest

importance and is essential in any development plan, I think that it will be discussed

by this Committee not only from the point of view of supplementary financing propor,

but also in a general context, since it relates to the whole concept of the financing

of development plans.
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I can give another example. A country nay have special views on conbining

economic and social inve'stments.. There are countries which prefer to settle a

pressing problen of low-cost housing before investing in directly productive projects.

When cons'idering a plan, snould international credit institutions pass judlgrient on

these aspects of it which concern a country's dolestic policy? On the other hand,

the difficulties encountered by a country in applying a particular policy within

the framework of its conception of econonic developient can be assessed only in the

light of the experience acquired by people of that country. All this suggests

that a clear dividing line shouid be drawn between what should really be recognized

as a fundamental requirement for the soundness of a plan and for its applioation -

and no one could deny that the international credit institutions, must satisfy

themselves that the plan is rational and feasible - and those other aspects which

fall within a country's exclusive sovereign right of detcrniination.

As I have said before, these matters have been widely discussed, and I night

nention an experir.ent in that part of the world which I have so far known best,

namely Latin Akerica. When a few years ago, the Charter of Punta del Este was

considered, from which the Alliance for Progress originated, a group of economists

which had been consulted proposed that,without prejudice to the evaluation of

economic development plans and thoir iiiplenentation by international credit

institutions - which could not be deprived of the powers essential to them - plans

should first be evaluated by a small group of ir.partiel experts. The purpose was

to ensure the greatest measure of objectivity in the analysis and at the sanme time

to obtain impartial advice on certain fundanental aspects of economic development

policy.

The idea was approved by the governments represented at Punta del Esto, but not

in the form in which it had been submitted: on the one hand, the nunber of experts

was increased, but, on the other hand. the group was decapitated, in that it was

deprived of a chairnan. All this contributed to the failure to carry out this

excellent project in the form in which it had originally been proposed by those who

had conceived it.
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A few days ago, at another inter-American neeting held at Buenos Aires, the

idea was modified. The experts wore reduced in nunber, and instead of acting as

an independent group, they are to advise the Chairman of the inter-Anerican Coinittee

of the Alliance for Progress, an officer whose ii-portant duties include rAaking

reconrendations on the allocation of the financial resources which the United States

Governnent places at the disposal of Latin American countries. It is to be hoped

that after this change the experts will continue to have a lnrgc mcasure of

independence in evaluating plans cnd ,dvising govcrnents and credit agencies;

this will rake it possible for the experiracnt, which was begun a few years ago,

to be refined, and for the group of experts to be very useful.

The initial proposal not only laid it Oown as an essential condition of

external financing that a plan should exist, but also required that the plan should

be submitted to the experts. These two conditions were abandoned at the tire,

possibly because the idea was very new, but perhaps expErience shows that it would

be advisable to reconsider them. I have ventured to recall this ratter, because

certain apprehensions I have noticed arnong sonru dclcgations of developing countries

in this matter night perhaps be dispelled if it were considered dcsirable to set

up achinery of that kind.

At any rate, the fact that a country reserves to itself certain domestic

policy decisions which are its own inherent and inalienable prerogative, does not

nean that it is not to that country's advantage, as experience shows, to receive

technical assistance - which may be nultilateral or bilateral according to choice -

for the purpose of determining what kind of measurcs should be applied.

It will also be reierbered that the regional economic coliissions of the

United Nations in the developing areas have established planning agencies capable

of training staff and providing technical assistance to countries applying for it,

with a view to advising then on prograrming. The International Bank, too, has

an institute qualified to deal with these iiatters. But let ne stress that this

is technical, and in no case political assistance. The former is what the

developing countries need; the latter is somethintc that concerns the:-. alone.
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This Committee is meeting for only a very few days, and it cannot possibly

consider all the important aspects' of the Bank's report. You yourself,

Mr. Chairman, in suggesting that an inter-governmental conmittee should be set

up, have recognized the importance of the idea. I hope that the Cormittee on

Financing and, thereafter, the Board, will approve the suggestion. However,

it would also be valuable for this Connittee to support, in a positive manner,

the idea of supplcentary financing as such, because the task of the experts

would be considerably facilitated if the acceptance of the idea itself were to

be taken as a starting point, which would not nean accepting all the details of

the proposal. The experts would then not need to spend any time discussing

whether supplementary financing is desirable or not. We all know that discussions

involving decisions of that kind arc always difficult. I think that this task

would be nade ruch easier if it were recognized that the Bank's report solves,

in principle, the serious problem which the 1964 Conference laid before govern-

ments and which the delegations of the United Kingdom and Sweden took up. I

bolieve, Mr. Chairnan, that this would be one of the most important contributions

The Committee could make, and it would define the scope of the study to be

undertaken by the group of government exports, if the idea of setting up such

a group is accepted.
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ANNX C

REMARKS BY MR. IRVING S. FRIEDMAN, THE ECONOMIC ADVISER TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE] INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION

AND DEVELOPMENT AT THE THIRTY-SECOND MEETING OF THE
COMMITTEE ON 15 APRIL 1966

Mr. Chairman,

I am honoured to have been invited to participate in these meetings and I

appreciate this opportunity which the Chairman has given me to address the Committee

on some of the issues arising out of this Study that we were asked to undertake by

the UNCTAD Conference in 1964.

I might say at the outset that we in the Bank would feel amply rewarded in our

efforts if this Study contributes to a fruitful dialogue between developed and

developing countries based on a concrete proposal as the distinguished Secretary

General of UNCTAD was generous enough to suggest in his most illuminating opening

address.

From the very beginning we tried to approach the problem that you had given to

us realistically and objectively - our desire was to come up with a practical and

feasible solution to a problem which had been one of major concern at UNCTAD. Je

wanted to devise a Scheme which was both economically sound and capable of achieving

international acceptance. 14e assumed that more than theoretical perfection, what

you wanted was a practical proposition based on economic facts, analysis and

experience. It is, of course, gratifying and a source of considerable pleasure to us

to hear the Secretary General and so many delegates from many countries express the

view that the concrete proposal we have put forward provides a sensible practical

approach to the problem which all of us are agreed is a major one. I believe that

the comments made should assist very much in preparing an improved as well as a

detailed and complete Scheme, including financing and administration. On behalf

of the Bank staff, I take this opportunity to thank the Chairman and other members

of the Committee for the very kind words of appreciation about our efforts, and the

warm reception that they have given to our Study.
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Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn to the questions that were raised by the

members of the Committee. The qgostions raised. reflect the seriousness and care

with which the Scheme was studied. This meeting is providing an excellent

opportunity for clarifying some of the aspects of the Study and the members of the

Committee have focussed on the major aspects.

Part of the difficulty that some of the delegations have felt about some

points of language in the Study is probably due to tha fact that we presented the

Study in the form of a working economic document which tries to present an

economic analysis and an economic scheme, some of which is new, without the

pretence of producing a legal text which could serve as the basis for formal

international agreement. Some of our nomenclature has been questioned; I agree

that the use of particular words should receive careful attention when preparing

a formal text setting forth rights and obligations in an international agreement.

Perhaps another dificulty in studying the Scheme arose because we

deliberately decided not to enter into detailed consideration of aspects which

we believed could more appropriately be dealt with once initial international

acceptance was reached on the basic aspects of the proposal.

In responding to the questions raised, it may be useful, Mr. Chairman, if

I were to distinguish between those questions which relate to the basic nature

of the proposal itself and those that are of a more technical nature in the

sense that differences on these do not affect the fundamental character of the

Scheae.

I shall take the more general basic questions first which I find easier

and briefer to answer by making some general remarks rather than in a one by

one question and answer form. Please excuse the length of my remarks and the

inevitable repetition of material in our Study.

It was mentioned that supplementary finance must indeed be supplementary

to the basic flows of long term development finance. (incidentally, at this

point, I would like to express our gratitude to Dr, Prebisch for giving us the

word "basic" which is certainly better than the word "normal" development finance
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that we had used in the Study.) We could not agree more. As we said in the

introductory chapter of ou'r Study, Pthe Scheme set forth in the Study is

predicated on the assumption that it would be supplementary to and not a

substitute kor already existing forms of aid". Supplementary finance, as

we see it, can be meaningful only in the broader context of development

finance. The flow of development finance under existing procedures is a major

determinant of the volume of investment in the public and private sectors

which a country can reasonably undertake; it helps a country achiev3 its growth

objecives if the country perseveres in its development efforts. The purpose

of supplementary finance, as set forth in the Scheme, is to help assure that

the a',hievement of these objectives will not, be frustrated because foreign

exchange earnings from exports and invisible earnings, where appropriate, do

not materialize in the amounts envisaged at the time the investment and aid

decisions were made.

Our suggestion, in broadest terms, Mr. Chairman, is to institute a

financial machinery which would insure the provision of the needed additional

foreign exchange in sufficient time to substitute for the foreign exchanga not

earned because of the unexpected decline in export receipts which we defined for

this purpose to include - I quote - "1fmerchandise and, where appropriate, invisible

items", Such additional assistance has only one purpose - the maintenance

of good development programmes and policies. This is primarily why the heart

of the Scheme that we propose is that the country and the internatienal

agency administering the Schema would reach an understanding upon a development

programme and a related set of development policies to be pursued by the

country participating in the 3cheme - the -policy packaged as we have called

it n our Study. I had the opportunity to explain what we meant by this idea

of policy understandings to the meetings of the "131'' and group B, but I think

the point is important enough to bear repetition in this Committee. The

policy package we have in mind would be arrived at in the course of close
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so-operation and exchengacof-views between the Agency and the country. It

is not meant to be frozen at the time of its adoption. Nor can it be defined

in general or detailed terms applicable uniformly to a great variety of

conrtries falling into the categories of developing countries. As we said

on page 9 of our Study, "the formulation of an agreed policy package should

be based on a realistic evaluation of the member's needs and possibilities

and a pragmatic assessment of the effectiveness of the proposed measures

for achieving the objectives of the development programme. The agreements

could be essentially of the same scope and character as are fundamentally

necessary for extending broad support in development finance to a country".

I think this provides the answer to the question whether we might be

thinking of a distinct set of policy understandings for the special purposes

of supplementary financing scheme alone. 14a are not. The criteria which

we believe should determine the flows of basic development finance would be

the ones that determine the flow of supplementary finance. As we all know,

development finance embraces all development activity, and this is why the

policy understanding cannot be limited to export policies alone, but has to

cover the whole gamut of development policy. 'hat is important here is the

commitment of the government of a country to good performance, and as we

said - and I quote - "good performance, rather widely conceived, would then

be the basis for the necessary judgment". (page 39). Ue do not, of course,

anticipate any "control" by the Agency of countriest policies. The policy

understanding that is reached is arrived at through censtant core ultations,

interchange of knowledge and views. The Agency would be an international one

with an international responsibility accountable to the community of nationg.

It would be set up to do a job and would have no axe to grind except a

common interest in development.
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I was glad to note that -onere seems to exist general agreement that the promotion

of economic development on the basis of foreign acsisuance is a "joint enterprise",

involving the extenders and recipients of such assistqnce. It is our belief - and

this is a fundamental assumption for the viability of the Scheme - that our proposed

understanding on the development prograimne and related policies can be reached

objectively and professionally through international consiltation and collaboration.

it may well prove that through this mechanism the development effort of a country will

command support in a way that a prograie put together by the recipient countries

themaelves cannot be expected to do. Lest I be misunderstood to imply that all

developing countries are expected to have highly comprehensivo plans for the whole

economy before they can join the Scheme, let me definitively state that we recognize

and appreciate that in many countries there might not be an adequate statistical base

to permit such plans. In some cases the political and social character of the

country might make developnental programming inappropriate. In these cases a partial

public investment programme may be agreed upon combined with estimates of the likely

developments in the private sector to permit the formulation of the policy under-

standing. The approach of the Scheme is pragmatic and does not purport to have

rigid standards to be universally applied in a uniform manner,

Dr. Prebisch has usefully suggested that it may be possible to find a boundary

between those policies of a technical nature where this collaboration could take

plac: and the political sphere in which only the wisheo o the country itself can be

the bcst judge of the decision to be taken.

Ai a nunber of delegates have noted, this typ3 of collaboration is not new. It

is- already taking place in the relationships of the countries to the existing. inter-

nation-ti bodieb. 1.1 that we have proposed here deriveu from our experience in

dealing with our member countries. In the meeting of the groups that I had the

privilege to attend, I tried to indicate some of the ways in which our own activities

in the World Bank group are similar to whet is being Proposed in the Scheme. Thus,

as we say in the Study "the agreement on development programmes and related policies

psop,-sed in the Scheme would amount to an extension and strengthening of the existing

procedures with memoer countries rather than the institution of an entirely new

It would involve, as do these existing procedures, close collaboration with
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the work done by the IBRD, the I.F and other international agencies". As some

delegations have noted, t1zese procedures of international understanding and

collaboration are not peculiar to developing countries alone, but apply to developed

countries participating in various international support mechanisms as well.

This brings me to the operational significance that this idea of policy under-

standing enjoys in the Scheme. The unexpected shortfall for which financing is to

be provided under the Scheme has two basic characteristics: (i) it should be

potentially disruptive to the development programme of the country and (ii) it

should be beyond its control, Operational meaning of these requirements is given

through these policy understandings. Instead of hoving these reached after

unexpected shortfalls, the Scheme suggests tho.t they be reached before the adverse

movements take place so that the needed assistance can be timely as well as adequate.

This permits the adoption of the rule that as long as the country is acting within

the mutually understood famne of reference all unexpected shortfalls can be considered

beyond the country's control.

The suggestion has been made that the effect of the Scheme might be to deter a

countrr from taking fundamental measures to get at the roots of the problems created

by concentration on a few primary products. This, of course, is not the intent, nor,

do -e 9elieve, would be the effects of the Scheme. s we said in the Study, "the

Zamiliar problems of the instability and sluggish growth of the export receipts of

developing countries can in the long run only be solved through sustained development

and diversification of the production and exports of primary product exporting

countries". Mr. Chairman, I need not elaborate this point in this meeting. As we

all know, this process of diversification and domestic transformation is a long one,

The purpose of the Scherie, as we see it, is to facilitate this long-term fundamental

task by eliminating or significantly reducing the adverse consequences in the poorer

countries of the chronic uncertainty to which their development process is frequently

vulnerable, i.e. unexpected shortfalls in their export receipts.

To provide a mechanism for financial insurance to deal with unexpected export

shortfalls is not to deny the place of other arrangements which might reduce the

amplitude of fluctuations in primary products or contribute to the long term goal
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J diversification. le agree with a number of delegations and the representative of

the International Tin Counpil who expressed the views that there is no conflict

invo.v-td here. These approaches a-e complementary and -an ba simultaneously under-

taken to the greater effectiveness of each other. In fact, our own aititude to

these arrangements is unequivocally positive - for example, as ocea of you know,' in

collaboration with the International Coffee Organization and the FAO we are ourselves

acti:.ely involved in a major inquiry inito the coffee problem and hcw careful develop-

ment might attack the roots of the problemi.

A 1-et general point. It has been suggested that the Scheme in its determination

of export shortfalls should also take into account unexpected changes in import prices.

In working out -Lhe Scheme we gave the matter ccusiderpble thouuht, 'Je concluded, and

I quote, "ideally, export shortfalls probably should be calculated in real terms. that

is after taking account. of unexpectod movements in import prices, because this would

indicate the unexpected change in the ability to purchase a given volume of imports

rosul.ing from an unexpected decline in export proezeds1 In practice, however, it is

often difficult to take this factor into account, becase fcr most developing eanirlies,

import indices are not easy to come by. It is ouite :orceivable that the Agency Uhnough

exp.rience could develop the statistical base which would permit a thorough inq11i1v

into the nature and the extent of the problem. The Agency might eventualy decida

if experience indicated the need and technical difficulties had been o-ercome, to

calculate shortfalls in real rather than nominal terms, which could take care of

this problem,

T must emphasize that export shortfalls, including where appropriate e-irnings

from invisibles. is the only uncertainty, however broadly defined, to which oar

prorosal is addressed. There are, of course, a number of other uncertaintics

associated with the process of developiment but we believe that the solution of this -

the m:st important uncertainty - would significantly contribute to the growth of

devtJoping natinns and might well facilitate finding a solution to the other

uncerta-'ities, if the international community dasires to do so.

ith your permission, I-Ir. Chairman, I would like now to turn to some of the moro

technical poinis which were raised during the meeting.
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First, there is the question of "overages". Some have suggested that we have

treated them too kindly, while others have suggested that we have not treated them

kindly enough. It has been suggested th-t, under present circumstances, countries

should be illowed to uie overages to finance the iutport of capital goods. I believe

this suggestion results frol the fe'ar that the flows of developnent finance may

continue to be inadequate; the use of the overages would thus provide needed foreign

exchange. On the other hand, the reason we he'd for allowing for the deduction of

overages from shortfalls during the same projection period was that development

finoncing would be available for good developnent programmes. In addition, under

the Scheme the international commiunity would not be asked to do what a developing

country could do for itself in the supplementary financing scheme without injuring

its development effort. It is the need to avoid slowing up the developnent programme

because of unexpected -decline in foreign exchange availabilities that we are trying

to avoid during the projection period.

Questions were also raised about- the advisability of the rule that overages

should not be carried over from one projection period to the next one. ,This we did

because we felt that it would provide a measure of incentive for developing countries

to try harder to take measures to step up exportation. Overaes which result in

excessive reserves would either reduce the level of long-term finance needed from

abroad or make possible some acceleration in growth in future projection periods.

A question was raised as to why not revise export projections every year in

order to reduce the deviations from expected trends. Given the usefulness of a

long-term developnent plan or policies, a yearly revision in export projections

underlying the investment and procurement decisions would be self-defeating.

Investment calculations must be based on export projections and the length of

the latter by its very nature must be tied to the former, namely investment

calculations. We have therefore suggested that during the operation of the
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development plan the underlying export projection should not be subject to revision,
except of course when certain intensive structural changes warrant a major

restructuring of the investnient pauitern and development strategy. I may here briefly

touch upon the subjec t of the feasibility of making export projections. Many

countries are already used to naking projections to provide a basis on which

investment progrernes can be built. Our own exoeriance in this field has been

conciderable and -hov.- th-.t ule export projections can be nade to establish

reasonable exncct&tion9 2oi thf purposes of the Schene. Their quality could of

course be mprcsrdi and as s-or our own projection work, we are constantly trying to

improve our analtcal tools as ,re statistical data are made available and our

knowlodge of countries deepens.

I now cone to the quest.on about the terms of financing. Our view on this

subject is a natural by-product of our view that supplementary finance should be

trrated on the sane Lasis Pn developuent finance. Just as over the years we have

been arguing for terms of basic duvelopnent finance to be tailored to the overall

financial and econonic nosition oL' the country as reflected by its debt servicing

capacity and oth-r eccaoni4 factors, in considerin the terns of financing for this

specific purpo.'o:, w felt <Put -ane considerations should apply. The UNCTAD

iLesolution has awked us hat rms should be 'concesjional and flexible". he suggest

flexible te rm but nl the .aue time the Study explicitly states that "although the

terms var: iron case to case, the Scheme should be prepared to extend funds on

concessional te:s in inny couitries". In this way it wouLd be possible to take into

account the necoss: o2 avoiding the possibility that suppleld-ntary finance night

aggravat the iidbAcdncss prrobieni of a country, and at the snie time neet the need for

econonlzing on th .)se *f funcU of a concessional nature. In our view it is primarily

the capaci~ty of a country to -ervice debt that ought to determine the terms on which it

re eives zll 1.1 elepnnt -inance -- besic and supplerentary.

The characteristics of tle Scheme as a residual D ander was the subject of

consideration by a u.-,ber of delegates. This is indeed a point which - given the

g,-neraJ accop-ance oftJ- Schcsnc. would i-cquire detailed exanination. There is in

moct ca.es sotie ucop for The country to take sc-tv rasures of a narginal character

wich ,onltributo to scclvo the problem of the shotfall without resulting in a

disruption o' the devulop!mn'n progracne. Lie were glad to hear fron Dr. Prebisch that
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he supports this position. There might be tha uses of its own reserves - if they were

at a level which could be considered above the nornal needs - or the recourse to other

sources of financing. There night be situations in which, due to the indebtedness

position of the country, it might be even considered inappropriate for the country to

borrow on short tern. The Study reiterates that there would be a close collaboration

hetween the Agency and the other international financial agencies, so that the

aZizintior, uf their facilities would be interrrated in the working of the nechanism of

supplenentary financirg which - bsing a species of devolopomnt finance - has necessarily

a long-term character, as we have had. occasion to point out. This approach - where the

access to other sources of finance has been envisagjd beforehand - is one of the

elements which allow the provision of the needed finance by the Scheane with certainty

and zpeed.

The repeated references to the possibility of a tu..e-consuming sequence in the

utilization of other sources of finance which might be available for the financing of

the unexpected shortfall hnvb convinced ne that sorie parts of the Aeport do not convey

the idea which is clearly exnressed in page 8 of the Study. In the first paragraph of

page 8 the Study states "the Agency would ha.ve the -ssential objective of the Schema,

i.e., to provide nebded finance with certainty and speed on appropriate terms in order

to avoid disruption of developnent prograanes, so long as nenbers act in accordance

with agreed developnent policies". On the sane page in the section dealing with the

1f'ectveo understanding with the Agency" it is specifically noted in (iii) that the

use of available reserves and other sources of external credit would be part of this

understanding. Since this understanding would be fornulatod at the beginning of the

projection period the probler. of ascertaining what other possiblo sources of external

credit would be available would not be loft to the tine of the export shortfall. The

Report repeatedly emphasizes that the Scheee provides for cartainty, adequacy and

tineliness in nroviding the needed assistance to meet the shortfalls.

Then there is the cuestion of the estinated asount of ".300-400 -illion annually

which is indicated in the Study as sufficient to stat the operations of the Scheoe

during the first five years. As you know, we said in the Study - and I quote - "the

emounts suggested night of course prove inadequate or turn out to be excessive". The

approxiiaation that we suggested was the result of a careful analysis and was a

considered judgment. A nunber of representatives indicated their cgreeaent with this
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judgment; sone doubts were however, expressed by a few. It is conceivable that the

countries providing funds pight prefer to adopt a different attitude towards the

determination of the initial magnitude of the Scharie. However, a more precise

judgment of the possible financial dea:ands on the Scheme can only be done after the

operative details of the Schene have bean spelled out. The amount we suggested was

derived froi our conception of tho character and scope of the Schene.

Perhaps it should be enphasized that the contribution of a suppleiontary financial

schern to the growth of the developing ccuntrics cannot be .easured only in terms of

the absolute aount of funds which ieht possibly be loaned out to a country under the

Schene. It is the confidence that good development progranes and policies can go

forward without fear of the effects of a najor upst fron unexpected declires in export

earnings and the results of the close collaboration b. twoen extondlers and recipients of

development finance that are the nost important banefits of the Scheme.

May I approach the end of ny remarks with a reference to the nature of the Agency

which would administer thu Scheme. The Study deliberately did not address itself to

this question because it felt that tha choice of the Agancy could be best nade after

the exact countries had decided what tasks tay wished the Agency to perforn. Thus,

no significance should be attached in on- way or anothe2 to the fact that the

International Development Associ3tion - which was mentionod in the UNCTAD Resolution -

was not indicated in the Bank staff Study as the adtLinistering agency for the Scheme.

We certainly agree, of course, with the point that the Agerty is important in the

operations of the Schene.

hay I finish by saying that my colleagues and I hove been glad to have been of

some help to you in coping with your highly important ,nd urgent responsibility and

that we remain at the disposal of the Comittee for furthar clarification.

Perhaps I may be allowed to make a personal re;.ark not pertinent to any question

raised. I was most glad to hear a number of st,tenants fror: donor and recipient

countries stressing the need to increase the flow of basic developnent finance and to

extend this assistance on more concessional terms.





ADDRESS BY MR. IRVING FRIEDMAN

MAY 26, 1965

MR. FRIEDMAN: Thank you.

As Harold said, I don't regard myself as i'-6- rt

yet on the Bank; maybe I will never achieve that happy state

of bliss, but I will try my best to give you some of the-high-

lights and thoughts that I have about this general problem of

international economy, seen from the particular viewpoint of

the problems of development.

I perhaps should say in advance, as Harold has

indicated, I don't want to sail under any false olors, too,

that my entire career has been devoted to economic policy-

making and its implementation. I am not going to discuss

theoretical models with you or discuss with you projections

of the statistical problems, I amio74.g to give you some facts

which might be useful to you in considering some of the actual

problems we face in the field of development and some of the

thinking that perhaps goes into making any decisions with

respect to the general problems or with respect to a particula

country.

As Harold has said, too, when I told him that I,

what I was going to speak about was big numbers; what I mean

by big numbers is some of the facts that we tend to forget

when we are dealing with the details of this kind of operation



This is not peculiar to the World Bank, its monetary fund

where I spent most of my career we had exactly the same

problem. When you start dealing with a country, what you get

off on is a detail; where you start dealing with the world

economy, you get off on a particular sector, and you forget

that the big numbers or the big developments are really the

framework in which you have to fit in any particular develop-

ment.

These big numbers I think have to be kept in mind

if there is to be an adequate appreciation, not only of what

the problem is but even more important what do you do about

the problem.

In any concept of big numbers, trying to get

perspective, there is of course a problem of over-simplifica-

tion. Now, we don't know how to handle this one in terms of

the amount of time that we have.

I am going to make generalizations in terms of

factual generalizations, which I hope are not too far wrong.

But always keep in mind that they are sure to be wrong, in

the sense that they are generalizations, and that they

generalize situations which are compounded into very different

kinds of individual country situations.

I will try to point out some of these differences,

but I might easily forget to, or just to Pie over them becaus '
A
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of time; but I hope we will have some time for questions,

and during the question period perhaps you might like to 1 r o

Se into some of the bigger generalizations, to see to what

countries they particularly apply orwhat countries are the

exceptions to these generalizations.

Now, I am not going to spend too much time on the

world economy in general, I want to concentrate on the world

economy as seen from the viewpoint of development finance.

Now, perhaps I should point out for you to keep in mind what

you all know very well, that we are in a stage of expanding

world economy. In 1964 the industrial countries as a group

expanded their out-put by five percent. This is a continuation

of a trend which has gone on &*NW-r61- practically since the

end of the war, with some rather minor and shallow fluctua-

tions.

I think one of the extraordinary things of the world

today is not just the miracle one speaks of in individual

countries but the miracle of the world's economy. I am sure

the world economy has never seen, in a corresponding period

in its history has seen a more sustained and a more rapid

growth in the world today than the world has seen before.

I am not making any predictions as to how long it

is going to last, but this is an important thing to keep in

mind. Because * all of our problems in the post-war period,



we have had the good fortune to be able to consider them in

the context of an expanding world. Many of us remember the

1930s when very similar problems had to be thought of in

terms of a contracting world economy.

Another thing to keep in mind in terms of the world

economy in this expansion is that everything now is run in

different scales. The numbers have just become bigger and

bigger and bigger.

We used to think, for example, in the international

financial field we used to think that a transaction of $10

million was important; we barely, we have to sort of stifle a

yawn if something is less than $100 million. We are quite

accustomed now to thin Xn billions of dollars. It is not

just that the problems have grown bigger, bIut everything has

grown bigger; and the world economy is sort of measured in

units and talked of in units that are just completely differ-

ent from the 1930s.

As I say, we now think in terms of billions, and

we are now getting to the point where in some very important

figures we have to start thinking in terms of trillions, and

it gets to be a question whether it is better to speak in

term of thousands of billions rather than trillions.

When I was young I used to love to read astronomy,

and now, to me, this is fairly easy, I am accustomed to talking
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in light years, and it looks like in economics we will have

to start talking in light years, too, if we are to keep up

with the different scales that we have now in this field.

I think this is one of the important things, too,

to remember in terms of policymaking. I am afraid that any-

body who is over the age of thirty, if you say to him, Well,

we have to spend half a billion dollars, he takes a big,

deep gulp; whereas if you talk to the people below thirty on

half a billion dollars for something, they are not even

interested in it.

Now, I think for those of us like me who are a littl

bit over thirty, we have to readjust our sights accordingly,

and recognize that we are dealing in a world where the figures

have become much, much bigger, and where what is important,

at least in terms of magnitudes, is the figures that would

have seemed just unbelievable in our lifetime, which is just

merely a short period of time.

Now, having just said some of that, let me just sort

of plunge in, if I might, into this world of development

finance. What I am trying to do this morning, essentially,

is to draw some of the big contrasts between the developed

countries and the less-developed countries.

To many offyou this will be old-hat; to some of you

it may not, I don't know. But I do hope that this m aterial
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will give some vivid appreciation of the kind of world we

live in when we are dealing with the problems of the less-

developed countries and the problems of organizing a flow of

capital from the developed countries to the less-developed

countries.

Now, it is fairly fashionable or fairly reasonable

to start out with a concept of output and growth. In the

world economy today the output of the developed countries,

which are approximately the only CV countries, including the

United States and Canada and Japan, the output is over a

trillion dollars. This is one of the figures I had in mind.

The output of the gross national product is over a trillion

and is growing at a rate of 40 to 50 billion dollars a year.

Indeed, since the IDA replenishment was considered in the

bank just a few years ago, the contributors to the IDA,

themselves, have grown over 150 to 200 billion dollars in

their gross national product.

Now, if you look at the less-developed world we

find that instead of talking about billions, thousands of

billions, we are still talking about hundreds of billions.

And in the less-developed world, which *4 of course much more

numerous than the developed world, we find that we are still

in magnitudes of about 180 or 190 billion for the entire less-

developed world.



Now, these figures are not precise; precise figures

are not available, but I don't think they are too far off the

mark.

Now, if you look at some of the other figures, we'll

say, like the, well, the annual rate of growth might be

interesting. I said that the annual rate of growth in GNP

for the developed countries, as I say, is about 40 billion a

year. That would be conservative. I think itts an over-

estimate to say that the annual rate of growth of the,all.the

less-developed countries put together is about $10 billion a

year. So that the developed world is growing at a rate of

about $30 billion a year more than all the less-developed

world put together.

If you look at this in terms of the growth rate,

you get a somewhat different picture. That is, in terms of

the growth rate, they are approximately about the same thing;

the growth rate of the developed world is about 4 to 5 percent

a year, it varies from year to year, it is in those magnitudes

The growth rate of the less-developed world is a somewhat less

precise figure, for many countries simply dont have statistics

so you get an estimate. And the estimates all fall within the

same range. They are also between about 4 and 5 percent a

year, if you put the less-developed world together.

So that this, of course, explains why the thing is
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widening, becauseiobviously, the less-developed world starts

with a much, much lower output to start with, and if they

grow on a gross basis, the same basis as the developed world,

then the thing gets wider and wider apart. A lot of people

have written books on this subject, people like Barbara Ward

have been writing on this subject for years, trying to draw

this to the attention of the world, I guess with a fair amount

of success.

Now, on the per capita income, which is one you hear

about more because it gives us some kind of measure not only

of their growth but also gives some measure of what is

happening to the standard of living of these countries, since

it is the per capita income from which you derive, in the end,

both the savings of the community and the consumption of the

community.

Well, in terms of percapita income, you find that

here there is a marked difference between the less-developed

countries and the developed countries. The developed

countries approximately are growing i4 per capita at the same

rate that they are growing in growth; their population in

this sort of thing, they move up together. So your per capita

increases are about 4.5 percent a year;whereas when you get

to the less-developed countries you are in the magnitudes of

more like 2.5 to 3 percent a year.
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So on the per capita basis, reflecting the very

large population in these countries, we find that this

tendency of the two worlds to be moving apart is even more

accelerated than if you look at the gross figures.

Now, the differences in population, this is just the

non-communist world, what you have is approximately, say,

about 1.3 billion people in the less-developed world and about

700 million, 6 or 700 million in the developed world; out of

approim1ately 2 billion you have about one-third in the

developed countries and about two-thirds in the less-developed

countries.,

Now, I don't want to say this -- I know this hides

considerable differences in the experience of individual

countries, and I have with me a good deal of statistics which

I had put together for this meeting, and I would be happy,

ih4 those of you who are curious, to point out some of the

differences among particular countries. But perhaps even in

passing I should point out that the per capita rates of

growth are really remarkably varied. Both in the developed

world and in the less-developed world.

In the less-developed world, for example, I note

here that we have Algeria, for example, in 1953 to '62, grew

at a rate of 7 percent a year; and then you get down to India

which is 1.3 percent a year. Or Thailand, which is 1.7; and
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Turkey, 2.9. And then we have got some countries that are

minuses, like Nigeria.

So that this generalization I have made really

hides a great deal of differences, but still I think the

generalization is an important one in our field, and helps

explain a lot that goes on in the world, because whatever we

may say about the volume of capital to these countries and the

efforts being made on their behalf, there is someone who

lives on the block in the village and looks around and asks

himself, Well, what happened here in the last ten years? Well

if he has a good memory, if--fte is historical-minded, what he

can say is, We've got more kids running around the street

than before. But nothing else has changed very much, except

perhaps Ifew new buildings and some electric light bulbs.

Now, for those of us who live with these problems,

these are the kind of people from these areas that are the

ones we have to deal with, and these are some of the, just

the simple hard facts that exist in this economy.

Now, to go on to some figures that are nOt as well-

known, but which I think, from my point of view, point to some

of the problems more precisely.

What about gross fixed capital formation? I think

most of us in this room, all of us, I am sure, would agree,

that investments are the real engines of growth. It is your



investment figure that gives you the real clue as to whether

you are going uphill or downhill, and how fast you might be

going. If you look at the gross fixed capital formation,

I have a table here for 1962, just so we can be comparable,

in some countries the last two years are not yet available;

in 1962 -- it is much bigger now -- the gross fixed capital

formation of the developed countries was over 200 billion

dollars alone. This is just investment. In the United

States it was close to 90 billion dollars.

In the entire less-developed world it was consider-

ably less than $20 billion. And if I we.v add a figure for

the present time, I would say that at the present time it is

probably running about 20 to 25 billion ar year, at the utmost;

whereas in the developed world it is probably running at about

$250 billion a year for investment.

And I think this figure% to me, means, in a way,

more than the figures on total output. The output is the

result of past activities; the new investments that are going

in gives us a clue as to the future. And the fact is, in

terms of the future, what we have to look forward to, as far

as the level of investments are conceraed that we have been

achieving so far, in the less-developed world, as I say, you

are getting investments equivalent to about 10 percent of

the total development in the developed world.
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Let me give youi some early --

QUESTION: Excuse me. For my benefit, could you

tell us what you mean by gross fixed capital formation? I

take it this is the new investment and replacement.

MR. FRIEDMAN: Yes. And this would not include

inventory accumulations.

QUESTIONER: And fixed, what is the significance?

MR. FRIEDMAN: Well, this is as against working

capital. This is plant, consider it as plant machinery; you

are not going to go far wrong.

QUESTIONER: Thank you.

QUESTION: May I ask, you are talking about the

non-communist world all the time here, aren't we?

MR. FRIEDMAN: Yes. When I talk about the communist

world, for which we have little figures, I will try to point

that out.

But you are quite right. Particularly in the

capital formation figure, it would be interesting to throw in

something like the communist bloc, because I presume the

East European, including the Soviet Union, would be a fairly

appreciable figure on capital formation.

But the sort of thing that intrigued me in getting

this table up, I hadn't seen them -- this was a thought that

I got for this meeting: the thought to compare the gross
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capital formation of the entire less-developed world is less

than Germany's per year. I am not talking about the United

States, which is a giant. It's about equivalent to Japan.

It's just a little more than France.

Now, this, to me, is just a hard fact that, as I

say, indicates not only what has been happening until now

but is indicative of the future we are having, because it is

these developments that we are putting in place now and have

been in the last few years which are just going to determine,

for better or worse, the output of these countries in the,

say, in the predictable future.

Now, in terms of the percentage terms, I think in

all fairness to the less-developed countries it ought to be

pointed out that the percentage of their income, which they

are saving for investment, is rising. No*, in some of the

countries, it is very impressive. I mean, some countries

like Yugoslavia or Israel or Taiwan, you get as much as 30

percet of your income being invested, which is a very high

percentage by any standards. On the other hand, you get some

other countries, in Asia, for example, the figures are closer

to 13 percent. They tend to be somewhat higher in North

Africa than they are, say, in Asia; they tend to be somewhat

on the low side in Latin America, or even there they tend to

be higher than Asia. Asia and Central Africa tend to be
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toward the bottom of the list; Latin America and North Africa

tend to be toward the top of the list.

But it is still important to recognize, in terms of

the efforts of these countries, that in most countries, that

the amount of savings which is being devoted to investment is

rising, despite the very low income levels of these countries.

It is easy to see when you have such low per capita incomes

as they do, which are still in the magnitudes of $70 a year

or $100 per year or $200 per year, to have a rising percentage

of savings from that low income devoted to investment, it

really takes some pretty stern attitude towards economic

policy. And I think this ought to be recognized when we have

a general appreciation of the performance of the less-

developed countries, where we hear so much about the poor

performance in individual countries.

Another interesting fact which I think, perhaps, is

not as well-known and tends to escape us, is that in this

investment program that I have been talking about, say this

$20 billion a year investment program, by and large it is

fair to say that 75 percent of it comes out of domestic

savings and not from abroad. And that in most countries, most

of the less-developed countries, a large majority, or the

hard percentage of the total investment program is not financee

out of external resources, and surely not financed out of
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external aid. A large percentage is coming from the domestic

resources of the country, even though the per capita income

or the gross income, or however you look at it, is still

very low. And so that again I think that it is particularly

important in the developed world, where I think the pre-

occupation with their side of the coin, namely, the exploit of

capital or foreign aid, tends to make them think, perhaps,

in certain circles that most of the effort being made in the

less-developed world is really sort of putting in place the

import of capital which they get from abroad. Well, it just

simply isn't true.

And the trend is rising. Most of the investment

in the less-developed world comes out of domestic savings, as

I said before, this savings has been a rising proportion of

their income and not a falling proportion. It is not true

for every single country, but it surely is true for the

great majority of the less-developed world.

Now, another contrast that I would like to draw is

in terms of foreign trade. Remember we talked about -- now,

in terms of people, the less-developed world is poor, and

it's about twice as many people as in the developed world.

Well, if you look at it in terms of imports, the

imports in 1964 of the less-developed world was running in

the magnitude, if I read my chart correctly, of, say, about
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36, 37 billion dollars from the entire world.

Well, the imports of the developed countries were

running in the magnitude of about 115 and 120 billion

dollars.

So what you have is, in terms of imports, that the

developed world imports about three to four times as much as

the less-developed world.

And I will be coming back to this, because I think

the foreign trade is a very, not only indicative figure but

it also points to some of the real problems of the future.

Incidentally, Harold and others, I had made up this

for myself as background, some charts, in preparing for this,

on some thoughts that I had, and one or two or three of these

charts I think would be very interesting; and if people are

interested, I could have them run off and give them to you to

take home, if you find them interesting.

A VOICE: If you give them to me, I can get that

done.

MR. FRIEDMAN: You can? Fine.

Because they are in handscript rather than typed

out, but I think that whatever they do with these things,

whatever you call these modern processes, I think they are

quite legible. You can take them and perhaps give them to

the people during lunchtime or something like that.
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I must say I was, myself, kind of shocked by some

of these statistics. Because I had gone along sort of

believing certain things in a fuzzier way and not having

looked at this precisely for some time.

Now, another big figure I would like to point to,

because it's one that gets a lot of attention, and we ought

to recognize it, is the difference in price developments.

And the reason I point to this is because one, one indicator

is as good as any, is to the so-called problem of inflation

that you hear about a great deal in the less-developed world.

And here We are dealing with more familiar stuff, except that

it is pretty sorrowful.

I have a list here of price trends in typical

developing countries, wholesale prices, 1958, equal 100; and

of course if you look at the developed countries, I think you

should keep in mind that the magnitud of change here would

be, oh, maybe from 100 to 110 or 115, depending upon the

country that you are talking about. In the case of the United

States, we have had little wholesale price inflation during

the past few years.

Let me read you some figures of Latin American

development: Argentina, 1957, was 76; 1958 equal 100, you

know, that was below before the base year. 1964, 620. Brazil

1964, 664. Chile, 345. Colombia, 185.
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Now, I think this is a well-known story, which is

the story of Latin American inflation. It's interesting to

note that this kind of inflation is not found as much in the

other parts of the world. In the case of the Philippines, we

regard ourselves as having an inflationary problem there, but

yet the index is 134.

In the case of Turkey, which we regard as having a

serious inflationary problem, the index is 142. And this is

not good performance. It should have been closer to something

like 115. But obviously it is not 620.

Now, if you look at some other countries, even

countries that have had serious other kinds of problems, like

Ghana, the index in 1963, the latest available year, was 106.

EthAopia, the index was 99. They are doing better than the

United States.

In the case of Thailand, the index was 99. In the

case of the UAR, a country which has all sorts of problems,

the index was 105. In the case of India, where we have had

problems, the index is also not missing much.

So that it's interesting to note that this problem

of inflation in the less-developed world, at least in terms

of prices, is in a very dramatic way to be found in Latin

America, it's also found in other parts of the world; there

are a number of less-developed countries where really price
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developments have not been too upsetting.

I think I am going to get through about one-tenth

of this. (Laughter). Like you said, I stayed up too late

last night!

All right, I will try not to get too bogged down on

all this stuff, and maybe wait for questions.

Now, these are some of the contrasts, we have talked

about growth and rates of growth and trade and investments and

prices and so forth.

Now, I would like to make a few comments on the

contributton4 by the major creditor or donor countries to less

developed countries. Because here I feel that there was a

kind of vagueness about the public understanding of this,

at least that has been my personal experience. And I think

some of the figures are worth looking at. And I would like

to stress, however, that the figures aren't very good, and

none of the figures are really what I would consider firm

figures; they are even worse than the figures I have just been

citing, which are bad enough.

This is not a field in which one takes great pride

in the precision or accuracy of the statistical data. And

frequently we have to work with estimates, because thatts the

best we have. I want to warn you on this, because I am not

prepared to stand up for any precise figures, but I think I
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can demonstrate that the order of magnitudes are correct.

Now, we constantly ask this question, in this whole

problem of development, where you see low per capita income,

low per capita standard of living, call it what you will,

investments are low; now, we in the developed world, I think,

like to have a feeling that we really do a pretty good job

for these countries. We are constantly giving them more and

more aid. The aid figures are added up and accumulated over

the years, and they again reach astronomical figures; and

obviously, from our side, it can't be the problem is arising

in the question of performance by these countries.

I would like to stress in advance that I, to a very

large extent, belong to that school, I think there is nothing

more important, in terms of development, than the economic

performance in the less-developed countries. I think nothing

can substitute for good economic performance.

But I think there is another side to the coin, which

is: What is the contributioqthat comes from the developed

world to the less-developed world? And here there is a big

qualification to the statistics when you add them together,

and that is, I usually will be talking about the less-develope

world taken together, when there is a great difference between

the oil-producing countries and the other non-oil-producing

countries. The oil-producing countries are countries that
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produce large surpluses in their balance of payments. And

these surpluses in the balance of payments tend to offset the

deficits in other countries, so that when you lump them

together they get a plus and minus in algebra here, and you

tend to distort the total picture.

But I will try to keep this in mind and point out

where it is particularly applicable; but I do want to make

this as a generalization.

When you talk about transfer of resources, this is

the real thing that you give from one country to another; what

you are really talking about in terms of the less-developed

world is from the developed world, whether it's one country

or all put together, what of the output of goods and services

from this developed country is, in effect, being made avail-

able net to the less-developed? To what extent is 4 S6-then

a transfer of wealth or a transfer of resources, call it what

you will, or capital from one part of the world to another?

Now, surprisingly enough, this is not easy to

measure, and you find different measures given to you; and

I am going to run you through a few of the, what I think are

the most valid.

In the first place, you would have what might be

considered the straight trade deficit. That is just talking

about goods moving in international trade. And you get the
A)
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for me, interesting fact that as far as we can put together

the statistics, I think they are approximately right. The

trade balance of the less-developed world is actually plus.

That is, in terms of the transfer of real goods, the resources

in terms of goods, there is a transfer from the less-developed

world to the developed world.

Now, this is where the petroleum thing becomes very

important, because what we do see when you break this down is

that the oil-producing countries produce surpluses in the

magnitude of 3 or 4 billion dollars a year, and the other

countriesB produce trade deficits of about 3 or 4 billion

dollars a year. So what you are having hae is a picture

that the oil-producing countries have a surplus in their

trade which is about equivalent to the deficit in the trade

of the other less-developed countries.

But if you take the developed world as a whole

against the less-developed world as a whole, you actually have

an export surplus.

Now, if you look at the current account deficit,

which of course includes services as well as income payments,

then you find that there is a deficit in the less-developed

world of about 3 to 4 billion dollars a year. In other words,

that in terms of the financial transactions between these two

great blocs, leaving aside the movement of capital that goes
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to finance these goods and services and income payments, but

which really is a reflection of the movement of resources now

in a broader sense of the word, the current account deficit,

which istrade plus business and income payments, then you have

deficits in the magnitude of about 3 to 4 billion dollars a

year; and that's all, for the entire less-developed world

together with the developed countries.

QUESTION: Excuse me. What would it be if you

broke up petroleum and non-petroleum-producing countries in

the current account deficit?

MR. FRIED1MAN: I thinkthis is the point I am going

to make, I think if you broke up the petroleum countries,

you find that for the non-petroleum countries you would get a

deficit of maybe about 5 billion. Because you would have to

have sort of a surplus for the petroleum countries of the

magnitude of about 2 billion.

Now, I give you these rough magnitudes in order not

to belabor you with individual annual figures, because the

figures asa change from year to year; but these are sort of

the order of magnitudes of the last few years.

Now, to me, we have now had two of the better

indices of what you actually mean when you talk about the

transfer of resources. So if you take the point that you have

made, that if you talk about it outside the oil-producing
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countries, then you have a transfer of resources of the order

of about $5 billion.

Now, I remind you, we have Just been talking about

economies which produce a gross national product of a

thousand billion dollars, and out of this thousand billion

dollars, if you want to put a big number on it, a big

figure, you get about 5 billion out of that thousand billion

is transferred per year to the less-developed world.

Now, a more common way of looking at this is in

terms of capital flow. This is the more ordinary way, and a

perfectly. valid way.

If you look at the gross capital flows from the

developed world to the less-developed world, put them all

together, this is gross, this is even before amortization,

this is the biggest figure you can get, because it includes

private as well as governmental; you get to about $10 billion

a year.

Now, if you exclude amortization, you get to about

9 billion. And for me an interesting figure, although I don't

know how quotable it is because it is just an estimate which

I have made and it may be wrong, but I would estimate that the

income payments from the less-developed world to the developed

world is running in a magnitude of 4 to 5 billion dollars a

year.
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That is, this is not amortization, this is beyond

amortization. What you have is a situation in which payments

on interest and dividends, admittance of profits,call it what

you will, the income payments are running, I would think, at

about 4.5, say, as one figure, of 4 to 5 billion a year if

you want a range.

So that again you take away from the gross capital

flows, governmental and private, what is coming back in

amortization or what is coming back in the form of payments

on income, of interest and dividends, you have about 50

percent of it coming back. And so your financial figures

would correspond not too badly with your trade and real

figures. You get about a transfer in capital, net, of about

$5 billion a year.

Now, to me this is a very interesting figure, and

in the World Bank I think we have a ', n-oc'>. this year,

and whether this is quotable or not, I leave it up to Harold;

but I have had some figures put together on the less-developed

-- on the relations of the World Bank with the less-developed

world. Now, this is not IDA, because IDA is pretty new stuff.

But the World Bank has got a history, and in that sense it is

more representative of the entire world, because it reflects

not only things that happened last year and the year before

but things that were started 18 years ago.
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But the World Bank in its financial operations in

the developing countries in 1964, the total disbursements

was something less than $500 million. I don't have the exact

figure, I have got a chart, it's about 408, well, it's some-

thing less than 500.

Repayments amounted to about 180 million. Interest

amounted to about another 150. So if you want to take round

figures, you start out with disbursements of something less

than 500 million, which is a good figured, but if you subtract
eb.

the repayments and the interest you get about a net of 150

million.

This interests me because it is an interesting fact,

just as, maybe it's just a coincidence, but it's not too far

off because the World Bank is a worldwide organization, and

it has been operating in the whole postwar period. But you

get practically the same picture wieee the World Bank i an

institution as you get forthe whole world.

But if you start out with a gross figure and then

start cutting it back for repayments on interest and principal

you find about 50 to 60 percent is coming back in the form

of interest and principal.

Now, mind you, I, for one, don't argue for a moment

it shouldntt be coming back; it has to come back. But again

if you are talking about the probleiof development and the
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problems of development finance and the world we have to live

in,we have to recognize that we are living in a world in

which the outflows of capital, which at first glance seem

fairly big, yet when you look at the other side of the picture

and ask what is coming back, that the reflux or the backflow

is also becoming very large. So that the net financial

contribution to these countries is -- well, I don't want to

call it small or large; , j-l- say it is in the magnitude of abo t

$5 billion.

Now, completely off the record -- it was done very

late last night. I had some figures put together, some

worthy staff person and myself stayed together last night.

Look at the U. S. balance of paymets on capital account, and

I can tell you more about it later if you ask questions; but

the fact is that if you look at it from the point of view

of balance of payments, the less-developed world makes a

net contribution to the United States balance of payments

of over a billion dollars a year. A contribution, not a

drain.

Now, to me, with this startling figure, I had a

hunch it ought to look something unusual for a very simple

reason, let me Just -- not to belabor you with statistics:

if most of the foreign aid is going out on a tielbasis, and

is therefore not a drain on the balance of payments, the
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stuff that comes back is not tie; the stuff that comes in is

untied moneys. So what you have is a reflux into the United

States, either of interest or principal or dividends or, in

some cases, straight capital exports to the United States P-at

A." reserves to U. S. dollars, and that comes in as a plus

to the balance of payments, whereas the outflow of stuff from
A

the United States, largely in the form of tied ald" isonot a

charge on the balance of payments, and what get$ to be the

charge is that part of the foreign aid program which is not

tied, plus private capital. And those two items together, the

untied aid plus the private capital, are considerably less

than what is coming back from the less-developed world.

MQDERAR: I know you have a lot more to say and I

know we would all like to hear it, but we are getting close

to the end of our allotted time here, and I think we ought to

see if there are questions.

Before we do that, let me just say that everything

that Mr. Friedman just said, except for this last bit, is on
A

the record, with two other exceptions that I would like to

suggest to Mr. Friedman: One, the bank doesn't, except in

the intimacy and privacy of an occasion like this, say that

a shareholder has been guilty of a poor performance. Mr.

Friedman used that word very aotively and very objectively

in relation to Turkey and one or two other countries, but I
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think if you use that idea and that term, you ought to use it

on your own and not as coming from Mr. Friedman.

The other thing I would like to suggest is that the

reference to Nigeria as a negative saver --

MR. FRIEDMAN: Neigative growth per capita.

MODERATOR: Negative growth per capita, again be

treated with very considerable reserve, because this cal-

culation rests really on the facts about what have been the

population trends in Nigeria; and, in fact, this is a very

controversial subject in Nigeria, and the objective fact seems

to be that really nobody knows what the population trends in

Nigeria have been. It's been very difficult for the a*-

*graphers to reconcile the results of this most recent census

with the census of about ten years ago.

So this figure is somewhat in dispute.

With those exceptions, everything that Mr. Friedman

has said is on the record; and now I am sure he would be happy

to have questions.

MR. FRIEDMAN: Well, I would just like to aasa* what
A --

you have said, Harold, is that all these figures, I have

tried to emphasize, are awfully weak stuff.

MODERATOR: On your orders of magnitude?

MR. FRIEDMAN: Yes. Because you are quite right about

Nigeria, and it's just as accurate about the ones wbare I said
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there was an increase. Now, when you say one has gone up 7

percent, this is just really a rough guess; because the

population statistics and the national income statistics are

both no good, then you divide the two to get the capital

income.

So, you know, I would be very wary about using any

of these statistics as statistics.

MODERATOR: As Irving said at the beginning, I

think, the thing that does come out as a quite valid and

accurate impression are the global ones, in this order of

magnitude,

MR. FRIEDMAN: Yes, the orders of magnitude.

MODERATOR: Now, questions?

QUESTION: One figure here that interests me

immensely, as a Canadian, is the item you mentioned, Mr.

Friedman, about the income payments from less-developed

countries of 4 to 5 billions. If you include Canada as a

less-developed country, there is a fair amount of that which

would be dividend payments and so on coming from Canada, or

say Mexico and Brazil, take those three countries together.

And in which case it's a nice, cool economic figure, but it

concerns me, if this does include dividend payments.

MR. FRIEDMAN: I guess maybe I should have started

out first, if you want an apology, by saying what is included
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in these categories. In the developed countries, I have

used as a category the industrial countries belonging to the

OECD. They are the countries of Western Europe, Canada, the

United States and Japan.

We do not include Canada in the developed countries,

and we usually do not include Australia, New Zealand or

South Africa in the less-developed world. So that it would

include Brazil and Argentina, but not Canada.

QUESTIONER: It would seem to me, with this

particular figure, that you should, because the, this is a

very important element in our whole balance of payments

position at home, you see, you know, the outflow of the

countrythe dividend payments and other things of this nature.

MR. FRIEDMAN: Well, the pestion of the transfers

between the developed countries of course is a problem for

them,' $ no doubt, I mean obviously there is a major transfer

of dividends and interest between, say, Europe and the United

States, in both directions. But I wouldn't consider this

part of the problem of development finance. Except to the

extent that they might affect the ability of Canada to export

capital to the less-develqed world, which of course it might,

if there is a heavy charge on the Canadian balance of payments

for the payment of interest and dividends to #4 another

developed country, we will say, in the amount of surplus which
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is left over, if any, for the export of capital to the less-

developed world would be less. But I wouldn't include the

problem of Canada and the United States as being part of this

problem of the transfer of resources from a developed country

to a less-developed country, or vice versa.

QUESTION: Just one more question: Would you

consider it in terms of economic assessment you have made

this morning, would you consider it critical if there was an

increase in redrictive practices by the governments of some

of the less-developed countrles, say some of the more

sophisticated countries like India or Mexico, maybe even

Ghana, thinking in terms of the trained officials they have,

if the transfer resources were restricted by legislation.

I think you made some statement to the effect that

they should come back and have t come back. Is that necessar-

ily the way it is going to be, and do you think that's a fair

thing to say?

MR. FRIEDMAN: Well, I am not sure what statement I

made that you are referring to. But you mean restrictive

practices on interest and dividends? What do you mean by

restrictive practices, so I don't answer the whole question.

QUESTIONER: Well, say in Mexico, for example, --

well, not Mexico, say Brazil where you have an ease in the

previous pattern of restricting interest and dividend payments
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transfer of resources. Suppose you have a sophisticated

program where the local government insists that these become

part of the gross national income pattern? They are not

transfers --

MR. FRIEDMAN: In other words, what I think you are

saying is what about countries which have or might take

measures to restrict the outflow of payments, income payments,

from their country to the developed world. This, of course,

we have seen happening from time to time in a great many

countries.

Well, personally I think it would be very bad,

because I think from the point of view of these countries,

given their great shortage of capital and their shortage of

even domestic savings relative to their needs, from their

point of view the import of capital, of private capital, is

a great benefit; and I think we -have learned from experience

that when you restrict the outflow of interest and dividends

on to the capital exporting countries, what you are in

effect doing is discouraging the inflow of the gross amount

of capital in the first place. So I would think from the

point of view of the developing countries, that it is very

much in their interest not to restrict the outflow of income

payments, but rather to take measures which would encourage

the inflow of capital.
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This is seen strictly from an economic* and

financial point of view, ,t4*t from that point of view they

have everything to gain from the of capital, even

though it means a charge on the balance of payments on the

outgo. Because I think what the hope is in these countries

is that although the outflows on income payments, interest

and dividen, will increase, that the inflow of capital is

-- this is of course per capita accumulation -- that the

inflow of capital will be even larger than the new capital

coming in; and so this will help both in providing resources

domestically and help in the financing of the transfer of

income payments to the capitalist, whether public or private,

who made the investments in the first place.

QUESTION: What are your thoughts about the

depretation -being-so much greater in Latin America than in

some of the other less-developed countries, where tJuyhave

4ad- the same amount of political instability as in some of

the African Republics for example?

MR. FRIEDMAN: Well, this is a tough one. I wouldn'

want to be quoted on this, because this is really a personal

opinion and not, and I can't back it statistically or

factually: My Judgment in working with these countries over

the years is that the Asian countries and the African

countries have benefitted from the tradition of monetary
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stability which they got from the former home countries.

That is, in the British areas and in the French areas, you

just have a tradition which extends way back in time, that

monetary instability in the form of rapid inflation just

isn't the thing that you do. You don't have much problems

really convincing, for instance, an Indian official that price

inflation is a bad thing. No matter what he thinks about

planning or development or anything else, he is never in

favor of price inflation. He may live with it if he has

got it.

Similarly in the French, say, in Africa, the

experience I gathered from people which is a very recent

experience, the other stuff is older, is that you have a

similar reaction there, that you 'don't really have to convine

people, in that sense, that the more conservative monetary

policy is a sensible thing. You may have quite a discussion

on whether it's feasible or not, but not whether it's good.

Whereas, I think in Latin America, I-belteve some

of these countries have gone through periods of time where

people there within the countries were arguing that inflation

was a good thing. Where you just didn't have the same strong

tradition in favor of monetary stability.

Now, as I say, this is just a personal interpreta-

tion of my own.
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QUESTION: I would like to ask you a question about

your off-the-record remark. Where on earth do the less-

developed or the developing countries get this billion that

they have contributed, maybe have contributed onto the

U. S. balance of payments?

MR. FRIEDMAN: Yes. Well, I am glad you asked

about that, because that was done in the last moments, there

were one or two remarks after that.

In the first place there has been a net transfer of

resources from the United States, you see. On the balance of

payments terms, the tied aid, as you know, in balance of

payments, doesn't get to be a charge against the balance of

payments. But in terms of resources, I would say there is a

transfer from the United States of about, oh, a magnitude of

$3 billion a year in terms of actual resources. The majority

of the transfer of resources from the developed world to the

less-developed is made up out of the United States. It would

be hard to put a firm figure on it, but it would be easy to

say that 50 percent or 60 percent of the net of these net

transfers originate in the United States.

So there is a transfer of resources. It's in the

balance of payments terms that you get this, that you may

get this peculiar effect.

The reason I put it off the record is that the
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statistics that I was looking at were all official statistics;

it was just that they were compiled so quickly and so late,

that I want to check them out before I would have great

confidence in them.

QUESTION: I just had a question about your remark

about the savings rate in the under-developed countries. You

said some countries save as high as 30 percent of their income.

Do you have any figures or any idea how much of the country's

income can be saved over a sustained period? I would assume

this 30 percent is not something that could be lived with,

indefinitely.

MR. FRIEDMAN: That's a very good question and a

very hard one to answer. I think that I would tend to join

you in the personal judgment that 30 percent as a sustained

figure is very high. Yet, for example, if you look at the

average savings rate for 1957-62, which is -- t think not

what you mean by a sustained period --

even that's a fairly short period -- you do find countries

like Peru, I have noted down here 21.5; Colombia, 20.6;

Uganda, 23.3; Malaysia, 23.6.

I would have thought the sustaining -- Yugoslavia,

34.6 -- that these sustained rates of growth are pretty high.

but I don't think we have enough experience to know. We know

the Japanese have managed to sustain a high rate of savings
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over, say, ten years.

The marginal rates of saving, which is the savings

that are coming in from the new income, tend to be even higher

than the average, which indicates that the average is rising

in these countries.

But I hate to answer your question, because I am

afraid I would be awfully misleading. I would personally

think that a savings rate of about 20 to 25 percent was quite

good, and that, therefore, 30 to 35, to me, sounds awfully

high; but again these countries are well aware that their

economic situation requires a much higher rate of savings

than has become typical in the developed countries; and so I

think that we can expect that the economic policies will be

pursued, which will give them a higher savings rate than you

find in the developed countries, because they don't have any

choice, if they really are to overcome some of this tremendous

gap between themselves and the rest of the world.

Therefore, if economic policy is determined to keep

that 30 percent rate, you see, well, that means you can't do

it; I don't know. It does mean it's hard. But I think a

country that is achieving it is making a very gallant effort.

Whether it can continue it, I don't know. I would rather

say I hope they could.

QUESTION: What sort of economic policies are you
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referring to?

MR. FRIEDMAN: What sort of economic policies?

QUESTIONER: Yes. What accounts for this rise

in savings increment?

MR. FRIEDMAN: Well, I think what accounts for it

essentially is you are getting more and more increased

taxation, so you are getting public savings through the

public sector; you are getting improvement in things like

utility rates as they try to increase the income of the

public sector coming from, say, public utilities. I think

in a number of these countries real wages have not been

rising as fast as productivity, so that you actually are

getting a net increment available for savings in the form of

higher profits by the business comunity, which could be

replowed into savings. Money wages, in that sense, are not

going up as fast as prices.

I think all these fadtrs, in varying proportions,

are the kind of factors which are explaining the higher

savings rates.

MODERATOR: Our next speaker is here; we will have

one more question.

QUESTION: I was wondering, in the big numbers again,

how much do the communist nations contribute, do you know,

in general terms, to the capital? And if you are building up
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the whole picture, the developed and undeveloped, are they

in the billion?

MR. FRIEDMAN: Well, if you want to take it as an

awfully rough figure, until about '62, '63, the magnitudes

were running about half a billion a year; but it seems to have

jumped in '64 to about 1.5 billion. It seems to me, the

statistics I have been shown, it seems to indicate a trebloo

Now, the reason why I say I am shown, this is not

the kind of statistics the World Bank would have as a first

source; this is the kind of thing where You are depending on

others to provide you with this information. But the statistics

they get just sort of float around.

MODERATOR: Irving, thank you very much. I am sure

that a lot of people will want to catch up with you at lunch-

time and ask you some more questions, but we will have to

stop now. We will excuse you, with our thanks; and we will

distribute the charts to which Mr. Friedman has referred

probably right after lunch, we will put them around the table

here and you will find them when you come in.

Thank you very much.

MR. FRIEDMAN: Thank you.

There are two charts particularly that I would like

to bring to your attention which I haven't talked about: One

is on the increasing debt service of the developing countries;
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and the other is on the expansion of world trade.

Those, I think, are really worth looking at.

MODERATOR: Thank you.

MR. FRIEDMAN: Thank you very much.
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MR. CHAIRMAN:

I am indeed happy to have the opportunity to join in welcoming the

participants of this International Economic Association Round Table. The

World Bank is happy that it is able to offer facilities for this Conference

and we do hope that they prove to be adequate.

I would like to begin by expressing the regrets of President George Woods;

urgent business in Europe made it impossible for him to welcome you personally

this morning. He has asked me to convey to you his warmest greetings and hope

for a successful ten days. He feels, as all of us do in the Bank, that the

subject matter which you are going to discuss is close to the center of the

difficulties which are now being faced by the world economy.

I have read with great interest the agenda for the Conference and have

noted the names of those who are presenting papers and otherwise participating

in the Conference. I am pleased to be able to say that many of them are friends

of very long standing, and that I know from personal experience that this Con-

ference is bound to be a most valuable and exciting one.
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I also know from personal experience that many here have been drawn into

the field of economic development from a great variety of backgrounds in the

more general field of economica and finance. As someone who has traveled the

same road, perhaps I can say for all of us, that we have come to this common

area of activity because of the conviction that development is probably the

most critical economic problem facing the world today. It is, at the same time,

a field in which the need for the further application of economic science is very

great. It is, therefore, not surprising to find that so many of our participants

at this Conference are people who in their day-to-day lives find themselves in

the dual occupation of decision making on practical problems and responsibility

for further research and thought on how to sharpen analytical techniques and

improve the quality of data in this field. We in the World Bank are similarly

engaged and we are, of course, pleased to participate fully in this Conference.

I do not wish to take much of your time from your important deliberations,

but I would like to draw your attention to two points in development finance.

The first is with respect to the size of the contribution of the developed

countries to the total availability of resources to the developing countries

for development purposes. The second is about the rising burden of indebtedness

of developing countries. Both these points are closely related to the subject

of your deliberations and I hope that they will receive your attention not only

during the period of this Conference but also in your work elsewhere.

Over the post-war period, underdeveloped countries have been trying hard

to increase their incomes, and some of their efforts are already beginning to

bear fruit. Some of them have experienced growth rates which are equal to or

greater than the Development Decade target of 5 per cent per year. The rate
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of increase of production in the industrial sector has averaged over 7 per cent

per annum. This has demonstrated an increasing capacity to mobilize domestic

resources and to absorb capital efficiently on a large scale. Agricultural

production for the domestic market, particularly foodstuffs, has grown much

slower, but agricultural production of export crops has risen markedly in

many countries. The marginal rate of saving in a few of these countries has

been as high as 25 to 30 per cent -- this undoubtedly is an exceptional figure,

but it is a fair generalization that underdeveloped countries have been trying,

and in most cases succeeding, to save more and more of their incomes.

However, we simply cannot escape from the basic fact, with which we are

all familiar, namely, that most of the less developed countries are starting

from a level of income which in human terms is simply unbelievable. We have

gotten so accustomed to the use of figures like $50 per capita, or $100 per

capita, or $150 per capita, that we frequently forget the severe limitations

that these actualities place on what can be done in the field of development.

I believe that we would all agree that an average savings rate of 25 per cent

would not only be high but probably simply unreal in most of the countries with

which we are concerned. Yet, an average savings rate of 25 per cent for a

country with a per capita national income of $60 a year implies annual savings

of $15 per capita. If we then consider what are the calls in the modern world

on these savings, it becomes more than obvious how difficult it is for the

development process to be carried on. We are, of course, on very familiar

territory and for this group I need not spell out the other difficulties, such

as problems of export fluctations, terms of trade, rapid population growth, etc.,

with which developing countries have to cope. As policy-makers we also know
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or the unwillingness and inability of governments in both the developed and

developing countries to follow economic policies best designed to encourage

the development process.

But, the fundamental problem, I am sure we will all agree, is the shortage

of available resources -- human and material -- for investment. I do not under-

estimate the complexity of the problem and there are a great many things that the

underdeveloped countries have to do for themselves in order to obtain more resources

domestically, but one of the critical needs is for external capital which not only

supplements available savings, but performs other valuable functions.

Since the fifties, the developed countries have been extending assistance

through loans and grants, which has been of considerable importance to the

developing countries. But what has been the extent of this contribution in

terms of the availability of resources for development purposes?

The figure for net financial flows from the developed into the developing

countries that one carries in one's head is about $9 billion per year, including

assistance from the Sino-Soviet countries. We do not have reliable data of

investment in developing countries. However, if one takes 15 per cent of the

gross product of these countries as the share of investment, which is probably

not too far off, some $30 billion is indicated as an approximate order of

magnitude for all the less developed countries taken together. And if one

related the figure for total investment to the figure for the flow of foreign

assistance, one might be tempted to say that approximately one-third of the

investment resources of the underdeveloped have come from the developed countries.
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However, the flow of traffic in resources has not been one way -- in addition

to amortization, developing countries themselves have been paying substantial

amounts to the developed countries on account of interest, dividends, and profits

on past investments. Such payments amounted to about $3 to $3.5 billion in 1964.

If we may take the liberty of allowing for these payments in the $9 billion figure,

we get a figure in the order of magnitude of $5.5 billion to $6 billion as a measure

of the actual contribution from the developed to the developing countries. As you

all know, the gross national product of the developed countries is increasing each

year by about $40 billion and now totals well over $1,000 billion.

The figures I have been giving are essentially looking at the problem from

the donor or creditor end; if we look at figures from the receiving end, that is

from the point of view of the balance of payments of the developing countries,

we come across an interesting fact. One would expect to see this $6 billion

identified somewhere in their balance of payments -- either in the form of a

merchandise import surplus or in an increase in reserves or in the form of a

deficit on invisibles account (excluding, of course, payments for interest,

dividends and profits which we have already accounted for).

But no such thing; we can only identify about half of this $6 billion, as

follows: The trade deficit of developing countries in 1964, as in 1963, stood

at only $1.3 billion. The level of monetary reserves of the developing countries

in 1963 and 1964 increased by about $1 billion. The $9 billion figure of net

assistance also includes a substantial amount of aid in the form of technical

assistance, which is not likely to be fully reflected in the balance of payments

data of developing countries. A full breakdown of the invisibles account is not

yet available. However, the developing countries did show a sizeable deficit on

freight and insurance account. On the other hand, these outpayments have been

offset by a large inflow on military and governmental services account and some

surplus on tourism.
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Thus, judging the net availability of resources for investment from an

examination of the balance of payments of the developing countries, we have

about $3 billion that we can't identify. I will not suggest to what extent

this is due to capital movements from developing countries -- recorded and

unrecorded, or underestimation of current account deficits in the developing

countries, or perhaps some overestimation of the magnitude of capital flows

from industrial countries, as we all are aware of the statistical gaps in

such items as amortization.

In addition to these remarks on the flow of resources, I would like to

speak briefly on another major problem in development finance, namely, the

magnitude of the rising indebtedness in the developing countries. We at

the World Bank have been much concerned about this problem. It is a dramatic

fact full of many implications, that for a group of 37 developing countries

for which we have been compiling data and which account for nearly three-fifths

of the total exports of all developing countries (excluding Sino-Soviet countries),

the external public and publicly guaranteed debt increased at an annual rate of

15 per cent during 1955-62; from $7 billion to $18.2 billion; while over the two

years 1963 and 1964, the annual increase was 17 per cent. For the developing

countries as a whole, it is roughly estimated that outstanding public and

publicly-guaranteed indebtedness with a maturity of one year or over may

have amounted to some $33 billion at the end of 1964. This corresponds to

nearly 15 per cent of the combined national product of these countries.

This $33 billion, moreover, is not an all-inclusive estimate; the debt of

private parties not guaranteed by governments in developing countries is

excluded and so are the obligations arising from commercial arrears.
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It is very difficult to generalize on what constitutes a tolerable level

of foreign indebtedness. It is easier to be more certain about the impact of

debt servicing charges. The debt servicing charges (amortization and interest

payments, but excluding dividends and payments on non-publicly guaranteed debt)

are rising to worrisome levels. For the 37 countries that I mentioned, debt

service charge increased from $680 million in 1956 to $2.5 billion in 1964 --

almost a fourfold increase. For all the developing countries debt service on

the external public debt alone is estimated to have amounted to $3.5 billion

in 1964. If an allowance is made for the liquidation of commercial arrears

and similar short-term obligations, aggregate debt service obligations may have

easily amounted, in 1964, to well over $4 billion. This corresponds to about

12 per cent of the total export earnings of the developing countries; for some

individual countries, the proportions are much higher.

I do not have to dwell on the gravity of this problem of rising indebtedness.

It is .rising when the flow of capital to the developing countries is more or

less on a plateau. In the short-run there is little that can be done to reduce

the burden of indebtedness, except by rescheduling operations or increasing the

flow of capital. However, unless there are drastic changes in the terms on which

capital is made available, the problem will grow geometrically. Large scale

rescheduling of the existing debt -- in any case painful -- would, of course,

help technically. I cannot comment on its feasibility, but it clearly would

not be a solution to the problem. Vy own view is that the solution to the

problem of indebtedness in the longer run lies in reducing the weighted

average rate of interest on which credits and loans are made and in length-

ening the grace and amortization periods of these loans and credits.
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The process of capital accumulation involves an ever mounting level of

indebtedness. This is sensible, but only so long as the result is an

accumulation of worthwhile assets capable, among other things, of providing

the income basis for the servicing of the debt as well as a surplus of savings

for new investments. The subject of the efficient employment of available

resources is a major preoccupation of the Bank and I note, will figure

importantly in your Round Table discussions.

The flows of financial resources from industrial countries into

developing countries, the external indebtedness of developing countries and

their debt servicing obligations, the current account deficits of developing

countries with industrial countries are all relevant to consideration of

policy questions in regard to the provision of development finance to

developing countries. I have attempted to bring together the available

global data. It would appear that the actual role played by resources

contributed by developed countries to the developing countries' development

programs is significantly smaller than the official aid data taken by them-

selves would indicate. However, it is difficult to be precise on the

magnitudes involved. Inter-country comparisons are even more difficult

than global estimates. Accurate global and country data are badly needed.

A number of international institutions are striving to develop data

which could be the basis for an accurate assessment of the transfer of

resources. The data on the flow of resources are published by OECD. The

debt data are obtained by the orld Bank from individual debtor countries;

the balance of payments data are compiled and published by the IMF. A main

element of uncertainty relates to what are generally termed suppliers' credits



and the servicing burden they impose. Yet another discrepancy arises in respect

to the allowances made in gross totals for amortization amounts. Again, as we

are aware, the extent of reverse capital flows from developing countries is

largely a guess. It is in these and other respects that the statistics should

continue to be refined. If, as a result of current cooperative efforts by

OECD, the fIF and the IBRD, it should become possible to reconcile the various

sets of figures and minimize the discrepancies, it would help policy formulation

in this most difficult but crucial field of development finance. Statistical

refinement and reconciliation can only proceed on the basis of conceptual

clarity. It is, therefore, most appropriate that the international institutions

engaged in this work seek the advice of individual scholars and research

institutions.

May I conclude by expressing the hope that the emphasis in these discussions

will be to analyze rather than advocate. I believe that the great need is for

a solid factual and analytical basis for our policy conclusions or findings in

the field of development finance. Only then can we hope that these conclusions

will be regarded as a necessary basis for policy making. It is indeed most

difficult not to be carried away by our emotional concern, but as economists

and technicians, it may safely be said that our contribution to the solution

of these problems lies in providing a correct understanding of what are the

realities and what are the implications of different policy measures.

May I once again convey the wishes of Mr. Woods and all the members of the

staff for a successful conference and express my own pleasure of having had the

opportunity of addressing you and sharing the platform with Professor Papi,

Mr. Schweitzer and Mr. Herrera.
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As ys all know the Wold Bok group consists of Ve IMD, mo 0omma

called the World uakj the Internatineml mlospmtnt AV ,y, more cmumoy

called the ID and te International Tinae Corporation, m*e smmmly called

the WC. Beas. of shortas. af tim I will speak osarly .nirey at the

World BSak and IFC activitieA ein.e %by a probay af Mt interest to

yan. For the sam resen , I A dwel relatively mre an the flansial

aspect. of the IBRD and the FC, although their non-finmcial astlvjties

and operatin are of great imprtn and sxoa ajar preocupation of the \D f /'O

grcuP9 If Yea Wre intfV0 4, 7mu maW wish to address questions on te" I

non-finamial activities and an te IDA in mr discussion peMd.
CH N

Hotwwr, to avoid mimuaatistandiqg I shGuId at laot point Out that the

IMA is a major internatimal imstitutian with over 4moer .ammirias and

ommlative owours of 1.6 bMimem. As of the end of its flmoa year,

Jam, 1965, it had extended 77 credit. totaUly ee 1 billion and agegtiatioea

WO well advamewd leking tosard the cnmitment in the ye ahead of a large

portion of funds still available. wmreowr, these oredits, althogh an

oinmsiomal teem - 50 ream repqable in easy stes after 10 years ot

grace and 02y a service charge of 3A af 1 preent, these ID aredits as

for the smse kind of carEfully .somidered projects as those finmxd by the

World Beak it"lf.

Ue Weld Bk's activities cansist meserily in large part of the

prOvisimz Of fiuSINe, Out of it$ Own pital, out of funds it borrs in the

finuwlial markets and by ommruweping private eapital to participate with itj

and its INPWmt -8 an inusvtnt institution is tmerefre most readily seem in

te statiatical figures indUiMtS the level of it. oporatim s as a borrew

and as a lande.

The Bank staoted wek in add-l946 and its first empbasis ean on te

urgent prObOgm. Ot reconitructing am of 1w-domagned ecoumies of Irope',

for iiich it soft Iesme totalling $W0 miLum. It was fron tMa beginming tat
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it turned its attention by dogsa to what has becam the main area of activity

and its main challenge - the financing of econonic developont. Since 1946-47

the Bank has made loans totalling ~billlm for developrant projects and

programs in 77 umber countries or territories. Those lom have gone to

finance specific and Bank approved projects, and in cases where the borrowr

is a private corporation, a arantee bIy the borrowmr's govermsoat is required.

Of this 4;billion, about billion is now held by the Baeks, the difference

of $3 billion being aceounted for mainly by saAl. of portions of loans and

repapments of principal.

Most of this development lending has been for basic utilities uhich,

in the underdeveloped world at least, generally do not attract private

investors. About a third of the total has financed the development of electric

power. To give yonuan idea of the scope of this powr lnding, one can

mention as an example, that in I4 eoatries at Latin Amrica, the projects

financed by the Bank have on average mented to a doubling of generating

capacity as compared with 1948. Another third of the Bank's londing has

financed transportation - especially railways, roads and ports* To take

an exaple fron Asia, such loans to India and Pakistan have helped or are

helping to finance modernisation of the railways and the improunmt of cargo berths.

and hauling and storage facilities at Bombay, Calcutta, Madine, and Karachi.

Most of the rest of the No* loans have gone into inaastry and agriculture.

The industrial lending has been for heavy industry or has been channeled into

private finance copanies in the borroing countries thamselves, to be

re-invested in establishing or expanding domestic inuzstries. Such loans

have not been confined to bigger of the developing countries a]o; loans for

mining projects are now helping to transform the esonomic prospects of Gabon,

the Congo (Brassaville) and Mauritania. The agricultural lomas have generally
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been for nanporative4 lar sohms, and especiall for flood cosntrl or

irrigation projects that inrvolve howvy capital spending.

Most of the loam have been made in the underdeveloped natims, aleough

the Bank has ale lent to oters, such as Australia, Ita24, Japan, Nm Zealand,

orvWq, and Devotok, whose med for capital is bigger than they can met

througi ordinary barroving. he landing has been fairly evenly spread about

the worida Asia the most heavily populated regian, has takaw the largest share,

followed b the Wstarn mmiaPsre, rope and Africa. India is the largest

individual borroer, with Japan in second place and Mwico in third.

Nor&lly these loans have been medium or long-tem with the principal

repaymeate beginning at the and of a period of grace and theroaftor spread over

the ria nder of the life of th loan. In estabishing the length of its loaws,

the Bank has generally follamd the principle that tM team shoald bear sae

relationship with the estimated useful life of the equipoent or plant being

financed. For example, the cost of a hydroelectric power plant consists partly

af installatome such as a dn, , a powor-ouse and so an, aich last

for a very long time, and partly of generating equipment which has a shorter

econamic life. For such proecs the B* has usually made loans for 20 to 25

ypar. On the other hand, loam made for th purchae of leass durable goods,

such as truaol or fawn macm 7, have often been for about seven yeas.

The distinguishing feature ot the World Bank as internatlanal fimasia 1

institution, homwwr, lies not in the .ireotanco that it has m avahiaU

for investment larger funds over a wider geographical area tean other investmsst

institutions, but in the fast that most of the capital it has invested has came

frs the private capital markets of the world rather thma fras budgetary

appopriation. Of the capital subscribed by am.a' govwrmUte, only ns-tenth

is paid in. For the est, the sank reli. on what it can raise in the capital



markets of the wrld an well as repanment an amortisatimn and inaom from interest.

2he Dank ralies funds, prisaaily by thb sale of its band. The market

for the Bank's bonds is international; altogether they have bee sold in more

than 40 countries. There is now the equivalent of about $2,700 m1ilon of

bonds outstandng in eight countries - Belgium francs, Canadian dollars, German

marks, pound String, b10therlands guilders, Sias francs and United States

dollars.

On these bonds the Bank has paid a rate of interest very elose to that

paid by national giov.rnment borrowing in their on markets. he interest

that the Bank charges its borresre is determined by the rate that te Sank has

Wid to pa. Tns, in pratioes, because of changes in mousy rates in the main

cq$t.a arets in Ailoh the Bank sells its bands, the long-term leading rate of

the Unk has varied betwuen 0s and 6 %. Fo r a lang period, the Bank did not

distinguish between bamsnsr in regard to the rate of interest charged; but

lately we have decided that the Bank would charge camtries able to cover their

requiroents for external capital from market sources rates of interest roaghly

coparable to tlaee tb pay 'dmi bemoroig in the market. Those rates would

be up to e percent higher thmn the Bank's standard interest rate which is now

OA. Recently Japan and Italy have borrowed under the noe policy. So far

there has never been a defamlt an our loeans, and the ank has been able to

establish a good finamnial record in ta= of net profits eartwd, they aeonted

to $137 million in the ftseal yew ending June 30 last.

This activity of mobiising private capital for develpmsnt purposes in

the less devvloped countries has been important to us - this is what we were

set up to d. To this end, apart fram selling bonds, is have been eager to

draw inestors still awre directly into our apr atim.o This e do br selling

parts acar lo, either at the tin. they wre made or *At of our portfolio-



About 500 tfirmnial Instiutioms - matly commercal beaum and inmrawe

ompanie ham bougt part of our losa and in aa ve es mt p Iv.ter

interest was so high that ut of a loan quivalent to *b.. $7.5 Id1lion, all

but $35,000 wrth was sold. This invester interest to B* loom has ben

fairly widespread evring loams to aUst a1 oar bamw , ineUding t

less-devloped coantries. In all, the ank has mm $1,90D w 'anlof other

capital into its alwatin. by sales of lean.

Through 1950, mst obligaUioas mad frcm lsa pvrtfalio awwhedM Ra

guarantee. Irreasingl wtbaftw Vales Vm am w ithmt momm to Us

3mL, and in the last ton yeas 4 seh walAs hme bean *afs v*wi t the DOs

guarantee Wich has reflected invenstr ac.eptum o e sadar d of B*k

lending. It loses mmy o these mactimm# but it Is Sxprtmt pmt ot

Bank' business to do all it ean to establish tho eredit it-* bwwm s In the

world Calitm.

TW&Vver, it should be noted that Bbak sales *f Um mobittm declined

for the third succesnive per. As ym all knoe, yrIlds a ekotr ssmritwM

am rising in Europe. Moeover, the Do* is not fering th Mitod States

market protion. of loans to owAntries %iam ownaritiow sa bet to the V.S,

interest equalisatim tax amd the vdantwr preptim to re** t.S, private

aomitments in the industaialised comtaies. Dah loms eAjqW ts amp

privaages and we do not want to abwee Utis wrv*UP,

At tims the Bmk has even been able to intraeaso *e of ito brrweres,

espoially the Muropean ones, directly to he amrot, t usans o t a emisned qperatn

In Aich a World Bw* low co.1id" with wasing at matiiol fUnds fra

private investers. ONe early caae of this imavaed Us Kingdm et *r j at

the tsw as it bcmnvwd $25 mioan at lmg te=a fm wa gw , it w-e V slAg

another $15 Mili4n tV th sale o te aVhmter-tw seemit~s i the *wrie=

uasiwt.



A =a*uer of 6ther borrowers have since been able to do the m , awng

tha Q'tai-&z UrIAirns Of Autralia, Air India International, Japan, DOVMak,

Auatria, Italy. Altogoter, the 3ank has helped its borwinmr. raise XwWay

46W millin frta PrIvate inwvtare in this wv'.

One direct bneficial result of the Bank's actvilW At a leader, not only

to its borrcwero but to its l*ders we ill, lies in Me insistence an te

principle of free International oueotp tAn for procrUment 4 goods for the

3mik-finanned proects., As a co-operative int'.namtinal insataun, 

-whose principal purposeis Wmotion of the '1.ng-range balanced growth of y

internawA-ial trade, te Smik haw inisted that a.11 of its m ountries

sh.aid have a fair ,pr,.ni to .,, gods hah e fi-mae - v Bmnk 1o..

? tis end the Bank aoks it& borrawer3 to obtain supplis an a oeawti. e

international basis unless this pro.edure is clearly Uxappropriate. in am*

csnes, in order to make sure that maxrlw benefit is obtasled frm this system

of procurement, the Bank at timas haw advised its borrowers to uplqy a qualified

aonsultant to assist in deterodxti* Ve qualificatIons of biddwes, in preparing

specifications arid in anasing the bids.

Along with this ephaais =n mob4lisalian of private intermtinal capital,

w haw also tried to enocwrage tihe groth of private initative and production

in tw developirg oountriet tLsslvee, although wv have xot dne this at the

oxpense of financinZ urgsntj naeded atiyities which by neeessity and cmont

camsent ax carried out in the public sector. We have tbs far ineeted ow a

bilnli dollar. in private enterpriee. To put an even sharper e.8e on this

eftort, the vnabr ountaie created th Internatimal Finance Corporatien, or

the IG as we usually caU it, whicl -orkr clusivly in the private s.ctr,

helping to shape now antorpriies, providing them with equity and loan capital

fron its o- resouce., and bLangIg in othar cgpital, mana ial asis-twze and



technical advice from abroad. For example, the IFC has sold or agreed to sell

nearly $30 million of its loan and eqity inveittants in private enterprises

and U.S. institution. and their affiliates hae been the leading purchasers.

The 170 as of June 30, 1965 had invested in enterpris.s in 32 countries. The

experience of 7F0 in participating in the growth of private sector in the

developing world makes an interesting educative and, indeed, an encouraging

story about the prospects of private enterprise in these countries, and w

have definite intentions of intensifying our efforte in this direction trough

this channei. The Govurnors of the World Bank have just authorized the Bank

to lend to the IC $400 million to increase the financial capabilities for

relending to private enterprises withmt govenmet Suarantoe.
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In another wayr, too, the World Bank has moved to facilitate the flow of

capital into private industrial investmints. I refer here to car increasing

activity in support of local industrial investment institutns, poptlarly

known as "development banks". W have now helped to create or strengthen

an marW as 20 of thae induStrial finane companies in Asia, Africa and

Latin America. Our Psaistance to these institutiomns has not been confined to

provision of capitals we have also helped then, at their request, in their

personnel reruitment and other problems. All of these institutions are

largely privately owned and privately operated and same of then have suceseded

in attracting as shareholders not only local investors but foreign investors

as well. W believe strongly that, in proper circumstances and properly

organised and managed, the institutions can make a signiftcant contribution

to developement. They can do this not only by providing long-tem industrial

financing to smaller and mediu ised industrial enterprises -- a tpe of

financing nearly unavailable heretofore - but also by establishing new

standards of ne*stiou and supervision and thereby creating confidence

among local investors in the enterprise finane And thV can contribute

significantly too, by serving as a link to foreign enterprise, skill, and

capital. These camit .ns to private development finance campanies have

also helped develop local capital markets. For eipxj, recently in the MeOZian

market there s carried out successfully the largest share issue ever made

by a privately owned compawy in Mexico. Moreover, through the IFC the 'Wrld

Bank group gets first hand experience with the risks of unsecured investments

in private ent in the developing countries. The IFC has had a happy

record of net profit making, but not without occasional leses. It has also

had to make the same kind of difficult decisions as you genteman when choosing

between lower returns on attratve equity investments and higher returns on

loan investments. Because of the way the World Bank Oroup is organised

vith me President and a
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anotber of officer* and services -- this valuable down-to-earth experience

is quickly cmmunicated to and shared br the World Bank itself and te IDa.

So far I have talked about the financial aspects of our operation - what

we are doing to finance investmnts in developing conatries and through what

channels. Bat I often feel that the Bank's lending and borruing are ony the

most noticeable part of the iceberg - the fraction which shws above the

surface. A great deal of the ank's time is spent on a varietr of other, loss

publicised, activities in the form of technical assistance and advice directed

toward the promotion of onditions soaddeive to rapid econss. growth -- to

creation of a favorable investment climte in the broadest sense of the term.

Our engineers and finamial eparts are engaged in regular viaits to our iane

countries, investigating an the spot not only the progress of existing projects

but the proposals for mew projects which are ccmtant oming in. In the

course of their duties thse mn are able to render isportaut technical

assistance, especially vhen, as so often happens' the type of project being

part of the amber country. In eastern and western frica, for eauple, where

the problems of development ame partionUarly complex, the Bank has established

poromment regional =Lssions, primarily to assist 5VV - -nt In those areas

to identify and prepare specific projects for presentation to the Bank. The

relationsip between the Bank and its borrowere is not confined merely to the

of a loan, the dialogue between the tuo cont' ue throughout

the operation of the loan. You will understand when I say that few projects

get carried through to ompletion without meeting with some kind of diffiaultr

or delay. Ibre again the Bank staff, who have had previous experiense of

delays and difficulties of new kinds with other projects, mey be able by advice

and suggestions, to help the borrower avert or selve his difficulties. Natmrally,

the extent to which the Bank's suggestions carry weight depend in an important

way on a satisfactory working relationship between the Bank staff and the



officials and other personnel of the borrower. In this connection I think it

is interesting to mphaNsis that in supervising the constretion of the projects

it finances, the Bank tim great pains to impress on its borrowers that it does

not regard its relation to then s being simply that of a creditor VA to its

debtors, but on the other hand .sseats y that of a relation between two

partners bound together by a cmmn interest in the successful cpletion of

the projects.

o of the important prodects of this contimaing dialogue between the Bank

and its borrowers is that the Boak insists on being satisfied that the manage-

sent arrangements for the projects it finano shall be satifactory, and this

entails from time to tim agreeing an changes in msating practices whieh are

deficient in this respect. This eartainly contributes to the wider and deeper

understanding of the proper funstiesn of mof ginnt in the Bank'a monbr

countries, and this in turn gradually laproves the attraiatinoss of the

investmnt climate to other lenders or investors.

Apart from this kind of techtical assistance an particular projeets, the

Bank also stands ready to assist member gowernmnta, at their own request, in

the foroalation of general progress of developoont which can serve as a framework

for investment and other measar" conducive to comnmic provth. For this perpee,

the Bank has conduated comprhensive economic sveys in 25 countries, the neSt

recent of these being in Morocco. This kind of econmic work is also canad. on

more general practical problam of developent financing. The Bank is now

preparing studies and recmndations an such matters as neod for external

capital by the developing countries, their ability to use capital in specific

projects, hew to cope with the rising external indebtedness problem, how to

mitigate the disrupting effects on economi deveopent unpredioafle

fluctuations in amedity prices, what night be done to oelminate the undesirable

features of so-called supplier credits without impairing the use of private

financial institutions in financing international trade and, the possibilities of
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the estab3 s*8t Of a system of IMltilateral Investmlnt inMua=*m, etc. 1hase

activities reflect the simple fact that the World Bank is a bak, but a special

kind of bank -- namly a worldwide organisation with the obligation to promote

the econoei well being of its mswbers and more partioularly, to bring nor

order and stability into the highly important area ealled development finance.

ften there is another type of effort in which we are engaged. IU amount

of international financial assistance available to the underdmeopod countries

is limited, and the need for better use and coordination af external aid contiuues

to be urgent, The Sank took its first major initiative to assist in the

coordination of aid in 1958, when a critical shortage of foreign exchange

threatened to undermine the development program of India. A group consisting

of the Bank and the capital exporting countries most direetly concerned was

organised to suarmnjn the crisis by mobilizing an adequate flew of external

assistance. In 1960, a similar oeeortius was orgnised by the Bank for aid

to Pakistan. These censortia have met a their inception. Both

beve served as vehieles for objeotive "nownte on the eccnalo perfernswe

and capital requirements of the recipient countries, and have served to

coordinate external aid and improve the terms on which it is given. IMe Bank

is also a member of censortia an Greece and Turkey admisnatered by the

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Deelopment. For certain other

developing countries, the Bank has urdertaen to orgenise consultative groups

at interested capital exporting countries. These grueps do not engag. in
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I have been invited to come and present some thoughts on the Study prepared

by the Bank staff on Supplementary Financial Measures. May I begin by expressing

my appreciation for having been given this opportunity to explain further the Study

and the proposed scheme to which a number of us have devoted considerable time and

effort. My rd.e in the World Bank is that of an economist and adviser on economic

and financial policies. It is in that capacity that I would like to share some

thoughts with you.

The Bank Study was done in response to the request from the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Development and we have looked to the resolution requesting

the Study for our basic terms of reference. I shall not burden you now with a

detailed exposition of the scheme or the Study, for they were submitted last

December 6 to the Secretary-General of the United Nations by Mr. George D. Woods,

President of the World Bank. Rather, I should like to direct my remarks to some

of the broader questions which in my judgement lend particular relevance to the

Study in the context of the development task as a whole. From many points of view,

our Study and its proposals are an outgrowth of the regular work and experience of

the Bank which cover all aspects of the development process. We are dealing here

with a major, but only one aspect of the overwhelmingly important problem of

development. The fact that we are dealing with only one slice of the whole pie

does not make it less important; great and complicated problems are often best

/..
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solved piecemeal. Moreover, concentrating on a segment may throw new light on the

whole and suggest new approaches and solutions to the over-all problem, especially

when this particular slice of the pie performs a unique function in relation to

the whole. However, we cannot forget that the central preoccupation is with the

entire development process as such and a proposal on a segment must fit in with a

rational approach to the over-all problem.

The world clearly recognizes the importance of development, as is evidenced

most immediately by the presence of you gentlemen here on the United Nations Trade

and Development Board. There are many great issues involved in this field of

development and many relatively unknown areas which need further exploration and

enlightenment. Indeed, it is difficult to talk or consider one aspect of this

problem without keeping in mind the thinking and suggestions which are being made

on other aspects. However complicated the discussions and however varied the

suggestions, there is a common thread that weaves through all - what can be done

to deal with the baffling problem of development in a more effective way than

hitherto.

In presenting the Study we were well aware of the discussions in other related

fields. Indeed, as you know, the Bank itself has been engaged in inquiring further

into many different aspects of the problem of development and its financing.

However, in our Study, now before you, we did try to address ourselves to the

specific problem which had been given to us and, with your permission I will

confine my remarks to it, hopefully, without losing sight of the broader framework

of the entire problem of development.

For nearly two decades the poorer countries of the world have been urged to

approach their task of development in a rational and determined way. We have come

to use the words "planning" or "programming" to cover this rational and determined

way even though they include many different kinds of economies and economic policies

with great differences in the role of Governments in the economic life of the

nation. For many, acceptance of the role of planning or programming was slow and

difficult. Paper plans could quickly be drawn up; but, as a rational and

continuous mechanism for managing an economy in order to reach certain stated

goals, the process of planning has proved a tough and demanding discipline. It

has required vision, resolution, sacrifice and resistance to internal political

and social pressures.
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As the discussions at UNCTAD vividly demonstrated, however, no effort on the

part of developing countries, however wise and steadfast, could by itself assure

the success of their efforts. We all have seen how vulnerable a development

programme can be to unpredictable changes in the external environment beyond the

control of the poorer countries themselves.

It was hardly surprising, therefore, that the disruption of development

programmes resulting from unpredictable adverse movements in the export receipts

of developing countries - movements which are either too prolonged or too drastic

to be dealt with by available short-term balance of payments support - should have

been a matter of urgent concern two years ago in Geneva. The problem has been a

persistent, nagging cause of perplexity for nearly two decades, as the world

community has groped its way toward the slow perfection of development finance

machinery. We have all been aware that the developing countries, and most

especially the large majority whose earnings of foreign exchange come almost

entirely from the export of agricultural commodities, are highly vulnerable to

unforeseen declines in commodity prices and that their ability to finance

development is sharply limited by the sluggishness which typifies the growth of

demand for such products. This dual problem has been with us for decades

constantly. At different times and in different ways, efforts have been made

to cope with various aspects of it, but the problem remained and UNCTAD responded

in the resolutions well known to you.

To the leaders of many less developed countries, the problem appears to be

a vicious circle. To escape from reliance upon highly volatile prices of one or

a few commodities, they must look to the diversification of production and exports.

This, like all early development, depends upon the execution of an investment

programme for infrastructure and productive facilities which requires a wide range

of goods and services that must be imported and paid for in foreign exchange. As

the programme gathers momentum, it speeds the pace of urbanization, creates the

need for more capital goods and creates new consumer demands which must be met, at
least in part, for they represent the newly aroused hopes of the people and are in

themselves an important ingredient in the dynamics of development. But this need

for more goods cannot - and I believe should not - be wholly satisfied through

domestic production and therefore raise still further the requirement for imports.

Thus the need for a constantly increasing and reasonably reliable supply of foreign
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exchange is frequently experienced. Less developed countries, however, are usually

not greatly endowed with foreign assets or reserves upon which they can draw for

such purposes. In any case, such resources are depleted in rather a short time

since the external position of such countries does not usually produce enduring

surpluses necessary to replenish such resources. If their programmes and policies

appear to be sound and prospects seem favourable, a certain amount of foreign

exchange can usually be obtained in the form of official assistance and private

investment from abroad. In the best of circumstances, however, by far the greater

share must come from their own export earnings; in 1962, for example, which was

a year of relatively low commodity prices, export receipts of the developing

countries were still more than three and a half times the net inflow of official

aid and private investment. So their major reliance for obtaining the needed

foreign exchange must be on sales in foreign markets.

The advantages of markets are well known, but they do involve uncertainty in

prices and volume of trade. For all countries these uncertainties are welcome

only when there are unexpected gains, but for the poorer countries, however

sensible their domestic policies might be, the unexpected declines may mean

widespread hardship and setbacks, if not catastrophes.

The problem arises immediately from the unexpected decline in export earnings,

but more profoundly, the problem arises because of inadequate economic development

and the consequences of poverty. When countries are able to save enough foreign

exchange to meet major unexpected setbacks, schemes like the one prepared by the

World Bank will no longer be necessary. Unfortunately, these conditions for many

countries can be achieved only in the distant future. At present, the alternatives

are basically to rely upon the countries experiencing the unexpected export

shortfalls to absorb most, if not all of the impacts, irrespective of the retarding

impacts on the development process, or to provide from abroad some form of

additional foreign exchange in sufficient time to substitute in whole or in part

for the foreign exchange not earned because of the unexpected decline. Cur

proposal is to provide enough substitute foreign exchange from external sources

to enable a good and previously agreed development programme to be carried on

without disruption, as long as the country in difficulty is following economic

policies which are objectively regarded as appropriate by the international

community.

/...
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Thus we were not concerned in our Study with the effect of predictable

declines in export earnings, whether they result from temporary and reversible

causes or from long-term shifts in the trend of demand or supply. Our assignment

was to study the problem of disruption of development programmes caused by

unpredictable shortfalls from reasonable expectations of export earnings. Our

findings, after much new research and inquiry, led us to the conclusion that the

problem is both real and important. To help reach a conclusion on this critical

question, we drew on the rich experience of the World Bank. We did not proceed

to consider how the problem might be met until the facts convinced us that there

was a major problem.

Uhen prices fall abruptly and sharply, or when they continue to decline over

a long period, and if these setbacks are not foreseen and taken into account when

the country plans its investment programme, the results are likely to be serious

for development. Ironically, they can be most serious for those very countries

which have been conscientious in planning and effective in executing their

development programmes. An effective development programme is relatively complex

and its various segments are intimately interrelated. For many countries, the

development programme cannot leave margins of safety reflected in policies designed

to accumulate and retain foreign exchange over a considerable number of years, or

the acceptance of deliberate unemployment or under-employment of domestic resources

which may enable the country to increase quickly domestic output for export or for

domestic consumption when export earnings fall unexpectedly. Sensible development

programmes avoid the dangers of inflation and economic strains on domestic resources

and the balance of payments, but within these limits they try to bring about the

best and fullest use of available resources in the private and public sectors.

The keystone almost invariably must be an estimate of export earnings, since,

as noted before, they are the major source of foreign exchange upon which the

whole structure of investment frequently depends. Once a programme has been

designed around such a forecast and set in motion, an unexpected shortfall that

cannot be offset in time can have far-reaching consequences, upsetting the pattern

of investment and limiting the effective use of all remaining resources, both

external and domestic. In such circumstances, the Government may be forced to

adopt restrictive measures which further choke off the breath of development,

resulting not only in retarding the rate of growth, but also in introducing
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uneconomic distortions and inefficiencies into the economy which may burden growth

for many years, with such undesirable by-products as chronic reliance on high levels

of protection or continuous need for large-scale governmental subsidization.

Consequently, the disruptive effects of such events are far broader and more

pervasive than the countrys economic progress; ____ encompass the entire society

and their repercussions are felt throughout the social structure of a country.

If not dealt with successfully, they produce broadening waves of disillusionment

which may discredit the development programme and its advocates, and may well

affect the action of other developing countries.

The scheme devised by the World Bank staff to deal with the problem depends

for success upon a range and degree of international co-operation which, if

forthcoming, would have beneficial consequences far beyond the limits of the

problem itself. The basic criteria underlying our proposal can be stated briefly:

(1) Shortfalls in export earnings must be measured against objective estimates;

(2) They must be of a nature or duration which could not adequately be dealt with

by available short-term balance of payments support; (3) they must result from

causes beyond the control of the affected country; (4) External assistance cannot

be expected unless there is certainty that it is needed for development and will

be used for that purpose, and therefore such assistance will require some form

of administration; (5) The administering agency will be international because of

the role which the agency is expected to play vis-&-vis the donor and the

recipient countries; (6) Before turning to the administering agency for relief,

the country must make whatever adjustements it can to offset the shortfall without

disrupting its development programme, and it must make all reasonable use of other

available sources of finance, including any earnings which it may have had

previously during the projection period in excess of the agreed export projection -

what we call "overages"; (7) When a shortfall occurs which cannot be offset by

other means, assistance must be timely and certain; (8) Any scheme must reconcile

effectively the need for administration with the need for timeliness and certainty

when the difficulties arise; (9) The terms and conditions of assistance should be

similar to those on which the country receives normal development finance.

To meet these criteria our scheme requires that the steps necessary to make

the scheme effective for each country must be worked out and agreed upon in

advance. This is a process that would require the closest working relationship
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between the administering agency and the individual country. It would also depend

upon close and continuing co-operation between the agency and other international

financial institutions involved - the World Bank for Reconstruction and Development,

the International Monetary Fund and the many other national and international

agencies that are concerned with the provision of technical assistance and financial

aid to the less developed countries.

The scope of such co-operation is suggested by the various elements in the

agency-country understanding, which is the heart of the scheme we propose.

The first requirement would be a mutually agreed projection of "reasonable

expectations" of export earnings over a period of years, normally corresponding

to the time horizon of the country's development programme which is usually about

five years. This projection would be arrived at in the context of an understanding

on the programme as a whole and would be subject to revision only as part of a

general reshaping of theprogramme. World Bank experience indicates that such

projections are practical and feasible; we are doing it now.

The country and the agency would have to agree upon a set of basic development

policies to be pursued by the country during the period covered by the projection

of export earnings - a Upolicy package", as we have called it in our Study. It

would cover what we have called the "projection period", which is similar to what

in many countries would be called the "plan period". This would include a financing

plan and a projection of the balance of payments. The financing plan would cover

investment in the public sector and the best estimates possible of private

investment, stating the levels of anticipated investments in principal areas and

estimates of domestic and external sources of financing. The balance of payments

projection would include estimates of the principal components of exports, imports,

use of reserves and the various categories of external financing. The financing

plan and balance of payments projection would "quantify" the underlying policy

understandings and would be essential in assessing performance under the scheme.

Again, experience indicates that this is practical and feasible.

In working out such a policy package, full collaboration would be required

with existing international financial agencies, so that the financing plan would

be consistent with financial policy targets and criteria agreed upon between the

country and the international financing agencies. The need for such collaboration

would continue throughout the course of the agreement, for both the projection of

export earnings and the policy package would be subject to regular review and, if

necessary, to revision.
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The agency and the country would also have to agree upon steps to be taken by

the Government in order to adjust to a possible shortfall in its export earnings

without disrupting its development programme. First, any excess of export earnings

above the agreed projection experienced earlier in the projection period would be

applied against the shortfall. Further steps might include appropriate use of the

countryvs own reserves and resort to the IMF if deemed appropriate by the country

and the IF.

In addition, the agency would survey and keep under review with the Government

of the country and with other agencies the possibilities of using other sources

of funds for offsetting shortfalls if they occurred. A number of these

possibilities are mentioned in our Study. Others might appear if effective use

of such emergency assistance were assured. After taking into account such other

sources of assistance, the scheme would provide with certainty and in time

additional foreign exchange needed to carry on the agreed development plan and

policies. This is new, but it is based on related experience and we think it

is practical and feasible.

As far as the developing countries themselves are concerned, the level of

co-operation with the agency which would be required to assure entitlement to

benefits under the scheme would constitute an innovation only in degree. Many

developing countries are practising the kind of co-operation required to reach

and maintain such understandings. This is a part of their regular relationships

with a number of world-wide and regional international agencies. However, I

realize that the scheme would impose upon them a heavier burden of accountability

for performance than many have been accustomed to in the past. I see no way out

of this if the assistance provided by the scheme is to be made available with

certainty and in time, and still fulfil the objective of ensuring that the resources

of the scheme will be used to maintain a development programme deemed worthy of

support by the international community.

U.hile we are concentrating our attention this afternoon on the proposal on

supplementary finance, I must reiterate that we cannot forget the obvious fact

that it deals with only part of the development problem, whether seen from the

viewpoint of the developing country or from the viewpoint of the donor or creditor

countries. In designing our scheme, we have tried to make it fit into the larger

whole. Thus, much of what is done for the implementation of the scheme such as

the so-called policy package and export projections may well become part of the

/...
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broader process of providing development finance. There are already many instances

of this. If so, the inclusion of such provisions in a scheme for providing

supplementary finance to deal with unexpected export shortfalls will not add

responsibilities in the field of performance, but rather help ensure that these

responsibilities were not assumed in vain because of failure to deal with the

unexpected.

I believe that the scheme would provide both an incentive and a focus for

international co-operation on a new and more fruitful scale. Since the scheme

would provide international assurance of performance on the part of developing

countries prepared to meet its criteria, it should allay fears that funds provided

for assistance will be dissipated because of poor performance. To that extent, it

should improve the international atmosphere in which the problems of development

are approached. Since the development programmes of participating members and

the policies for their execution would be the subject of agreement with the agency,

the scheme would provide a framework within which the international community could

more readily judge the requirements for external assistance of all types. This

would be of immediate interest to many agencies, such as the World Bank, that are

concerned with the complex problems of providing or co-ordinating development aid.

For example, the schemevs requirement for an objective estimate of export earnings

would be of vital concern to all countries and agencies that are involved in

providing assistance; indeed, it is important for the operations of the scheme

that this export projection would be used not only to help determine the amount

of possible assistance under the scheme but also the amount of normal development

finance required by the country. Since the scheme requires a continuing review

of the participating member's programme, policies and prospects in collaboration

with other agencies, it will help provide a reliable basis for the regular review

of requirements for assistance.

There is no doubt that countries which fail to give a high priority to

development in their public policies and actions may not qualify for assistance

under the scheme. This is deliberate, for the objective of the scheme is to

assist the development process.

The basic approach is international, not unilateral. The techniques suggested

are based on actual experience all over the world. The scheme does not set up

theoretical or absolute standards. It deals with each country separately within
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a general approach. It leaves much for the administering agency. However, the

general instructions to the agency are meant to be clear - your (meaning the

agencyts) job is to prevent the disruption of development due to these special

circumstances by being prepared to provide timely financial assistance as the

lender of last resort, and to organize its relations with countries in such a

fashion as to ensure that the assistance will be used effectively to carry on

the agreed development programme or policies. We are not trying to avoid the

inevitable adjustments to changing export conditions, but to ensure that the

process ,of adjustment enables countries devoted to development to carry on this

vital work.

I have not yet spoken of how much the scheme would cost. Our Study tries

to make clear how we came to the estimate of a need of an additional $300 million

to $400 million per year, on the assumption that it would be supplementary to and

not a substitute for already existing forms of aid. These estimates, as other

similar estimates made by our staff, are made without any effort to inject political

judgements as to the readiness of the international community to contribute the

necessary funds. They are based on the best available experience and facts.

If the scheme suggested in our Study achieves international acceptance, the

next step will be to consider in detail ways and means of providing the necessary

financing and, more precisely, how such a scheme should be administered.

I hope that my brief remarks today will help in your further deliberations

on our Study and the scheme proposed therein. I hope I have succeeded in avoiding

either the role of the teacher or the advocate. For me to try to lecture you in

development would be egotistical and pompous; for me to try to persuade you of one

approach to a highly complicated and troublesome problem would be presumptuous

and unfitting. We have done our best in our Study to tell you how we analysed the
problem, what facts we used, how we weighed the facts, what assumptions we made,
and how we derived our conclusions. The document, I am afraid, is lengthy and,
at times, rather technical in language and exposition. As for the length, I can
only say that our first drafts ran into many hundreds of pages and the final
version is relatively brief. Already fellow economists are eager to learn more.
(We know that nothing will really satisfy their hunger, for they all (including
myself) live by the French proverb - "lapp1tit vient en mangeant".) As for the
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technical parts, they are given in the hope that they will help in achieving an

objective, dispassionate and careful consideration of the major problem which is

the subject of our Study.

Believing, as I do, in first things first, I hope that the world will first

decide whether it agrees with our diagnosis that there is a problem and what its

magnitude is, and whether the Bank scheme makes sense technically and economically

as an attack on this problem. We have made our small contribution; the next step -

the big one - is yours to make.
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ANNEX C

REMARKS BY MR. IRVING S. FRIEDMAN, THE ECONOMIC ADVISER TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION

AND DEVELOPMENT AT THE THIRTY-SECOND MEETING OF THE
COMMITTEE ON 15 APRIL 1966

Mr. Chairman,

I am honoured to have been invited to participate in these meetings and I

appreciate this opportunity which the Chairman has given me to address the Committee

on some of the issues arising out of this Study that we were asked to undertake by

the UNCTAD Conference in 1964.

I might say at the outset that we in the Bank would feel amply rewarded in our

efforts if this Study contributes to a fruitful dialogue between developed and

developing countries based on a concrete proposal as the distinguished Secretary

General of UNCTAD was generous enough to suggest in his most illuminating opening

address.

From the very beginning we tried to approach the problem that you had given to

us realistically and objectively - our desire was to come up with a practical and

feasible solution to a problem which had been one of major concern at UNCTAD. Je

wanted to devise a Scheme which was both economically sound and capable of achieving

international acceptance. W4e assumed that more than theoretical perfection, what

you wanted was a practical proposition based on economic facts, analysis and

experience. It is, of course, gratifying and a source of considerable pleasure to us

to hear the Secretary General and so many delegates from many countries express the

view that the concrete proposal we have put forward provides a sensible practical

approach to the problem which all of us are agreed is a major one. I believe that

the comments made should assist very much in preparing an improved as well as a

detailed and complete Scheme, including financing and administration. On behalf

of the Bank staff, I take this opportunity to thank the Chairman and other members

of the Committee for the very kind words of appreciation about our efforts, and the

warm reception that they have given to our Study.
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Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn to the questions that were raised by the

members of the Committee. The questions raised reflect the seriousness and care

with which the Scheme was studied. This meeting is providing an excellent

opportunity for clarifying some of the aspects of the Study and the members of the

Committee have focussed on the major aspects.

Part of the difficulty that some of the delegations have felt about some

points of language in the Study is probably due to the fact that we presented the

Study in the form of a working economic document which tries to present an

economic analysis and an economic scheme, some of which is new, without the

prntence of producing a legal text which could serv3 as the basis for formal

international agreement. Some of our nomenclature has been questioned; I agree

that the use of particular words should receive careful attention when preparing

a formal text setting forth rights and obligations in an international agreement.,

Perhaps another dificulty in studying the Scheme arose because we

deliberately decided not to enter into detailed consideration of aspects which

we believed could more appropriately be dealt with once initial international

acceptance was reached on the basic aspects of the proposal.

In responding to the questions raised, it may be useful, Mr. Chairman, if

I were to distinguish between those questions which relate to the basic nature

of the proposal itself and those that are of a more technical nature in the

sense that differences on these do not affect the fundamental character of the

Scheme.

I shall take the more general basic questions first which I find easier

and briefer to answer by making soma general remarks rather than in a one by

one question and answer form. Please excuse the length of my remarks and the

inevitable renetition of material in our Study.

It was mentioned that supplementary finance must indeed be supplementary

to the basic flows of long term development finance. kincidentally, at this

point, I would like to express our gratitude to Dr. Prebisch for giving us the

word "basic" which is certainly better than the word "normal" development finance
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that we had used in the Study.) 1e could not agree more. As we said in the

introductory chapter of oui' Study, Ithe Scheme set forth in the Study is

predicated on the assuizption that it would be supplementary to and not a

substitute kor already existing forms of aid". Supplementary finance, as

we see it, can be meaningful only in the broader context of development

finance. The flow of development finance under existing p:ocadures is a major

determinant of the volume of investment in the public and private sectors

which a country can reasonably undertake; it helps a country achieve its growth

objecwives if the country perseve:rs in its development efforts. The purpose

of supplementary finance, as set forth in the 3cheiae, is to help assure that

the achievement of these objectives will not be frustrated because foreign

exchange earnings from exports and invisible earnings, where appropriate, do

not materialize in the amounts envisaged at the time the investment and aid

declsions were made.

Our suggestion, in broadest terns, Mr. Chairman, is to institute a

financial machinery which would insure the provision of the needed additional

foreign exchange in sufficient time to substitute for the foreign exchang3 not

earned because of the unexpected decline in export rec-pts which we defined for

this purpose to include - I quote - "merchandise and, where appropriate, invisible

items", Such additional assistance has only one purpose - the maintenance

of good development programmes and policies. This is primarily why the hoart

of the Scheme that we propose is that the country and the international

agency administering the Scheme would reach an understanding upon a development

programme and a related set of development policies to be pursued by the

country participating in the Scheme - the 'policy package- as we have called

it in our Study. I had the opportunity to explain what we meant by this idea

of poli.y understandings to the meetings of the "31'' and group B, but I think

the point is important enough to bear repetition in this Committ ec. The

polioy package we have in mind would be arrived at in the course of close
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so-operation and exchanga-of-views between the Agency and the country. It

is not meant to be frozen at the time of its adoption. Nor can it be defined

in general or detailed terms applicable uniformly to a great variety of

co-itntries falling into the categories of developing countries. As we said

on page 9 of our Study, "the formulation of an agreed policy package should

be based on a realistic evaluation of the member's needs and possibilities

and a pragmatic assessment of the effectiveness of the proposed measures

for achieving the objectives of the development programme. The agreements

could be essentially of the same scope and character as are fundamentally

necessary for extending broad support in development finance to a country".

I think this provides the answer to the question whether we might be

thinking of a distinct set of policy understandings for the special purposea

of supplementary financing scheme alone. We are not. The criteria which

we believe should determine the flows of basic development finance would be

the ones that determine the flow of supplementary finance. As we all know,

development finance embraces all development activity, and this is why the

policy understanding cannot be limited to export policies alone, but has to

cover the whole gamut of development policy. 'That is important here is the

commitment of the government of a country to good performance, and as we

said - and I quote - "good performance, rather widely conceived, would then

be the basis for the necessary judgment". (page 39). We do not, of course,

anticipate any "control" by the Agency of countries' policies. The policy

understanding that is raached is arrived at through constant core ultations,

interchange of knowledge and views. The Agency would be an international one

with an international responsibility accountable to the community of nations.

It. would be set up to do a job and would have no axe to grind except a

common interest in development.
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I was glad to note that tunere seems to exist general agreement that the promotion

of economic development on the basis of foreign aoisuance is a "joint enterprise",

involving the extenders and recipients of such assistqnce. It is our belief - and

this is a fundamental assumption for the viability of the Scheme - that our proposed

understanding on the developnent programme and related policies can be reached

objectively and professionally through international con&Oltation and collaboration.

It may well prove that through this mechanism the development effort of a country will

command support in a way that a prograynie put together by the recipient countries

themselves cannot be expected to do. Lest I be misunderstood to imply that all

developing c-ountries are expected to have highly compreh,-nsivo plans for the whole

economy before they can join the Scheme, let me definitively state that we recognize

and appreciate that i many countries there might not be an adequate statistical base

to pormit such plans. In some cases the political and social character of the

country might make developaental programming inappropriate. In these cases a partial

public investment programme may be agreed upon combined with estimates of the likely

developments in the private sector to permit the formulation of the policy under-

standing. The approach of the Scheme is pragmatic and does not purport to have

rigid standards to be universally applied in a uniform manner,

Di. Prebisch has usefully suggested that it may be possible to find a boundary

between those policies of a technical nature wiere this collaboration could take

plact and the political sphere in which only the wishes o' the couwtry itself can be

the bst judge of the decision to be taken.

Ai a number of delegates have noted, this typ3 of collaboration is not new. It

is, already taking place in the relationships of the countries to the existing, inter-

national bodieb. 11 that we have proposed here derives from our experience in

dealing with our member countries. In the meeting of the groups that I had the

privilege to attend, I tried to indicate some of the ways in which our own activities

in the World Bank group are sinilar to what is being proposed in the Scheme. Thus,

as we say in the Study "the agreement on development programmes and related policies

proposed in the Scheme would amount to an extension and strengthening of the existing

procedures with memoer countries rather than the institution of an entirely new

rocost, It would involve, as do these existing procedures, close collaboration with
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the work done by the IBRD, the 12F and other international agencies". As some

delegations have noted, ttzese procedures of international understanding and

collaboration are not peculiar to developing countries alone, but apply to developed

countries participating in various international support mechanisms as well.

This brings me to the operational significance that this idea of policy under-

standing enjoys in the Scheme. The unexpacted shortfall for which financing is to

be provided under the Scheme has two basic characteristics: (i) it should be

potentially disruptive to the development programme of the country and (ii) it

should be beyond its control, Operational meaning of these requirements is given

through these policy understandings. Instead of hsving these reached after

unexpected shortfalls, the Scheme suggests that they be reached before the adverse

movements take place so that the needed assistance can be timely as well as adequate.

This permits the adoption of the rule that as long as the country is acting within

the mutually understood framne of reference all unexpected shortfalls can be considered

beyond the country's control.

The ouggestion has been made that the effect of the Scheme might be to deter a

country from taking fundamental measures to get at the roots of the problems created

by concentration on a few primary products. This, of course, is not the intent, nor,

do we believe, would be the effects of the Scheme, 's we said in the Study, "the

..amiliar problems of the instability and sluggish growth of the export receipts of

developing countries can in the long run only be solved through sustained development

and diversification of the production and exports of primary product exporting

countries'. Mr. Chairman, I need not elaborate this point in this meeting. As we

all know, this process of diversification and domestic transformation is a long one.

The purpose of the scheme, as we see it, is to facilitate this long-term fundamental

task by eliminating or significantly reducing the adverse consequences in the poorer

countries of the chronic uncertainty to which their development process is frequently

vulnerable, i.e. unexpected shortfalls in their export receipts.

To provide a mechanism for financial insurance to deal with unexpected export

shortfalls is not to deny the place of other arrangements which might reduce the

amplitude of fluctuations in primary products or contribute to the long term goal
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f diversification. le agree with a number of delegations and the representative of

the International Tin Counqil who expressed the views that the:re is no conflict

involvtd here. These approaches a-e complementary and can ba simultaneously under-

taken to the greater effectiveness of each other. In fEct, our own a-titade to

thesc arrangements is unequivocally positive - for example, as _ccae of you know, in

collaboration with the International Coffee Organization and the FAO we are ourselves

acti'ely ilivolved in a major inquiry into the coffee problem and hcw carefL.l develop-

ment might attack the roots of the problem.

A >ast general point. It has been suggested that the Scheme in its determination

cf export shortfalls should also take into account unexpected changes in import prices.

In working out the 3cheme we gave the matter ccusiderpble thought. iTe concluded, and

I quote, "ideally, export shortfalls probably should be calculated in real terms. that

is after taking account- of unexpectod movements in import prices, because this would

indicate the unexpected cbange in the ability to -purchase a given volume of imports

rosubing from an unexpected decline in export proceeds'. In practice, hotever, it is

often difficuli to take this factor into account, beca,1se for most developin, -ountries

impor4, indices are not easy to come by. It is quite conceivable that the _.gency theougi

experience could develop the statistical base which would' permit a thorough i r

into the nature and the extent of the problem. The Agency migh. eventually decida

if experience indicated the need and technical difficuities had been o'ercome, to

calculate shortfalls in real rather than nominal terms, which could take care of

this problem.

. must emphasize that export shortfalls, including where appropriate elIrnings

from invisibles, is the only uncertainty, however broadly defined, to which oar

propusal is addressed. There are, of course; a number of other uncertaintib

associatod with the process of development but we believe that the solution of this -

Lhe :m:st important uncertainty - would significantly contribute to the growth of

devlopin; natinns and might well facilitate finding a solution to the other

unoerLtainties, if the international coTuunity desires to do so.

ith your pertassion, I-Ir. Chairman, I would like now to turn to some cf the mor-a

technical poin s which were raised during the meeting.
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First, there is the question of "overages". Some have suggested thet we have

treated them too kindly, while others have suggested that we have not treated them

kindly enough. It has been suggested th!t, under present circumstances, countries

should be allowed to u,;e overages to finance the ioport of capital goods. I believe

this suggestion results 'roi the fear that the flows of developnent finance may

continue to be inadequate; the use of the overages would thus provide needed foreign

exchange. On the other hand, the reason we had for allowing for the deduction of

overages from shortfalls during the sam-e projection period was that developnent

finoncing would be available for good developnent programmes. In addition, under

the Scheme the international community would not be asked to do what a developing

country could do for itself in the supplementary financing scheme without injuring

its developnent effort. It is the need to avoid slowing up the developnent programme

because of unexpected-decline in foreign exchange availabilities that we are trying

to avoid during the projection period.

Questions were also raised about the advisability of the rule that overages

should not be carried over from one projection period to the next one. This we did

because we felt that it would provide a measure of incentive for developing countries

to try harder to take measures to step up exportation. Overaes which result in

excessive reserves would either reduce the level of long-term finance needed from

abroad or make possible some acceleration in growth in future projection periods.

A question was raised as to why not revise export projections every year in

order to reduce the deviations from expected trends. Given the usefulness of a

long-term development plan or policies, a yearly revision in export projections

underlying the investment and procurement decisions would be self-defeating.

Investment calculations must be based on export projections and the length of

the latter by its very nature must be tied to the former, namely investment

calculations. We have therefore suggested that during the operation of the
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development plan the underlying export projection should not be subject to revision,

except of course when certain intensive structural changes warrant a major

restructuring of the investrient paitern and development strategy. I raay here briefly

touch upon the subject of the feasibility of making export projections. Many

countries are already used to making projections to provide a basis on which

investment progrnmes can be built. Our own experiance in this field has been

considerable and shows th t m ae export projections can be made to establish

reasonable exncctatLions ;or the purposes of the Sehemc. Their quality could of

course be iprcvedi and as or our own projection work, we are constantly trying to

improve cur analytica1 tools as Arro :tatistical data are made available and our

knowledgn of countries deepens.

I now ccme to the ques4 on about the terms of financing. Our view on this

subject is a natural by-product of our vie that supplementary finance should be

trr':ted on the sane basis a development finance. Just as over the years we have

been arguirg for t(rns of basic dovelopnent finance to be tailored to the overall

financial and econonic nosition oL' the country as reflected by its debt servicing

capacity and oth r ecC eoniu factors, in considering the terms of financing for this

specific purpo7c, uw fclt that sarie considerations should apply. The UNCTAD

LResolution has aked u! That Zurims should be 1conces-ional ani flexible". te suggest

floedble terna but JL the saue time the Study explicitly states that "although the

terms vary "ronr case to case, the Schpne should be prepared to extend funds on

concessional tems in nany countries". In this ira' it would be possible to take into

account the necoseta ulf avoiding the possibility that supplementary finance might

aggrarats the i ndobtcdnoss nroble-i of a country , -id at thu sa:ne tine eet the need for

econori1zi.ng on the -s_ of fun'is of a concessional nature. In our view it is primarily

the capacity of a country to :rrvico debt that ought to determine the terms on which it

recivos all ';elelsent fnarnoe -- b&sic and oupplenentary.

The charac eristics of the Scheme as a rcsiduol ~'ender was the subject of

consideration by a aumbe: of delegates. This is indeed a point which - given the

gc'nernJ accep.anco of i Scko:nc . would rejquire detailed examination. There is in

moot caves some acop ..~or the country to take scn-I~ asures of a narginal character

uich ant.ibute to solxe the probles of the shsrtLfall without resulting in a

disruption of.' the devulopoint progranne. e were glad to hear from Dr. Prebisch that
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he suports this position. There might be tha uses of its own reserves - if they were

at a level which could be considered above the nornal needs - or the recourse to other

sources of financing. There night be situations in which, due to the indebtedness

position of the country, it night be even considered inappropriuto for the country to

borrow on short tern. The Study reiterates that there would be a close collaboration

hetweon the Agency and the other international financial agencies, so that the

a'iizationr of th2ir facilities would be integrated in the working of the nechanisn of

supplemientary financing which - being a speciss of dvlonpont finance - has necessarily

a long-tern character, as we have had occasion to noint out. This approach - where the

access to other sources of finance has been envisagCd beforehand - is one of the

elements which allow the provision of the needed finance by the Scheaec with certainty

and vpeed.

The repeated references to the pssibility of a tioe-consuming sequence in the

utilization of other sources of finance which night be available for the financing of

the unexpected shortfadl hnv'. convincaJ me that sone parts of the Aeport do not convey

the idea which is clearly expressed in page 8 of the Study. In the first paragraph of

pa'n 8 the Study states "the Agency would have the y-sentidl objective of the Scheme,

i.e., to provide needed finance with certainty and speed on appropriate terns in order

to avoid disruption of developnent progranes, so long as nienbers act in accordance

with agreed developnent policies". On the sane pag in the section dealing with the

"'f'ect'vo understanding with the Agency' it is specifically noted in (iii) that the

use of available reserves and other sources of external credit would be part of this

understanding. Since this understanding would be formulated at the beginning of the

projection period the problem of ascertaining what other possible sources of external

credit would be available would not be left to the tine of the export shortfall. The

Report repeatedly emphasizes that the Scheme provides for certainty, adequacy and

tineliness in oroviding the needed assistance to rieut the shortfalls.

Then there is the guestion of the estirated aiiount of ".300-400 nillion annually

which is indicated in the Study as sufficient to start the operations of the Scheae

during the first five years. As you know, we said in the Study - and I quote - "the

ar-ounts suggested night of course prove inadequate or turn out to be excessive". The

approxi.-iation that we suggested was the result of a careful analysis and was a

considered judgment. A nunbor of representatives indicated their agree-ient with this
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judgnent; some doubts were however, expressed by a few. It is conceivable that the

countries providing funds .might prefer to adopt a different attitude towards the

determination of the initial magnitude of the Schene. However, a more precise

judgment of the possible financial deccands on the Schor:1i can only be done after the

operative details of the Schene have been spelled out. The anount we suggested was

derived fron our conception of the character and scope of the Schene.

Perhaps it should be ?nphasized that the contribution of a suppi)ei.ntary financial

scheme to the growth of the developing countries cannot be measured only in terms of

the absolute a3ount of funds which ight possibly be loaned out to a country under the

Scheme. It is the confidence that good developtent programes and policies can go

forward without fear of the effects of a najor unset fron unexpected declines in export

earnings and the results of the close collaboration between extanders and recioients of

developnent finance that are the r.ost inportwnt bonefits of the Schene.

May I approach tho end of my renarks with a reference to the nature of the Agency

which would adinister the Scher.a. The Study deliberately did not address itself to

this question because it felt that tho choice of the A.-anicy could be best nade after

the exact countries had decided what tasks th<y wished the Agency to perfor.. Thus,

no significance should bt attached in ono eay or another to the fact that the

International Developnent Association - which was mentioned in the UNCTAJJ Resolution -

was not indicated in the Bank staff Stuly as the adinistering agency for the Scheme.

We certainly agree, of course, with the point that the Agency is important in the

operations of thu Schene.

May I finish by saying that my colleagues and I h>ve been glad to have been of

some help to you in coping with your highly imnortent ,nd*. ur"ent responsibility and

that we remain at the disposal of the Co-na-.ittee fo: further clarification.

Perhaps I may be allowed to make a personal rt.:vark not pertinent to any question

raised. I was nost glad to hear a number of st; temnts from donor and recipient

countries stressing the need to increase the flow of basic development finance and to

extend this assistance on more concessional terms.
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UN PLAN PARA PROTEGER LOS PROGRAMAS

DE DESARROLLO DE ALGUNAS INCERTIDUMBRES

DE LOS INGRESOS DE EXPORTACION

Con ocasi6n de la Conferencia de la ONU sobre Comnercio y Desarrollo,
hace dos anos se solicit6 del Banco Mundial un importante estudio sobre las
repercusiones en el desarrollo de las bajas de los ingresos de exportaci6n.
El sefior Friedman, que preside el Comit Econ6mnico del BIRD, y es asesor
econ6mico de la Presidencia de los Estados Unidos, dirigi6 el estudio en
cuesti6n y sobre M1 nos habla a continuaci6n. Agradecemos mnuy de veras
esta colaboracidn del senor Friedman, especialmente redactada para nues.
tra Revista.

-El problema que surge aei im- neral de las Naciones Unidas, se- de capitales piblicos y privados.
pacto que pueden tener en el nor U Thant, por el sefior Geor- Los ingresos de exportaci6n cons-
desarrollo las baja imprevistas ge D. Woods, Presidente del Ban- tituyen la fuente principal de di-
de los ingrtsos de exportacifn co Mundial (*). visas de los paises menos desarro-
fu, una dc ias principales pre- Los recursos en divisas son un liados -un promedio de alrede-
ocupaciones de la Conferencia de fundamento esencial de la capa- dor del 80 por 100 del total-.
las Naciones Unidas sobre Co- cidad de un pais para realizar un Los mercados mundiales de
mercio y Desarrollo (UNCTAD), programa de desarrollo o creci- muchos productos primarios son
que en 1964 congreg6 a represen- miento. En general, los paises inestables, y el crecimiento a lar-
tantes de 116 gobiernos en Gine- menos desarrollados no tienen go plazo de la demanda es lento.
bra. La Conferencia aprob6 una grandes bienes en el exterior ni Como la mayor parte de los pai-
resoluci6n, pidiendo al B a n c o reservas de divisas importantes ses de bajos ingresos dependen
Mundial un estudio del problema a los cuales recurrir para. fines casi totalmente de productos pri-
y, si fuese viable, la elaboraci6n de desarrollo, y deben depender marios para obtener ingresos de
de un plan para enfrentarlo. La del flujo corriente de divisas de- exportaci6n, sus programas de
resoluci6n fu6 patrocinada ini- rivadas de las exportaciones de desarrollo son particularmente
cialmente por el Reino Unido y bienes y servicios o de la entrada vulnerables a las bajas imprevis-
Suecia, y Iu6 aprobada por 106 tas de los precios de esos pro-
votos contra ninguno, y 10 abs- (aDe acuerdo con la politica usual ductos o de esos ihgresos. La so-

del Banco Mundial, el Estudjo represen-
tenciones. El Estudio qued6 ter- ta las opiniones de personal y no pre_ luci6n de esta dificultad debt
minado en diciembre de 1965 y tende reflejar las opin ones de los Direc- buscarse mediante la diversifica-tores Ejecutivos o dd los gobiernos quyfu6 presentado al Secretaria Ge- elios representan. cian de la producci6n y de las
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exportaciones, junto con un ma- alcanzarian a todos los paises en financiamiento regular de su des-
yor acceso a los mercados exter- vias de desarrollo dispuestos a arrollo.
nos, pero la diversificaci6n re- satisfacer las reglas del plan. El segundo requisito del enten-
quiere una realizaci6n satisfacto- El plan depende de una cliu- dimiento afectaria al programa y
ria de las politicas de desarrollo. sula segfin la cual debe existir las politicas de desarrollo que de-

El objetivo de la proposici6n un entendimiento previo entre la be seguir el pais durante el pe-
del Banco Mundial sobre medi- organizaci6n internacional de ad- riodo de proyecci6n. Este (con-
das financieras complementarias ministraci6n y el pais miembro, junto de normasa, como se le lla-
es contribuir a proteger los pro- respecto del programa y las po- ma en el Estudio, variaria de un
gramas y politicas de desarrollo liticas de desarrollo que 6ebe se- pais a otro, dependiendo de las
del impacto de las bajas impre- guirse para que el pais pueda re- circunstancias de cada uno. Se
vistas de los ingresos de expor- cibir la ayuda si posteriores de- evitarian los criterios arbitrarios
taci6n. Por esta raz6n, el Estudio ficiencias de sus ingresos de ex- y rigidos; se confiaria en alto
del Banco contiene proposiciones portaci6n amenazaran trastornar grado en la objetividad y la com-
para establecer un mecanismo el programa. Este entendimiento petencia de la organizaci6n para
internacional destinado a dar comprenderia t r e s requisitos acordar con el pais un conjunto
a muchos de los paises en vias principales, que bosquejar6 bre- de normas adaptadas prictica-
de desarrollo la confianza de que vemente antes de exponer el plan. mente a las condiciones del pais,
esa incertidumbre no frustrari El primero seria una proyec- pero concebidas para lograr los
sus esfuerzos para lograr un cre- ci6n, acordada mutuamente, de objetivos del desarrollo econ6mi-
cimiento ordenado. Ademis, se ha las uprevisiones razonablesn de co. Siempre que fuese posible, se
concebido el plan como manera los ingresos de exportaci6n. Esta establecerian p a r a cada pais
de ayudar a mejorar la actuaci6n abarcaria el periodo utilizado co- guias especificas cuantificables
econ6mica de los paises en des- rrientemente en los programas para medir el progreso del cum-
arrollo y, aL mismo tiempo, la de desarrollo, quizA cinco aflos, y plimiento de las politicas acorda-
efectividad de la ayuda externa se determinaria sobre la base de das. La precisi6n de estas t6cni-
de manera aceptable para ellos un entendimiento respecto del cas variaria, pero la experiencia
y para los paises exportadores de programa global. Estaria sujeta indica que, aun cuando la cuan-

-capital. El plan se concentra fnil- a revisi6n a iniciativa de cual- tificaci6n exacta no sea viable,
camente en un aspecto del pro- quiera de las partes, pero el pais pueden encontrarse pautas sufi
blema del desarrollo econ6mico, miembro no podria hacerlo sin cientemente fidedignas.
pero trata de hacerlo de modo acueido previo con la organiza- El conjunto de normas inclui-
que robustezca todo el proceso ci6n y como parte de un nuevo ria un plan de financiamiento y
del desarrollo y proporciona ma- estudio general del programa. una previsi6n de la balanza de
yor orden y objetividad al me- En el Estudio, los ingresos rea- pagos para el periodo de proyec-
canismo para la transferencia de les de exportaci6n que sobrepa- ci6n. No impondria (economias
los recursos de los paises mis sen la proyecci6n se laman sex- planificadasa a los paises con eco-
desarrollados a los menos des- cedentesa, y si, por el contrario, nomias ((sin planificaci6n), en el
arrollados. esos ingresos son inferiores a Io sentido de incrementar la pro-

El plan mismo es relativamen- calculado, se Ilaman ((deficien- piedad o la direccion del sector
. . cias)). La duraci6n del entendi- privado por el gobierno, o de re-

te sencillo, pero su adminstra- miento se denomina aperiodo de ducir la importancia relativa del
ci6n eficiente exigiria un alto proyecci6n) y es equivalente a lo sector privado. Estimularia la
grado de cooperaci6n internacio- que comfinmemente se ha llama- planificaci6n o programaci6n en
nal, asi como un personal expe- do aperiodo del plan)) en los pai- el sentido utilizado por los eco-
rimentado, objetivo y capaz. Al ses en vias de desarrollo. Duran- nomistas o tenicos en desarrollo
mismo tiempo, la existencia mis- te el periodo de proyecci6n cual- para describir un conjunto de po-
ma de tal mecanismo podria ayu- quier excedente se utilizaria co- Iticas gubernamentales coheren-
dar a generar el tipo de coopera- ar recurso primordial para con- tes y firmemente aplicadas, con
ci6n que requeriria su 6xt trarrestar cualquier deficiencia.tsyfim eneaicdsco

Si se registrase un excedente du- el prop6sito de alcanzar las me-
El plan seria administrado por rante el periodo de proyecci6n, joras deseadas en la estructura

una organizaci6n internacional, pero despu6s que una deficiencia y en el nivel de la producci6n
que podria ser una ya existente hubiese sido compensada por la y la productividad. El plan de fi-
o una nueva, establecida con ese organizaci6n, 6sta seria reembol- nanciamiento abarcaria las inver-
fin. Los gobiernos miembros pro- sada por el monto del excedente. siones pfiblicas, la mejor estima-
porcionarian recursos que permi- Los excedentes acumulados aL fi- ci6n posible de las inversiones
tieran sus operaciones durante nalizar el periodo quedarian en privadas, comprendidos los nive-
un periodo inicial de cinco alas,
a un nivel de $ 300 millones US libre disponibilidad para no des- les de inversi6n en los principa-
a $ 400 millones US por afno. Una alentar una mejor actuaci6n de les sectores, y lai proyecciones
pequefia parte de estos fondos las exportaciones, mientras que del financiamiento proveniente
representaria una contribuci6n cualquier saldo de las deficien- de fuentes internas y externas.
en efectivo, y el resto seria apor- cias se transformaria en deuda a La previsi6n de la balanza de
tado en pagares que podrian ha- largo plazo con la organizaci6n, pagos abarcaria estimaciones de
cerse efectivos sin demoras, si en condiciones similares a las que los principales componentes de
fuese necesario. Los beneficios hubiese recibido el pais para el las exportaciones e importacio-
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nes, la utilizaci6n de reservas y el enfoque mencionado antes se el pals estuviese en posici6n de
las diversas categorias de finan- aplicaria inicialmente s6lo a la recibir esa ayuda de acuerdo con
ciamiento externo. El plan de fi- parte de la economia que fuese las disposiciones del Fondo. Las
nanciamiento y la proyecci6n de susceptible de una formulaci6n estipulaciones para tomar otras
la balanza de pagos incluiria ade- sistemdtica de politica. Segfin el medidas dependerian de las cir-
mas las politicas esenciales y se- caso, podria acordarse un (plan cunstancias del pals. Por ejemplo,
ria tan detallado como fuese ne- de acci6na parcial de inversiones el pals podria contar con dere-
cesario para lograr los prop6sitos pfiblicas, combindndolo con las chos adicionales para recurrir al
del plan. Se mantendria el con- estimaciones mas probables de lo Fondo u otras fuentes de asisten-
tacto permanente entre la orga- que podria ocurrir en el sector cia internacional, o el gobierno
nizaci6n internacional y el go- privado. En tales casos, para de- podria tener facultades para res-
bierno miembro para adaptar el terminar si un pais deberia re- tringir ciertas importaciones de
conjunto de normas a las condi- cibir ayuda, habria que basarse lujo, o revisar los impuestos, et-
clones en la medida que 6stas se mas ain en el cumplimiento de cetera. Las clausulas contemplan-
fuesen modificando, si ello fuese las politicas acordadas. do el recurso a estas u otras me-
necesario para mantener un pro- Un tercer requisito importan- didas, se consignarian tan expli-
grama de desarrollo efectivo. La te del acuerdo entre la organiza- citamente como fuese posible en
capacidad de la organizaci6n pa- ci6n y el pals, seria un entendi- el entendimiento previo. Funda-
ra sostener elevadas normas de miento sobre las medidas que de- mento de su utilizaci6n seria el
competencia t6cnica, objetividad beria tomar el pais para ajustar- deseo de evitar trastornos del
y actuaci6n, serfa un factor indis- se a una posible deficiencia de programa de desarrollo.
pensable para el 6xito del plan sus ingresos de exportaci6n sin En algunos casos, paises con
propuesto. trastornar el programa de des- deficiencias podrian no necesitar

En muchos de los paises en arrollo acordado. En primer t6r- la ayuda de la organizaci6n, siem-
vias de desarrollo es dificil o im- mino, se estipularia la aplicaci6n pre que las deficiencias fuesen
posible formular programas de a esa deficiencia de cualquier ex- pequefias y de poca duraci6n, o
desarrollo coherentes para toda ceso de los ingresos de exporta- que se contase con amplio finan-
la economia. En algunos paises ci6n durante el periodo de pro- ciamiento de divisas de otras
puede faltar una estructura ad- yecci6n. Luego, existiria un en- fuentes para sortear la situaci6n.
ministrativa efectiva o una base tendimiento sobre el uso apropia- De este modo, la organizaci6n se-
estadistica adecuada; y en otros, do de las reservas del pais. Si ria una fuente residual de pr6s-
la naturaleza politica y social del estas fuesen insuficientes, se po- tamos. Pero en caso necesario, su
pals podria hacer extremadamen- dria recurrir al financiamiento asistencia seria oportuna, segura
te dificil la programaci6n del des- compensatorio del Fondo Mone- y suficiente. Segnn el plan pro-
arrollo. En estas circunstancias, tario Internacional, siempre que puesto, la organizaci6n actuarfa
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rApidamente para suministrar los blesa y no habria deficiencias in- pero dicho cambio se haria des-
recursos complementarios reque- esperadas de los ingresos de ex- de el punto de vista del desarro-
ridos, si el pais estuviese siguien- portaci6n. Las tendencias desfa- llb 6ptimo, no cormo resultado de
do las politicas acordadas y la de- vorables de esos ingresos afecta- la necesidad arbitraria de confor-
ficiencia amenazase con el tras- rian la escala y la estructura del marse al nivel inesperadamente
torno y no pudiera resolverse o programa de desarrollo, pero es- reducido de los ingresos de di-
contrarrestarse de otro modo. Por to podria reflejarse en el progra- visas.
otra parte, si el incumplimiento ma trazado previamente y en el Para lcs fines de nuestro Es-
de esas politicas pusiera en peli- financiamiento externo consegui- tudio el t6rmino aprevisiones ra-
gro la posici6n del pafs para re- do para ese fin. En realidad, esto zonablesa se interpret6 por esas
currir a la ayuda, se informaria se contempl6 en una nota aclara- t azones en el sentido de estirra-
sin demora al gobierno y se bus- toria que fu6 parte de la resolu- ciones objetivas, y el primer pro-
carla la rectificaci6n de la situa- ci6n de la UNCTAD. Podria ha- blema prActico fu6 determinar la
ci6n mediante consultas. El plan ber diferencias entre los totaleg posibilidad de formular tales es-
tiende a proporcionar incentivo previstos de las divisas ingresa- timaciones con un margen de
y aliento a los paises para que das por exportaci6n y las sumi- error aceptable para los prop6si-
den una muy elevada prioridad nistradas por fuentes externas,
a la prosecusi6n de los objetivos por un lado, y el monto requeri- tos del plan.
del desarrollo econ6mico. do por los programas de desarro- Los economistas del B a n c o

Antes de elaborar el plan bos- Ilo, por otro, pero esto es parte Mundial han tenido mucha expe-
quejado, tratamos de comprobar del problema usual del financia- riencia en la proyecci6n de los
la validez de las hip6tesis en que miento del desarrollo, y no un ingresos de exportaci6n de los
se b a s 6 la resoluci6n de la problema especial de inseguridad, paises en vias de desarrollo, co-
UNCTAD. Por- ejemplo, ies el que fu6 lo encarado por el Es- mo parte del proceso para esta-
problema de las deficiencias de tudio. blecer la capacidad de endeuda-
los ingresos de exportaci6n tan Todo programa de desarrollo miento de los posibles prestata-real y grave como se ha pensa- debe basarse en algunas presun- rios y para determinar sus posi-do? JPuede solucionarse, o por ciones respecto de los ingresos
lo menos, pueden mitigarse sus de exportaci6n, ya que 6stos con- clones y perspectivas economicas
efectos de manera suficiente? tituyen la mayor fuente de divi- para el desarrollo. Empezamos
Nuestras respuestas afirmativas sas de un pais en vias de des- por analizar estas experiencias,
se basan, en parte, en la explo- arrollo. Las decisiones sobre in- que estaban a nuestra disposi-
raci6n de otras interrogantes: versiones no pueden tomarse sin ci6n. Decidimos utilizar como
6Hasta qu6 punto es posible dar tener un juicio respecto de los in- materia prima las proyecciones
expresi6n concreta al t6rmino gresos de divisas de que se dis- hechas por el Banco Mundial pa-
uprevisiones razonables de ingre- pondrd en el futuro para costear ra distintos paIses a fin de des-sos de exportaci6nD? Como par- las importaciones necesarias, el arrollar el aspecto de las ((previ-

qu6 nivel de recursos comple- servicio de la deuda, etc. Por es- siones> de nuestro anilisis, y pa-
mentarios se requeriria para lo- ta raz6n es prictica cada vez mis ra compararlas con la actuacifn
grar el objetivo deseado? aceptada proyectar las exporta- real de las exportaciones de los

S e g fi n la resoluci6n de ]a ciones por perfodos de afios. Nm- mismos paises sobre la base de
UNCTAD, todo plan que emerja guna proyecci6n, por ingenios las estadisticas comerciales dis-
del Estudio del Banco Mundial cesos futuros en toda su exten- ponibles. Un examen de informes
torno ayd lo prevenir el pes essftros Pu tdas et
debe ada as programas de des- sion, pero puede constituir una del Banco nos proporcion6 113
arrolo que surja de (os dede- hip6tesis razonable de las tenden- proyecciones cuantitativas hechas
mientos desfavorables de los in- cias probables. En la previsi6n por sus economistas entre los
gresos de exportaci6n que resul- de ingresos de exportaci6n, de- afios 1949-1964, comprendiendo
ten ser de carActer o de duracidn berian emplearse todos los hechos proyecciones que abarcan dife-
tales que no puedan solucionar' y anglisis disponibles, pero para rentes lapsos, pero el tipico fu6
se adecuadamente mediante la formular la proyecci6n habria de cinco anos. Sin embargo, se
ayuda a corto plazo para soste- que tener presente que no todos present6 una dificultad al em-
ner la balanza de pagosa. En la los efectos de todas las determi- plear estas proyecciones para los
resolucion se define un (iovi- nantes de su resultado- real pue-peaetsprycinsaalo
miento desfavorable > como ((una den predecirse. Si las realidades fines del problema que se inves-

deficiencia con respecto a las pre- demuestran ser bastante inferio- tigaba. Debido a q u e fueron
visiones razonables del nivel de res a la proyecc.6n, las decisio- formuladas para operaciones so-
los ingresos de exportaci6na. nes sobre inversi6n podrian alte- bre un periodo de tiempo m~s

Asi, por definici6n, el prop6si- rarse, con la probabilidad de re- bien prolongado, no todas las
to del plan no es incrementar el tardar el programa de desarrollo, proyecciones tenian la misma
monto de la ayuda externa ordi- o podrian mantenerse o adaptar- base ni los mismos ahos co-
naria para el desarrollo. En ver- se de manera tal que permitieran mo meta. Tampoco se contaba
dad, si fuese tecnicamente posi- seguir adelante con ese progra- con igual nfimero de proyeccio-
ble anticipar todos los movimien- ma. Un cambio fundamental de nes para cada pals. Para supe-
tos desfavorables, se les incorpo- las condiciones externas podria rar esta dificultad, planteada por
raria en las aprevisiones razona- exigir un cambio del programa, la multiplicidad de proyecciones
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I aci6n de otros. Por lo demis,
los paises en desarrollo necesi-
tarian, con muy pocas excep-
ciones, todos los excedentes que
rudiesen acumular para pagar
sus deudas o para contrarrestar

r -sus propias dificultades futuras.
Si bien todas las consideracio-

nes expuestas ofrecieron aspectos
muy instructivos de los proble-
mas que dieron origen a nuestro
Estudio, obviarente no podian
suministrar una guia automatica
para estimar los recursos finan-
cieros requeridos para la ejecu-
ci6n del plan. No obstante, se
consider6 imnortante que todo
juicio sobre las necesidades fi-
nancieras de la organizaci6n pro-
puesta, reflejara las pruebas his-
i6ricas itiles disponibles. Se de-

UNA DE LAS BASES METODOLOGICAS DE LA PLANIFICACION cidi6, para este fin, extraer de la
lista de paises para los que fue-

Diferentes proyeceiones alternativas de ingresos por exportaciones se posible formular proyecciones

sobrepuestas unas a otras en la co habian sido mIs acertadas de compuestas, uno o dos grupos en
mayoria de los paises, y para fa- lo que se hubiera podido espe- los cuales la composici6n de los
cilitar la comparaci6n de las (pre- rar en vista de la naturaleza in- pafses permaneceria fija, cubri-
visiones razonablesn de cada pais cierta de los mercados de pro- ria la cantidad maxima de paises
con la actuaci6n real de sus ex- ductos basicos y de otras varia- por un intervalo de tiempo mi-
portaciones, las proyecciones, del bles. Ademis, y esto no caus6 ximo, y representaria un periodo
Banco para cada pais se combi- sorpresa, demostr6 que a una ma- razonablemente apropiado. Se es-
naron dentro de una cantidad li- yor frecuencia en la revisi6n de cogieron dos grupos, uno de 14
mitada de ((proyecciones com- las proyecciones corresponde una paises para el periodo de siete
puestasa, y confeccionamos tres mayor exactitud y que, por tan- anos, de 1957 a 1963, y otro de
de esas proyecciones para cada to, es menos el monto de las de- 18 paises, para los anos 1959-
pais. En el Tipo Uno, los valores ficiencias totales experimentadas 1963 (1). Estos grupos fueron su-
de cada nueva proyecci6n reern- en los periodos de duraci6n me- ficientent nte numeiosos y repre-
plazaron la parte no completada diana y larga. Otra notable lec- sentativos para hacer proyeccio-
de cualquiera superposici6n pre- ci6n fu6 que en algunos periodos nes generales a una base global

cedente tan pronto como la nue- se obtuvieron excedentes sustan- plausible, tomando en considera-
va proyecci6n se hallaba lista. ciales por sobre lo esperado por cin cualquier distorsion dentro
En el Tipo Dos se parti6 de la el conjunto de los grupos de pai- de ellos
base de que toda proyecci6n pre- ses. Asi, mientras algunos paises Adems, para llegar a una es-
via se aplicaria por lo menos du- en vias de desarrollo encontra- timacion de los financiamientos
rante dos anos a contar de su ban deficiencias segnn las pro- requeridos se tomaron en cuenta
formulaci6n, desentendi6ndose de yecciones de sus ingresos de ex- las probabilidades del plan ms
la existencia de una proyecci6n portaciones, otros, felizmente, te- fAciles de medir y que afectarian
nosterior para estos anos. En el nian una experiencia contraria. las necesidades de recursos de la
Tipo Tres se supuso que toda Sin embargo, se pens6 que el pro- organizaci6n. En todos los casos
oroyecci6n previa debia perma- p6sito de la resoluci6n de la apropiados se tuvo presente la
necer en vigencia por lo menos UNCTAD fu que la ayuda para posibilidad de recurrir a las fa-
cuatro o cinco afios antes de que los paises en desarrollo que atra- cilidades de financiamiento com-
nudiese ser reemplazada por los vesaran por dificultades por esta nensatorio del Fondo y, dentro
valores de la proyecci6n siguien- causa especial, debia obtenerse, de cada perlodo de proyecci6n,
te. En seguida medimos los in- principal o enteramente, de los se aplicaron los excedentes de
gresos reales de exportaci6n de palses desarrollados y no de otros cada pals a sus propias deficien-
cada pais, comparAndolos con los paises en desarrollo. Por esta ra- cias. Una vez que los resultados
valores proyectados para cada ti- z6n, al preparar el plan se par- obtenidos de las dos muestras se
po, a fin de llegar a tres series ti6 de la base de que los proble- nroyectaron a una base global, se
alternadas de deficiencias y ex- mas de cada pais en vIas de des- llego a un total de deficiencias
cedentes, pais por pais y afno arrollo debian considerarse sepa- no compensadas dentro de las
por ano. radamente, y que los ingresos de proyecciones de duraci6n media,

Si bien este anilisis estuvo su- exportaciones superiores a los (1) El primer grupo comprendi6 ajeto a varias limitaciones teni- previstos de algunos paises en Birmania, Brasil, Colombia, Costa Rica,
cas, revel6 algunos hechos inte- desarrollo en cualquier periodo, luaiico, E calaua, EatistA , Puemrresantes. Para empezar, demos- no podrian utilizarse para contra- Tailandia y Sudlin. El segundo compren-
tr6 que las proyecciones del Ban- rrestar las dificultades de expor- a1namdyaganyikase a Arent a India,
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como lo contempla el plan, de un cias de las politicas interna y ex- tituciones internacionales q u e
promedio cercano a los $ 1.200 terna que, por muy atrayente que participen en el desarrollo. Tam-
millones US anuales, durante el sean para el futuro inmediato, poco seria esto algo particular-
periodo comprendido en el and- tienden a inhibir el crecimiento mente nuevo. El mecanismo exis-
lisis. econ6mico. Y seguiria en pie el tente de cooperaci6n y coordina-

Como la organizaci6n es con- urgente problema de obtener un ci6n tendria que ser mejorado
siderada prestamista residual, no flujo apropiado de capital exter- continuamente, pero los incenti-
hay manera de tener seguridad no en condiciones adecuadas. Con vos para ese fin serian conside-
respecto de sus necesidades, pe- todo, el 6xito del plan propuesto rables, pues el 6xito de la orga-
ro una serie de factores sugiere dependeria y tenderia a generar nizaci6n seria del interes de to-
que seria adecuada una surra lige- la indole y el grado de coopera- dos. Por ejemplo, una previsi6n
ramente inferior a los $ 1.200 mi- ci6n internacional que aumenta- objetiva de los ingresos de ex-
Hones US. Estos factores com- ria la posibilidad de una acci6n portaci6n de un pais, corro par-
prenden el recurso a otras fuentes mas sostenida y eficaz en todos te de un entendimiento sobre su
de credito internacional, algfin los aspectos del desarrollo. programa de desarrollo general,
empleo de las reservas monetarias La cooperaci6n internacional toma en cuenta puntos que afec-
en los casos convenientes, las es la clave del plan debido a la tan tanto al suministro como al
consecuencias del mejoramiento naturaleza fundamental del pro- uso de la asistencia externa. Ura
de las tecnicas de proyecci6n, las blema. Son muchos los paises previsi6n acertada seria de in-
medidas de ajuste que los paises afectados. Si se desea evitar el ter6s para el pals en desarrollo,
podrian tomar sin retardar sus efecto perturbador de las defi- ya que una estimaci6n excesiva
programas de desarrollo la cliu- ciencias, debe contarse con asis- podria reducir el monto de la
sula, disponiendo que solamente tencia rapida cuando llegue el ayuda en el caso de una deficien-
los paises que cumplan sus com- momento, el pals afectado debe cia. Seria de igual importancia
promisos con la organizaci6n in- confiar en que asi ocurrirA y los para los paises a los cuales se re-
ternacional pueden esperar su pafses donantes deben tener la curriria en dernanda de ayuda, ya
ayuda, y una mejor actuaci6n de seguridad de que los recursos que que la funci6n del financiamien-
las exportaciones de los paises suministren s e r a n utilizados, to del desarrollo es Ilenar el va-
como resultado de la ejecuci6n efectivamente, para el desarrollo. cio entre los ingresos de divisas
de las politicas acordadas. To- El plan contempla esta situaci6n reales de un pals y sius necesi-
mando en cuenta estos factores, al estipular un entendimiento dades para ejecutar un.-progra-
el plan contempla recursos de previo entre la organizaci6n y el ma de desarrollo s6lido. Esta so-
$ 300 millones US a $ 400 millo- pals y el mantenimiento de su lidez y la exactitud de la previ-
nes US por afno, sobre una base eficacia mediante revision y con- si6n son cruciales para determi-
experimental de cinco afios. sulta. Como necesariamente de- nar las necesidades de asistencia

Si bien las conclusiones del Es- berin tomarse en cuenta impor- -preocupaci6n p r i mordial de
tudio confirnian la enorme mag- tantes aspectos de las politicas muchas organizaciones de ayuda
nitud del problema en t6rminos internas de los paises en vias de y de grupos destinados a coordi-
estadisticos, son mas impresio- desarrollo para liegar a esos en- narla para paises individuales-.
nantes, aun cuando no mas cuan- tendimientos, p o d r i a pensarse El plan propuesto facilitaria,
tificables, al traducirseles en rea- que estarian mis dispuestos a en- pues, la tarea de coordinar la
lidades tales como esperanzas trar en esa clase de relaci6n con asistencia y hacerla mis efecti-
desvanecidas, frustraci6n popular una organizaci6n internacional a va y, de esa manera, contribuiria
e inestabilidad politica, social y ]a que pertenezean ellos y los a obtener la cooperaci6n reque-
econ6mica, que en ocasiones son paises donantes, que a un meca- rida.
obstdculos mAs formidables para nismo de entendimientos bilate- Si bien el plan se refiere a so-
el desarrollo que las deficiencias rales separados. lamente una parte del proceso de
de recursos financieros o mate- Este procedimiento necesitaria desarrollo, se tom6 en cuenta al
riales. la mis estrecha relaci6n entre el juzgar su adecuacion y viabili-

Es evidente que ni siquiera la pais y ]a organizaci6n, para lo dad su relaci6n con un enfoque
soluci6n total del problema re- que hay precedentes; muchos efectivo de todo el problema del
sultante del impacto de las defi- paises en vias de desarrollo, por desarrollo. El plan se basa en la
ciencias inesperadas de los ingre- ejemplo, estdn acostumbrados a experiencia de muchos paises a
sos de exportaci6n superaria to- una estrecha relaci6n de trabajo trav6s de decenios. Creemos que
das las dificultades del desarro- con el Banco Mundial, el Fondo hemos evitado el pecado de dar
Ilo o relevaria a los gobiernos de Monetario Internacional y otras demasiado 6nfasis a los aspectos
sus responsabilidades. Seguirian organizaciones regionales e in- te6ricos o de desentenderse de
enfrentando, por ejemplo, gran- ternacionales. El plan no sola- lo que pueden ensefiarnos los
des barreras como la elevaci6n mente requerirIa la mAxima coo- andlisis y teorias econ6micas ba-
del nivel educacional, la adquisi- peraci6n, sino que tambi6n daria sados en hechos reales. Al propo-
ci6n de la experiencia tecnica ne- mayor significaci6n a la buena ner el plan, no se ha tenido el
cesaria, la promoci6n del compor- actuaci6n respecto de las politi- prop6sito de moralizar o de juz-
tamiento social que el desarrollo cas sobre desarrollo, con la co- gar la disposici6n politica de los
requiere, el establecimiento de la rrespondiente mayor responsabi- paises de participar en los acuer-
infraestructura esencial y la di- lidad de todos los participantes. dos que contempla. Trata de la
versificaci6n ordenada de la pro- El plan exigiria tambi6n una necesidad econ6mica que surge
ducci6n. No habria todavia ma- constante y estrecha cooperaci6n de la inseguridad y c6mo hacer-
riera de escapar a las consecuen- entre la organizaci6n y otras ins- le frente.
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La defense du developpement
par M Irvng S Friedman

Conseiler economique du president de la Banque Mondiale
Les pays en voie de developpement sont, pour r'execUtion de pour la Belgique, 1'exposi ditaillg du mecanisme congu pour 61imi-

leurs programmes dexpansion, largement tributaires des risultats ner ou attgnuer les effets de la penurie de devises, pour compenser
de leurs balances des paiements. Le problsme est de ceux auxquels aussi 6ventuellement les annges grasses et les annIes maigres. Nous
it faut trouver rembde. L'6tude en a 9t9 faite par la Banque Mon- avons introduit dans le document des sous-titres qui en rendent,
diale: les lecteurs de notre journal trouveront ici, en exclusivit pensons-nous, lecture plus aise.

Comme le rappelle M. Friedman, les consd- ves de devises qu'ils puissent utiliser pour le deve-
quences pour le ddveloppement d'une baisse in- loppement. Ils sont done tributaires des rentr~es
attendue des recettes d'exportation sont un des courantes de devises, qu'elles proviennent de la
principaux probl~mes qui ont preoccup Is Con- vente A l'itranger de biens et de services ou de
f~rence des Nations Unies sur le Commerce et le l'importation de capitaux publics et priv4s. Les
DMveloppement (UNCTAD), tenue i Geneve en recettes d'exportation representent de loin la
1964 et A laquelle ont participd les representants source la plus importante de devises pour les pays
de 116 gouvernements. La Conf~rence a adopt insuffisamment developpes, en moyenne 80 p.c. du
une resolution invitant la Banque Mondiale i 6tu- total.
dier ce probleme et, le cas 6ch~ant, A mettre sur Dans le cas de nombreux produits primaires, les
pled un mdcanisme susceptible de le resoudre. march~s mondiaux sont instables; eri meme temps
Cette resolution, prdsentee initialement par le la demande de ces produits augmente lentement
Royaume-Uni et Is Subde a dtd adoptke par 106 voix sur une longue periode. Comme la plupart des
Centre z6ro avec 10 abstentions. L'Atude a Ate ache- pays A faible revenu tirent presque la totalit6
v~e en dcembre dernier et elle a Ate soumise h de leurs recettes d'exportation de Is vente de pro-
U Thant, secr~taire g~n6ral des Nations Unies, par duits primaires, leurs programmes de developpe-
M. George D. Woods, president de la Banque ment sont particulibrement vuln~rables aux baisses
Mondiale (1). impr~visibles des prix de ces produits ou des

recettes qu'ils procurent. En derniere analyse, c'est
L'aptitude d'un pays A exdcuter un programme la diversification de Is production et des expor-

de dAveloppement ou de croissance repose en par- tations, conjugude avec -un acces plus facile aux
tie sur ses ressources en devises, 61lment A la fois marches 6trangers qui dolt seule constituer la
indispensable et incertain. Dans leur ensemble, les solution de ce probleme. Or cette diversificationr
pays insuffisamment developpds ne possedent pas exige que les programmes de developpement soient
d'importants avoirs 6trangers ou de grosses rdser- au prealable men6s A bien.

UN MECANISME INTERNATIONAL
L'objet de la proposition de la Banque Mondiale Ce m6camlsme en soi eat assez simple, mais son

est d'aider A prot~ger les programmes et politiques fonctionnement exigera, pour 6tre efficace, une
de d~veloppemnent contre les effets d'une baisse
inattendue des recottes d'exportstion. L'tude de coop6ration internationale trAs poussde et un per-
la Banque analyse done les perspectives de crea. sonnel expdrimentd, objectif et capable. II faut
tion d'un mecanisme international qui permettrait reconnaitre d'ailleurs que l'existence meme de ce
A de nombreux pays en vole de diveloppement de mdcanisme pourrait en meine temps aider A crder
ne plus craindre de voir rAdulte A nant par cette cette cooperaton indispensable & son succes.Incertitude particuliere leurs efforts les mieux
congus pour ddvelopper leur conomie. Le mkcanisme serait administr6 par un organis-

En outre, ce mecanisme doit contribuer A am-. me international, soft fonctionnant ddjA, soit cre6 I
lk1rer Is productivitd des pays en voie Je d~ve- expressament & cette fin. Les gouvernements
loppement et done A rendre plus efficace l'aide membres qui y participeraient fourniraient des
lournie de l'ext6rieur, ce qui est de l'interet aussi ressources suffisantes pour en assurer le fonction-
bien des pays exportateurs de capitaux que des nement pendant une periode initiale de cinq ans,
pays b~nficiaires. LAtude ne traite que d'un sur la base annuelle de 300 millions A 400 millions
aspect du probleme du developpement 6conomi- de dollars. Une petite fraction de ces fonds- serait
que. mais elle vise ainsi A renforcer le processus verske en espbces, le reste en billets A ordre rapi-
du dveloppement dans son ensemble et a mieux dement r6alisables en cas de besoin. Tous les pays
coordonner selon des critbres plus objectifs le en voie de d~veloppement acceptant de se confor-
transfert de ressources des pays industrialisks aux mer aux critbres fixes pourralent bendficier de ce
pays insuffisamment ddveloppds. mcanisme.

PROGRAMMATIONS CONCERTEES
Tout le systbme repose sur une disposition pr6- dent servirait au premier chef A compenser un

voyant que l'organisme administrant et chacun des deficit 6ventuel. Si un excedent survenait pendant
pays devront d'un commun accord fixer au prLa- la p~riode de -projection mais aprbs compensation
lable le programme de dveloppement et les poli- d'un deficit par l'organisme international, ce der-
tiques connexes auxquels le pays devra se con- nier serait remboursd du montant de l'excerlent.
former s'il veut avoir droit A une aide dans le A la fin de Is periode, le solde des exc6dents
cas oO, par la suite, des deficits dans les recettes reviendrait att pays, afin que rien ne vienne le
d'exportation menaceraient d'interrompre l'execu- decourager d'augmenter ses exportations, et le
tion du programme. Cet accord de travail consis- solde des deficits se transformerait en dette A long
terait en trois 0l6ments principaux que j'exposerai terme envers l'organisme, les conditions de cette
bribvement avant d'analyser en detail les notions dette 6tant identiques A celles qui assortissent les
qui sont A la base du systkme. credits ordinaires fournis A ce pays pour son

Le premier 6lment serait l'tablissement d'un dveloppement.
commun accord d'une projection des a previsions Le second 6lment de l'arrangement porterait
raisonnables a de recettes d'exportation, pour sur le programme de ddveloppement et les politi-
reprendre l'expression employ~e dans la r~solution ques qui s'y rattachent qu'appliquerait le pays
de I'UNCTAD. Cette projection s'tendrait sur la pendant la pArlode de projection. Cet K ensemble
periode ordinairement utilise dans les program- de programmes et politiques a, ainsi qu'il est dit
mes de d&.eloppement, cinq anndes peut-tre, et dans VEtude. varierait d'un nays A l'autre, selon
devrait 6tre calcul6e en fonction de l'accord con- les circonstances. I n'est pas question de Criteres
clu sur l'ensemble du programme. L'une ou l'autre arbitraires et normalises; il faudrait faire con-
partie pourrait demander que cette projection soit fiance A l'objectivit6 et A la competence de l'orga-

krevisee, sans que le pays en question puisse le nisme international qui devrait fixer avec le pays
'faire sans l'accord de l'organisme International; int6ressA un ensemble de programmes et politiques
et Ia revision devait se faire dans le cadre d'un bien adapt6 aux conditions du pays, mais congu
remaniement genkral du programme, effectu6 d'un pour mener l'Aconomie du pays aux buts fix~s
commun accord. popr son diveloppement. Pour chaque pays l'or-

Dans l'Atude, les recettes effectives d'exporta- genisme 6tablirait dans toute la mesure du possi-
tion qui depasseraient la projection sont appel~s ble des crittres pr~cis et chiffrables qui servi-
e excidents a, le contraire 6tant les a defibits a. raient A verifier dans quelle mesure les politiques
La periode pendant laquelle jouerait l'arrange- convenues sont effectivement appliqudes. La pr6-
ment est appel~e a p~riode de projection a et cision de ces techniques pourra varier, mais I'ex-
quivaut A ce qui porte souvent le nom de a p~rio- perience a montr que l'on peut trouver des nor-

de de plan a dans les pays en voie de developpe- mes suffisamment valables meme s'il est impos-
ment. Pendant la pdriode de projection, tout excA- sible de denombrer les critbres avec precision.

(Continded)
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PAS DE PLANIFICATION IMPOSEE
Dana 1'ensemble de programmes et politiques le gouvernement en cause resteraient en contact

figureraient un plan de financement et une previ- continu afin d'adapter l'ensemble des programmes
Sion de la balance des paiements portant sur toute aux conditions du moment, si n~cessaire du point
la dur~e de la periode de projection. Le program- de vue de l'ex6cution d'un programme de develop-
me n'imposerait pas ds a 6conomies planifiees ) pement efficace.
aux pays A 6conomie libre, dans Ae sens qu'il n'aug- Le succes du mfcanisme dont on envisage la
menterait pas la nationalisation ou l'orientation crdation ddpendra au premier chef de la comp4-
du secteur prive, ni ne r4duirait l'importance rela- tence technique et de l'objectivit6 dont ferative de ce secteur. It stimulerait l'6laboration de preuve l'organisme administrant, ainsi que de la
plans et de programmes au sens ou les economistes faron dont it s'acquittera de sa tAche.
et techniciens du d6veloppement utilisent ces deux Dans nombre de pays en voie de d6veloppement,termes pour d~crire un ensemble de programms ii est difficile, voire impossible, de formuler de
coh rents qu e le gouvernem en t exdcu te av ec d e - p rog ra m m e de, v e i opp e e oh r ents des
termination pour amnliorer la structu-e et le prorammes de d6veloppement cohdrents pour
niveau de la production et de la productivit6. Le lensemble de l'6conomie.
plan de financement porterait Sur les points sui- Dans certains pays. c'est le cadre administratif
vants : investissement public, la meilleure estima- ou ]a base statistique qui font ddfaut: dans d'autres,
tion possible de l'investissement priv6, les niveaux la structure politique et sociale de Ia sociWte rend
d'investissement dans les principaux secteurs et extr~mement difficile de programmer le develop-
des projections du financement de source int6- pement. Dans ces circonstances, la mdthode que
rieure ou 6trangere. Les privisions de la balance nous venons d'exposer ne s'appliquerait au ddbut
des paiements comporteraient des estimations des qu'A cette partie de l'6conomie qui se prete & l'eta-
principales composantes des exportations et des blissement d'une politique systdmatique. Dans cer-
importations, un programme d'utilisation des reser- tains cas, l'organisme et le pays pourraient con-
ves et des prdvisions des capitaux venus de l'ex- venir d'un ( plan d'action a limit6 A des investisse-
tdrieur, ventilds par cat6gories. Le plan de finan- mente publics partiels, conjugu6 avec des estima-
cement et la projection des balances des paiements tions de 'dvolution la plus vraisemblable du sec-
tiendraient compte des principes essentiels de la teur public. Et c'est M& que l'application d'une poli-
politique du gouvernement et seraient aussi detail- tique fixee d'un commun accord permettrait en-
16s que possible, pour permettre le bon fonctionne- core plus de juger si le pays a droit i recevoir une
ment du mdcanisme. L'organisme international et aide.

EN CAS DE DEFICIT...
Le troisidme element principal de l'accord entre d'6viter le bouleversement du programme de dive-

l'organisme et le pays consisterait A fixer les me- loppement.
sures que devrait prendre le gouvernement pour 11 se pourrait, dans certains cas. que lee pays
faire face A un ddficit 6ventuel de ses recettes ou interviennent des deficits n'aient pas besoin I
d'exportation sans bouleverser le programme de de l'aide de l'organisme international, par exem-
d6veloppement convenu. Il y aurait d'abord Is pie si les d4ficits dtaient minimes et de cour-te
clause stipulant que tout excddent de recettes accu- dur6e ou si les devises fournies par d'autres
mule pendant la periode de projection viendrait en sources etaient suffisantes. It faudrait donc con-
d6duction du deficit. sid6rer l'organisme comme source de prat rdsiduel,

En second lieu, un accord devrait intervenir son aide en cas de besoin 6tant certaine et suffi-
Sur l'utilisation appropride des reserves du pays. sante et venant en temps voulu. :.ux termes du
Si ces rderves 6taient insuffisantes, il faudrait mdcanisme dont on propose la creation, l'organis-
avoir recours aux possibilitAs de financement me fiterviendrait immediatement pour fournir les
compensatoire offertes par le F.M.I., si le pays en ressources necessaires & un pays qui exdcuterait
question y a droit selon les regles du F.M.I. Toute la politique convenue si survenait un ddficit ris-
disposition prdvoyant d'autres mesures serait fone- quant de provoquer l'effondrement du programme
tion des circonstances particulieres du pays. Par et qu'il serait impossible d'eviter ou de compenser
exemple, on pourrait prevoir des drolts de tirage autrement. D'autre part, si le pays du fait qu'il
suppl6mentaires sur le F.M.I., ou la libert6 pour le ne se conforme pas au programme convenu, risque
gouvernement de restreindre les importations de de ne plus avoir droit A l'assistance de lorganis-
certains produits de luxe ou ]a r4vision du taux me, son gouvernement doit en tre inform sans
des imp6ts, etc. It faudrait dans l'accord prdala- d4ai et le pays et l'organisme international doi-
ble, expliciter avec le plus de details possible vent chercher de concert & remedier aux insuf-
Vemploi de ces expedients ou de tous autres fisances constatees. Ce projet vise a encouragey
moyens auxquels le pays pourrait avoir recours les pays A mettre au premier rang des prioritds
dans une telle situation. Le principe primordial la rdalisation des programmes de developpement
restant, pour decider de leur utilisation, le souci 6conomique.

REALITE DU PROBLEME
Avant de mettre au point le micanisme que developpement et non du probleme special de l'in-

nous venons de decrire. nous nous sommes efforces certitude sur les rentrdes auquel l'Etude est con-

de vdrifier la justesse des hypotheses & partir des- sacr~e.
quelles avait 4t formulde la resolution de Uin programme oe ddveloppement, quel qu'il soit
lUNCTAD. Par exemple, le probleme des ddfiritk doit ktre prapard & partir de certaines hypnothbepq
aes recettes dexportation est-il aussi rel et aussi relatives aux recettes d'exportation. ptsque j'f.l
grave qu'on l'a supposd ? Peut-iL 6tre rdsolu ou du recettes constituent ]a source de loin la plus im-
moins peut-on en diminuer suffisamment lea portante des devises dont pourra dispeser un pays
effets ? Nos r4ponses affirmatives reposent en par- en vole de d6veloppement. Les ddcisipns d'investis-
tie sur les recherches que nous ont imposdes d'au- sement ne peuvent se faire sans que les responsa-
tres questions: Dans quelle mesure est-il possible bles du plan aient une idde des receltes en devi-
d'exprimer par des chiffres lee a prdvisions rai- ses que le pays aura A sa dispositiol pour payer
sonnables relatives au niveau des recettes d'ex- les importations, assurer le service de la dette. etc.
portation ? a Dans le cadre des recherabes Sur la La m6thode la plus couramment adnaise est done
*Qossibilith de trouver une. solution. qaet volume de projeter les exportations sur un ce-tain nombre
de ressources supplementaires faudrait-il pour d'annes & venir. Aucune projection, quelque raf-
parvenir A lobjectif vis& ? finde qu'elle soit, ne peut prdvoir entibrement

Aux termes de la risolution de lUNCTAD, tout l'avenir, mals ii est possible grAce A elle de faire
mecanisme dont l'Etude de la Banque pouvait pr6- une hypoth&se raisonnable sur lea taidances pro-
coniser la creation devrait avoir pour but d'iviter bables. Lorsque l'on privoit les recetes d'exoorta-
l'effondrement des programmes de ddveloppement tion, it faut utiliser (et en fait l'on utilise) tous les
que pourraient provoquer a les mouvements ddfa- faits et toutes les analyses disponibles, mais ii
vorables des recettes d'exportation qui, en raison ne faut jamais oublier, ce faisant, qu'il est im-
de leuf nature ou de leur durde, ne peuvent pas possible de pr6dire tous lea effets de tous les dld-
etre corrigds simplement par des mesures de sou- ments qui en fin de compte ddtermineront ce qui
tien i court terme de la balance des paiements s. sera la realit&. Deux possibilitis s'offrent si les
Dane la rdsolution, est considdr6 comme mouve- resultats effectifs sont sensiblement inidrieurs aux
ment ddfavorable a tout ddficit enregistr6 par rap- chiffres de la projection: soit modifier les deci-
port aux prdvisions raisonnables relatives au ni- sions d'investissement, ce qui retardera vraisembla-
veau des recettes d'exportation s. blement l'execution du programme de developpe-

Par ddfinition, l'objet du mdcanisme n'est donc ment, soit les maintenir ou lee adapter de manidre
pas d'accroitre le montant de l'aide extdrieure nor- A ne pas arreter le ddroulement du programme.
male pour le developpement. De fait, s'il dtait pos- Une modification fondamentale des conditions eN t-
sible techniquement de prdvoir tous les mouve- rieures peut trds bien imposer une modification du
me ts ddfavorables, on en tiendrait compte lors programme, mais elle sera faite dans ce ecas pour
de tasblisement des a prdvisions raisonnables s assurer le ddveloppement optimal, et non parce
et ii n'y aurait pas de ddficits inattendus des re- qu'elle sera ifnposde arbitrairement par une baisse
cettes d'exportation. Des tendances ddfavorables inattendue des recettes en devises.
des recettes ,d'exportation agiraient Sur l'ampleur Aux fins de notre Etude, nous avons done consl-
et la structure du programme de ddveloppement, d4rd que 1e terme a previsions raisonnables a de-
mais IA aussi on en tiendrait compte lors de la for- vait se prendre au sens destimations objectives;
mulation du programme prn-4tabli et l'on obtien- le premier probldme pratique A rdsoudre diait done
drait lea capitaux extdrieurs ndcessaires. Cela de ddterminer si, pour que le mdcanisme envisagd
avait d'ailleurs fait l'objet d'une note incorporde puigse fonctionner, ii dtait vraiment possible do
& la risolution de LUNCTAD. II peut encore y faire ces estimations avec une marge d'erreur ac-
avoir des 4carts entre le total anticip4 des devises ceptable.
obtenues soit par les exportations soit de sources (1) Cette Etude du Secretariat ne doit pas dtre
extdrieures et le montant rilcessaire pour l'ex6cu- consider6e comme exprimant les vues des Admi-
tion du programme de ddveloppement, mais it ne nistrateurs de la Banque ou dwe Gouvernements
s'agit 1A du probldme habituel du financement du qu'ils.representent.

((Contmnued)
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EXPERIENCE DE LA BANQUE MONDIALE
Lee 4conomistes de la Banque Mondisle ont ac- visions raisonnables a de chaque pays avec les ex- duits et le nombre des variables en cause. Nous

quis une grande expdrience en la matiere: depuis portations qu'il a effectivement faites, les projec- avons constat& sans surprise que plus les revi-
longtemps en effet ils dressent des prdvisions des tions de la Banque pour chaque pays ont 6t6 amal- sions des projections dtaient frdquentes, plus
recettes d'exportation que peuvent espdrer lea pays gamdes en un nombre limitd de g projections com- elles se rapprochaient de la realith et en censd-
en vole de d6veloppement puisque c'est un des bindes s. Nous avons 6tabli trois projections com- quence plus 4tait faible le montant des d~ficits
61iments qui leur sert A dterminer la solvabilit6 bindes pour chaque pays. Dans celles du type 1, cumulds qui se prnduisaient sur lea moyennes et
d'emprunteurs dventuels et I dvaluer la situation les chiffres de chaque projection nouvelle dds longues pdriodes. Une autre constatation qui m6-
de leur 4conomie et leurs perspectives de ddvelop- qu'elle 6tait prete ont t6 substituds A Is partie de rite d'&tre notde est que, dans certaines pdriodes,
pement. Nous avons donc commenLe par analyser l'ancienne projection chevauchant la nouvelle et l'ensemble des pays a obtenu des excdents net-
La masse de connaissances ainsi recueillie; c'est Sur qui n'dtait pas expir4e. Dans belles du Type 2, on tement supdrieurs aux prdvisions. Si donc certains
Ia base des projections que la Banque avait ef- a supposd que toute projection anterieure serait pays en voie de ddveloppement ont subi des 46.
fectu4es pour tel ou tel'pays que nous avons mis maintenue pendant au moins deux ans A partir ficits par rapport aux previsions des recettes d'ex.
au point l'aspe-t a prdvisions a de notre analyse, de l'annde de base, mdme s'il existait une nouvelle portation, d'autres par contre bdndficiaient d'exd-
lea comparant ensuite aux exportations effectives projection couvrant ces memes anndes. dents. Nous avons cependant pensd que dans l'in-
de ces mdmes pays enregistrdes dans lea statisti. - tention des auteurs de l rdsolution de 'UNCTAD,
ques commerciales.-Dans les rapports de La Banque Dans Ia projection combinde du Type 3, toute l'aide aux pays en voie de ddveloppement en dif.
nous avons trouvA 113 projections quantitatives projection anterieure dtait maintenue au moins ficult6 pour cette raison particuliere, devait venir
faites par les dconomistes de La Banque de 1949 A quatre ou cinq ans avant qu'on puisse lui substituer en majeure partie, voire totalement, des pays in-
1964, portant sur des pdriodes de dur4e diverse, les chiffres de ]a projection suivante. Nous avons dustrialis6s et non pas d'autres pays en voie de
mais en g6ndral sur cinq ans. L'utilisation de ces alors compar4 lea recettes d'exportation effectives ddveloppement. Nous avons donc estim6, lors de
projections pour l'dtude de notre probldme parti- de chaque pays aux valeurs de chaque type de la mise au point de ce mdcanisme, qu'il fallait ana-
culier se heurtait noanmoins i une difficult6. projection combinde pour calculer trois differentes lyser sdparement lea problemes de chaque pays en
Comme elles 6taient faites A des fins operation- series de ddficits et d'exddents par pays et par voie de developpement, et que les recettes d'expor-
nelles sur une pdriode assez longue, ces projec- annie. tation supdrieures aux prdvisions dans certains
tions n'avaient pas toutes Ia mdme annde de base pays en voie de ddveloppement pendant une pA-
ni Ia meme annde terminale. Et l'on navait pas Certaines insuffisances d'ordre technique limi- riode quelconque ne pouvaient pas servir A com-
6tabli le mdme nombre de projections dans chaque talent Is valeur de ce mode d'analyse qui a ndan- penser lea ddficits des autres. De plus, A quelques
cas. Pour surmonter cette difficultW, due au fait moins fait apparaitre certains faits intiressants. exceptions pres, les pays en voie de ddveloppement
que pour le plus grand nombre des pays il y avait Tout d'abord, il a montrd que lea prdvisions de Is auraient besoin de tous lea excddents qu'ils pou-
une multiplicitd de projections cui se chevau- Banque s'6taient r6v6les plus prdcises qu'on ne vaient accumuler pour rembourser leurs dettes ou
chaient, et pour faciliter la comparaison des a pr,- l'aurait pense, vu l'instabilitM du march6 des pro- compenser leurs propres ddficits futurs.

LES s ECHANTILLONS n

Si l'exerclce d6crit ci-dessus nous a donn6 des En outre, nour calculer une estimation des capi- tres sources de credits internationaux, le ens
apergus trs instructifs sur lea problemes qui font taux ndcessaires, nous avons tenu compte de tous dchdant une certaine utilisation des rdserves mo-
l'objet de notre Etude, il ne peut de toute dviden- les postulats mesurables qui pourraient influer Sur ndtaires, lea cons6quences d'une amdioratlon des
ce noun aider systdmatiquement A estimer lea res- lea besoins en capitaux de l'organisme. C'est ainsi techniques de projection, lea ajustements auxquels
sources financitres qui seront necessaires au fonc- que nous avons suppos6 que dans tous les cas on les pays pourraient proceder sans retarder leurs
tionnement du mdcanisme envisag6. On a nean- cela se justifierait lea pays auraient recours aux programmes de ddveloppement, la clause qui prd-
moins pense que tout jugement port6 sur lea be- erddits compensatoires actuels du FMI, et que voit que seuls les pays s'acquittant de leurs en-
coins financiers de l'organisme devalt tenir comp- dans chaque periode de projection, les exc6dents gagements envers l'organisme intprnationali pour-
te de tous lea faits utiles enregistres dans le pass6. de chaque pays viendraient en d6duction de ses raient obtenir son aide et une hausse des expor-
C'est pourquoi nous avons ddcidk d'extraire de la ddficits. Lorsque lea resultats obtenus Sur Is base tations de ces pays due A l'application des politi-
liste de pays pour lesquels des projections combi- de ces deux 6chantillons ont 6t extrapolds A ques convenues. Compte tenu de ces facteurs, il
ndes avalent pu Ctre 4tablies, un ou deux grounes- l'ensemble des pays en voie de developpeonent, le faudrait, .- titre d'experience Sur cinq annes,
dchantillons dont la composition resterait immuable total des dificits non compenses obtenus A partir donner au mdcanisme des ressources annuelles se
et qui engloberaient le maximum de pays pendant des projections i moyen terme, raison d'8tre du situant entre 300 et 400 millions de dollars.
In pdriode de temps IS plus longue possible, et mdcanisme envisag6, 6tait en moyenne proche de
cela pour une pdriode de rdftrence suffisamment 1,2 milliard de dollars prr an pour Ia pdriode Si les conclusions de l'Etude confirment dans
typique. Nous avons done choisi deux dchantillons, dtudide. l'ensemble l'ordre de grandeur du probldme en
l'un compos6 de 14 pays pour Is pdriode de sept termes statistiques, eles prennent un sens impres-
ans allant de 1957 A 1963 et l'autre compos6 de Puisque l'organisme est censt dtre le - prdteur sionnant, encore que difficilement chiffrable, lors-
18 pays pour la pdriode de 1959 A 1963 (2). Ces rdsiduel ., on ne saurait calculer ses besoins avec qu'on imagine In rdalit4 qu'elles ddvoilent : espoirs
kchantillons 6taient suffisamment 6toffds et typi- certitude, mais un certain nombre d'dlements andantis, ddception populaire et instabilit6 poli-
ques pour rendre plausible une extrapolation ap- nou amenent A penser qu'll suffirait d'un m tique, sociale et economique qui constituent par-
proximative A 1'ensemble des pays, compte dOment fois des obstacles plus formidables au diveloppe-
tenu des ddviations dventuelles dont lea dehantil- tant total trds inf6rieur A 1,2 milliard de dollars. ment que les pdnuries de ressources financieres ou
lons pouvaient 6tre entAchds. Ces 6ldments sont notamment le recours - d'au- materielles.

IMPORTANCE DE LA COOPERATION INTERNATIONALE
Nous devons admettre certes que 'dlimination doit indvitablement avoir des repercussions Sur intdrnt, puisqik le rile des crddits de ddveloppe-

mgme totale des effets de ddficits inattendus des d'importants aspects de la politique interieure des ment est de combler l'dcart entre lea recettes ef-
recettes d'exportation ne supprimerait pas toutes pays en voie de daveloppement, il est A supposer fectives en devises d'un pays et sea besoins en
lea difficults qua pose le dtveloppement et ne que ces pays accepteront plus volontiers de con- capitaux pour ex6cuter un programme de ddve-
libtrerait pas les gouvernements de leurs respon- clure un arrangement de ce genre par i'intermd- loppement bien congu. Sans un programme de
sabilitds. Ceux-ci se heurteraient encore aux gra- diaire d'un organisme international auquel ils ap- ddveloppement bien congu et des prdvisions exac-
ves probltmes que sont le relvement du niveau partiennent aux c6tds des pays fournissant les tes il est impossible de d6terminer les besoins
de l'education., l'acquisition des techniques indis- capitaux, que directement par des arrangements d'aide; or c'est IA ce que doivent savoir les insti-
pensables, le cornportement social qu'exige le dd- bilatdraux. tutions d'assistance et les groupes chargds de coor-
veloppement. la mise en place de l'infrastructure Cette proeddure exige des relations de travail donner l'aide loomis aux divers pays. C'est pour-
essentielle et la diversification de In production trs troites entre le pays et l'organismeenvisag dvrit faciliter cette
selon un plan bien congu. Us ne pourront 6chap- ee dtc-tites entsopre payt;et nombrnxspeyscoordination de l'aide, contribuer A rendre cette
per aux consdquences de politiques intrieures et en voie de d6veloppement, par exemple, sont habi- assistance plus efficace t susciter Is coopr-
extdrieures qui, semblant prsenter des avantages tu6s entretenir des relations de travail trs tion requise.
dans l'imnmddiat, freinent In croissance dconomi- toies e elons do tai trau Le mfcrnisme n- vaut qu' nour un seul aspect
que. Et il resterait encore le problme urgent troites evons Benues et dao- do processus do developpment, mais, lorsquon a
d'obtenir un afflux suffisant de capitaux dtran- ii no s'gira pea seuleent d' ne coopdration plei- jugd de son opportunit6 et des possibilit6s de le
gers pretes A des conditions adaptLes a Is situation ne et entiere; In bonne exi ution des program- rdaliser, on a teno compte do be part quil peut
du pays. Toutefois le bon fonctionnement du md- mes de ddveloppement prond a en effet plus d'im- prendre a la solution du probldme gdndral du dt-
canisme envisag6 de 'endra de Is nature et do portance et l responsabalit de chacun en sere veloppement. C'est sur bn base de cc qui s'est
degr6 de coop6ration internationale qu'eile crders d'autant l rn. d e exigeren ge- passa dans de nombreux pays pendant des dizai-
et qui en meme temps augmentera la possibilit6 lement une coopration 6tro e et constante entre nec d'annes quo ce m 6canisme a det mis au
d'une action plus soutenue et plus efficace dans l'organisme et le autres i stitutions internatio- point On peut espdrer tu'll dchappe a deux cis-
tous lea domaines du d6veloppement. nales qui s'occupent de ddve oppement. LA encore ques cel de donner trap d'importence aux a-

il n'y a c-ion do bien nouvean, Si s n'est be degr pects thdoriques du probleme et celui d'ignorer

La coop~ration internationale est In c leneI y a n de utd te o rion.l n auraa s m Wesle egr as d6libdnment ce que peuvent nous enseigner lesLa oapraionintrntioalsea lac6 do vafite do cette coopdratian. 11 faudra emdliorer sans analyses et thdanios 6conomiqoes looddes Sun le-
de ce mdcanisme, en raison de Is nature meme cesse lea rouages actuels de la coopdration et de faits En be propasant, noms no cherehans ni ii
du problme qui inttresse tant de pays. Si i'on la coordination; or comme i est de l'intdret de faire de Ia morale ni paror jugement Sur lintsn
veut eviter lea effets de ces d6ficits qui sapent lee toutes lee parties intiresstes que 1'organisme fonc- tian palitique quo lea pays ant de conure loe
fondements des programmes, il faut que l'aide vien- tionne bien, toutes seront incittes i lee amdliorer. arrangements qu'envisage le mecanisme. Notrene immediatement ds que le besoin apparait, I Par exemple, une prevision objective des recettes plan porte Sur un besoin dconomique crd parfaut que le pays en cause Sit toute confiance qu'elle d exportation d'un pays qui fait partie intdgrante une incertitude et sur Ia fagon de le satisfaire.lui sera donnde, il faut quq les pays qui In four- des mesures decid6es d'un commun accord pour
nissent alent l'assurance qu'#.1e sera vraiment uti- l'exdcution d'un programme d'ensemble, traite de
lisde pour le dtveloppement4Le mtcanisme a tA questions qui touchent A be fois a be fourniture et (2) Le premier 6chantillon 6tait compost des pays
congu de mani~e que ces conditions solent rem- A l'utilisation d'une aide exttrieure. Une prcvision suivants : Brail, Birmanie, Colombie, Costa
ples, et cela grAce A cette disposition qui stipule exacte sera de l'interdt du pays en voie de dd- Rica, El Salvador, Equateur, Ethiopie, Guatd-un arrangement prdalable entre l'organisme inter- veloppement, puisque une surestimation risque de mala, Mexique, Nicaragua, Pakistan, Ptrou,
national et le pays et prdvoit des consultations et reduire l'aide dtrangdre rdguliere, tandis qu'une Soudan et Thailrn'o. Le second dtait compost
des vrifications destindes A assurer l'exdcution sous-estimation pourrait entrainer une diminu- des memes pays plus l'Argentine, lInde, le
effective des programmes arreits d'un commun tion du montant de l'aide en cas de ddficit. Mais Panama et le Tanganyika (maintenant Tan-
accord. Comme Is conclusion de ces arrangements lea pays appelts it fournir de l'aide y ont autant zanie),
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in d~e0c)3-4 dazarallo

a dar a muchos de los palses en vias
Un pan ara rotger os rogrmasde desarrollo ]a confianza de que

Un plan para proteger los prograras *esta incertidumbre no frustrarA sus
do desarrollo do algunas incertidumbres esfuerzos para lograPun crecimiento

do los ingresos do exportaci6n ordenado. Ademis, se ha concebido
el plan como manera de ayudar a
mejorar la actuaci6n econ6mica de
los paises en desarrollo y, al mismo

Per IRVING S. FRIEDMAN tiempo, la efectividad de la ayuda
externa de manera aceptable para

(Exclusive para ANALISIS en Ia Argentina) ellos y para los paises exportadores
de capital. El plan se concentra fni-

Zl problema quo surge del impacto quo pueden tener en el camente.en un aspecto del proble-
dev.rrollo las bajas imprevistas de los ingresos de exportacl6n ma del desarrollo econ6mico, pero
fue Lma de las principales preocupaclones de Ia Conferencla do trata de hacerlo de modo que ro-
las lic.ones Unidas sobre Comerclo y Desarrollo (UNCTAD), quo bustezca todo el proceso del desa-
en 1SZ4 congreg6 a representantes do 116 goblernos en Ginebra. rrollo y proporcione mayor orden y
La Co .oerencia aprob6 una resolucl6n pidiendo al Banco Mundial objetividad al mecanismo para la
un estudio del problema y, si fuese viable, Ia elaborac16n do un transferencia de los recursos de los

plan para enfrentarlo. La resoluci6n fue patrocinada inicialmente paises mAs desarollados a los menos

per el Reino Unido y Suecia, y fue aprobada par 106 votos contra desarollados.
ninguno y 10 abstenciones. El estudio qued6 terminado en diciem- El plan mismo es relativamente

bre de 1965 y fue presentado al secretario general de las Na- sencillo, pero su administraci6n efi-
clones Unidas, Sr. U Thant, per el Sr. George D. Woods, presidente ciente exigiria un alto grado de coo-

del Banco Mundial (1). peracion internacional, asi como un
personal experimentado, objetivo y

Los rtcursos en divisas son un de productos primarlos para oDLe- capaz. Al mismo tiempo, la existen-
fundarnento esencial de la capaci- ner ingresos de exportaci6n, sus cia misma de tal mecanismo podria
dad de un pais para realizar un programas de desarrollo son par- ayudar a generar el tipo de coope-
programa de desarrollo o crecimien- ticularmente vulnerables a las ba- raci6n que requiriria su exito. ,
to. En general, los paises menos jas imprevistas de los precios de El plan seria administrado por
desarrollados no tienen grandes bie- esos productos o de esos ingresos. una organizaci6n internacional, que
nes en el exterior ni reservas de La soluci6n de esta dificultad debe podria ser una ya existente o una
divisas importantes a los cuales buscarse mediante la diversificacion nueva, establecida con ese fin. Los
recurrir para fines de desarrollo, de la producci6n y de las exporta- gobiernos miernbros proporciona-
y deben depender del flujo corrien- ciones, junto con un mayor acceso rian recursos que permitieran sisu
te de divisas derivadas de las ex- a los mercados externos, pero Ia operaciones durante un periodo ini-
portaciones de bienes y servicios o diversificaci6n requiere una reali- cial de cinco anos, a un nivel de
de la entrada de capitales paiblicos zaci6n satisfactoria de las politicas Dls. 300 M. a DIs. 400 M. por afio.
y privados. Los ingresos de expor- de desarrollo. Una pequefia parte de estos fondos
taci6n constituyen la fuente princi- El objetivo de la proposici6n del representaria un contribuci6n en
pal de divisas de los paises menos Banco Mundial sobre medidas fi- efectivo, y el resto seria aportado
desarrollados -un promedio de al- nancieras complementarias es con- en pagar6s que podrian hacerse
rededor del 80 % del total. tribuir a proteger los programas y efectivos sin demoras, si fuese ne-

Los mercados mundiales de mu- politicas de desarrollo del impacto -
chos productos primarios son ines- de las bajas imprevistas de los in- (1) De acuerdo con Is politics usual del
tables y el crecimiento a largo plazo gresos de exportaci6n. Por esta ra- Banco Mundial, el estudio represents lasopiniones del personal Y no pretende re-
de la demanda es lento. Como la z6n, el estudio del Banco contiene flejar las opiniones de los directores eje-
mayor parte de los paises de bajos proposiciones para establecer un cutivos o de los goblernos que elos re-
ingresos dependen casi totalmente mecanismo internacional destinado presentan.

El articulo del Sr. Irving Friedman, nerarse fAcilmente por una baja del
principal asesor econ6mico del presi- precio de dichos productos. La solu-
tcnte del BIRF, describe el estudio ci6n consiste en diversificar la pro-
que que el mismo Friedman dirigiera ducci6n y consecuentemente la expor-
y que fue encargado al Banco Mundial taci6n.
por resoluci6n de [a Conferencia de las
Naciones Unidas sobre Comercio y De- o El objetivo propuesto por ei Banco
sarrollo (UNCTAD). La autorizacion Mundial sobre medidas financieras
para su reproducci6n fue otorgada en complementarias es contribuir a pro-
forma exclusiva para ANALISIS en la teger las politicas de desarrollo de las
Argentina, y estimamos que la materia baas imprevistas de los ingresos de
tratada por el Sr. Friedman cobra ac- exportaci6n.
tualidad ante la proximidad de otra 0 El prop6sito del plan no es incre-
reuni6n de la UNCTAD en Ginebra, du- mentar -por superposicin- ]a ayu-
rante la cual volverA a tocarse el tema. da al desarrollo; en realidad solo en-

En apretada sintesis el estudio ex- cara el problema especial emergente
presa que: de los movimientos desfavorables en

o Los recursos en divisas son un fun- el ingreso de divisas.
damento esencial de la capacidad de * Tomando en cuenta diversos facto-
un pais para realizar un programa de res el plan contempla una provisi6n de
desarrollo. recursos del orden de Dis. 300 M. a

DIs. 400 M. por aflo, y sobre una base
o Los ingresos de exportaci6n cons- experimental de cinco afios.
tituyen la fuente principal de divisas
de los poises menos desarrollados. 0 El estudio advierte sobre la necesi-

dad de una efectiva cooperaci6n in-
o Como la mayor parte de los paises ternacional para poder realizar el plan
en desarrollo dependen casi totalmen- y recuerda los esfnerzos posteriores y
te de la exportaci6n de los productos paralelos que los paises en el involu-
primarios para obtener ingresos, sus crados deben hacer en favor de un
programas de desarrollo pueden vul- desarrollo efectivo.
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cesario. Los beneficios alcanzarlan ci6n exacta no sea viable, puede portaci6n durante el periodo ae pro-
a todos los pafses en vias de desa- encontrarse pautas suficientemente yecci6n. Luego, existiria un enten-
rrollo dispuestos a satisfacer las re- fidedignas. dimiento sobre el uso apropiado de
glas de plan. las reservas del pais. Si 6stas fue-

El plan depende de una clAusula El conjunto de normas incluiria sen insuficientes, se podria recurrir
segin la cual debe existir un enten- un plan de financiamiento y una al financiamiento compensatorio del
dimiento previo entre la organiza- previsi6n de la balanza de pagos pa- Fondo Monetario Internacional
ci6n internacional de administraci6n ra el periodo de proyecci6n. No im- siempre que el pais estuviese en
y el pais miembro, respecto del pro- pondria "economias planificadas" a posici6n de recibir es ayuda de
grama y las politicas de desarrollo los paises con economias "sin pla- acuerdo con Las disposiciones del
que debe seguirse para que el pals nificaci6n" en el sentido de incre- Fondo. Las'estipulaciones para to-
pueda recibir la ayucla si posteriores mentar la propiedad o la direccion mar otras medidas dependerlan de
deficiencias de sus ingresos de ex- del sector privado por el gobierno, las circunstancias del pais. Por
portacion amenazaran trastornar el o de reducir la importancia relativa ejemplo, 6ste podrian contar con
programa. Este rendimiento com- del sector privado. Estimularia la derechos adiesonales para- recurrir
prenderia tres requisitos principa- planificaci6n o programaci6n en el al Fondo u otras fuente de asisten-
les, que bosquejar6 brevemente an- sentido utilizado por los economis- cia internacional, o el gobierno po-
tes de exponer el plan. tas o t6cnicos en desarrollo para dria tener facultades para restringirdescribir un conjunto de politicas ciertas importaciones de lujo, o re-

gubernamentales coherentes y fir- visar los impuestos. Las clAusulas
Requisatos para mente aplicadas, con el prop6sito de contemplando 01 recurso a 6stas u

quisitos para alcanzar las mejoras deseadas en la otras medidas, se consignarsan tan
el entendimiento estructura y en el nivel de la pro- explicitamente como fuese posible

ducci6n y la productividad. El plan en el entendimiento previo. Funda-
El primero seria una proyecci6n, de financiamiento abarcaria las in- mento de su utilizaci6n serla el de-

acordada mutuamente, de las "pre- versiones pndblicas, la mejor estima- seo de evitar trastornos del progra-
visiones razonables" de los ingresog ci6n posible de las inversiones pri- ma de desarrollo.
de exportaci6n. Esta abarcaria el vadas, comprendidos los niveles de En algunos casos palses con de-
periodo utilizado corrientemente en inversi6n en los principales secto- iciencias podrian no nocesitar la
los programas de desarrollo, quizis res, y las proyecciones del financia- ayuda de la organizaci6n, siemprecinco afios, y se determinaria sobre miento provenientes de fuentes in- que las deficiencias fuesen pequefiasla base de un entendimiento res- ternas y externas. La previsi6n de y do poca duraci6n, a quo se con-pecto del programa global. Estaria la balanza de pagos abarcaria esti- tase con amplio financiamuento desujeta a revisi6n, a iniciativa de maciones de los principales compo- divisas de otras fuentes para sortearcualquiera de las partes, pero el pais nentes de las exportaciones e un- la situaci6n. De este modo, la orga-miembro no podria hacerlo sin portaciones, la utilizaci6n de reser- nizaci6n seria una fuente residualacuerdo previo con la organizaci6n vas y las diversas categorias de fi- de pr6stamos. Pero en caso necesa-y como parte de un nuevo estudio,- nanciamiento externo. El plan de fi- rio su asistencia seria oportuna, se-

-general del programa. nanciamiento y la proyecci6n de la gura y suficiente. Segan el p7an
En el estudio, los ingresos reales balanza de pagos incluiria ademas propuesto, la organizaci6n actuaria

de exportaci6n que sobrepasen la las politicas esenciales y seria tan rApidamente para suministrar los
proyecci6n se laman "excedentes", detallado como fuese necesario para recursos complementarios requeri-
y si, por el contrario, esos ingresos lograr los prop6sitos del plan. Se dos si el pais estuviese siguiendo
son inferiores a lo calculado, se la- mantendria el contacto permanen- las politicas acordadas y la deficien-
man "deficiencias". La duraci6n del te entre la organizaci6n internacio- cia amenazase con el trastorno y no
entendimiento se denomina "perfo- nal y el gobierno miembro para pudiera resolverse o contrarrestarse
do de proyeccifn" y es equivalente adaptar el conjunto de normas a las de otro modo. Por otra parte, si el
a lo que comuninente se ha llama- condiciones en la medida que estas inclumplimiento de esas politicas
de "perlodo del plan" an los paises se fuesen modificando, si ello fuese pusiera en peligro la posici6n del
en vias ae aesarroilo. Durante el necesario para mantener un progra- pais para recurrir a la ayuda, se in-
periodo de proyecci6n cualquier ex- ma de desarrollo efectivo. La capa- formaria sin demora al gobierno y
cedente se utilizaria como recurso cidad de la organizaci6n para sos- se buscaria la rectificaci6n de la
primordial para contrarrestar cual- tener elevadas normas de compe- situaci6n mediante consultas. El
quier deficiencia. Si se registrase tencia tecnica, objetividad y actua- plan tiende a proporcionar incen-
un excedente durante el periodo de ci6n seria un factor indispensable tivo y aliento a los palses para que
proyecci6n, pero despues que una para el 6xito del plan propuesto. den una muy elevada prioridad a Is
deficiencia hubiese sido compensa- En muchos de los paises en vias prosecuci6n de los objetivos del des-
da por la organizaci6n, esta seria de desarrollo es dificil o imposible rrollo econ6mico.
reembolsada por el monto del ex- formular programas de desarrollo
cedente. Los excedentes acbmula- coherentes para toda la economia.dos al finahizar e1 periodo queda- En algunos paises puede faltar una Hip6tesis de trabajonian en libre disponibilidad pars no ostructura administrativa efectiva a
desalentar una mejor actuaci6n de ens base estadistics adecuada; y en
las exportaciones, mientras que otros ba naturaleza politica y social Antes de elaborar el plan bosque-
cualquier saldo de las deficiencias del Pais podnia hacer extremads- jado, tratamos de comprobar la va-
se transformaria en deuda a largo monte dicil ia programaci6n del lidez de las hip6tesis en que se bas6
plazo con la organizaci6n, en con- eses difcl ea pgrmacid la resoluci6n de la UNCTAD. Por
diciones similares a las que hubiese desarrollo. En estas circunstsnciaS ejemplo, les el problema de las de-
recibido el pais para el financia- el enfoque mencionado antes se apli- ficiencias de los ingresos de expor-
miento regular de su desarrollo. carla inicialmente solo a la parte de taci6n tan real y grave como se ha

El segundo requisito del entendi- la economia que fuese susceptible pensado? jPuede solucionarse, o por
miento afectaria el programa y las de ina formulacion sistematica de lo menos, pueden mitigarse sus efec-
politicas de desarrollo que debe se- politica. Segnn el caso podria acor- tos de manera suficiente? Nuestras
guir el pais durante el periodo de darse un "plan de acci6n" parcial respuestas afirmativas se basan en
proyecci6n. Este "conjunto de nor- de inversiones piblicas, combinAn- parte en Ia exploraci6n de otros
mas", como se llama en el estudio, dolo con las estimaciones mhs.pro- interrogantes: Hasta qu6 punto es
variaria deiun pais a otro, depen- bables de 10 cue podria ocuzwr en posible dar expresi6n concreta al
diendo de las cireunstancias de ca- el sector privado. En tales casos, termino "previsiones 'razonables de
da uno. Se evitarlan los pcriterio Para determinar si un pals deberia ingresos de' exportaci6n?" Como
arbitrarios y rigidos; se confiaria en recibir ayuda, habria que basarse parte de la cuesti6n de viabilidad,
alto grado en la objetividad y Is Mfis adn en el cumplimiento de las Zqu6 nivel de recursos complemen-
competencia de Is organizaci6n para politicas acordadas. tarios se requerirlan para lograr
acordar con cada pals un conjunto el objetivo deseado?
de normas adaptadas pricticamente Un tercer requisito importante
a sus condiciones pero concebidas del acuerdo entre la organizaci6n y
para lograr los ojVU',e del doa, el pais, seria un entendimiento so- Segun la resoluci6n la UNCTAD,
rrollo econ6mico. S pre que fue- bre las medidas que debera tomar todo plan que emerja del estudio
se posible, se establecerian Para ca- el pals para ajustarse a una posible del Banco Mundial debe ayudar a
da pais guias 4pecificas cuantifica- deficiencia de sus ingresos de ex- prevenir el trastorno de los pro-
bles para medir el progreso del portaci6n sin trastornar el progra- gramas de desarrollo que surja de
cumplimiento de las politicas acor- ma de desarrollo acordado. En pri- "los movimiento desfavorables de
dadas. La precisi6n de estas tkcni- mer termino, se estipularfa la apli- los ingresos de exportaci6n que re-
cas variaria, pero la experiencia in- caci6n a esa deficiencia de cual- sulten ser de carActer o do duraci6n
dica cue, sun cuando la cuantifica- quier exceso de los ingresos de ex- tales quo no puedan .soluciornarse
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adecuadamente mediante ]a ayuda Determinaci6n de de cada pais, comparfindolos con los
a corto plazo para sostener la ba- valores proyectados para cada tipo
lanza de pagos". En la resoluci6n posibilidades a fin de Ilegar a tres series alterna-
se define un "movimiento desfavo- das de deficiencias y excedentes,
rable" como "una deficiencia con Para los fines de nuestro estudio pais por pais y afno por afio.
respecto a la previsiones razonables el t6rmino "previsiones razonables" Si bien este anfilisis estuvo sujetodel nivel de los ingresos de expor- se interpret6 por esas razones en el a varias limitaciones tecnicas, reve-taci6n". sentido de estimaciones objetivas, y 16 algunos hechos interesantes. Pa-

Asi, por definici6n, el prop6sito el primer problema prActico fue de- ra empezar, demostr6 que las pro-
del plan no es incrementar el monto terminar la posibilidad de formular yecciones del Banco habian sido
de la ayuda externa ordinaria pa- tales estimaciones con un margen de mis acertadas de lo que se hubiera
ra el desarrollo. En verdad, si fue- error aceptable para los prop6sitos podido esperar en vista de la natu-
se tecnicamente posible anticipar del plan. raleza incierta de los mercados de
todos los movimientos desfavora- Los economistas del Banco Mun- productos bisicos y de otras varia-
bles, se les incorporaria en las "pre- dial ban tenido mucha experiencia bles. AdemAs, y 6sto no caus6 sor-
visiones razonables" y no habria de- en ]a proyecci6n de los ingresos de presa, demostr6 que a una mayor
ficiencias inesperadas de los ingre- exportaci6n de los paises en vias de frecuencia en la revisi6n de la pro-
sos de exportaci6n. Las tendencias desarrollo, como parte del proceso yecciones corresponde una mayor
desfavorables de esos ingresos afec- para establecer la capacidad de en- exactitud y que, por tanto, es menos
tarian la escala y la estructura del deudamiento de los posibles presta- el monto de las deficiencias totales
programa de desarrollo, pero esto tarios y para determinar sus posi- experimentadas en los periodos de
podria reflejarse en el programa ciones y perspectivas econ6micas pa- duraci6n mediana y larga. Otra no-
trazado previamente y en el finan- ra el desarrollo. Empezamos por table lecci6n fue que en algunos
ciamiento externo conseguido para analizar estas experiencias, que es- periodos se obtuvieron excedentes
ese fin. En realidad, esto se contem- taban a nuestra disposici6n. Decidi- sustanciales por sobre lo esperado
p16 en una nota aclaratoria qUe fue mos utilizar como materia prima las por el conjunto de los grupos de
parte de la resoluci6n de la UNC- proyecciones hechas por el Banco paises. Asi, mientras algunos paises
TAD. Podria haber diferencias en- Mundial para distintos paises a fin en vias de desarrollo encontraban
tre los totales previstos de las di- de desarrollar el aspecto de las deficiencias segnn las proyecciones
visas ingresadas por exportaci6n y "previsiones" de nuestro anfalisis, y de sus ingresos de exportaciones,
las suministradas por fuentes exter: para compararlas con la actuaci6n otros, felizmente, tenian una expe-
nas, por un lado, y el monto reque- real de las exportaciones de los riencia contraria. Sin embargo, se
rido por los programas de desarro- mismos paises sobre la base de la pens6 que el prop6sito de la reso-
llo, por otro, pero esto es parte. del estadisticas comerciales disponibles. luci6n de la UNCTAD fue que la
problema usual del financiamiento Un examen de informes del Banco ayuda para los pafses en desarrollo
del desarrollo, y no un problems es- nes proporcion6 113 proyecciones que atravesaran por dificultades
pecial de inseguridad, que fue lo cuantitativas hechas por sus econo- por esta causa especial, debia obte-
encarado por el Estudio. mistas entre los anios 1949-1964, com- nerse, principal o enteramente, de

prendiendo proyecciones qua abar- los paises desarrollados y no de
Todo programa de desarrollo de- can diferentes lapsos, pero el tipico otros paises en desarrollo. Por esta

be basarse en algunas presunciones fue de cinco aios. Si embargo, se raz6n, al preparar el plan se parti6
respecto de los ingresos de expor- present6 una dificultAd al emplear de la base de que los problemas de
tacion, ya que 6stos constituyen la estas proyecciones para los fines del cada pais en vias de desarrollo de-
mayor fuente de divisas de un pais problema que se investigaba. De- bian considerarse separadamente, y
en vias de desarrollo. Las decislo- bido a que fueron formuladas para que los ingresos de exportaciones
nes sobre inversiones no pueden to- operaciones sobre un periodo de superiores a los previstos de algu-marse sin tener un juicio respecto tiempo mis bien prolongado, no to- nos paises en desarrollo en cual-de los ingresos de divisas de que das las proyecciones tenian la mis- quier periodo, no podrian utilizarse
se dispondra en el futuro para cos- ma base ni los mismos anias como pars contrarrestar las dificultades
tear las importaciones necesarias, el meta. Tampoco se contaba con de exportaci6n de otros. Por lo de-servicio de la deuda, etc. Por esta igual nfumero de proyecciones para mas, los paises en desarroll! nece-
raz6n, es prictica cada vez mas cada pais. Para superar esta difi- sitarlan, con muy pocas excepcio-
aceptada proyectar las exportacio- cultad, planteada por la multiplici- nes, todos los excedentes que pudie-
nes por periodos de aios. Nisguna dad de proyecciones sobrepuestas sen acumular para pagar sus deu-
proyecci6n, por ingeniosa que sea, unas a otras en la mayoria de los das o para contrarrestar sus ropias
puede anticipar los sucesos futuros paises, y para facilitar la compara:- dificultades futuras.
en toda su extensi6n, pero puede ci6n de las "previsiones razonables"
constituir una hip6tesis razonable de cada pais con la actuaci6n real Si bien -todas las consideraciones
de las tendencias probables. En Is de sus exportaciones, las proyeccio- expuestas ofrecieron aspectos muy
previsi6n de ingresos de exporta- nes del Banco para cada pals se instructivos de los problemas que
cIEin, deberian emplearse todos los combinaron dentro de una cantidad dieron origen a nuestro Estudio,
hechos y anflisis disponibles, pero limitada de "proyecciones compues- obviamente no podlan suministrar
para formular la proyecci6n habria tas", y confeccionamos tres de esas una guia automatica para estimar
que tener presente que no todos los proyecciones para cada pais. En el los recursos financieros requeridos
efectos de todas las determinantes Tipo Uno, los valores de cada nueva para la ejecuci6n del plan. Na obs-
de su resultado real pueden prede- proyecci6n reemplazaron la parte tante, se consider6 importante que
cirse. Si las realidades demuestran no completada de cualquier super- todo juicio sobre las necesidades
ser bastante inferiores a ]a proyec- posici6n precedente tan pronto co- financieras de la organizaci6n pro-
ei6n, las decisiones sobre inversi6n mo Is nueva proyecci6n se hallaba puesta, reflejara las pruebas hist6-
podrian alterarse, con la probabili- lista. En el Tipo Dos se parti6 de ricas Atiles disponibles. Se decidi6,
dad de retardar el programs de la base de que toda proyeccidn pre- para este fin, extraer de la lista de
desarrollo, o podrian mantenerse o via se aplicaria por lo menos du- paises pars los que fuese posible for-
adaptarse de nkanera tal que per- rante dos alos a contar de su for- mular proyecciones compuestas, uno
mitieran seguir adelante con ese mulaci6n, desentendi6ndose de la 0 dos grupos en los cuales is cor-
programa. Un cambio fundamental existencia de una proyecci6n poste- posici6n de los paises permanece-
de las condiciones externas podria rior para estos aios. En el Tipo rfa fija, cubriria la cantidad mixima
exigir un cambio del programs, pe- Tres se supuso que toda proyecci6n de paises por un intervalo de tiempo
ro dicho cambio se haria desde el previa debla permanecer en vigen- mAximo, y representaria un periodo
punto de vista del desarrollo 6pti- cia por lo menos cuatro o cinco afios razonablemente apropiado. Se esco-
mo, no como resultado de la nece- antes de que pudiese ser reempla- gieron dos grupos, uno de 14 paises
sidad arbitraria de conformarse al zada por los valores de la proyec- para el perfodo de siete aios de
nivel inesperadamente reducido de ci6n siguiente. En seguida medimod 1957 a 1963, y otro de 18 paIses pa-
los ingresos de divisas. los ingretos realst do exportaci6n ra los asios 1959-1963 (2). Estos gru-
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pos fueron suficientemente nume- do, el 6xito del plan propuesto ae- para ese fin serian considerables
rosos y representativos para hacer penderia y tenderia a generar la pues el exito de la organizaci6n se-
proyecciones generales a una base indole y el grado de cooperaci6n ria del inter6s de todos. Por ejem-
global plausible, tomando en consi- internacional que aumentaria la po- plo, una previsi6n objetiva de los
deraci6n cualquier distorsi6n dentro sibilidad de una acci6n mis sosteni- ingresos de exportaci6n de un pals,
de ellos. da y eficaz en todos los aspectos del como parte de un entendimiento so-

Ademis, para Ilegar a una esti- desarrollo. , bre su programa de desarrollo ge-
maci6n de los financiamientos re- La cooperaci 6n internacional es neral, toma en cuenta puntos que
queridos se tomaron en cuenta las la clave del plan debido a la natu- afectan tanto al suministro como al
probabilidades del plan mas fAciles raleza fundamental del problema. uso de la asistencia externa. Una
de medir y que afectarian las ne- Son muchos los paises afectados. Si previsi6n acertada seria de inter6s
cesidades de recursos de la organi- se desea evitar el efecto pertubador para el pals en desarrollo, ya que
cion. En todos los casos apropiados de las deficiencias, debe contarse una estimaci6n excesiva podria re-
se tuvo presente la posibilidad de con asistencia rApida cuando llegue ducir el monto de la ayuda en el ca-
recurrir a las facilidades de finan- el momento, el pais afectado debe so de una deficiencia. Seria de. igual
ciamiento compensatorio del Fondo confiar en que asi ocurrirA, y los importancia para los paises a los
y, dentro de cada periodo de pro- palses donantes deben tener la se- cuales se recurriria en demanda de
yecci6n, se aplicaron los excedentes guridad de que los recursos que su- ayuda, ya que la funci6n del finaw-
de cada pais a sus propias deficien- ministren serin utilizados efectiva- ciamiento del desarrollo es llenr el
cias. Una vez que los resultados ob- mente para el desarrollo. El plan vacio entre los ingresos de divisas
tenidos de las dos muestras se pro- contempla esta situaci6n al estipu- reales de un pais y sus necesidades
yectaron a una base global, se lle- lar un entendimiento previo entre para ejecutar un programa de desa-
g6 a un total de deficiencias no com- la organizaci6n y el pals y el man- rrollo s6lido. Esta solidez y la exac-
pensadas dentro de las proyecciones tenimiento de su eficacia mediante titud de la previsi6n son cruciales
de duraci6n media, como lo contem- revisi6n y consulta. Como necesaria- para determinar las necesidadeS de
pla el plan, de un promedio cerca- mente deberin tomarse en cuenta asistencia, preocupaci6n primordial
no a los DIs. 1.200 M. anuales, du- importantes aspectos de las politicas de muchas organizaciones de ayuda
rante el periodo comprendido en el internas de los paises en vias de de- y de grupos destinados a coordinar-
anilisis. sarrollo para llegar a esos entendi- la para palses individuales El plan

Como la organizaci6n es conside-N mientos, podria pensarse que esta- propuesto facilitarfa pues, la tarea
rada prestamista residual, no hay rian mis dispuestos a entrar en esa de coordinar la asistencia y hacerla
manera de tener seguridad respecto clase de relaci6n con una organiza- mis efectiva y, de esa manera, con-
de sus necesidades, pero una serie ci6n internacional a la que perte- tribuiria a obtener la cooperaci6n
de factores sugiere que seria ade- nezwan ellos y los paises donantes, requerida.
cuada una suma ligeramente infe- que a un mecanismo de entendi- Si bien el plan se refiere a so-
rior a los Dls 1.200 M. Estos fac- mientos bilaterales separados. lamente una parte del proceso de
tores comprenden el recurso a otras Este procedimiento necesitaria la desarrollo, se tom6 en cuenta al juz-
fuentes de credito internacional, mis estrecha relaci6n entre el pais gar su adecuaci6n y viabilidad su
algfin empleo de las reservas mo- y la organizaci6n, para lo que hay relaci6n con un enfoque efectivo de
netarias en los casos convenientes, precedentes; muchos paises en vias todo el problema del desarrollo. El
las consecuencias del mejoramiento de desarrollo, por ejemplo, estAn plan se basa en la experiencia de
de las tecnicas de proyecci6n, las acostumbrados a una estrecha rela- muchos paises a trav6s de decenios.
medidas de ajuste que los paises ci6n de trabajo con el Banco Mun- Creemos que hemos evitado el pe-
podrian tomar sin retardar su pro- dial, el Fondo Monetario Interna- cado de dar demasiado 6nfasis a los
gramas de desarrollo, la clAusula cional y otras organizaciones regio- aspectos teo6ricos o de desentender-
disponiendo que solamente los pai- nales e internacionales. El plan no se de lo que pueden enseiarnos los
se que cumplan sus compromisos solamente requeriria la mixima anAlisis y teorias econ6micas basa-
con la organizaci6n internacional cooperaci6n, sino que tambien da- dos en hechos reales. Al proponer
pueden esperar su ayuda, y una ria mayor significacion a la buena el plan, no se ha tenido el prop6si-
mejor actuaci6n de las exportacio- actuaci6n respecto de las politicas to de moralizar o de juzgar la dis-
nes de los paises como resultado de sobre desarrollo, con la correspon- posici6n politica de los paises para
la ejecuci6n de las politicas acor- diente mayor responsabilidad de to- participar en los acuerdos que con-
dadas. Tomando en cuenta estos dos los participantes. El plan exi- templa. Trata de la necesidad eco-
factores, el plan contempla recur- giria tambitn una constante y es- n6mica que surge de la inseguridad,
sos de DIs. 300 M. a DIs. 400 M. trecha cooperaci6n entre le organi- y c6mo hacerle frente. *
por afio, sobre una .base experimen- zaci6n y otras instituciones interna-
tal de cinco ainos. cionales que participen en el desa- (2) El primer pupa comprend16 a Bir-

rnolo. ampco eni Aso ago ar- maia, Brasil, Colombia, Costa Rica. Eua-~rrollo. Tampoco seria esto algo par- dor. El Salvador. Etiopla, Guatemala, M6-
Conclusiones ticularmente nuevo. El mecanismo xico, Nicaragua. Pakisthn, Perfi, Tailandia

existente de cooperaci6n y coordi- y Sudfn. El segundo comprendi6 a todom
egos paises mAs Argentina, India, PanamA

Si bien las conclusiones del estu- naci6n tendnia queo se mejorado TaDsaDlka (ahor Tanzania).
dio confirman la enorme magnitud
del problema en tOrminos estadis-
ticos, son mAs impresionantes, aun
cuando no mas cuantificables, al
traducirselas en realidades tales co-
mo esperanzas desvanecidas, frus-
traci6n popular e inestabilidad po-
litica, social y econ6mica, que en
ocasiones son obstAculos mAs formi-
dables para el desarrollo que las
deficiencias de recursos financieros
o materiales.

Es evidente que ni siquiera la so-
luci6n total del problema resultante
del impacto de las deficiencias ines-
peradas de los ifigresos de exporta-
ci6n superaria todas las dificultades
del desarrollo o relevaria a lo go-
biernos de sus responsabilidades.
Seguirian enfrentando, por ejemplo,
grandes barreras como la elevaci6n
del nivel educacional, la adquisici6n
de la experiencia tecnica necesaria,
la promoci6n del comportamiento
social que el desarrollo requiere, el
establecimiento de la infraestructu-
ra esencial y la do ersificaci6n or-
denada de la produci6n. No habria
todavia manera de escapar a las
consecuencias de las politicas inter-
na y externa que, por muy atra-
yentes que sean para el futuro in-
mediato, tienden a inhibir el creci-
miento econ6mico. Y seguiria en pie
el urgente problema de obtener un
flujo apropiado de capital externo
en condiciones adecuadas. Con to-
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Comme le rappelle M. Friedman, lea consd- ves de devises qu'ils puissent utiliser pour le d4ve-
quences pour le ddveloppement d'une baisse in- loppement. Its sont done tributaires des rentrdes
attendue des recettes d'exportation sont un des courantes de devises, qu'elles provienient de Is
principaux problbmes qui ont prdoccup6 la Con- vente & l' tranger de biens et de services ou de
f~rence des Nations Unies sur le Commerce et le l'importation de capitaux publics et privds. Les
D6veloppement (UNCTAD), tenue A Geneve en recettes d'exportation representent de loin la
1964 et & laquelle ont particip6 les repr4sentants source la plus importante de devises pour lea pays
de 116 gouvernements. La Confirence a adoptd insuffisamment developpes. en moyenne 80 p.c. du
une resolution invitant la Banque Mondiale A dtu- total.
dier ce probleme et, le cas 6cheant, A mettre sur Dans le cas de nombreux prodults primaires, les
pled un mecanisme susceptible de le resoudre. march~s mondiaux sont instables; enz meme temps
Cette risolution, pr6senthe initialement par le la demande de ces produits augmente lentement

Les pays en voie de ddveloppement sont, pour 1'excution de Royaume-Uni et la Sude a 6td adopthe par 106 voix sur une longue periode. Comme la plupart des
Jeurs programmes d'expansion, largement tributaires des risultats eontre zero avec 10 abstentions. L'Atude a Ae6 ache- pays A faible revenu tirent presque la totalith
de leurs balances des paiements. Le probleme est de ceux auxquels vde en decembre dernier et elle a te soumise 6 de leurs recettes d'exportation de la vente de pro-
it faut trouver remade. L'4tude en a &J faite par la Banque Mon- U Thant, secr~taire general des Nations Unies, par duits primaires, leurs programmes de ddveloppe-

M. George D. Woods, prdsident de Is Banque ment sont particulArement vulnerables aux baisses
diale: les lecteurs de notre journal trouveront ici, en eXClUsiVit9 Mondiale (1). imprevisibles des prix de ces produits ou des
pourla Belgique, 1'expos6 d~tail du micanisme con. pour gliMi- recettes qu'ils procurent. En dernire analyse, c'est

r La P L'aptitude d'un pays A exdcuter un programme la diversification de la production et des expor-
ner ou attgnuer les effets de la penurie de devises, pour compenser de developpement ou de croissance repose en par- tations, conjuguee avec -un acces plus facile aux
aussi 6ventuellement les anngeS grasses et les annges maigres. Nous tie sur ses ressources en devises, 6lement A la fois marches 6trangers qui dolt seule constituer la
avons introduit dans le document des sous-titres qui en rendent, indispensable et Incertain. Dans leur ensemble, les solution de ce probleme. Or cette diversification

pays insuffisamment developpds ne possbdent pas exige que les programmes de ddveloppement soient
pensons-nous, la lecture plus aisee. d'importants avoirs 6trangers ou de grosses riser- au prealable menes A bien.

UN MECANISME INTERNATIONAL
L'objet de la proposition de la Banque Mondiale Ce mecanisme en soi eat assez simple. mais son

eat d'sider A prothger les programmes et politiques fonctionnement exigera, pour 6tre efficace, une
de developpement contre les effets d'une baisse coopdration internationale trks pousse et un per-inattendue des recettes d'exportation. L'Atude de
]a Banque analyse done lea perspectives de cra- sonnel exp6riment6, objectif et capable. It taut
tion d'un mecanisme international qui permettrait reconnaltre d'ailleurs que I'existence meme de ce
i de nombreux pays en vole de diveloppement de micanisme pourrait en meme temps aider A creer
ne plus craindre de voir redulte A nant par cette cette cooperation indispensable A son succ&s.
Incertitude particuliere leurs efforts les mieux
coneus pour developper leur 6conomie. Le mecanisme serait administr6 par un organis-

En outre, ca mecanisme doit contribuer A amd- me international, solt fonctionnant dejA, soit cre
hotrer la productivit6 des pays en vote le deve- expressdment A cette fin. Les gouvernements
loppement et done A rendre plus efficace l'aide membres qui y participernient fourniraient des
fournie de l'exthrieur, ce qui est de l'inthret aussi ressources suffisantes pour en assurer le fonction-
bien des pays exportateurs de capitaux que des nement pendant une pdriode initiale de cinq ans,
pays bdneficiaires. L'ktude ne traite que d'un sur Is base annuelle de 300 millions A 400 millions
aspect du probleme du developpement 6conomi- de dollars. Une petite fraction de ces fonds serait
que. mats elle vise ainsi A renforcer le processus versee en espbces. le reste en billets A ordre rapi-
du developpement dans son ensemble et A mieux dement r~alisables en cas de besoin. Tous les pays
coordonner selon des critbres plus objectifs le en vote de developpement acceptant de se confor-
transfert de ressources des pays industrialises aux mer aux critires fix6s pourraient bineficier de ce
pays insuffisamment d~veloppts. mecanisme.

PROGRAMMATIONS CONCERTEES
Tout le systbme repose sur une disposition pr6- periode ordinairement utilise dans les program-

voyant que l'organisme administrant et chacun des mes de d&'eloppemnent, cinq anndes peut-Atre, et
pays devront d'un commun accord fixer au prea- devralt 6tre calculde en fonction de l'accord con-lable le programme de ddveloppement et les poli- clu sur l'ensemble du programme. L'une ou l'autre
tiques connexes auxquals le pays devra se con- partie pourrait demander que cette projection soit
former s'il veut avoir droit A une aide dans le revisde, sans que le pays en question puisse le
cas ont, par la suite, des deficits dans les recettes faire sans l'accord de l'organisme international;
d'exportation menaceraient d'interrompre l'exdcu- et Is revision devait se faire dans le cadre d'un
tion du programme. Cet accord de travail consis- remaniement gen~ral du programme, effectud d'un
terait en trots 6lments principaux que j'exposerai commun accord.
brievement avant d'analyser en detail les notions Dans l'6tude, les recettes effectives d'exporta-
qui sont A la base du systeme. tion qui depasseraient Is projection sort appeles

Le premier 6lement serait l'tablissement d'un a excedents a, le contraire 6tant leas defibits a.
commun accord d'une projection des c previsions La pdriode pendant laquelle jouerait l'arrange-
raisonnables a de recettes d'exportation, pour ment est appelke c priode de projection a et
reprendre lexpression employde dans la resolution equivaut A ca qui porte souvent le nomi de a pdrio-
de l'UNCTAD. Cette projection s'6tendrait sur la de de plan a dans les pays en voie de ddveloppe-



ment. Pendant Is pdriode de projection, tout exc6- de programmes et politiques P, ainsi qu'il est dit
dent servirait au premier chat A compenser un dans 'Etude. varierait d'un Days A 'autre, selon REALITE DU PROBLEME
ddficit dventuel. Si un excedent survenait pendant les circonstances. I n'est pas question de eritdres
la pdriode de projection mais aprbs compensation arbitraires et normalises; ii faudrait faire con- Avant de mettre au point le mdcanisme que developpernent et non clu probleme spdcial de l'in-
d'un deficlt par lorganisme international, ce der- fiance i l'objectivitd et & ia compktence de 'orga- nous venons de ddcrire, nous nous sommes efforcs certitude sur les rentres auquel P'Etude est con-

nier serait rembours6 du montant de l'exce-lent. nisme international qui devrait fixer avec le pays de vdrifier is justesse des hypothases i partir des- sacrde.

A ts fin de la .periode, le solde des excddents intdress6 un ensemble de programmes et politiques quelles avait dt4 formulde is rdsolution de Tn programme ne developpement. quel qu il soit

reviendrait ad pays, afin que rien ne vienne le bien adapte aux conditions du pays, mais convu 'UNCTAD. Par exemple, le problbme des ddfiritA doit etre pr4pard A partir de certaines hy'tMThdsP,
ddcourager d'augmenter sea exportations, et le pour mener l'dconomie du pays aux buts fixds aes recettes d'exportation est-il aussi reei et aussi relatives aux recettes d'exportation. ptaque cg
solde des dificits se transformerait en dette 4 long polr son developpement. Pour chaque pays l'or- grave qu'on l'a suppos6 ? Peut-i 6tre rdsolu ou du recettes constituent ]a source de loin la plus im-
terme envers l'organisme, lea conditions de cette ganisme dtablirait dans toute la mesure du possi- moins peut-on en diminuer suffisamment les portante des devises dont pourra dispmser un pays
dette dtant identiques A celles qui assortissent les ble des critdres prdcis et chiffrables qui servi- effets ? Nos rdponses affirmatives reposent en par- en voie de ddveloppement. Les ddcisipns d'investis-
crddits ordinaires fournis A ce pays pour son raient A vdrifier dans quelle mesure les politiques tie sur les recherches que nous ont imposdes d'au- sement ne peuvent se faire sans que les responsa-
ddveloppement. convenues sont effectivement appliqudes. La pr6- tres questions: Dans quelle mesure est-il possible bles du plan aient une ide des recdtes en devi-

Le second d16ment de l'arrangement porterait cision de ces techniques pourra varier, mais l'ex- d'exprimer par des chiffres les a prdvisions rai- ses que le pays aura a sa dispositios pour payer
sur le programme de ddveloppement et les politi- pdrience a montr6 que l'on peut trouver des nor- sonnables relatives au niveau des recettes d'ex- les importations, assurer le service de la dette. etc.

ques qui sy rattachent qu'appliquerait le pays mes suffisamment valables mime s'il est impos- portation ? * Dans le cadre des recherches sur is La methode la plus couramment adense est done
pendant to periode de projection. Cet a ensemble sible de ddnombrer les critbres avec prdcision. l.ossibilild de trouver une solution, qasel volume de projeter les exportations sur un ce-tam nombre

de ressources supplementaires taudrait-il pour d'annies A venir. Aucune projection. quelque raf-
PAS DE PLANIFICATION IMPOSEE parvenir A l'objectif visd? finde qu'elle soit, ne pout prdvoir entidrement

Dans 'ensemble de programmes et politiques le gouvernement en cause resteraient en' contact Aux termes de Is rdsolution de lUNCTAD, tout l'avenir, mais ii est possible grAce A elle de faire
figureralent un plan de financement et une previ- continu afin d'adapter l'ensemble des programmes m6canisme dont 1'Etude de Is Banque pouvait pr&- une hypothese raisonnable sur les tedances pro-
sion de la balance des palements portant sur toute aux conditions du moment, si ndcessaire du point coniser la creation devrait avoir pour but d'4viter babies. Lorsque l'on prtvoit les receties d'exvorta-
la durke de In pdriode de projection. Le program- de vue de 1'ex6cution d'un programme de develop- l'effondrement des programmes de ddveloppement tion it faut utiliser (et en fait l'on utilise) tous les
me n'imposerait pas dgs a economies planifides a pement efficace. que pourraient provoquer a les mouvements defa- fails et toutes les analyses disponibles, mais i
aux pays i economie libre, dans je sens qu'il n'aug- Le succls du mdcanisme dont on envisage ]a vorables des recettes d'exportation qui, en raison ne faut jamais oublier, ce faisant, qu'il est im-
menterait pas la nationalisation ou l'orientation crdation ddpendra au premier chef de la compe- de leur nature ou de leur durde, no peuvent pea possible de predire tous les effets de tous les 614-
du secteur priv6, ni ne rdduirait l'importance rela- tence technique et de l'objectivite dont fera 6tre corrigds simplement par des mesures de sou- ments qui en fin de compte ditermineront ce qui
tive de ce secteur. Ii stimulerait I'Maboration de preuve lorganisme administrant, ainsi que de la tien A court terme de la balance des paiements a. sera la rdalit. Deux possibilits s'offrent si les
plans et de programmes au sens on les 6conomistes fa on dont it s'acquittera de sa tAche. Dans la rdsolution, est considdrd comme mouve- r6sultats effectifs sont sensiblement infdrieurs aux
et techniciens du d6veloppement utilisent ces deux Dana nombro do pays en voio do ddveloppement ment ddfavorable a tout ddficit enregistr4 par rap- chiffres de la projection: soit modifier les ddci-
termes pour decrire un ensemble de programmes Das difiie de p ssle de fome port aux prdvisions raisonnables relatives au ni- sions d'investissement, ce qui retardera vraisembla-
coherents que le gouvernement exdcute avec d6- ii eat difficilo, voire impossible, do formuler des veau des recettes d'exportation a. blement 1'exdcution du programme de developpe-
termination pour amdliorer la structue et le programmes de developpement coherents pour Par ddfinition, lobjet du micanisme nest done ment, soit les maintenir ou les adapter de manidre
niveau de la production et de la productivit6. Le lensemble de l'dconomie. pas d'accroitre le montant de I'aide extdrieure nor- A no pas arreter le ddroulement dn programme.
plan de financement porterait sur les points sui- Dans certains pays, c'est le cadre administratif male pour le developpement. De fail, s'it tait pos- Une modification fondamentale des conditions r'Nt6-
vants : investissement public, la meilleure estima- ou la base statistique qui font ddfaut: dans d'autres, sible techniquement de prdvoir tous les mouve- rieures peut trds bien imposer une modification du
tion possible de 'investissement priv6, les niveaux la structure politique et sociale de la societd rend ments d6favorables, on en tiendrait compte lors programme, mais elle sera faite dans ce cas pour
d'investissement dans les principaux secteurs et extremement difficile de programmer le d6velop- de l'etablissement des s prdvisions raisonnables a assurer le ddveloppement optimal, et non parce
des projections du financement de source inta- pement. Dans ces circonstances, la mdthode que et ii n'y aurait pas de deficits inattendus des re- qu'elle sera ifnpose arbitrairement par une baisse
rieure ou dtrangdre. Les prkvisions de la balance nous venons d'exposer ne s'appliquerait au ddbut cettes d'exportation. Des tendances ddfavorables inattendue des recettes en devises.
des paiements comporteraient des estimations des qu'A cette partie de 1'eucnomie qui se prdte A l'6ta- des recettes ,d'exportation agiraient sur l'ampleur Aux fins de notre Etude, nous avons done consi-
principales composantes des exportations et des blissement d'une politique systdmatique. Dans cer- et la structure du programme de d6veloppement, ddr6 que 1e terme s pr4visions raisonnables a de-
importations, un programme d'utilisation des r~ser- tains cas, l'organisme et le pays pourraient con- mais I aussi on en tiendrait compte lors de la for- vait se prendre au sens destimations objectives;
ves et des prlvisions des capitaux venus de l'ex- venir d'un a plan d'action a limitl A des investisse- mulation du programme pr6-dtabli et l'on obtien- le premier problkme pratique A rksoudre 6tait done
tdrieur, ventilds par catlgories. Le plan de finan- ments publics partiels, conjugu6 avec des estima- drait les capitaux extdrieurs nlcessaires. Cela de dlterminer si, pour que le micanisme envisag4
cement et us projection des balances des paioments tions de l'6volution Ia plus vraisemblable du see- avait d'ailleurs fait l'objet d'une note incorporde puigse fonctionner, ii 4tait vraiment possible do
tiendraient compte des principes essentiels de la teur public. Et c'est MI que l'application d'une poll- A is rdsolution de lUNCTAD. II peut encore y faire ces estimations avec une marge d'erreur ac-
politique du gouvernement et seraient aussi detail- tique fixle d'un commun accord permettrait en- avoir des 6carts entre le total anticip des devise ceptable.
Ids que possible, pour permettre le bon fonctionne- core plus de juger si le pays a droit i recevoir une obtenues soit par les exportations soit de sources (1) Cette Etude du Secretariat ne doit pas lkre
ment du mecanisme. L'organisme international et aide. extirieures et le montant rntcessaire pour l'excu- considlree comme exprimant les vues des Admi-

EN CAS DE DEFICIT.., tion du programme de dlveloppement, mais it ne nistrateurs de Ia Banque ou deo Gouvernements
Le troisiLme 6ldment principal de I'accord entre d'6viter le bouleversement du programme de deve- S'agit 1A du probleme habituel du financement du qu'ils~reprdsentent

lorganisme et le pays consisterait A fixer les me- loppement.
sures que devrait prendre le gouvernement pour Ii se pourrait, dans certains cas. que les pays EXPERIENCE DE LA BANQUE MONDIALE
faire face A un deficit 6ventuel de ses recettes oh interviennent des dlficits n'aient pas besoin
d'exportation sans bouleverser le programme de de laide de l'organisme international, par exem- Comme elles 6taient faites A des fins opration-
ddveloppement convenu. I y aurait d'abord la ple si les dlficits dtaient minimes et de courte Les 6conomistes de la Banque Mondiale ont a- nelles sur une plriode assez longue, ces projec-
clause stipulant que tout exeddent de recettes accu- durle ou si les devises fournies par d'autres quis une grande expdrlence en Is matidre: depuis lions navaient pea toutos Ia meme anode do baso
mulL pendant la pdriode de projection viendrailt en sources Ilaient suffisantes. Il faudrait done con- longtemps en effet is dressent des prdvisions des ni la meme annke terminale. Et l'on n'avait pas
dlduction du d6ficit. siderer l'organisme comme source de pret residuel, recettes d'exportation que peuvent espdrer les pays 6tabli le mme nombre de projections dans chaque

En second lieu, un accord devrait intervenir son aide en cas de besoin dtant certaine et suffi- en vole de ddveloppement puisque c'est un des cas. Pour surmonter cette difficulth, due au fait
sur l'utilisation appropride des rdserves du pays. sante et venant on tempa voulu. '.ux termes du dldments qut lour sort I dterminer Ia solvabilild quo pour 10 plus grand nombro des pays il y avait
Si ces rlserves 6taient insuffisantes, it faudrait m6canisme dont on propose la crdation, l'organis- d'emprunteurs Iventuels et A Ivaluer Is situation une multiplicitd de projections cui se chevau-
avoir recours aux possibilites de financement me frterviendralt immddiatement pour fournir les de lear economie et leurs perspectives de ddvelop- chaient, et pour faciliter Ia comparaison des a prd-
compensatoire offertes par le F.M.I., si le pays en ressources ndcessaires A un pays qui exdcuterait pement. Nous avons done commencd par analyser visions raisonnables a de chaque pays avec les ex-
question y a droit selon les rdgles du F.M.I. Toute Is politique convenue si survenait un deficit ris- la masse de connaissances ainsi recueillie; c'est sur portations qu'il a effectivement faites, les projec-
disposition prdvoyant d'autres mesures serait fone- quant de provoquer l'effondrement du programme la base des projections que Is Banque avait ef- tions de la Banque pour chaque pays ont 6t6 amal-
tion des circonstances particulibres du pays. Par et qu'il serait impossible d'dviter ou de compenser fectudes pour tel ou tel'pays que nous avons mis gamees en un nombre limitd de a projections com-
exemple, on pourrdlt prevoir des droits de tirage autrement. D'autre part, si le pays du fait qu'il au point l'aspe-t v pr6visions a de notre analyse, bindes a. Nous avons dlabli trois projections com-
suppldmentaires sur le F.M.!., ou In liberth pour le ne se conforme pas au programme convenu, risque les comparant ensuite aux exportations effectives binles ponr cheque pays. Dens Cellos du typo L
gouvernement de restreindre les importations de de ne plus avoir droit A l'assistance de l'organis- doecs memes- pays enregictrees dens los slatisti- los chiffres do cheque projection nonvelle dds
certains produits de luxe ou la rdvision du taux me, son gouvernement doit en etre inform6 sans ques commerciales.- Dans les rapports de la Banque qu'elle dtit proje nt td substituds a la partie de
des impOts, etc. I faudrait dans l'accord prdala- d6lai et le pays et l'organisme international doi- nous avons trouvd 113 projections quantitatives lancienne projection chevauchent la nouvelle et
ble, expliciter avec le plus de ddtails possible vent chercher de concert A remdier aux insuf- faites par leas donomistes doe la Banque d 1949 qui n'tait pas expirde. Dens belles dn Type 2, on
Vemploi de ces expddients ou de tous autres fisances constates. Ce projet vise A encourage 1964, portent cur des pdriodes do durde divorce. a suppose quo toute projection antdrienre serail
moyens auxquels le pays pourrait avoir recours les pays A mettre au premier rang des priorits mais en gendral sur cinq ans. L'utilisation de ces maintenue pendant au moins deux ans A partir
dans une telle situation. Le principe primordial la rdalisation des programmes de d6veloppement projections pour l'etude de notre probleme parti- de lannde de base, meme s'il existait une nouvellers culier se heurtait ndanmoins A une difficult6. projection couvrant ces memes annoes.restant, pour d-cider do leur u-ilisation, l- souci 6conomique.
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Dans la projection combin4e du Type 3. toute rite d'dtre note est que, dans certaines periodes, IMPORTANCE DE LA COOPERATION INTERNATIONALEprojection antarieure Ltait maintenue au moins l'ensemble des pays a obtenu Ae excedents, net-
quatre ou cinq ans avant qu'on puisse lui substituer
leas chiffres de la projection suivante. Nous avons tement supdrieurs aux pr4visions. Si done certains
alors compar6 les recettes d'exportation effectives pays en voie de daveloppement ont subi des dA- lement une cooperation 6troke et constante entrede chaque pays aux valeurs de chaque type de ficits par rapport aux pr4visions des recettes d'ex- Nous devons admettre certes que L'limination l uanisme et les autres oimsitutions internatio-
projection combin6e pour calculer trois diff4rentes portation, d'autres par contre b4neficiaient d'ex4- meme totale des effets de d4ficits inattendus des n a ute d lopsem ntenatre
series de difictts et d'exedents par pays et par dents. Nous avons cependant pense que dans l'in- recettes d'exportation ne supprimerait pas toutes nsl's qui s'occupent de dveloppement. L encore
ann4e. tention des auteurs de Is resolution de I'UNCTAD, Las difficuites qua pose le ddveloppement et no de cette coopration nt faudra amdliorer sansl'aide aux pays en vote de d6veloppement en dif- lib6rerait pas les gouvernements de leurs respon- de cot copatis Ituels de ua coomration et deCertaines insuffisances dordre technique limi- ficult6 pour cette raison particulere, devait venir sabilites. Ceux-ci se heurteraient encore aux gra- ease ea rouas actue i de L'in at da
talent La valeur de ce mode d'analyse qui a ndan- en majeure partie, voire totalement, des pays in- yes problemes que sont I reLevement du toutes les parties intresses que l'organisme fonc-moins fait apparattre certains faits Interessants. dustrialises et non pas d'autres pays en voie de de l'4ducation. l'acquisition des techniques indis- toute Los tues nt incise a lsname forc-
Tout d'abord, il a montr6 que les previsions de la diveloppement. Nous avons done estim6, lors de pensabias, Ia comportement social qu'axige le d tionexemple, une prvision objective des recettesBanque s'4taient revel6es plus prdcises qu'on ne La mise au point de ce mecanisme, qu'il fallait ana- veloppement. a mise en place de L'infrastructureP dexaplen p i objectie dertte
l'aurait pens4, vu Linstabilite du march6 des pro- lyser separment les problemes de chaque pays en essentielle et la diversification de Is production d'exportation d'un pays qui fait partie intogranta

voie de developpement, et que les recettes d'expor- selon un plan bien concu. 11s ne pourront 6chap- des msures dcidtes d'an common accord pour
tation superieures aux prvisions dans certains per ax consequences de politiques intrieures et uestion un ogramme aseml, rite do

duits et le nombre des variables en cause. Noun pays en voie de daveloppement pendant une p(- exterieures qui, semblant presenter des avantages questions qui touchent i La fois hI& fourniturs et
avons constat6 sans surprise que plus les rdvl- riode quelconque ne pouvalent pas servir A com- dans l'immediat, freinent la croissance 6conomi- A x'utilisation d'uno side extrieure. py ne prdvision
sions des projections dtaient fr6quentes, plus penser les daficits des autres. De plus, A quelques que. Et il resterait encore le probleme urgent exacte sera do l'intsrdt du pays en voie de d6-
elles se rapprochaient de La rdalit4 et en cens6- exceptions pres, les pays en voie de developpement d'obtenir un afflux suffisant de capitaux 6tran- veloppement, puisque une surestimation risque de
quence plus 6tait faible le montant des deficits auraient besoin de tous les excedents qu'ils ou- gers prets A des conditions adaptes i Is situation rduire l'aid etrangere rguliire, tandis qu'une
cumulds qui se produisaient ur lea moyennes et vaient accumuler pour rembourser leurs dettes ou du pays. Toutefois le bon fonctionnement du m- sous-estimation porrait entrainer une diminu-
longues piriodes. Une autre constatation qui md- compenser leurs propres d~ficits futurs. canisme envisage d4'endra do la nature et du les pays appel s A fournir la e n ide iy ont autant

degr6 de coopration internationale qu'elle creera p
et qui en meme temps augmentera Is possibilitei
d'une action plus soutenue et plus efficace dans! intrst, puisqk le rle des cnredits de deeloppe-
tous las domaines du diiveLoppement. ment eat do combler L'Aart entre lea recettes of-fectives en devises d'un pays et ses besoins en

capitaux pour ex6cuter un programme de deve-
La coopration internationale est La c16i de vofite loppement bien conqu. Sans un programme de

de ce mcanisme, en raison de Is nature m e developpement bien conqu et des previsions exac-
du probLbme qui intresse tant de pays. Si ion tes il est impossible de d6terminer les besoins
veut eviter leas effets de ces dficits qui sapent les d'aide; or c'est ii co qua doivent savoir les insti-
fondements des programmes, il faut quo L'aide vien- tutions d'assistance et les groupes chargis de coor-

LES ((ECHANTILLONS) ane immediatement dcis que le besoin apparait, Il donner l'aide fournie aux divers pays. C'est pour-
faut que le pays en cause sit toute confiance qu'elle quoi le micanisme envisage devrait faciliter cette
lui sera donnie, il faut que les pays qui Is four- coordination de l'aide, contribuer A rendre cette
nissent alent l'assurance qu'elle sera vraiment uti- Iassistance plus efficace et susciter Is coopera.

Si l'exercice dEcrit ci-dessus nous a donnA des total des dificits non comppnsrs obtenus a partir nassn rle ddveloppement . Le m canisme a asi t tion requise.
apergus trh instructifs sur les problhmes gui font des projections i moyen terme, raison d'6tre du conu de manie que ces conditions Solent rem tiLn roquism
L'objet de notre Etude, il ne peut de toute dviden- micanisme envisagii, tait en moyenne proche de ples, et cela grAce A cette disposition qui stipule du processus du diveloppement, mais, lorsqu'on a
ce none aider systimatiquement A estimer lea res- 1,2 milliard de dollars p;-.r an pour Is periode un arrangement prialable entre l'organisme inter- jug4 de son opportunit6 et des possibilits de le
sources financieres qui seront nicessaires au fone- 6tudiie. national et le pays et prnvoit des consultations et realiser, on a tenu compte de la part qu'il peut
tionnement du micanisme envisagii. On a nian- Puisque l'organisme est cens6 etre le . preteur des vrifications destinies & assurer l'execution prendre A la solution du probleme general du d6-
moins penss que tout jugement port6 Sur les be- effective des programmes arritis d'un commun veloppement. C'est sur la base de cc qui s'est
soins financiers de l'organisme pevat tenir comp- rsiduel., on ne saurait calculer ses besoins avec accord. Comme la conclusion de ces arrangements pass6 dans de nombreax pays pendant des dizai-
te de tous les faits utiles enregistrs dans le pass6. certitude, mais un certain nombre d'616ments nes d'ann6es que ce mcanisme a 6t6 Mis aU
C'est pourquol nous avons dicidi d'extraire de Is nous amenent A penser qu'il suffirait d'un mor doit indvitablement avoir des rnpercussiOns point. On pent esprer qu'il chappe deux ris-

d'imPortants aspects doL oltqe niior espit On elut aspirer qrop 'i ichappa Aaux as-liste de pays pour lesquels des projections combi- tant total tres infrieur A 1,2 milliard de dollars. pays en vole de d6veLoppemant, il et Ar supposer ques :coluide donner trp d'importance aux as-
nes avaient pu etre itablies, un ou deux grounes- -dynibsn iment c qu peuvent nous ensignrer le.
ichantillons dont is composition resterait immuable Ces iliments sont notamment le recours a d'au- que ces pays accepteront plus volontiers de con peci ries do peuvet oui dsignrar
et qui englobersient La maximum de pays pendant tres sources do cridits internationsux, 1 c lure un arrangement de ce genre par l'interm6- analyses et theories 6conomiques fondkes sur leset qui oeretp l axiu doge pysibe pend cant ssucsne ert uintration ax le rsr eo dialre d'un organisme international auque UnS aP faits. En le proposant, nous ne cherchons ni aLa piriode de tamps La plus longue possible, at achirnt une certaine utisation des riservas mo. partiennent aux c6tis aes pays fourissant les faire de I morale ni i porter jugement sur l'inten-eels pour one pirioide do rifirenca siaffisamment niitaires, iea consiiquences d'une amiuionation des daitre d'u o rimeintrtona auquogemis p fitsn Latqu prpost paoys onte crehoos ni itypique. Nous avons done choisi deux ichantillons, techniques de projection, les ajustements auxquels capitaux, lue directament par des arrangemen tion politique qua Les pays ont do conce les
l'un compos6 de 14 pays pour Is p6riode de sept les pays pourraient procider sans retarder leurs: bilateraux. arrangements quenvisage le mecanisme. Notre
ans allant de 1957 A 1963 et l'utre composi de programmes de developpement, la clause qui pri- Cette procidure exige des relations de travail plan porte sur un besoin iconomique crii par
18 pays pour Ia pdriode de 1959 A 1963 (2). Ces voit que seuls les pays s'acquittant de leurs en- trs troites entre le pays et l'organisme, mais une incertitude et sur La fagon de le satisfaire.
ichantillons itaient suffisamment itoffis et typi- gagements envers l'organisme international pour- elle n'est pas sans prncident; de nombreux pays _
ques pour rendre plausible une extrapolation ap- raient obtenir son aide et une hausse des expor- en voie de ddveloppement, par exemple, sont habi-
proximative A l'ensemble des pays, compte dOment tations de ces pays due A l'application des politi- tues A entretenir des relations de travail tres (2) Le premier echantillon 6tait composi des pays
tenu des diviations iventuelles dont les 6chantil- ques convenues. Compte tenu de ces facteurs, iA troites avec Is Banque Mondiale, le FMI et d'au- suivants : Brnsil, Birmanie, Colombie, Costa
Ions pouvaient 6tre enthchis. faudrait, A titre d'exp~rience sur cinq annies, tres institutions rgionales et 'nternationales. Mais Rica, El Salvador, Equateur, Ethiopie, Guatk-

donner au micanisme des ressources annuelles so il ne s'agira pas seulement d' ne coopdration plei- mala, Mexique, Nicaragua, Pakistan, Pkrou.
En outre, nour calculer une estimation des capi- situant entre 300 et 400 millions de dollars. ne et entiere; La bonne exicution des program- Soudan et ThailrnAe. Le second 4tait composi

taux nicessaires, nous avons tenu compte de tous mes de diveloppement prendra en effet plus d'im- des m6mes pays plus L Argentine, 11Inde, le
les postulats mesurables qui pourraient influer sur Si les conclusions de L'Etude confirment dans portance, et La responsabilite de chacun en sera Panama et le Tanganyika (maintenant Tan-

les besoins en capitaux de l'organisme. C'est ainsi l'ensemble l'ordre de grandeur du probleme en d'autant plus grande. Le mkcanisme exigera 6ga- zanie).

que nous avons supposd que dans tous les cas oCi termes statistiques, eles prennent un sens impres-
cela se justifierait les pays aurabent recours aux sionnant, encore que difficilement chiffrable, lors-
crdits compensatoires actuels du FMI, et que qu'on imagine La realiti qu'elles divoilent : espofcs
dans chaque piriode de projection, les excidents aniantis, diception populaire et instabiliti poll-
de chaque pays viendraient en deduction de ses tique, sociale et 6conomique qui constituent par-
d6ficits. Lorsque les resultats obtenus Sur la base fois des obstacles plus formidables au diveloppe-
de ces deuw iichantillons ont Ate extrapols A ment que les pinuries de ressources financiires ou
l'ensemble des pays en voie de developpement, le materielles.
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DEVELOPMENT

markets, but diversification requires the successful implementation of
development policies.

The aim of the World Bank's proposal on supplementary financial
In defence of development measures is to help protect development programmes and policies from

the impact of unexpected declines in export proceeds. The Bank Study,
IRVING S. FRIEDMAN therefore, incorporates proposals for an international mechanism de-

signed to give new confidence to many developing countries that their
The volatility of world markets for primary products is well known. The own best efforts to achieve orderly growth would not be frustrated by this

scheme outlined below is designed to protect development programmes from particular uncertainty. Furthermore, the scheme is designed to help im-
some of the uncertainties of export earnings. It is shortly to be submitted by prove the economic performance of developing countries and thus the
the World Bank to the Third Committee of UNCTAD. effectiveness of external assistance in a manner acceptable to both the
THE problem of the consequences for development of unexpected de- developing and the capital-exporting countries. It deals with only one
clines in export earnings was a major preoccupation of the United aspect of the problem of economic development, but aims to do so in such
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), which in a way as to strengthen the entire development process and to bring more
1964 brought together representatives of 116 Governments in Geneva. order and objectivity into the mechanism for transferring resources from
The Conference adopted a resolution requesting the World Bank to study the more developed to the less developed countries.
the problem and, if feasible, to work out a scheme to deal with it. The The scheme itself is a relatively simple one, but its effective administra-
resolution was sponsored originally by the United Kingdom and Sweden tion would require a high degree of international co-operation, as well as
and was adopted by a vote of 106 to none with 10 abstentions. The Study an experienced, objective, and able staff. At the same time, the very
was completed last December and submitted to Secretary-General U existence of such a mechanism might help to generate the kind of co-
Thant of the United Nations by Mr George D. Woods, President of the operation its success would demand.
World Bank.' The scheme would be administered by an international agency, which

Foreign-exchange resources are a critical element in the ability of a might be one already existing or a new one established for the purpose.
country to carry on a development or growth programme. The less de- Supporting member governments would provide resources permitting
veloped countries, taken as a group, do not have large foreign assets or operations during an initial five-year period at a level of $300 m. to $400
foreign-exchange reserves on which to draw for development purposes. m. per year. A small part of these funds would be made available in cash,
They must depend on current flows of foreign exchange, whether earned the remainder in promissory notes which could be cashed without delay
from the export of goods and services or made available by inflows of if more funds were needed. Benefits would be available to all developing
public and private capital. Export earnings are by far the largest single countries prepared to meet the criteria of the scheme.
source of foreign exchange for the less developed countries, accounting Three major requirements
on an average for about 80 per cent of the total.

World markets for many primary commodities are volatile, while long- The scheme hinges upon a provision that an understanding be arrived
term growth of demand is slow. Since most low-income countries are at in advance between the international administering agency and the in-
almost wholly dependent upon primary commodities for their export dividual country, concerning the development programme and related
earnings, their development programmes are peculiarly vulnerable to policies to be adhered to in order to qualify the country for assistance if
unpredictable declines in commodity prices or earnings. The ultimate subsequent shortfalls in export earnings should threaten disruption of the
resolution of this difficulty must be sought through diversification of programme. This operating understanding would consist of three major
production and exports, combined with improved access to foreign elements, which I shall outline briefly before expanding upon the

1 In accordance with normal World Bank policy, the Study represents the views rationale.
of the staff and does not purport to reflect those of the Executive Directors or of The first requirement would be a mutually agreed projection of
the Governments they represent. 'reasonable expectations' of export earnings, to borrow the phrase em-

Mr Friedman isThe Economic Adviser to the President and Chairman of the ployed in the UNCTAD resolution. This projection would extend over

Economic Committee of the World Bank. The Study described in this article was the time period ordinarily used in development programmes, perhaps
carried out under his supervision. five years, and would be arrived at in the context of an understanding on
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the programme as a whole. It would be subject to review on the initiative categories of external finance. The financing plan and the balance of pay-
of either party, but the country concerned could not revise it except by ments projection would also cover the essential policies and would be as
agreement with the agency and as part of an agreed general recasting of detailed as necessary for the purpose of the scheme. Continuous con-
the programme. tact would be maintained between the international agency and the

In the Study, actual export receipts in excess of the projection are government concerned to adapt the policy package to changing conditions
called 'overages' and the opposite are called 'shortfalls'; the time period if necessary from the viewpoint of maintaining an effective development
of the understanding is referred to as the 'projection period' and is programme. The ability of the agency to maintain high standards of
equivalent to what is frequently called the 'plan period' in developing technical competency, objectivity, and performance would be a critical
countries. During the projection period, any overages would be used as a element in the success of the proposed scheme.
primary resource to offset any shortfalls. If an overage occurred during In many developing countries it is difficult or impossible to formulate
the projection period but after a shortfall had been compensated for by coherent development programmes for the whole economy. In some
the agency, the agency would be reimbursed to the extent of the overage. countries there may not be an effective administrative framework or an
At the end of the period, any overages remaining would be released, thus adequate statistical base; and in some the political and social character of
avoiding any disincentive to the improvement of export performance, the country might make development programming extremely difficult.
while any balance of shortfalls would be translated into long-term debt to In these circumstances the approach outlined above would apply initially
the agency on terms similar to those the country would be accorded in only to that part of the economy which may be susceptible to systematic
connection with regular development finance. policy formulation. Depending upon the individual case, a partial public

The second part of the understanding would be on the development investment 'action plan' might be agreed upon and combined with esti-
programme and related policies to be pursued by the country during the mates of the most likely developments in the private sector. In such cases,
projection period. This'policy package', as it is called in the Study, would reliance would have to be placed even more on the pursuit of agreed
vary from country to country, depending upon the circumstances. policies to indicate whether a country was eligible to receive assistance.
Arbitrary and standardized criteria would be avoided; much reliance The third major element in the agency-country agreement would be
would be placed on the objectivity and competency of the agency to agree an understanding on steps the government should take in order to adjust
with the country concerned on a policy package realistically adapted to to a possible shortfall in its export earnings without disrupting the agreed
conditions in the country but designed to achieve the objectives of development programme. First would be the provision to apply against
economic development. For each country, specific quantifiable guides the shortfall any overages in export earnings accumulated during the pro-
would be established wherever possible by which to measure progress in jection period. Second would be an understanding on appropriate use of
implementing the agreed policies. The precision of such techniques the country's reserves. If these were inadequate, the compensatory
would vary, but experience indicates that sufficiently reliable standards financing facility of the International Monetary Fund might be drawn
can be found even when precise quantification is not feasible, upon if the country qualified for such assistance under the IMF rules.

The policy package would include a financing plan and a forecast of Provisions for further action would depend upon the circumstances of
the balance of payments for the duration of the projection period. It the country. For example, additional drawing rights in the IMF or other
would not impose 'planned economies' on countries with 'non-planned' sources of international assistance might be available, or the govern-
economies in the sense of increasing governmental ownership or direction ment might have latitude for the restriction of some luxury imports or
of the private sector or reducing the relative importance of the private revision of tax rates, etc. Provision for the employment of these or other
sector. It would encourage planning or programming in the sense used by expedients appropriate to the country in such a predicament would be as
development economists or technicians to describe a coherent and reso- explicit as possible in the prior understanding. Their use would be guided
lutely pursued set of governmental policies designed to achieve desired by the controlling principle of avoiding disruption of the development
improvements in the structure and level of production and productivity. programme.
The financing plan would cover public investment, the best estimate pos- In some cases countries experiencing shortfalls might need no assist-
sible of private investment, including levels of investment in the principal ance from the agency, for example, if the shortfalls were small and short-
sectors, and projections of financing from domestic and external sources. lived or if foreign-exchange financing from other sources were ample for
The balance of payments forecast would include estimates of the princi- the purpose. Thus, the agency would be a residual source of lending, but
pal components of exports and imports, use of reserves, and the various its assistance in case of need would be timely, certain, and sufficient.
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Under the proposed scheme, the agency would act quickly to fill the need made without a judgment on the foreign-exchange income which will be
for supplementary resources if a country were pursuing the agreed available in the future to pay for needed imports, to service debt, etc.
policies and a shortfall occurred which threatened disruption and could Therefore, it is increasingly accepted practice to project exports for a
not otherwise be overcome or offset. On the other hand, if failure to pur- period of years ahead. No projection, however sophisticated, can antici-
sue such policies were to jeopardize the country's eligibility for assistance, pate future events fully, but it can develop a sensible hypothesis about
the government would be so informed without delay and rectification of likely trends. In forecasting export receipts, all facts and analysis avail-
iae shortcoming would be sought through consultation. The scheme able should and would be employed, but the projection would be made
aims to provide an incentive and encouragement to countries to give a with full awareness that not all effects of all determinants of the actual
very high priority to the pursuit of economic development objectives. outcome were predictable. If actualities proved to be substantially less

than the projection, the investment decisions could either be altered, with
Nature of the problem the likelihood of retarding the development programme, or they could be

Before devising the scheme just outlined, we attempted to test the maintained or adapted in such a way as to allow the development pro-
validity of the assumptions upon which the UNCTAD resolution was gramme to proceed. A fundamental change in external conditions might
based. For example, is the problem of shortfalls in export earnings as real well necessitate a change in the programme, but such a change would be
and serious as it has been assumed to be? Is it amenable to solution, or at made from the viewpoint of optimum development, not as a result of the
least can its effects be mitigated significantly? Our affirmative answers arbitrary need to conform to an unexpectedly reduced level of foreign-
rest in part upon the exploration of other questions: To what extent is it exchange receipts.
possible to give concrete expression to the term 'reasonable expectations For the purpose of our Study, therefore, the term 'reasonable expecta-
of export earnings'? As a part of the question of feasibility, what level tions' was taken to mean objective estimates and the first practical prob-
of supplementary resources might be required to achieve the desired lem was to determine the feasibility of making such estimates within
objective? an acceptable margin of error for the purpose of the contemplated

According to the UNCTAD resolution, any scheme growing out of the scheme.
Bank Study was meant to help avoid disruption of development pro- World Bank economists have had considerable experience in fore-
grammes resulting from 'adverse movements in export proceeds which casting the export earnings of developing countries as part of the pro-
prove to be of a nature or duration which cannot adequately be dealt with cess of determining the creditworthiness of prospective borrowers and
by short-term balance of payments support'. An 'adverse movement' is assessing their economic positions and prospects for development. We
defined in the resolution as 'a shortfall from reasonable expectations of the therefore began by analysing this available body of experience. We
level of export proceeds'. decided to use the projections made by the World Bank in the past for

Thus, by definition, it is not the purpose of the scheme to add to the individual countries as the raw material for developing the 'expectations'
amount of ordinary external development assistance. Indeed, if it were side of our analysis, and to compare them with the actual export perform-
technically possible to foresee all adverse movements, they would be ance of the same countries on the basis of available trade statistics. An
incorporated in 'reasonable expectations' and there would be no unex- examination of Bank reports yielded 113 quantitative projections made
pected shortfalls of export earnings. Adverse trends in export earnings by Bank economists during the years 1949-64 inclusive, covering pro-
would affect the scale and structure of the development programme, but jections extending for various periods of time, but typically five years, into
this could be reflected in the prearranged programme and the external the future. There was, however, one difficulty in using these projections
finance obtained for it. In fact, this was contemplated in a clarifying note for the purposes of the problem under investigation. Since they were
which was part of the UNCTAD resolution. There might still be gaps made for operational purposes over a rather long span of time, the pro-
between expected totals of foreign exchange earned and provided from jections did not all have the same base and target years. Nor was the same
external sources and the amount required by development programmes, number of projections made for each country. To overcome this diffi-
but this is part of the usual problem of development finance rather than culty, posed by the multiplicity of overlapping projections available for
the special problem of uncertainty to which the Study was addressed. most countries, and to facilitate comparison of each country's 'reasonable

Any development programme must be based on some assumptions expectations' with its actual export performance, the Bank's projections
with respect to export earnings, since they are by far the largest source of a for each country were combined into a limited number of 'composite
developing country's foreign exchange. Investment decisions cannot be projections'. We derived three composite projections for each country.
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In Type One, the values of each new projection were substituted for the eighteen countries for 1959-63.2 These samples were sufficiently large
unexpired part of any overlapping preceding one as soon as the new pro- and representative to make rough extrapolations to a global basis plausible,
jection was prepared. In Type Two it was assumed that any prior pro- giving due consideration to any bias in the samples.
jection would be carried on for at least two years from base irrespective In addition, in deriving an estimate of required finances, account was
of the existence of a subsequent projection for these years. In Type Three taken of the most readily measurable assumptions of the scheme which
it was assumed that any prior projection must remain in effect for at least would affect the agency's need for funds. Thus, recourse was assumed in
four or five years before it could be superseded by values from the next all appropriate cases to the existing IMF compensatory financing facility
projection. We then measured each country's actual export earnings and, within each projection period, each country's overages were applied
against the projected values for each type to derive three alternative against its own shortfalls. When the results obtained on the basis of the
series of country-by-country, year-by-year shortfalls and overages. two samples were extrapolated to a global basis, this exercise resulted in

While this analysis was subject to a number of technical limitations, total non-compensated shortfalls from medium-run projections, such as
it brought out some interesting facts. To begin with, it showed that Bank the proposed scheme calls for, averaging in the neighbourhood of
forecasts have turned out to be rather more accurate than might have been $1,200 m. per year for the period covered.
expected in view of the erratic nature of commodity markets and the many Since the agency is regarded as the residual lender, there is no way to
other variables involved. Not surprisingly, it also demonstrated that the be certain of its needs, but a number of factors suggest that something
more frequent the revision of projections, the closer they came to actuali- much less than $1,200 m. would be adequate. These factors include re-
ties and, therefore, the smaller the amount of the aggregate shortfalls ex- course to other sources of international credit, some use of monetary
perienced during medium and longer-run periods. Another noteworthy reserves where appropriate, the consequences of improvement in pro-
lesson was that in some periods substantial overages above expectations jection techniques, the adjustment measures countries could take without
were also realized by the group of countries as a whole. Thus while some retarding their development programmes, the requirement that only
developing countries were encountering shortfalls from projected export countries fulfilling their understandings with the international agency
earnings, others were happily experiencing the opposite. However, it was could rely upon its assistance, and better export performance on the part
assumed that the intent of the UNCTAD resolution was that assistance to of the countries resulting from the pursuit of agreed policies. Taking
developing countries in difficulties from this special cause was to be ob- account of these factors, the proposed scheme calls for resources of
tained mostly or entirely from the developed countries, not from other $300 m. to $400 m. per year on an experimental basis for five years.
developing countries. It was therefore assumed in preparing the scheme While the findings of the Study confirm the major magnitude of the
that the problems of each developing country were to be considered problem in statistical terms, they become doubly impressive, though
separately and that the better-than-expected export receipts of some hardly quantifiable, when translated into such realities as shattered hopes,
developing countries in any period were not available to offset the export popular frustration, and political, social, and economic instability, which
difficulties of others. Moreover, with very few exceptions, developing sometimes are more formidable obstacles to development than shortages
countries would need any overages they could accumulate either to repay of financial or material resources.
debts or to offset their own future difficulties. It is obvious that even the complete solution of the problem of coping

While the exercise described above provided instructive insights into with the impact of unexpected export shortfalls would not overcome all
the problems which gave rise to our Study, it obviously cannot provide an difficulties of development or relieve the governments of their responsi-
automatic guide to an estimate of financial resources required to imple- bilities. They would, for example, still confront great barriers in rais-
ment the proposed scheme in the future. However, it was considered to ing the level of education, acquiring the needed technical experience, in-
be important that any judgment on the proposed agency's financial needs ducing the social behaviour which development requires, establish-
reflect any useful historical evidence available. For this purpose it was ing essential infrastructure, and diversifying production in an orderly
decided to extract from the list of countries for which composite pro- fashion. There would still be no escape from the consequences of
jections were possible one or two sample groups in which the country domestic and foreign policies which, however appealing in the short run,
composition would remain fixed, which would cover a maximum number tend to inhibit economic growth. And there would still remain the urgent
of countries for a maximum time interval and which represented a reason- 2 The first sample comprised Brazil, Burma, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
ably relevant period. Thus two samples were chosen, one consisting of El Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Pakistan, Peru, Thailand,

and Sudan. The second sample comprised all of these plus Argentina, Panama,
fourteen countries for the seven-year period 1957-63 and another of India, and Tanganyika (now Tanzania).
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problem of obtaining an adequate inflow of foreign capital on appropriate acy of the forecast are crucial to a determination of the need for assist-

terms. However, the successful operation of the proposed scheme would ance-a primary concern of many aid agencies and of groups designed

both depend upon and tend to generate the kind and degree of inter- to co-ordinate assistance for individual countries. Therefore, the pro-

national co-operation that would enhance the possibility of more sus- posed scheme should facilitate the task of co-ordinating aid and making it

tained and effective action across the whole spectrum of development. - more effective, and thus help to elicit the co-operation required.

International co-operation is the key to the scheme because of the While the scheme is concerned with only one part of the developmental

fundamental nature of the problem. Many countries are involved. If the process, its relevance to an effective approach to the overall problem of

disruptive effect of shortfalls is to be avoided, assistance must be avail- development was considered in judging its appropriateness and feasi-

able promptly when the need arises, the affected country must have con- bility. The scheme is based on the experience of many countries over

fidence that it will be, and donor countries must have assurance that the decades. Hopefully, it has avoided the pitfalls of over-emphasizing

resources they provide will be used effectively for development. The theoretical aspects or ignoring what economic analyses and theories

scheme meets these requirements by its provision for a prior under- based on hard facts can teach us. In proposing it, no attempt has been

standing between the agency and the country and by providing for main- made to moralize or to judge the political willingness of countries to

taining its effectiveness through review and consultation. Since import- enter into the arrangements it envisages. It deals with an economic need

ant aspects of the developing countries' domestic policies must neces- arising out of uncertainty and how to meet it.

sarily be involved in reaching such understandings, it seems more feasible
to assume their willingness to enter this kind of relationship with an
international agency to which they as well as the donor countries belong
than through a mechanism of separate bilateral understandings.

This procedure would require the closest working relationship between
the country and the agency, but one that is not without precedent; many
developing countries, for example, are accustomed to close working
relationships with the World Bank, the IMF, and other regional and
international agencies. Nevertheless, the scheme not only would require
full co-operation but also would make good performance on development
policies more significant, with consequent increased responsibilities for
all involved. The scheme would also require close and continuing co-
operation between the agency and other international institutions in-
volved in development. Again, this would be nothing particularly new
except in degree. Existing machinery of co-operation and co-ordination
would have to be steadily improved, but the incentives for further im-
provement would be considerable because the successful functioning of
the agency would be in the interest of all concerned. For example, an
objective forecast of a country's export earnings, within the context of an
understanding on the development programme as a whole, deals with
matters that are relevant to both the provision and the use of external
assistance. An accurate forecast would be in the interest of the developing
country, since an overestimate would be likely to result in a reduction of
regular foreign aid while an underestimate might reduce the amount of
help in case of a shortfall. It would be equally important, however, to
countries that are called upon to provide assistance, since the function of
development finance is to fill the gap between a country's actual earnings
of foreign exchange and its needs to carry out a sound development pro-
gramme. The soundness of the development programme and the accur-
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DEVEMOPMENT EFORTS IN LDCs

Growth Performance: In 1965 te less-developed world a* a whole showed a

deceleration in the rate of growth of output (see Table A). The rate at

growth of per capita output continued to be substantially lower than in

industrialized countries. ' Although the paucity of data makes yearly comparisons

of growth rat"s in less-developed countries extremely hazardous,, the

average rate of growth smm to have bown beteen 4 and 5 pereent in 1965,

which is somewhat lower than in 1904. The $lack in tmw rate of growth

experienced in te sixties over the second half of the fifties would thus

seem to have continued in 1965.

Especially in te majority of Asian primary producing countries,

the rate of growth seems to have f#LUen off, though Korea and Thiad stand

out as exceptons. The growth process in mawW African countries did not

show such advance either. In some, this was the consequence of a serious

shortage of resources, whle in others, particularly Ghana and Mali, continued

price inflation and balance of payments difficulties bays depressed the rate

of grmuth of output and the rate of investment. In Latin America performance

in agriculture was the chief source of change in the rate of growthl it ade

for below average expansion in Bolivis, Chile, Colombia and Uruguay, &Md for

above average expansion in Brazil (mainly due to a bowm In te coffee harves).

In Argentina an the other hand, growth in oter sectors - particularly

industry - was sufficient to compensate for relative:ly poor agricultural

performance.
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Trade: As a result of the continued grovth in demand in the

industrialized countries, the foreign trade of less-developed countries

further increased in 1965. Between 1962 and 1964 these countries export

earnings grew at a rate averaging almost 9 percent, reaching 9.5 percent

in 1964. In 1965 the rate decreased to 7 percent, but was still above

the average annual increase of only 4.3 percent for the 15 years 1950-1965.

The deceleration in export earnings in 1965 was due primarily to a slow-

down of growth in volume rather than a fall in prices, although prices of

primary commodities did decline. The World an's primary mmdities

price index for low and medium incose countries declined by about 6 peroent

from tbe average of 1964. At the end of 1965, however, th index returned to

the level it had reached at the end of l$61, mainly because of the oontiming

rise in the price of copper and the stronger position of grain and saw

tropical producte.

Imports of the developing countries as a whole increased by only 4.5

percent in 1965 compered with 9 percent in 1964 and 5 pereenst in 1963.

Most of the slowdown s experienced in LaUn America and the Middle 1.st.

On ther other hand, the developing ceantries in Africa and Asia raised their

imports by 7.5 percent and 5.5 percent respectively.

The relatively slow growth of imports has been a maor factor in the

gradual decline of the combined trade deficit of the developing countries

(see Table B) from an average of more than $4 billion a year during 1960 to

1962 to about $2.5 billion during 1963 and 1964, and to sew $2 billion in

1965. Macluding the major petroleum exporters, hwever, the avablod trade



deficit mountod to $7.3 billon in 1965, about toe s mas the average for

1960-1964. The developing countries also had a deficit of vo-called

invisible permeats in 3965 of about $3.3 bilion. For the met pert, it

reflected not pqsments of iuom an investrents in the fam of interest and

dividends (including reinvested earnings), estimated at ne them 44 billion.

A eigpiticant part of the deficit an invisibles is due to large pamants by

the patrolm exporting countries.

MIUgp !W Invos&MMns Developing countries are canatimng to mobiise

their own resources for their econmic develtopmet sffrt. Ome indioator

at this sm' be found in the proportion at demostle ineons saved. The

largest source of finance for developing countries inesstment is their am

savings. 1h* net contribution of foreign capital to investent varies

widely among countries and, though it is not possible to generaeias, it ight

broadly be thought of as being from 20 to 25 percent of total investment.

time, te bulk of the resources for eenadt devloent in the peorm

coctries continuss to am* frm these conatries, but foreign capital still

plays a critically iportant role.

Data on savings are often unrellabl a become available only after

a considerable tm lug, but the avaelablo evidence satos that developing

countries we endeavoring to increase the ratio of savings to inems. In

at least thirteen of then, domstic savings reached or exceseded the

relatively satisfactory level of 3S percent of gross dinsotc product. In

a nmrber of developing countries the proportion of savings out of additional

inmmm (usually called the MWArin g!M&W rati) is neh higher than their



seavi s/Ime ratio, suggnstg that tbeir evwap MeSenp at.. ovew

time wld be rising too. Available eVIdei. shaws that in senteen

4veloping countries Margi.ul rate in recent yeatw WM )$ p1rceut 'r wora par

These thirteen or seventeen COAntries w, suevr, day a ftractian of

the total aumber ot oauntries unaly classIfIed as deloping fr the rest

savings rates have been sigifiently lammw, and a imnber t tm have

registered declining rates aer tinse. Savings estmates made in the Weld

ank for 1964 for a seleoted group of ountries (Ne. Table C) show wide

veriatims in Ahe lvel. msbievad. gaw4y twUie os many eomntries in this

group me below the 15 pereent avera level as there a" aboen it. In

qoatrast, veRy fe at the mee advmd countries saw lass than 20 porent ot

their groes domawti product. Wo is the primary reason wW in aebslute

terms the ineme, gap betwen the rich and power comatries sontianas to bon

larger.

Heiped by inflow ot foreign resources, gross Invesment In mat

dsveloping countries has bee highz tan teir domestI sapings. Ym 196k,

in the selected group of countries for which estimate, have been ade, new3y

two-thirds of he eantrie worm above te averg 15 percent level. Train

year to year, the ratio of investment to gross domstic product has varied

Aeording to the level 4=d movemnt of coonsmtion - public and private * as

w*U, as the inflow of resources from abroad. AcowdIng to estimates ade by

the United Nations, there no iniiatione that in the early sixties inaveestmat

has tended to increase at a 1~w rate than produtiusn, do to a slakenaing In
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the inflow of capdtel from abroad and vithmt t needed Inflow of ospital

from the richer countrie the developing countries had to restrain te

imprts needed for investment. Accentuating the salesosing in the resouroes

available for iwvestment use a rqp#d rise in he not catflov of interest and

profits which, by the end of 1964,, was absorbing mae than half of the net

inflow of grants and loans. These trends mean that the current outlook in

the production gap between the rich and poorer countries will become even

larger in the future.

The developdng countries awe trying to overcame these abstacles.

Apart froa effarts to increase saviS and invbstment, considerable improve-

ment has ben made by developing countries in effectively using the resources

available throug long-ters developmt plans. )%ch valuable experience has

bea gained in drawlng up such plans and, although loJamentation has proved

difficult, there is an increasing tendency to eat realistic targets consistent

with sound monetary and fiscal przeties, and with each country's availability of

heman and natural resoerce.

A policy area where prqw'ess is partleularly slow is that at taxation

and public sector savings. In maW developing countries taxation of high and

middle inams groups remains low, while goersment current expanditures an less

essential needs and defense have been inereasing. During the post-war 7oars

guvernment ooamqtion increased twice a. fast as private conswqptin and mch

faster than gross capital fonast ei. At the sam time the majrit# at these

goverrments have been saving relatively less than thW had been ten years

earlier.
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OFFICIAL 7IANCIAL ASSISTANCE

This brief record of developidng countries roaent esonmo histoy mst

be viewed within the context of the international offorts being esried out

to quicken their pace of growth. Both national agencies and the private

sector in developed countries, as well as international organisstionsV continue

to study the problems of development and to improve the meeam by which financial

assistance is made available to developing contries.

Qwita Reuirements !W Ilnveelnt PossiW lities The need for development

finance in less-developed countries continuas to rise. Four maor factomr

are responsible for thiss the .wrgence of new nations which inevitably

involve additional expenditures such as defense, public bildngas, overseas

embassies, etc; the rowth of population, calling for a continuous espon

of the productive structure of each sconow; the efforts to achieve higher

growth in per capita income than experienced hitherto ad the increase of

repayment obligations as we1 as interest and dividend charges an development

finance laned to or invested in developing countries.

To a very large extent these foreign ehang needs no as entioned

above, satisfied by the developing ccuntries export proceseds. DAwer, the

growth of exports has been insufficient to provide these countries with foreivg

eowhange resources at rates sufficiently high to match the rising needs. A

significant part of developing countries exporta is based on agricultural

primary prodcts,, the demand for which In developed countries is sluggish.

The major international and regional development institutions ant
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), International
Development Association (IDA)j International Finance Corporation (IFC);
Inter-American Develment Bank (IDB); Aruopean Developmnt Fund EDF)j
European Investment Bank (EIB); Development Assistance Coomittee DAC),
of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD);
United Nations Development Program (UNDP); Food and Agricultural Organisation
(FAO); and other United Nations agencies.
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The large share of metals and other products of mining (excluding petrolem)

in exports of developing countries is often hampered by cheaper synthetic

subatitutes; the possibilities of exporting manufacbires and other commodities

produced in competition with industrialised countries, faces inter Ai high

tariff walls and other protective measures in the markets Of the latter

countries. Discussions of the problems facing exports of manufatures were

actively conducted in 1965 and 1966 within the U.N. Conference on Trade and

Devolopment (UNCTAD) and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (OATT).

A siseable part of the gap between the need for foreign exhange an the

one hand and the ability of developing countries to expert an the other has been

filled by private foreign investment and loans, foreign aid by the governments

of the industrialia nations and by financial assistance of mltilateral

institutions.

kxternal capital to developing countries largely flows into those

investment prospects that meet high technical and eoonomio standards. In the

past, however, the lack of managerial, organisational and technical expertise

in developing countries has often hampered the preparation of investment

projects. Individual developed countries and private companies as well as

international organisations, have been providing technical assistance to

developing countries in order to increase their portfolio of projects and

facilitate the inflow of foreign capital. (Technical assistance by Mostern

industrial countries totalled $1.1 billion in 1965.) Dt the ability to

prepare projects is not the only condition for facilitating larger inflow of

external capital in developing countries. Both individual donor countries

and international organiations in their aid-giving policies stress the



importance that individual developing countries follow satisfactory general

economic policies as another condition for increasing the voluma of

financial assistance. These policy requirements tend to assure that external

capital is utilised in the best possible fashion.

Tod#y, developing countries do have sufficient projeots to justify

considerably higher levels of capital inflow from abroad. The World Bank

has estimated that these countries could utilise some $3-Uk billion per annum

more in developnmt finance than what was available in the recent past. As

for ensuring the pursuit of good economic policies in developing countries,

the action of multilateral organisations has been paramount because both the

capital importing countries and the capital exporting countries can cooperate

therein in setting standards and making the necessary judgments in individual

cse. e organiation of consultative groups Smug donor auntries and

financial institutions (see below), is also a means to ensure tat policies

of developing countries are consonant with the obJectives of financial

assistance-

Conditions in Capital Markets in Dovel ed Countries 'While external capital

needs of developing countries are rising, the supply of external apital from

indestrialized nations is showing signs of stagnation. A number of

industrialised countries are .sprincing serious difficulties in meting the

competing claims for investient resources within their a economies.

Moreover difficulties in the balance of payments have been experienced in the

largest capital exporting countries, the United gtates and the United Kingdom.

This has imposed limitations on the magnitude of exports of opital from these

countries or has had the effect of raising the cost of such capital exports.
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As shomn in Table D, interest rates an long-tern capital in United States and

uropean capital markets are rising quickly and have reached levels in saw

oass not experienced in usny decades.

Otficia BIlateral Assiotgne The tighter financial sitation in a nmber of

developed ecentries has been reflected in the total volume of assistance to

lese-developed countries since 1961. Table 3 shows that total assistance in

1964 was less than in 1961. In 1365, however, there was a reversal. Whiile

official financial assistance was at about the sam level in 1965 as it was in

1961 (higher, however, than in 1964), private capital flows were substantially

higher. The table shows that the United Sates and Japan were the sain

contributors to the higher level achieved in 1965. The United Kingdom

France and Germany all contributed approxmately the same anount in 1964 and

1965; their 1965 official assistance was atually lower.

Tighter financial cenditions in developed countries are also, reflected

in the composition of financial flows. The share of grants (for ishih no

repaymnt is required) in total assistance is declining markedly and in 1965

it was about 43 percent as against 52 percent in 1963 (see Table F). the

countries providing the gatest part of heir aid in grant. we France and the

United States.

the deeline in the share of grants has not be. accompanied by an

easing at the financial term of official lending to developing countries.

Table shows that terms have actally "hardened" somowhat sine 1962, eban all

capital-exporting countries oe ensidered. The "hardening" in particularly

noticeable when the recipient countries situation is assessed. An estimute by
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the World Book of the weighted average terms on external public debt of 34

developing countries shmws that, between 1962 and 1964, interest rates rose

from 3.7 percent to 4.23 percent, while maturity shortened from 23.2 to 22.8

years. This is mainly the result of lending on harder terms by the United

States, which has been traditionally a provider of low cost loan capital.

Due to the large sis. of the United States share, this hardening was not

compensated in aggregate by the general softening of terms by other donor

countries, even though the United Kingdom and Canada reduced their interest rates

very substantially. In July 1965 a recommendation by the Developiment

Assistance Committee of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Dvelopent urged donor countries to increase to about 80 percent the share of

assistance in the form of grants or in the form of loans with up to 3 percent

interest rate. Right countries have met the recamndatimt Australia,

Belgium, Donfark, France, Netherlands, Norwaq, Sweden and the United States.

Given the present difficulties in the major cspital markets of the world, it

is likely that financial texws an official loan assistance will not iuove in

the near future. If so, this will have a serious impact on the debt burden of

developing countries.

Multlateral Assistancet The situation in developed countries also affects the

operations of multilateral organizations. In 1965, hweever, these organisations

(IBRD, IDA, IFC, IDB, ENW, N 3, UN agencies) again increased their disbursements

of financial assistance ($1.4 billion, as against $1.1 billion in 1964). ThS

greatest rise was shown by disbursements of credits extended by the International

Development Association.7 Commitments have increased even more (from $1.6 to
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$2.0 billion between 196a and 1965). The rise of interest rates in th

international capital markets has affected the operation$ Of those

institutions which tap teath the lending rate of the Wrld Bank rose ftwo

%.5 percent to 6 pereent in 1966.

The increase in the intreut rates charged by multilateral

orgazizations implies that the debt burden of developing countries will

rise an this account too. These organizations, hower, are conscious of

the rising burden add afe taking steps to ram4uy it by expanding te

activities of tbose institutions which lend an one onsessicnal terms (IDA,

Pnd for Special Operatans of the IDB). In this context wast be placed

the recent proposal by the President of the World Bank Grasp tat the

resarces put at the disposal of IDA be raised to permit annual eacuttante

by that agencyOf $1 billion per awma.

1!!rnal Debt Table R shoes the rising debt burden of developing countries

betmeen 1963 and 1965; service paynts on external public debt have

increased by $1 billion. The burden is, of course, unevenly spread ang

individual developing countries. The four largest debtors (India, Brasil,

Argentina and Pakistan) carry one-third of the outetanding external public

debt of 97 developing countries. The inmearsed burden has ament that a

number of countries have had to reschedule their debt obligations vis-a-vis

developed countries, i.e. stretch out the payments due on these debts over

a longer period of years then originally contracted. Bcently, Chile,

Argentina, and rauil had to renegotiate their debt obligations. In 1965

and 1966, acute debt servicing problin were experienced by Indonesia, Ghana,

Guinea, Liberia, gomalia, Syria, UAR, Costa Rica, Haiti and Uruguay.
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Althaugh debt service had been inereasing, a slaovn of debt

acoumulation on the part of developing oauntries as a whole was

axperienced in 1965. The total outstanding public external debt of the

developing countries according to World Bazk estimates, stood at about

$36.4 billion in 2965 oupared with $33 billion in 1964, and with only

$10 bilion in 1955. 1ens, it increased ty about 10 perownt in 1965

compared with a compound rate of about 14 percent between 1955 and 196&.

Industrialised countries are discussing the problema ot debt burden under

the aegis of the above-ntioned Development Assistanoe Cunmittee of the

OXCD.

The country distribution of public financial assistance is

changing. Between 1961 and 1964 less-developed countries in Asia have

seen their share increase substantially while countries in bArope have

witnessed a considerable reduction the sbares of Africa and Latin Ameriva,

on the other hand, have remained unchanged (28-29 peroent and 16 percent,

respectively; see Table I). The major recipient of public capital remains

India, which in 1964 absorbed one-fifth of the total. The six cMUmtries

which receive the largest smount of public financial assistance (India,

Pakistan, outh Vietnia, Algeria, VAR and 5rauil) represent oer 40 percent

of the total received by all developing countries.

PRIVATE CAPITAL FLOWS

ile public financial flows remain stagant, or increase less than

proportionately to the growth of the industrial nations wealth, private flow

are rising. Although partly this may be due to better statistcal owirage,

the direction of the trend is unquestionable. Private capital floes to less-



developed countries take three main fort: direct private foreign invstemnt

(in plants, mimn. and plantations); purchase of stock and bonds of existing

companies in developing econamies; and lending to public or private parties.

The private sector of industrial cuntries also participates in the financing

of activities of multilateral agencies bW purchasing participations in their

loans, and by buying their bonds. Direct investment is the most important

of these torms, representing about 60 percent of private capital exports.

The United States remains the largest contributor (see Table J), and in 1965

the flow of United States direct investment increased 37 percent ~ar the

previaus year. It is not yet entirely clear why private investment has

shown this increases probably it was aprred by the investment boom in the

United States.

A complete statistical picture of the geographical distribhtion af

private direct investment among developing countries is not available* The

available partial data for the United States, France and the United Kingdom,

however, show that a largs part of private investment tends to be

concentrated in a few countries, particularly those prodscing petroleum.

The future volume of private capital flos into less-developed

countries is related to a large extent to the policies folloed by the visa--

via foreign private investment. National aid agencies and international

multilateral organisations are helping the movements of private capital,

through their financial assistance activities by creating the economic infra-

structure in developing countries an which foreign private enterpise can

base its productive activity. International organizations in particular,

are also taking positive steps to assure that the policies followed by



developing countries encourage the inflow of foreign private capital, skills

and knowledge. In this connection it is also worth antioning that in

October 1966, the Convention on Settlament of Investment Disputes, vhich had

been under consideration by members of the World Bank, caes into being.

The Convention p r'w 4ee4he establislI4-a an international center,

providing facilities for the moincliation or arbitration of disputes between

governments and foreign investors.

Now WIativas t In the year under review a number of new initiatives have

been taken and some taken earlier are nearer fruition in the field of

development finance. An exhaestive aecount of these is not feasible sawe

have been mentioned above. The following seem worthy of special mention.

The World Bank has expanded its activity in aid co-ordinationt casrtia or

consultative groups have now been set up for India, Pakistan, Colombia,

Malaysia, Nigeria, Sudan, Thailand, and Tunisia. OECD organised consortia

for Greece and Turkey and the Inter-American Development Bank had a

consultative group for Ecuador. Steps are now being taken toward organising

similar groups for toreaj(-orocco ,andft . In these groups intemsted

donor countries and international organisations participate by exchanging

views on the policies and the external capital needs of the countries for

which the groups are o rganised and by participating in the financing of

investment projects of such countries. The organising agency provides

information and objective judgments based on field work, and while assisting

donor countries in their deliberations, also helps developing countries in

assessing their needs and their policies. Recourse to these forms of aid

cooperation is likmly to increase in the near futures in addition to

helping the financing of developing countries investment programs, thse
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groups can better Judge the debt burden of developing countries aid therefore

appropriately frame the terms at which now finance should be given; also,

the increased flow of informatimon that these groups bring about help in

planning the aid efforts of developed countries and may improve the investment

needed to encourage private enterprise to participate more in the development

process.

To tackle the problem af unexpected export shortfalls and tUe threat

it poses for the development proess in developing countries, an important

new initiative was taken in the form af a resolution put forwardd'hy the

United Kingdom and &redieh delegations to th UNCTAD in l96a whieh the

Conference asked the Wrld Bank to study. The staff of the Bank completed its

study of the problem in !Iwrw*&l965 and came up with a sabeme aimed at

defending develoaent progrs from the dargers at disruptin arising from

unexpected adverse movements in export earnings b7 providing supplamental

resources under certain conditions. MO scheme proposed is based on a elose

and cntiauing relationship between the agency administering the sheSm and

the countries conuirned, and on undetwxaing regarding the bread ontent of

development plans and policies, including export projeetions. As long as the

economic performce of the caantry was satisfactory judgpd by its adherence

to agreed policies and programs, the schem would make available adquate long.

term finance to cover an unexpected shortfall from reasonable *spetations,"

embodied in agreed export projections.

The sehems has received wide public support in um countries as well

as support from th member countries of the apprpiate eaoittee ft the

United Nation Trade and Development Board which discussed the scheme in April

1966. A small group of goverant representatives has been set up to farther
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study and elaborate the sehme proposed by staff of the Bonk. The scheme,

if it comss into being, would net only provide assurance to the developing

countries that their development efforts will not be frostrated by uwxpected

shortfalls, but also contribute to a statngthening of dobtarmc editor and

naltilateral-bilateral cooperation in Vte international aid field.

A parallel effort to neet the problems of primary producing countries

is a study jointly organised b1 the Coteffatimsal offee Orgaisation, the

U.N. Pood and Agriculture Organisatian and the World Bank. A dosen countries

in Latin America and Africa depend en coffee as a major source of export

earnings, which is subject to wide swings up or down by as nmch as 50 percent

in a single year. The study vii examime the needs of coffee-producing

oountries to diversify into other lines of production which would iepart

greater strength and sta tUry to their ecenomies. Pr aking studies of the

possibilities and problems of diversification, the atfee po p will develop

a better notion of the long-tern supply situation in the World eoffee marist,

thereby investigating the basic factors involved in long-tern mrars tabilisation.

In this connection mention should also be made of the recent reviion

in the compensatory financing facility of the International Vontary Fund under

which primary producing countries experiensing balance at paymente deficits due

to export declines can make drawings on the Fund up to specified amnnts for a

period of three to five years. In 1966 this facility, which *e.. into

existence in 1963, wim revised to pernit over a two yaw period or mare drawings

of up to 5D percent of a contary's quota in the Rund instead of 25 percent as

was the ease before. Certain other feature of this facility have also been

revised.



In organising assistance at a regional level, an Utportant step was

taken in 1966 uith the establishment of the Asian Development Bank with total

contribations of $1 billion from Asian as well as ather countries. The new

bank is to be headquartered in Manila, Philippines. Tbae Bank, like the Inter-

Anerican Development Bank and the African Developnt Bank (established in

1965), is primarily an opwraticnal lending institution at a regional level,

but it is also likely to contribute to a closer coordination in devloment

and assistance policies among participants.

As the awareness af the problem af developing countries grow, these

initiatives are likely to multiply in Va coming years. 11* Food and

Agricultural Organisation for *eaple, has proposed in mid-1966 to .sbablish

a composite national-lsternational program to help advance the technological

isprovement of food production in developing countries. Under this proposal

$500 illion per year would be available jointly from bilateral aid agencies and

FAO in the form of essential agricultural inputs (e.g. fertilizsrs), and ezpa't

services, in order to improe agricultural productivity. The proposal aims at

tackling a problem which is also being discussed in other developent organisa.

tions. A concerted effort on production, technical assistane, oredit and

marketing structure for lifting food supplies is the objective of these

oonsiderations.

It should be stressed, hoever, that no muber of financial initiatives

on an international level can assure a moe favorable future in the field of

developomnt - unless efforts are sitiltaneously made to solve sn of the

pressing domestic probln by the countries themelves. he developmentol
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picture in the year ust gw r vex waanoidsreb*loa1ded by swims political

unrest that took place in a nmber at cauntrieso buch as Indonesia, Ghana,

Nigeria and others. The brief hest.ltes botwon India and Pakistan set

back the peco cf developament in these two large countries. Inflation ontinues

to beset many Latin American ouantries and is making inroads into Africa. 1h

problem of increasing agricultural productivity sufficiently to meet the growth

in population still remains largely to be solved. The various initiatives being

taken at national and Inter aotnal lwls asy help ese the inevitable process

of social change in developing countries, but the main eftfrt nst came and is

coming frm within the developing countries.



'able A

GROSS DC1ESTIC PRODUCT, INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTION BY AREAS

(percentage change from preceding year)

Gross Domestic Industrial Agricultural Output
Product Outut Total Food

Total Per Total Per Total Per Total Per
Caita aita. Capita Capita

World l/

1961 4 2 6 4 2 2 -
1962 5 3 8 6 4 2 3 1
1963 4 2 6 4 3 1 2
1964 5 3 7 5 2 2 -
1965 5 3 7 5 2 2 -

Industrial Countries

1961 4 3 4 3 2 1 2 1
1962 5 4 7 6 5 4 4 3
1963 5 3 5 4 3 2 2 1
1964 6 5 7 6 2 1 2 1
1965 5 4 7 6 2 1 2 1

Developing Countries

1961 5 3 9 7 3 1 3 1
1962 4 2 7 5 2 1
1963 4 2 6 4 2 1
1964 5 3 7 4 3 1 2
1965 4 2 7 5 2 - 1

1/ Including Soviet countries and mainland China, except for Gross Domestic
Product,

All figures are rounded to indicate broad brends only.

Sources: United Nations, World Econcaaic Survey, 1964; U.N. Monthly Bulletin
of Statistics; Food and Agriculture Organization and United States
Department of Agriculture.



Table B

TRADE BALANCE OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

(in Billions of U.S. Dollars)

1966
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 First Quarter

(Annual Rate)

Developing CountriesJ/

Exports (fob) 27.5 27.8 29.6 32.2 35.3 37.8 38.7

Inports (cif) -31.5 -32.5 -33.2 34.8 -37.9 -39.7 -39.7

Trade Balance -4.0 -4.7 -3.6 -2.6 -2.6 -1.9 -1.0

Excluding Major
Petroleum Exporters'

Exports (fob) 21.7 22.0 23.0 25.4 27.4 29.4 30.3

Imports (cif) -28.7 -29.7 -30.4 -32.2 -24.8 -36.7 -36.6

Trade Balance -7.0 -7.7 -7.4 -6.8 -7.4 -7.3 -6.3

1/ Including Southern European developing countries other
than Spain.

2/ Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela.

Source: International Financial Statistics, IMF.



Table C

SAVINGS AND INVESTMIENT OF SELECTED
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (1964)

Savings Gross Investment
Country % of GDP % of GDP

Thailand 21.3 22.6

Malaysia 20.6 19.3

Peru 20.6 23.6

Argentina 19.7 19.5

Republic of China 19.0 18.8

Philippines 17.7 16.h

Colombia 16.-* 16.0

Tanzania 15.7 19.0

Nicaragua 15.2 18.2

Iraq 14.0 13.2

Panama 13.9 17.3

Mexico 13.8 -16.1

Paraguay 13.3 15.7

Brazil 12.8* 14.2

Ghana 12.7 16.0

Guatemala 12.2 15.6

Morocco 12.2 11.0

Honduras 11.4 14.6

Chile 10.9 13.4

Ceylon 10.2 12.8

Costa Rica 10.1 15.3

Pakistan 10.1 17.8

India 9.9* 15.5

Kenya 9.7 11.0

Korea 6.2 13.6

* Figures are for 1960-64.
Source: IBRD Staff Estimates.



Table D

U.S. and European Long-Term
Interest Rates: July 1963 and 1966 (5)

July 1963 1966

United States

Government Bonds 4.01 4.76 (9/12)

France

Public Sector Bonds /1 5.24 6.60 (7/31)

Italy

Treasury Bonds 5.22 5.50 (July)

Switzerland

Confederation Bonds 3.22 4.16 (July)

Germany

Public Authority Bonds 6.10 8.40 (June)

United Kingdom

War Loan 5.57 7.31 (9/1)

Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, September 1966

/1 Increase slightly exaggerated due to different treatment of a tax
item at the two dates.



Table E

Total Official and Private Flow of Long-Term
Financial Resources (Net) /1 From DAC-Gountries

to Less Developed Countries and Multilateral Agencies: 1961, 1964 and 1965

(US $ millions)

Official Flows Private Flows Total
1961 1967 1965 1961 1964 1965 1961 196h 1965

Australia (73) (107) 121 .. (20) 23 (73) (127) 144

Austria 2 15 -34 18 7 14 20 21 47

Belgium 92 82 119 82 93 120 175 175 239

Canada 62 128 120 39 29 33 101 157 153

France 943 831 757 489 550 562 1,432 1,382 1,319

Denmark 8 11 13 25 21 (3) 33 32 16

Germany 615 423 427 219 268 278 832 691 705

Italy 85 54 93 177 188 184 262 242 277

Japan 109 116 244 279 188 242 387 304 486

Netherlands 69 48 60 144 80 164 214 128 224

Norway 9 17 12 1 10 26 10 27 38

Portugal 44 62 21 .. .. 9 4h 62 31

Sweden 8 33 39 44 34 31 52 67 70

United Kingdom 457 493 480 444 415 443 901 908 923

United States 3,530 3,463 3,730 1,099 1,297 (1,748) 4,629 4,76o 5,478

Total 6,106 5,882 6,271 3,061 3,200 3,879 9,168 9,081 10,149

/1 Net of loan repayments and private capital repatriation.

( ) indicates an estimate
not available

Source: OECD, Development Assistance Efforts and Policies, 1966 Review.



Table F

Total Flow of Long-Term Financial Resources
From IAC Countries to Less Developed
Countries and Multilateral Agencies

(milion US$)

1963 196_ 1965

Official bilateral (net) 5,712 5,4 5,773

Grants 4,040 3,837 3,798

Loans 1,677 1,500 1,954

Other -5 24 21

Official multilateral (net) _11 _i]. 4197

Grants & capital subscriptions 415 452 528

Loans -4 -11 -31

Private investment (net) 1,838 2,318 3,138

Private export credits (net) 552 881 71

Total 8,513 9,081 10,149

Grants as % of total 52.3 47.2 42.6

Private investment and exports
credits as % of total 28.1 35.2 38.2

Source: see table A



Table G

Average Financial Terms on Official
Bilateral Loan Commitments: 1962 and 1965

Weighted average maturity Weighted average
periods (years) interest rates

1962 1965 1962 1965

Total IAC countries 23.62' 22.2 3.61/ 3.6

of which: U.S. 28.6 28.0 2.5 3.3

U. K. 24.3 22.1 5.8 3.3

France 17.0= 16.6 4.01 3.7

Germany 15.2 16.9 4.h 4.2

Canada 11.6 30.1 6.0 3.8

1/ Based on incomplete data; for France, based on disbursements
rather than commitments.

Source: See table A



Table H

Estimated Service Payments on External Public Debt
of 97 Developing Countries /I

(In Billions of U.S. Dollars Equivalent)

South
Asia Total
and as % of

Latin Middle Far Southern Merchandise
America East East Africa Europe Total Exports

1960 1.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.3 2.3 8.1

1961 1.3 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3 2.3 8.2

1962 1.3 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.2 2.4 8.4

1963 1.3 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.3 2.5 7.5

1964 1.7 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.h 3.3 9.2

1965 1.7 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.4 3.5 9.0

/1 These figures are derived from the latest World Bank estimates for 97 countries
and include nearly all developing countries for which information exists. They
cover service payments on both public loans and private loans guaranteed by the
governments of debtor countries, all with maturities of one year or more.



Table I

Major Recip-int Countries of Net Official Flows From
DAC Countries wrvi Multilateral Organizations:. 1961 - 1964

(US $ million)

1961 % 1964 %

Asia 2,235 _0 .2,935 47

of which: India 662 12 1,230 20

PakistAn 264 5 518 8

South Vietnam 173 3 246 4

Africa 1,65 29 1,722 28

of which: AlgeriA 433 8 252 4

U.A.R. 127 2 238 4

Congo (Leo.) 87 2 115 2

Morocco 117 2 107 2

America 876 16 1,018 16

of which: Brazil 342 6 233 4

Chilo 130 2 132 2

Colombia 66 1 103 2

Europe 543 10 343 5

of which: Turkey 178 3 149 2

Yugoslavia 164 3 136 2

Other 266 5 239 4

Total 5,577 100 6,257 100

Source: OED, Development Assistance Efforts and Policies, 1965
Review.



Table J

Net Private Direct Investment From DAC Countries
to Less Developed Countries: 1964 and 1965

(U.S. $ Millions)

1964 1965

Australia 20 20
Austria 1 4
Belgium 50 60
Canada 33 17
Denmark - 1 (1)
France 370 394
Germany 81 104
Italy 48 74
Japan 53 87
Netherlands (45) (54)
Norway 1 3
Portugal n.a.
Sweden 25 2
United Kingdom 147 ...
United States 841 1,155

Total 1,713 2,207

Included in the total

Sources: id. Table A



PER CAPITA INCOME* : DEVELOPED AND
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1961 AND 1965
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* Estimated per capita Gross National Product at factor cost converted into U.S. dollars at prevailing
official exchange rates. Data for developing countries cover 99 countries.
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DEBT SERVICE OF DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES
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THE FLOW OF OFFICIAL FINANCIAL RESOURCES
AS A PERCENTAGE OF NATIONAL INCOME,
1962-1965
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THE FLOW OF OFFICIAL AND PRIVATE FINANCIAL
RESOURCES TO LESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
AND MULTILATERAL AGENCIES, 1960-1965
(BILLIONS OF U.S. DOLLARS)
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